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ABSTRACT 

Payment for Environmental Services (PES) is a relatively new concept in 

Vietnam. The government has recognised its potential to help the rural poor emerge 

from poverty. This research analyses the feasibility of and challenges to pro-poor 

PES in Vietnam and provides recommendations for improvement. Data were 

collected and analysed using participatory and group techniques, qualitative data 

analysis and case study approaches. Overall, this thesis reveals that organisational 

barriers (lack of coordination amongst stakeholders, benefit allocation, high 

transaction costs, top-down planning and control); institutional barriers (lack of 

specific regulations, inadequate involvement of the poor in PES implementation, low 

levels of payment, insecure land tenure); and lack of knowledge and capacity among 

public servants, impede implementation of pro-poor PES in Vietnam. 

Complex project administration, conflicts among actors and a limited number of 

buyers of environmental services (ES) affect pro-poor PES outcomes at a local level. 

Donors currently play a large role in supporting PES schemes. Prices for ES would 

not be financially viable had transaction costs not been covered by donors. 

Availability of income and technical assistance to poor households is only possible 

through donors wanting to fund pro-poor PES projects. 

Participation by poor households is limited due to political factors, contracts being 

driven by buyers, and the limited capacity of households to negotiate and manage 

PES schemes. At most studied sites, intermediaries were instrumental in negotiating 

PES. However, the work of intermediaries was rarely flawless as self interest could 

override impartiality resulting in less than optimal PES outcomes. 

xxv 



For pro-poor PES to succeed in alleviating poverty in Vietnam, a number of key 

elements need to be factored into the development and administration of pro-poor 

PES programs. Programs need to be: participatory so that all players are given fair 

and ample opportunity to partake in the program (particularly the least well-

resourced and most economically disenfranchised); transparent so that all players can 

be made aware of the way in which the program is administered, including 

distribution of benefits; well-monitored to ensure that the program is conducted in a 

manner that meets the program's overarching objectives and guidelines. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

Payments for environmental services (PES) are defined by Wunder (2005) as 

voluntary arrangements where a well-defined environmental service is bought by a 

(minimum of one) service buyer who compensates a (minimum of one) service 

provider - and does so if, and only if, the service provider continuously secures the 

provision of that service (conditionality)' (Figure 1.1.). 

Figure 1. 1. PES concept diagram 

Voluntary 
tranacior,  

Well- 

ProderactLa\,
E1  

(conditionality) 

True PES 

( ES ovirseer boQhtbva(rnln.one)
buyer 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The basic principles behind PES are to effectively employ people, on both an 

individual and community level, to provide environmental services (ES) and to 

compensate them for the costs of their services. PES also aims to ensure that those 

who benefit from these services should pay for them, thereby internalising these 

benefits (Mayrand and Paquin 2004). ES reward or payment is taken here to mean 

the compensation for service, merit or effort, and/or incentive for maintaining or 

enhancing environmental service functions, received by the sellers or paid by the 

buyers, of the ES. Environmental rewards could take various forms, such as direct 

payments, financial incentives, or in-kind compensation (Gouyon 2002, Van 

Noordwijk 2005). 

Although Wunder's definition of PES is widely recognised, this definition and its 

practical application have been debated by different scholars. For example 

Sommerville et al. (2009) claim that if this definition is used as a lens to assess PES, 

very few current PES schemes meet all of these criteria. Swallow et al. (2007) also 

expressed doubt that this definition can help PES practioners spell out 'interesting 

and important mechanisms that are being negotiated for managing interactions 

between people with diverse interests in ecosystem management and ecosystem 

services.' 

Thus, while Wunder (2005), van Noordwijk et al. (2007) and Hoang et al. (2008) 

claimed that 'voluntary' is the key element of PES (although it is difficult to 

achieve), Sommerville et al. (2009) disagree with this argument. These authors 

explained that PES might be voluntary at the level of the transaction but even the 

service providers do not necessarily have the choice whether or not to provide the 

service, such as in cases where land-use change is illegal. These authors, therefore, 

proposed a revised definition of PES as 'approaches that aim to (1) transfer positive 

4 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

incentives to environmental service providers that are (2) conditional on the 

provision of the service, where successful implementation is based on a 

consideration of (I) additionality and (2) varying institutional contexts'. 

While acknowledging there is a wide range of views on PES definition, the 

author still applies Wunder (2005)'s defintion as the frame for the research. This is 

because the government of Vietnam acknowledges this definition and is establishing 

new policies related to PES that aim to meet all the criteria of PES under this 

definition. 

Although not originally designed to reduce poverty, PES has a strong potential to 

make a positive impact on poverty as many ES providers, particularly in the tropics, 

are poor. Fargestrom (2006) argued that: 

'If the poorest of the poor can he rewarded for the environmental services 

that they provide, then the poor can he empowered and thus enabled to 

influence the policy. This development would turn the poorest of the poor from 

passive' support receivers into 'active' environment protectors'. 

Others have argued that a new, holistic PES approach that explicitly aims to 

balance poverty reduction with conservation and to do so with social justice and 

equity should be considered (WWF 2006). This more equitable PES could, in the 

appropriate circumstances, deliver both sustainable natural resource management and 

improved livelihood security for the rural poor. 

There has been much discussion about pro-poor PES, though its implementation is 

still in its infancy (Pagiola et al. 2005, Swallow et al. 2005, Wunder 2008). To date, 

however, there is limited evidence of successful PES projects and programs that 

address poverty alleviation (Wunder 2008, Pham ci al. 2010). 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

There is currently no common agreed definition of pro-poor PES. Even the 

concept 'Pro-poor' is interpreted differently. Curran and de Renzio (2006) claimed 

that 'pro-poor' refers to actions and policies that directly target poor people, or that 

are more generally aimed at reducing poverty. Bird and Busse (2006) asserted that 

'pro-poor' refers to actions or policies that aim to improve the assets and capabilities 

of the poor. More specifically, Johnson and Start (2001) viewed 'pro-poor' as the 

process of transferring rights and resources to under-represented individuals, 

organisations and regions. In this research, the author argued that pro-poor PES 

refers to PES schemes and programs that either put poverty reduction as the primary 

goal or aim to target poverty through improving the assets and capabilities of the 

poor and transfering the rights and the resources to these vulnerable groups. 

No matter what the definition of 'pro-poor' is, policies requires the following 

factors to be pro-poor: (i) comprehensive understanding of poverty situation, in-depth 

analysis of potential impact of these policies are likely to have, institutional capacity, 

good governance and accountability, opportunities for the poor to engage with the 

policy process and have their opinions taken into account (Norton et al. 2001, Bird and 

Busse 2006). Hobley (2007) further suggested that pro-poor policy should be defined 

by outcomes rather than intent, and that assessment of poverty and pro-poor should not 

only be based on monetary metrics but also on other non-monetary terms (See Chapter 

6 for further discussion). These apply all to pro-poor PES. 

1.2. PES IN THE CONTEXT OF VIETNAM 

1.2.1. Overview 

Vietnam is one of the most biologically diverse countries in the world. Its current 

population is approximately 87 million people and income inequality is increasing as 

6 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

the country transforms into a manufacturing and services based economy (Hodgson 

2007). More than 80% of the population and 90% of poor people overall, live in rural 

areas and depend on agriculture for their livelihood. Since Doi Moi was officially 

introduced in Vietnam in 1986, the country has made significant achievements in 

socio-economic development, foreign affairs and national security. Vietnam's 

poverty rate has declined by 41% between the 1980s and 2002, and economic growth 

during the 1990s   was 8-9% per year (Thomas el al. 2008). In addition to strong 

agricultural performance since the late 1980s, the Vietnamese Government has also 

paid attention to environmental protection. Despite the acknowledged link between 

poverty reduction and environmental protection, there have been few successful 

examples (Thomas et al. 2008). 

PES has gained special attention from Government and donor organisations over 

the past four years because of its assumed capacity to both reduce poverty and 

deliver environmental protection. Over this period, the number of actors involved in 

PES in Vietnam has increased markedly, reflecting greater interest from both 

Government and international organisations. Despite strong interest from 

Government in Vietnam. PES projects have been donor-driven and dependent upon 

support from intermediaries to implement them (see Chapter 5 for more details on 

the role of intermediaries in facilitating PES and pro-poor PES in Vietnam). 

Doi moi (Renovation) refers to the name of the economic reforms initiated in Vietnam in 1986 for a 

socialist-oriented market economy'. As a result of Doi rnoi many privately-owned enterprises were 

permitted to engage in commodity production, collective industry and agricultural operations activities 

which were previously only carried out by the Communist authorities. 

7 



Chapter]. Introduction 

PES concepts have been introduced in different laws in Vietnam (e.g. the Law on 

Environmental Protection 2005, Law on Water Resources 1998, Law on Forest 

Protection and Development 2004, and Biodiversity Law 2008). These laws recognise 

elements of services provided by ecosystems, such as biodiversity protection, and 

rights of land users to manage the lands assigned or leased to them. The Vietnamese 

Government has so far exerted its influence on PES mainly by (i) collecting fees and 

environmental charges, and (ii) establishing environmental trust funds. 

Taxes and environmental charges/fres are levied through the natural resource 

tax, water resource tax, waste water tax, land use tax, and forest ES fees. 

Environmental charges are levied for issuing licenses, and certifying the 

eligibility requirements for environment standards for businesses involving 

environmental conditions. 

Environmental trust funds include the Vietnam Environmental Protection 

Fund, Vietnam Conservation Fund, and Vietnam Forest Protection and 

Development Fund. These funds have relevance to PES because they establish 

mechanisms for collecting and allocating environmental charges, fees, and 

funding. 

1.2.2. Government views on PES and pro-poor PES 

According to the Government of Vietnam Decision 380/QD-TTg2  dated 10 April 

2008 (see Chapter 4 for further details), ES policies are designed to achieve social, 

2 Decision No.380/QD-TTg on Piloting payment for forestry environmental services in Lam Dong, 

Son La, Dong Nai, Hoa Binh, Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan and Ho Chi Minh. In summary this decision 

aims to provide a foundation for PES policies development by identifying the benefits, rights and 

responsibilities of the various PES stakeholders involved. 
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economic and environmental objectives (Nguyen 2010). First, social objectives seek 

to improve the livelihoods of people in mountainous and forested areas by 

eradicating hunger and reducing poverty. This is the key objective of the policy and 

sets a platform to address other development issues including cultural and social 

development and political security for the mountainous areas. Secondly, economic 

objectives seek to establish a sustainable source of funding to meet the needs for 

forest protection and development whilst reducing Government funding 

requirements. Thirdly, environmental objectives are centred on protecting the 

environmental values of forests and the contribution they make to the maintenance of 

sustainable environments. PES policies in Vietnam are multi-focussed and not 

exclusively designed to achieve poverty reduction. 

1.2.3. Stage and status of PES and pro—poor PES policies 

The process by which PES and pro-poor PES become integrated into regular 

policy and implementation processes is referred to as three phases of environmental 

mainstreaming' including: a preparatory phase where policy is formulated and 

institutional capacity is fostered, a second phase in which policy is tested, and a third 

phase which involves establishing, monitoring, and refining institutional practices 

(UNPEI 2009). Using this framework, most work on PES in Vietnam is currently 

only at or near the end of the preparatory phase. Several key PES pilot projects and 

national pilot PES programs have recently been launched thanks to Decision 380. 

1.3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The aim of this thesis is to contribute to an enhanced understanding of the 

feasibility and challenges of pro-poor PES in Vietnam and to provide 
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recommendations for its future improvement. The objectives and associated research 

questions of this study are: 

I. To evaluate to what extent the poor have been targeted in current PES policies, 

programs and projects in Vietnam. More specifically: 

What are the lessons learnt and pitfalls of PES policies, programs and 

projects in Vietnam? 

To what extent have poverty reduction goals and the poor been taken into 

account in current policies, programs and project plaiming, design, 

implementation and monitoring? 

What are the constraints limiting local authorities and other local 

organisations from involving the poor in PES? 

II. To identjfy opportunities for, challenges and constraints to the Vietnamese 

Government in designing and implementing pro-poor PES. In particular, to 

ask: 

I) Can government organisations be an efficient and effective basis for building 

pro-poor PES? 

What kinds of institutions are needed for pro-poor PES? 

Can public servants work effectively to implement pro-poor PES? 

III. To understand the role of intermediaries in PES and pro-poor PES 

establishment, implementation and monitoring. In particular, to ask: 

Are there intermediaries and if so, what are their key functions in getting PES 

established? 

To what extent can local organisations (e.g. farmers' associations) act as ES 

sellers? 

IDJ 
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What are the main differences in the capacities, power and relationships of 

the different intermediaries in negotiating PES? 

IV. To identify opportunities for, and constraints to, involvement of the poor in 

potential PES schemes 

Are there significant opportunity or transaction costs in participating in PES? 

What are the organisational and institutional constraints to poor households 

becoming ES providers? 

To what degree could a potential PES scheme reduce poverty? 

V. To recommend enabling conditions for PES and pro-poor PES policies so that 

they can be more effective. 

What is the appropriate policy framework for facilitating PES and pro- poor 

PES? 

What are the potential incentives and sanctions that could be designed in 

order to minimise monitoring costs and improve conditionality? 

1.4. CONTRIBUTION OF THIS THESIS 

This thesis aims to yield a greater understanding of PES and its linkages with 

poverty alleviation. It also contributes towards the establishment of a policy 

framework for pro-poor PES in Vietnam. The findings, outcomes and 

recommendations of the research are useful for decision-makers, donors and 

researchers. The study is of both international and national importance. 

International contribution 

Although a relatively new concept, Pagiola et al. (2005), Swallow et at. (2005), 

Wunder (2005), Wunder et at. (2005) and Wunder (2006) attest that PES provides a 

'win-win' solution for people and the environment. Unfortunately there has been a 
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lack of case studies to validate claims that PES can help to alleviate poverty, 

particularly in developing countries. Swallow et al. (2005) argue that there is an 

urgent need to obtain a more in-depth understanding of the underlying differences in 

the institutional, economic and social contexts among countries in the developing 

world and how these differences affect PES. Wunder (2006), Dudley et al. (2007), 

Lee and Mahanty (2009), Wunder 2007, Beria and Lee (2008) also suggest that more 

experience, research, analysis and field practice is needed to explore and assess the 

pro-poor potential of PES and its associated design, implementation and monitoring 

mechanisms. This research thesis looks at the gap in understanding of the potential 

application of pro-poor PES and aids understanding as to whether PES can have an 

impact on poverty reduction. 

This research is also one of the few studies to focus on pro-poor PES issues in 

Southeast Asia. To-date, most PES case studies and lessons learnt have been based 

on work in Latin America (Pagiola et al. 2005, Wunder 2007). Wunder (2005) 

claims that in the tropics, there is a lack of demand for PES mechanisms. Using 

Vietnamese case studies, this research questions the demand for PES in the tropics 

(Vietnam in particular) and contributes to an improved knowledge of the specific 

conditions under which pro-poor PES may or may not work. 

Future PES research design and monitoring will benefit from the analytical 

framework and research method used in this thesis. 

National contribution 

The Vietnamese Government has paid increasing attention to the potential 

benefits of PES over the last four years (Hoang et al. 2008). In 2008, the 

Government of Vietnam issued Decision 380, which established a pilot policy 
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framework for Payment for Forest Ecosystem Service (PFES) in the country (see 

Chapter 4 for further details). However, working experience and personal 

communication of the author with stakeholders in Vietnam indicates that, with the 

exception of a few decision-makers, there is limited understanding of PES. There are 

a variety of reasons for this including: (i) language barriers - most publications about 

PES are in English; (ii) there has been a lack of successful case studies to inform 

policy development; and (iii) there is uncertainty as to whether PES can work for the 

poor. Leisinger (1998) asserts that a shift from the traditional regulatory approach of 

government command and control to a more market-oriented solution can only work 

if it is based on scientific evidence and where the needs of the community are 

appropriately addressed. This research thesis was designed to explore stakeholder 

perceptions with respect to PES and pro-poor PES. In addition to providing a 

scientific analysis of pro-poor PES in Vietnam. this study provides an opportunity for 

the views of key stakeholders and local communities to be incorporated into pro-poor 

PES policy frameworks. The qualitative research was undertaken through intensive 

dialogue, discussions, seminars, and workshops conducted in the Vietnamese 

language. The discussions were held at Local and Central levels of Government and 

the results provide policy-makers with a more in-depth understanding of the benefits 

and challenges of implementing pro-poor PES schemes and go some way towards 

development of a pro-poor PES policy framework in Vietnam. 

As a developing country, Vietnam continues to make poverty reduction one of its 

top national priorities (ICEM 2003). The National Strategy for Socio Economic 

Development for the period 2001-201 ü and The Comprehensive Poverty Reduction 

Further details can be downloaded at: www.unaids.org.vn/sitee/imagesI.../socioeconomicdev.pdf  
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and Growth Strategy4  emphasise socio-economic development objectives aimed at 

helping people increase income, improve living standards and escape poverty. 

Environmental protection incentives, including PES, will therefore, have a greater 

likelihood of receiving government support if they are linked to or contribute to 

poverty reduction goals. This research thesis analyses the opportunities and 

constraints affecting the poor in participating in PES. The study also examines the 

extent that PES can be mainstreamed into poverty reduction strategies. 

The literature has emphasised the role of intermediariess in PES, particularly in 

improving the understanding of PES amongst buyers and sellers (Pagiola et al. 2005, 

Wunder 2005, Wunder 2007). The limited studies on the influence of intermediaries 

on PES suggest that intermediaries can have both positive and negative effects on the 

implementation of PES schemes and outcomes for local people (Pham et a!, 2010). 

In Vietnam there is a lack of analysis of the specific conditions under which 

intermediary participation may be positive or negative. This study provides insight 

into this aspect by highlighting the role, function and impacts of intermediaries and 

explores different models that can maximise their positive impacts while minimising 

their negative impacts. 

The question of how to make PES sustainable is often raised by researchers, 

decision-makers and stakeholders in Vietnam, as well as internationally. In Southeast 

Asia and more specifically in Vietnam, PES incentive schemes are either 

implemented or tested by international organisations. When international funding 

runs out, projects will often cease or become compromised (ICEM 2003). PES 

Further details can be downloaded at: siteresources.worldbank.org/ INTVIETNAM/ ... / cprgs_ 

finalreport Nov03.pdf 
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cannot be successful if it is solely the result of effort by an external party. 

Community acceptance, ownership and responsibility of the PES scheme are 

fundamental for sustainability (Lambert et at. 1996). PES scheme participants should 

be encouraged to participate and manage PES schemes over the longer-term, not only 

become involved when schemes are managed or delivered by a third party. This may 

require some level of capacity building and leadership to be developed within local 

communities. Local community-based organisations such as the Farmers' 

Associations or Women's Unions often have the trust of the community (Nørlund et 

al. 2003). They can also act on behalf of the community and the poor when entering 

into PES contracts. There is currently a lack of research exploring the potential role 

of these organisations in the delivery of PES programs. A question related to this is 

how to ensure funds will be adequately monitored and managed and to what degree 

the poor can access payments if organisations play these representative roles. This 

research thesis looks into these issues and it is anticipated the outcomes of this study 

will benefit donors, NGOs researchers, Government and others involved in PES in 

Vietnam. 

1.5. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

There are a multitude of players in the delivery of pro-poor PES in Vietnam, 

including Government at national, regional and local levels, buyers and sellers and 

intermediaries, and of course the poor themselves. Governance and administrative 

arrangements along with organisational and institutional contexts will have a strong 

bearing on whether a pro-poor PES scheme will be a success or failure. The thesis 

seeks to address the interaction between players and the organisational and 

institutional factors that are likely to influence pro-poor PES policy in Vietnam. 
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Using lessons learnt and analysis from selected PES projects in Vietnam, each 

chapter of the thesis will address the above factors (Figure 1.2). 

Figure 1. 2. Conceptual framework for the thesis 

Literature review 

Current knowledge of PES 
and pro-poor PES 

Theories about 
effective and efficient 

pro- poor PES 

Chapter 7. 
Policy formulation 

and implementation 

Chapter 3. 
Lessons learnt 
from previous 
and on-going 
PES projects 

Chapter 4. 
Government 
and 
administration 

Chapter 5. 
The role of 
intermediaries 
in facilitating 
pro-poor PES 

Chapter 6. 
Organisational 
and institutional 
opportunities 
and constraints 
re: poor 
participating in 
PES 

There are many proposals for pro-poor PES but there have been few cases 

where it has been implemented and assessed for its effectiveness. A potential 

framework for accessing the extent to which pro-poor policy has been 

implemented has been discussed by van Noordwijk et al. (2007). It includes: 

• Realistic (based on recognisable cause-effects pathways involved in the 

production of ES, with tangible and sustainable benefits being gained by both 

sellers and buyers), 

• Voluntary (engagement of ES providers and sellers is based on free choice to 

participate, not regulation), 

• Conditional (ES provision only being rewarded if provided), 

T1 
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Pro-poor (equitable impacts on all actors with PES design positively biased 

towards poor stakeholders). 

More recently, Angelsen (2008) encapsulated similar complementary sentiments 

in the 3Es approach. This approach looks at: 

. Effectiveness: can PES policy improve ES protection and provision? This 

requires technical expertise and an appropriate monitoring framework to 

assess ES before and after the policy is implemented. This also aims to 

measure effectiveness by its impacts on poverty. 

Efficiency: is ES protection and poverty reduction provided at the minimum 

cost (minimum transaction cost with the payment scheme covering the 

opportunity costs of ES providers)? 

Equity: are benefits and costs distributed fairly among stakeholders and can 

the poor access PES payments and benefit from the policy? While attempts 

have been paid to technical monitoring techniques for PES, the social 

dimensions of PES are often underestimated in current PES policies. There is 

a need to incorporate them in any PES monitoring frameworks. 

The two frameworks in general address the same broad set of issues. The van 

Noordwijk et al. (2007) framework can also be summarised under 'efficiency' 

(realistic, conditional, voluntary) and 'fair' (pro-poor). The author applied these two 

frameworks to analyse different dimensions of PES schemes in Vietnam. 

This thesis is designed so that each chapter can be read as an independent journal 

article. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 have been submitted for publication and have been 

published in international journals. Chapters 6 and 7 have been submitted to 

international journals and are currently being reviewed. Each has been revised only 

to the extent that a uniform format is adopted throughout the thesis, otherwise the 
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text is largely unchanged from the published articles. In preparing the articles, 

collaboration was undertaken with other researchers and academics. However, the 

author has retained the role of primary researcher and first author in all five articles. 

There are seven chapters in the thesis as follows: 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

This chapter presents current debates on PES and pro-poor PES and explains the 

thesis's importance both internationally and nationally. Research objectives and 

research questions are introduced as well as the importance of the research and its 

contribution to the current knowledge pool. The conceptual framework of the thesis 

is also described. 

Chapter 2. Research methods 

This chapter presents the research approach as well as the qualitative and 

quantitative methods that were used in this research. 

Chapter 3. Lessons learnt and pilfalls of PES projects in Vietnam 

This chapter evaluates to what extent the poor have been targeted in current PES 

policies, programs and projects in Vietnam. This chapter was published in the Asian 

Pacific Journal of Public Administration, Volume 31, Issue 2, Pages 117-135. 

Chapter 4. Pro-poor Payments for Environmental Services: Challenges for the 

Government and administrative agencies in Vietnam 

This chapter discusses opportunities for, challenges and constraints to the 

Vietnamese Government in designing and implementing pro-poor PES. This chapter 

was published in the International Journal for Public Administration and 

Development, Volume 28, Issue 5, Pages 363-373 
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Chapter 5. Importance and impact of boundary organisations in facilitating 

Payments for Environmental Services in Vietnam 

This chapter discusses the role of intermediaries in PES and pro-poor PES 

establishment, implementation and monitoring. This chapter has been published in 

the International Journal of Environmental Science (Environmental Conservation), 

Volume 37, Issue 1, Pages 64-72. 

Chapter 6: Opportunities for, and constraints to, involving the poor in the PES 

This chapter analyses opportunities for, and constraints to, involvement of the 

poor in potential PES schemes. This chapter has been submitted to Environmental 

Conservation Themed Issue on 'Payment for Ecosystem Services in Conservation: 

Performance and Prospects' and is currently being reviewed. 

Chapter 7: Conclusions and recommendations 

This chapter brings together the findings presented in earlier chapters in the 

context of the key objectives and research questions of this thesis. It also addresses 

possible new lines of research and suggests improved research methods in order to 

advance pro-poor PES in Vietnam. A part of this chapter is written in a form of a 

journal article titled as 'Policy framework required for pro- poor payments for 

environmental services - Vietnam case study'. This article is currently being 

reviewed by Environmental Policy and Governance. 

The Appendices contain the checklists used to collect data, interview coding, and 

publications of the author during the period of development of this thesis. 

ii,] 
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CHAPTER 2. RESEARCH METHODS 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

The research problems and research questions were outlined in Chapter 1. This 

chapter focuses on the research methods undertaken in preparing the thesis. A 

constructivist approach was primarily applied to the research. Constructivism is a 

theory of knowledge (epistemology) that argues that humans generate knowledge 

and meaning from their experiences and thus supports a theory of multiple possible 

realities (Blaikie 1993, Wertsch 1997). This contrasts with the positivist approach 

that argues there can only be one truth, or one reality. In either case it is important for 

the researcher to maintain an unbiased position in order to elucidate findings that can 

be seen to be objective and impartial (Miles and Huberman 1994). 

Qualitative research methods are applied in this research as they are arguably 

more suited to social and cultural phenomena, the exploration of human behaviour 

and motivations by placing a greater emphasis on understanding, explanation and 

interpretation (Myers 1997, Neuman 2003). When conducting qualitative research, 

the researcher seeks to gain a total or complete picture. According to Stainback and 

Stainback (1988), a holistic description of events, procedures, and philosophies 
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occurring in natural settings is needed to make appropriate situational decisions. This 

differs from quantitative research in which selected, pre-defined variables are 

studied. Lincoln and Guba (1985) contend that trustworthiness of a research study is 

also important in evaluating its worth. Trustworthiness involves establishing: 

Credibility - confidence in the 'truth' of the findings, 

Transferability - showing that the findings have applicability in other 

contexts, 

Dependability - showing that the findings are consistent and could be 

repeated, 

Confirmability - a degree of neutrality or the extent to which the findings 

of a study are shaped by the respondents and not researcher bias, 

motivation or interest. 

Qualitative research methodologies can, however, be criticised for a lack of 

precision and certainty. To ensure rigour in the research approach adopted in this 

thesis, a process of methodological triangulation was adopted. This involves the 

convergence of data from multiple data collection sources (Patton 1999). 

Triangulation assists in the removal of bias and improves the reliability of data above 

and beyond that of a single method (Clarke and Dawson 1999). The sources may 

include published documentation (e.g. government reports, available statistics), 

information from recognised 'experts' or key informants, and from interviews and 

focus groups. In the case of the research conducted in this thesis, data were obtained 

from three primary sources including literature review, case studies and participatory 

approaches (Participatory Rural Appraisal). Each of these approaches is explained in 

more detail below, as well as within each of the chapters. Figure 2.1. provides a 

conceptual framework of the research processes and methodologies. 
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Figure 2.1. Research process and methodologies (Adapted from Kolb, 

1984) 

IDENTIFY RESEARCH REFINE RESEARCH 
PROBLEM QUESTIONS 

DATA COLLECTION 

1 
Case study 1 

Literature _________________ 

review 

c 

Case study 2 

7 \I 

Participatory
and  Case study 3 methods (PRA) povert I 

Case study Case study 4 
approach 

I 

DATA ANALYSIS . EMERGENT THEMES 

THESIS WRITING 

2.2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The purpose of the literature review was to identify lessons learnt from past 

experience, both in Vietnam and internationally, especially on issues related to the 

involvement of the poor in environmental policies and PES schemes. These lessons 
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were used in developing the case studies (section 2.3 below) and Participatory Rural 

Appraisal (PRA) methodology (section 2.4 below). The outcomes of the literature 

review were also used to identify research questions and the framework within which 

policy recommendations arising from the study could be applied in the real world. 

The results of the literature review conducted for this thesis are presented throughout 

the thesis by citation of relevant work in appropriate places. 

A wide range of international and national literature was reviewed including: 

. literature related to PES, 

. PES schemes in issues linking poverty and environment, 

major Vietnamese environmental and poverty related policies, decrees and 

decisions particularly any relating to PES, 

reports of PES case studies in Vietnam from donors and project 

implementers, 

. reports related to case studies including provincial/district/commune and 

village socio-economic development plans, environmental reports, 

. reports related to poverty reduction and environmental protection, 

. reports related to indigenous rights and governance. 

. reports related to organisational and institutional opportunities and barriers to 

the poor participating in PES. 

A full list of literature reviewed is provided in the References section of this 

thesis. 
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2.3. CASE STUDY APPROACH AND SITE SELECTION CRITERIA 

A case study approach is defined by Gerring (2004) as an intensive study of a 

single unit with an aim to generalize across a larger set of units'. Case studies help 

the researcher to (i) spell out a multiplicity of realities, (ii) gain in-depth 

understanding of particular people and context, and (iii) generalise lessons learnt 

from a case, or from comparisons amongst different cases (Guba and Lincoln 1994, 

Patton 1999). This research thesis has employed a case study approach as part of the 

overall methodology in order to bring an added depth of knowledge and 

understanding of the opportunities and constraints of implementing pro-poor PES 

programs on the ground. 

A common mistake of the case study approach is to select only a single case study 

to generalise from (Flyvbjerg 2006). Therefore, this research adopts a multiple case-

study approach and the use of triangulation in order to overcome this potential 

shortcoming. While analysis of specific (intrinsic) cases is carefully conducted, 

consideration is also given to when, where, who, what and how' these lessons can 

be applied (instrumental) to other situations. 

The selection of case studies was based upon the following criteria: 

• areas with an inherently high poverty rate, 

• areas with a largely natural environment and environmental services 

present, although possibly under threat, 

• willingness of the stakeholders to be involved in the study, 

• ability to physically access the sites and to access government records and 

other information associated with the sites, and 
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possible previous involvement with PES projects from which lessons 

could be learnt. 

The case study methodology sought to ensure that case studies included a 

diversity of geographic areas/provinces and a diversity of environmental services 

including preservation of landscape beauty, biodiversity conservation, watershed 

protection and carbon sequestration. The best four case study sites were chosen from 

a shortlist of ten sites. The four sites were selected based on consultations via 

telephone, email, and personal meetings with government officers and project 

managers to (i) assess their level of interest and willingness to participate in the 

study, and (ii) to determine the availability of and access to the site and accessibility 

of records associated with the site. 

A checklist used in collecting information related to the individual case studies is 

provided at Appendix 1. Four selected case studies were located in four different 

provinces that have a high poverty rate and large indigenous population. Major 

income sources of local people in all case studies were derived from agriculture 

(predominantly forestry and aquaculture production). Specific details of the case 

study locations are omitted in order to maintain confidentiality and Charles Darwin 

University ethics requirements in relation to the thesis. A summary of the four 

chosen case studies is provided below. 

Case Study 1: Carbon sequestration case (Photo 1). This case study is of an 

existing four-year PES project covering an area of 350 ha which began in 2008. The 

project was a collaboration between the Central Government, a national research 

institute, a private company, international agencies and more than 300 local farmers. 

In this project the private company was the ES buyer. A local non-profit organisation 

(NPO) was established to receive funds from the private company and to manage 
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payments. The benefit sharing mechanism was based on timber sales (local people 

received 75% of total timber sold and the NPO received 25%), and carbon credits 

(split 50:50 between local people and the NPO). 

.. •,.• .t.i..... - . .... 

4, 
.,.i .. . . - .. .. ..........,. 

Photo 1. Case Study 1 - Carbon sequestration project 

Case Study 2: Landscape beauty and biodiversity conservation (Photo 2). 

This case study involved a one-year pilot PES project which commenced in 2007, 

initiated jointly by an international NGO and a government agency. 

Photo 2. Case Study 2 - Landscape beauty and biodiversity 

conservation 

The project sought to develop a sustainable financing model to assist a national 

park in protecting its natural values. In this case study three options were proposed to 

increase revenue: (i) increasing park entrance fees, (ii) establishing a system for 
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payments for water abstraction and watershed protection, and (iii) creation of a 

conservation trust fund. Proponents of the scheme discussed the options with 

relevant stakeholders but to date there has been no progress with any of the three 

options. 

Case Study 3: Landscape beauty and biodiversity conservation (Photo 3). 

This case study involved collaboration between an international agency and a 

government agency over a four year period (2002-2005). The study sought to achieve 

sustainable financing for a marine protected area with a view to (i) protect and 

manage marine biodiversity, and (ii) provide incentives and benefits to local 

communities through co-management arrangements. A Village Development Fund 

was established and 10-15% of income generated was to be returned to local 

communities, however, income has yet to be received by communities. 

Photo 3. Case Study 3 - Landscape beauty and biodiversity 

conservation 

Case Study 4: Watershed protection (Photo 4). This case study is based 

around a seven-year project which started in 2008. The project is a joint effort 

between the government of Vietnam and numerous international agencies and 

research institutes. The project aims to pilot a PES model related to water supply and 

watershed protection. There is a plan to organise a conservation trust fund where 
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contributions from ES users (both private and government) are pooled. PES 

mechanisms are currently under development. 
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Photo 4. Case Study 4 - Watershed protection 

2.4. PARTICIPATORY RURAL APPRAISAL (PRA) METHODOLOGY 

Participatory rural appraisal (PRA) is defined by Chambers (1994) as a label 

given to a growing family of participatory approaches and methods that emphasize 

local knowledge and enable local people to make their own appraisal, analysis, and 

plans'. PRA uses group techniques to facilitate information sharing, analysis and 

action among stakeholders. The purpose of PRA is to enable development 

practitioners, government officials, and local people to work together to plan context 

appropriate programs'. This research technique requires a deep understanding of 

stakeholders' perceptions and issues. Hence PRA is best implemented by 

stakeholders with a strong connection to the community. 

The following sub-sections describe the ways that PRA methods were used in the 

case studies. 

2.4.1. Semi-structured interviews 

In order to capture the interviewee's point of view, the semi-structured interview 

generally covers a sequence of themes and combines both open-ended and pre- 
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prepared questions (Kvale 1996). Semi-structured interviews were conducted in all 

of the case studies. Interviews were formulated to assess perceptions of PES amongst 

stakeholders. Interviewees were selected on the basis of key stakeholder groups 

participating in the PES schemes investigated and willingness to participate in the 

study. Interview checklists were first prepared in English in consultation with PRA 

and PES experts. The checklists were then translated into Vietnamese and refined 

after conducting test interviews (see Appendices 2, 3 and 4). A total of 55 interviews 

were conducted across the four case studies. Table 2.1 provides a breakdown of the 

gender and stakeholder groups interviewed. 

Table 2.1. Number of stakeholders interviewed 

Female Male 

1. Central Government 2 5 

2. Local authorities 0 9 

3. PES project managers and staff 4 12 

4. Professional consulting firms 0 2 

5. Civil society groups (Farmers' associations and Women 's Unions) 2 2 

6. Buyers 3 6 

7. Households 4 4 

TOTAL 15 40 

Interviewing and the data this produces can be problematic as participants may 

struggle to articulate their thoughts or feelings and/or may provide responses they 

believe the researcher desires (Bertrand and Hughes 2005). Also the interview 

environment can lead to a power imbalance in the research process which positions 

the interviewer above the interviewee (Gubrium and Holstein 1997). Within this 

study these problems were addressed through careful design of research questions 

and the time and the place the interviews took place. The interviews did not explore 

themes pre-determined by the author; rather themes emerged out of the responses 
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provided by the interviewees. Consequently, the author did not evaluate the 

interviews using computer programs for qualitative data analysis because the 

software could not provide sufficient flexibility to group and analyse the meaning in 

the material collected (Miles and Weitzman 1994). Instead, the author adopted a 

fully manual approach by immersing herself within the interview data, and reading 

and re-reading the transcripts to become familiar with the interviewees' points of 

view. During this process, themes which emerged in the data were identified and 

headings describing the issues and topics emerged. Following this, both the themes 

and the headings (along with the relevant interview extracts) were then grouped into 

broader categories, which provided the framework for the final analysis. This method 

enabled the author to identify issues and concerns that had been expressed by the 

stakeholders and which would not have been recognised by computer software. 

2.4.2. Focus group discussions with local communities 

Group discussions are useful as they are characterised by a relaxed, informal 

atmosphere which allows participants to exchange their views and ideas freely. 

Focus groups, bringing together small groups of people to talk to each other, draw 

out different types of information from when participants speak directly to the 

author, such as in interviews. This also allows interaction on a small number of 

issues determined by the local people and more rapid data collection than interviews. 

Due to the available budget and time, as well as the scope of the research, focus 

group discussions with the local community were only conducted in the carbon 

sequestration (Case Study I) and watershed protection (Case Study 4) sites (as 

discussed in Chapter 6). Twelve households were invited to each focus group 

discussion. Criteria for the selected 12 households were: 
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. 50% were headed by men and 50% by women, 

50% indigenous and 50% non-indigenous, 

• one-third of the group was from poor households, 

• one-third of the group was from middle-income households, 

• one-third of the group was from wealthy households. 

In the focus group discussion, PRA tools (see Chapter 6 for further details) were 

applied. The results of these focus group discussions were used to analyse local 

perceptions and understanding of poverty, PES and opportunities for and constraints 

to involvement of the poor in PES. These exercises also helped local communities to 

better understand issues related to pro-poor PES. The checklist used in focus group 

discussions and related selection criteria are provided at Appendix 5. The focus 

group discussions were conducted in Vietnamese and followed the principles of PRA 

(Chambers 1997). Each of these principles is discussed below. 

Principle 1. From closed to open 

Data were collected in oral and written forms and were only collected where 

participants provided consent and felt comfortable with the situation. Photos were 

also only taken if participants agreed. Participation was voluntary and participants 

were made aware that they could decline to answer any questions or partake in any 

activities during the interviews and focus group discussions. Measures were taken to 

ensure that participants were given equal opportunity to have a say so that 

discussions were not dominated by any one stakeholder group. 
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Photo S. Getting to know local people using PRA techniques 

Principle 2. From individuals to group 

People often underestimate the advantages of the group's power. According to 

King (2005) people in a group have an overlapping spread of knowledge which 

covers a wider field than that of any individual person. In addition, groups often 

build up collective and creative enthusiasm, fill in gaps left by others and add and 

correct details (Chambers 1997). The study, therefore, contained focus group 

discussion activities and consultation workshops that allowed people to contribute 

and cross-check information together (Photos 6 and 7). 
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Photo 6. Working with a group of farmers 

Photo 7. Focus group discussion 
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Principle 3. From verbal to visual 

Visual techniques allow creativity and encourage a frank exchange and cross-

checking of views. Chambers (1997) states that verbal to visual approaches generally 

empower local people and allow marginal groups to express their ideas freely. This 

was found to apply in the case studies. During the focus group discussions, diagrams 

were used as simple ways to allow local people to draw and express their ideas. 

Complex concepts such as pro-poor PES were expressed in simple pictures that 

people could readily understand (Photo 8). 

• .- -, 
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Photo 8. Visualising concepts related to pro-poor PES 

Principle 4. From reserve to rapport and from frustration to fun 

The study was conducted on the principle of voluntary participation and stopped 

when people no longer wanted to discuss a topic (usually because they had other 

commitments or did not want to express their thoughts on political or sensitive 
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issues). The author spoke the local language so there was no communication barrier 

between the participants and the author. Games, jokes and stories were used to create 

a friendly and comfortable atmosphere to allow the groups to relax and feel 

comfortable with the interview process. 

Principle 5. From paper, table and wall to ground 

Chambers (1997) asserts that applying this principle will help to reduce the 

dominance of the few people who hold pens, sit at the tables, or stand at a wall or flip 

chart. It encourages and enables greater group participation, particularly of people 

who speak less and/or are less literate. Scoring and wealth ranking were conducted 

on the ground where people could freely move around and contribute their ideas 

using tapes and cards (Photo 9). 

Photo 9. Using the floor helps to improve stakeholder interaction 
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Principle 6. From measuring to comparing 

Chambers (1997) suggests that comparing things that are familiar to local people 

might be a better way to obtain information than by seeking exact measurements. In 

all focus group discussions and in-depth interviews, this principle was applied as a 

means of obtaining a better understanding of how people perceive wealth and also to 

identify the level of PES payments that might meet people's expectations and needs. 

2.4.3. Questionnaire 

As a means of triangulating results of the group discussions a questionnaire was 

prepared in both English and Vietnamese and provided to all 39 participants 

(including 9 local authority interviewees, 21 intermediary representatives, and 9 

buyer interviewees) (see Chapter 5 and Appendix 6 for further details). The 

respondents were also asked to rank the effectiveness of the intermediaries in the 

fields of poverty reduction and environmental management. Twenty-three out of 

thirty-nine interviewees responded to the questionnaire. Of course, a number of 

disadvantages has been attached to the use of questiolmaires, as Bertrand and Hughes 

(2005) state as: 

They provide simple answers to simple questions, so they cannot help to 

establish a thick description or to understand process or social context, 

They depend upon the capacity of the researcher to ask unambiguous 

questions dependent on clear definitions, but in social and cultural research 

definitions are always influenced by the context, 

They depend upon the capacity of the respondent to answer, and their 

willingness to do so honestly, so questionnaire answers are always inherently 

unreliable, 
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The simpler the questions, the less chance for misunderstanding, but also the 

more chance that respondents will assume that the questionnaire is not 

important and will not give it serious attention, 

• There will always be a proportion of non-response or incomplete response: 

taking a larger sample than strictly necessary helps to reduce the effect of 

this, but may exacerbate bias. 

Therefore, within the context of this study, the participants' responses to these 

questions were used as a strategy for encouraging participants to further reflect upon 

information they provided. 

2.4.4. National Workshops and International conferences 

Two national workshops (31 July 2008 and 5 March 2009) were held in Vietnam 

to obtain comments from all related stakeholders on the findings of the research. 

Twenty-four participants representing government agencies, international agencies 

and NGOs, local organisations, and research institutes attended the July workshop in 

2008 (Pham 2008), and more than 100 participants representing the above 

stakeholders attended the May workshop in 2009 (FSSP 2010). Some research 

results were also presented at four international conferences including: 

• the Fourth International Conference on Interdisciplinary Social Sciences (8-

11 July 2009) in Greece (Kouzelis 2009), 

• the Second World Congress of Agroforestry (23 —28 August 2009) in Kenya 

(World Agroforestry Center 2009a), 

• World Congress of Sociology (10-11 July 2010) in Sweden (Murphy 2010), 

and 
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. XXIII International Union of Forestry Research Organizations World 

Congress (23- 28 August 2010) in Korea (IUFRO 2010). 

These national workshops and conference presentations were used as a peer-

review process to present and discuss results of this thesis with international and 

national policy makers, PES experts and relevant stakeholders. 

2.4.5. Stage of Progress 

Stage of Progress is participatory and community-based and relies on community 

focus group meetings to delineate locally applicable pathways that poor households 

typically follow as they make their way out of poverty. Community members are 

asked what an extremely poor household does when a small amount of money 

becomes available to it, and what will be their first, second and third expense paid as 

a little more money flows in. Community members then agree on a cut-off line below 

which they would consider a household poor and above which a household would no 

longer be considered poor. Similarly. a prosperity cut-off line is also agreed upon. 

Stage of Progress is different from other poverty assessment methods in the way 

that it explores local definitions of poverty and assumes that individuals' strategies to 

escape poverty are strongly influenced by their local perception of what poverty 

entails. The method investigates socio-economic and institutional issues around 

poverty that have not been captured adequately by the available quantitative data 

from national assessments of poverty. 

2.5. DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING 

Data from the discussions were recorded in three major forms: 
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• Notes: The author took notes in all interviews, focus group discussions, 

workshops and conferences. 

• Large size paper: The author recorded data onto flip charts during focus 

group discussions. This was appreciated by participants and helped in the 

crosschecking of information and co-learning. The information was later 

transposed into word documents. 

• Diary: After the interviews and the focus group discussions, diary entries 

were made concerning observations, reflections, feelings and initial 

assessements about the interviews, the interviewees and the themes that 

emerged. 

The transcripts were then coded (Appendix 7) to ensure the anonymity of 

interviewees. Interviews were coded according to the following criteria: 

language used during interview (ENG = English and VN= Vietnamese) 

• case study number (C1= case 1, C2= case 2, C3= case 3 or C4= case 4) 

• group category (B= buyer, PMS= PES project manger/staff, LA= local 

authority, Hfl= households, Central government = CA, civil society 

organisation: CSO, professional consulting firm: PCF) 

• interview number for each in the group category (e.g. 1st interviewee in the 

buyer category) 

For example, C3 - I - 2 represents the second interviewee in the buyer category 

for Case 3. If English was used during this interview, the full coding of this interview 

and transcripts is ENG - C3 - B - 2. 
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In this study, the overall approach to data analysis was guided by the qualitative 

data analysis techniques described by Miles and Huberman (1994). Data gathering 

and analysis techniques included: note taking, idea sketching, data summarisation 

and reduction, coding, identifying data patterns, comparing data and counting 

frequency of codes or identifying codes where little information resides. The author 

moved backwards and forwards between transcripts, focus groups flip charts, diary 

entries and the research literature. Thematic and comparative analysis was also 

applied. Thematic analysis involves the identification of specific themes and 

summarises all the data in relation to those themes. Comparative analysis involves 

comparing the results from different interviewees in the same group categories and 

from different group categories until no new issues arise. 

Data analysis was first conducted through an extensive reading of transcripts to 

gain an overall understanding of the content. This helps to identify emergent themes 

(Crabtree and Miller 1999) and reduce the volume of data by selecting, simplifying, 

abstracting and transforming the raw data (Miles and Huberman 1994). 

Then, the author coded every paragraph in which issues of the attributes of place 

were discussed. For each of these paragraphs, the main themes which were viewed as 

the essence of the discussion were coded. Data were analysed across all cases to 

identify similarities and differences and to answer the research questions. The author 

then provided insight on these similarities and differences and discussed the results 

of the cross-case comparison by comparing data amongst case studies while 

highlighting the unique aspect of each context in each site. Themes and patterns 

emerged from the assembly of the conceptual codes which linked concepts together. 

This enabled the author to see repeat patterns within the data, to build a chain of 

evidence, and to draw conclusions from the data. For example, high transaction costs 
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and weak institutional capacity was a repeat pattern in the data that was related to 

constraints for pro-poor PES development in Vietnam. Throughout the process the 

author frequently compared all emerging themes and concepts to maintain analytical 

consistency. During the analysis process, if a piece of information about a concept 

contradicted previous understandings, the author collected additional data relating to 

this code as part of the ongoing data collection phase. 

In summary, the methodology described in this chapter was the framework for 

studies into all the research questions. However, the manner in which the 

methodology was applied differed among the questions. Such differences are 

considered in detail in each chapter. 

2.6. LIMITATIONS OF THE METHODS 

Achieving the right level of public participation is difficult. Public participation 

may seem to be a simple process. However, achieving the 'right' level of 

participation and ensuring that the process is successful in achieving its objectives is 

difficult (Harding 1999). Although PRA has many benefits in harnessing group 

participation and providing an opportunity for people to have their say in a 

comfortable environment, it also has its limitations. Mukherjee (1997) and King 

(2005) highlight some of the difficulties in applying this technique.They include: the 

constraints of time and place; differences in learner needs and prior experiences; 

differences in community expectations; difficulties in bringing people together at the 

same time; and getting people to actively participate in activities. 

The author found that the PRA method is a good tool to provide a snapshot of key 

issues, but is limited as a means of exploring issues and their complexities in any 

depth. Although meetings were prearranged, the author often arrived at a meeting 
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site and people were busy harvesting rice or preoccupied with ceremonial events. 

They, therefore, did not consider the meeting a priority. The author suspects many 

participants only attended meetings and interviews because the commune leaders 

assigned them to attend. This lack of desire for participants to engage had the 

potential to sour relationships and lead to sub-standard data collection. A 

consultation payment or other incentive may have helped to overcome this. On 

several occasions the author had to come back at another pre-arranged time or visit 

the household later that night or early next morning in order to conduct discussions. 

Communication between individuals can be easier if interpersonal communication 

channels have already been established (King 2005). Of the four case studies, the 

author established the best rapport in a case study where she had previously 

undertaken work and established relationships; hence data collected at this site was 

richer and more complete than at others. To balance this situation and to reduce data 

variability, the author searched for secondary materials related to the other sites and 

had discussions with colleagues who had working experience either in the study sites 

or prior relationships with stakeholders. 

Cultural and socio-political arrangements and their impacts on the methods. 

The unique culture and social-political arrangements in Vietnam have shaped the 

kind of information and opinions that interviewees and focus group participants 

provided. PES and related concepts were foreign concepts to many stakeholders 

contacted throughout the thesis. Finding the appropriate Vietnamese translation of 

these foreign terms presented a great challenge. It was particularly difficult to explain 

the concepts to people who had limited schooling and spent most of their lives 

working the land. The author overcame some of these difficulties by using local 

examples that people could relate to. 
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It was interesting that the concept of government acting as a PES intermediary 

was strongly rejected by senior goverment officials. 'Intermediary' is often 

interpreted as 'commercial middle man' in Vienamese, which has quite negative 

coimotations. Additionally, government officials often perceive the government as 

the most powerful actor in the system and dislike the notion that government should 

play an equal role with other players. It took a full year for some government 

officials and political leaders to accept an alternative view of 'intermediary'. 

In Vietnam, it is customary that senior and older people, and generally males, are 

dominant in discussions and younger persons are expected to show respect by not 

questioning them. This was particularly challenging for the author, as a young 

woman, when faced with arranging and conducting interviewees or organising and 

facilitating consultation workshops with policy makers and senior researchers. 

However, fortunately the research was supported by CDU, CIFOR and ICRAF and 

was formulated within CIFOR projects, so more senior researchers in these 

organisations helped to contact senior people and pre-arrange interviews. Most of the 

senior interviewees that participated in the study did so because they understood that 

the study was associated with CIFOR and ICRAF projects. 

At the commune and village level, it is the norm for group meetings to be 

organised at the house of the village head or at the commune centre and the focus 

group discussions were held at these locations. Unfortunately, discussions in these 

places can impede freedom of expression because the heads of the villages are often 

seen as 'the eyes of the government'. Information collected during the focus group 

discussions was, therefore, often only general in nature. To counter this problem, the 

author conducted in-depth interviews in places away from these political centres, 

creating comfortable places for the informants to express their opinions freely. 
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What is considered an 'acceptable risk' may greatly differ between people and is 

based on a range of factors including their 'value position' and the sensitivity of the 

issues being addressed (Harding 1999). In the two landscape beauty case studies, 

some local authority representatives refused to participate in the study because 

involvement of the private sector was considered too sensitive to openly discuss. 

Reductionism. Due to the limited time and budget available, the author only 

managed to visit 4 sites and conduct 55 interviews. The sample might be not large 

enough to provide a comprehensive picture of pro-poor PES in Vietnam. However, 

because of the diversity among the sites and the breadth of interests covered by the 

interviewees, it does give insight into the issues and identifies where further study is 

needed. Nevertheless, care should be taken not to over-generalise, as each case study 

and each study site is unique and contains a unique set of circumstances relevant to 

the individual area and relevant to the individuals living in the area. For example, 

what works for an ethnic minority community in a northern mountainous area of 

Vietnam, may not be appropriate for a coastal lowland community. Also the 

involvement of local communities in decision-making is a key aspect of capacity 

building and empowerment. It may be tecimically and scientifically feasible (and 

even relatively easy) to identify environmental and poverty problems. However, 

identifying problems is only the start towards providing a remedy and local people 

should be part of the remedy and solution to a problem, not part of the problem. 
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CHAPTER 3. LESSONS FOR PRO-POOR 

PAYMENT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 

(PES): AN ANALYSIS OF PES PROJECTS IN 

VIETNAM 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

This Chapter provides an overview of some of PES projects currently operating in 

Vietnam and assess the buyers and sellers of ES, the conditionality of the payments, 

the payments design, institutional arrangements and approaches taken to make the 

projects pro-poor. 

The concept of Payments for Environmental Services (PES) was developed as an 

economic tool to improve the delivery of environmental services (ES). Although PES 

has attracted the interest of government, the development of PES schemes has been 

limited (Pham et al. 2008, Wertz-Kanounnikoff and Kongphan-Apirak 2008). In 

developing countries, there are only a few PES case studies and only a few PES 

policy frameworks (Tomich et al. 2004). There are many unanswered questions 

regarding conditions, duration, enforcement, and transaction costs for successful PES 

implementation (LandeD-Mills and Porras 2002, Garnett et al. 2007). The extent to 

which PES has integrated conservation and development has also been questioned 

(Barton et al. 2009). 
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Recent debates concern the extent to which PES can be pro-poor. Although PES 

was not originally designed for poverty reduction, it was expected to have positive 

impacts on the poor (Pagiola et al. 2005, Lee and Mahanty 2009). Research in Latin 

America analysing the linkages between PES and poverty suggests there can be 

benefits for some (Locatelli et al. 2008, Wunder 2008) but the benefits have 

generally been limited or remain unproven (Fishera et al. 2009). 

Using four PES case studies from Vietnam, this chapter explores the implications 

of PES projects for the poor and discusses how learning the lessons from these case 

studies can lead to improved outcomes. 

3.2. METHODS 

First, the author established criteria for selecting the PES case studies. These 

were: high poverty rates; availability of project reports; willingness of project 

leaders, staff, local authorities and communities to be involved in the study; and 

access to the project areas. Four sites were selected, including two projects on 

landscape beauty, one on carbon sequestration and one on watershed protection. 

Amongst the four projects, only the carbon sequestration case, and landscape beauty 

case were being implemented and monitored, the rest were at the negotiation stage. 

The author then reviewed the project documentation for each of the four sites to 

understand how the PES schemes were established. Subsequently, the author visited 

each site twice to interview (i) representatives of the local authorities (eight 

interviewees); (ii) ES sellers (seven interviewees); (iii) intermediaries (fifteen 

interviewees); and (iv) the ES buyers (nine interviewees). The selected interviewees 

were key actors in the PES schemes investigated and recognised experts because of 

their organisational roles and experience. The number of interviewees in each 
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category differed due to availability of different stakeholders. These interviews 

aimed to get an in-depth understanding about the projects, their achievements and 

pitfalls, and the degree to which poverty reduction objectives were being pursued. 

3.3. FINDINGS 

3.3.1. ES buyers and sellers 

In most PES cases globally, ES sellers are individuals or organisations who 

manage and own land and can therefore influence the delivery of ES, while ES 

buyers are from the private sector, or are government or non-governmental 

organisations (NGOs) (Koellner ci' at. 2008). In the PES cases studied, government 

was the buyer for the landscape beauty, biodiversity conservation and watershed 

protection case studies, while private companies were buyers for watershed 

protection and carbon sequestration. For landscape beauty cases. tourists were also 

buyers. From the supply side, government agencies (including the national park 

management board and marine protected area management board) were ES sellers 

for landscape beauty, biodiversity conservation and watershed protection. For carbon 

sequestration, the NGOs, local organisations and individual households (HHs) were 

the main sellers (Figure 3.1). 

Globally, ES buyers pay for ES because of regulations, financial or political 

benefits, or ethical philanthropy (Villamor et at. 2007). In the landscape beauty and 

watershed protection cases, the buyers paid for these ES because of government 

regulations. In the carbon sequestration case, the private company was motivated by 

its public relations campaigns to pay for ES. For the landscape beauty and watershed 

protection cases, the sellers entered into PES partly because of regulations, as they 

were government agencies, and partly because they believed PES would provide 
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them with additional income. Only in the carbon sequestration case was there 

voluntary entrance to the market by both sellers and buyers. 

Figure 3.1. Buyers, sellers and ES in studied cases 
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3.3.2. Conditionality 

When the buyers pay for ES, it is expected that the quantity and quality of ES 

must be measurable and monitored, in order to ensure conditionality i.e. payments 

are only made if the services are delivered (Wertz-Kanounnikoff and Kongphan-

Apirak 2008). Buyers are more willing to pay if ES are monitored based on contracts 

with clear conditionality and timeframes for product delivery and payment (Garnett 

et al. 2007). Such conditionality was limited in the cases studied. 

For the landscape beauty and biodiversity conservation cases, the payment was 

kept at the provincial department without being passed on to the actual ES sellers in 

the field. For the watershed protection case, there were no specific requirements for 
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what sellers had to do to ensure ES were delivered. In the carbon sequestration case, 

the sellers interviewed did not understand the contract and its requirements, hence 

found it difficult to implement. In all the cases investigated, monitoring was based 

mainly on field visits and personal assurances by technical staff. However, according 

the interviewees, few site visits were made. 

Monitoring ES is often difficult due to a poor record of evaluation against agreed 

targets (Bishop et al. 2008). The interviewees argued that data on different types of 

ES were often unavailable and inconsistent in the cases studied. They pointed out 

that most of the data were out of date and mainly depended on previous studies by 

international NGOs, and had usually been collected over a short period of time 

through small-scale surveys or sample measurements. In the watershed protection 

case, the interviewees claimed that lack of available data for hydrology and climate 

were major constraints on monitoring the PES contract. In the carbon sequestration 

case, data on land use over time were not available. In the landscape beauty and 

biodiversity conservation cases, the interviewees asserted that proper monitoring for 

the large area involved required at least 20 monitoring stations but currently there 

was only one station per site due to financial constraints. 

3.3.3. Payment design 

Cash payments and access to land are usually the main incentives to motivate 

people to enter PES contracts (Wertz- Kanounn i koff and Kongphan-Apirak 2008), 

although successful examples of payments to improve ES are few (Klimeka et al. 

2008). Payment levels should be determined by the actual opportunity costs. Instead 

they tend to be set administratively (Wertz-Kanounnikoff and Kongphan-Apirak 
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2008) and are often influenced by existing rules and cultural values (Corbera et al. 

2009). 

In all the cases studied, the payment levels were decided by central government 

and Provincial People's Committees (in the landscape beauty and biodiversity 

conservation cases), or the budget made available by the buyers (carbon 

sequestration case). Payment was made to the national park and marine protected 

areas boards (landscape beauty, watershed protection and biodiversity conservation 

cases), provincial treasury (landscape beauty case), and a trust fund managed by a 

local non-profit organisation as well as cash paid directly to households (carbon 

sequestration case). 

Although all sellers interviewed claimed that the payment they received was too 

small compared to what they should receive, they still accepted the deal because they 

considered 'small things are better than nothing at all'. In addition to cash payments, 

the buyers also provided technical support in all cases studied. 

3.3.4. Institutional arrangements 

North (1990) defines 'institutions' as the rules of the game - policies, legislation 

and norms. Viewing PES using this lens, PES can be seen as institution since it 

requires a contract with certain rules of the games between ES buyers and sellers. 

Corbera et al. (2009) define institutions as 'formal and informal rules which regulate 

what to do and not to do in a given situation'. The authors and Archer et al. (2008), 

therefore, argue that institutional design at specific times influences how PES 

operates. However, defining rules that are fair for all parties involved, and ensuring 

that all parties comply with these rules, is not easy. 
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The four case studies were donor-driven and only designed as pilot schemes. 

Intermediaries including government agencies. non-governmental organisations, 

international agencies, local organisations, and professional consulting firms, 

initiated PES schemes based on locally-observed problems. Intermediaries can be 

important as service and information providers, mediators, arbitrators, equalisers, 

representatives, watchdogs, developers of standards, and as bridge builders (Chapter 

5). Commonly intermediaries also put significant effort into monitoring and into 

setting up legal, financial and institutional frameworks guiding project 

implementation (Corbera and Brown 2008). The case studies also showed that the 

intermediaries were critically important in Vietnam but that there are challenges in 

keeping them accountable. 

In the cases studied, there was no information available on transactions costs 

either at the household or scheme level. Most of the transaction costs for establishing 

and implementing PES were covered by the intermediaries and donors. These 

organisations hired consultants and researchers to assess possible ES in the studied 

areas and to design an appropriate PES scheme, as well as covering the costs of 

organising meetings, workshops and seminars that bring policy makers, ES buyers 

and sellers together. They also provided training and facilitated negotiations amongst 

stakeholders. The government covered the cost of their staff time to participate and 

consult the PES project designers, but often they were also paid by the project. 

Individual households also spent their time attending meetings, but only in the 

carbon sequestration case was this cost covered by the project. 

Individual decisions as to whether to participate in PES often depend on 

institutional arrangements and whether these provide sufficient incentives (Kosoy et 

at. 2008, Corbera et at. 2009). However, all interviewees argued that the current 
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institutions were weak and hence posed challenges for PES implementation on the 

ground. Additional issues that are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4 include the 

overlapping functions of government agencies (imposing high transaction costs); 

critical gaps in PES legislation and policies; limited understanding of PES by public 

officials; and a lack of a market orientation towards PES. 

3.3.5. Pro-poor approaches 

Discussions on poverty and PES often highlight the uncertainties and complexities 

in defining the linkages between the two. PES can bring potential benefits to the poor 

both directly (payments) and indirectly (non-monetary benefits such as increasing 

political voice) (Pagiola et al. 2005, l3eria and Lee 2008). The four case studies 

included poverty reduction as one of the project's objectives, but the interviewees 

also claimed that the projects did not give the same importance to poverty goals as to 

environmental goals. While in the landscape beauty, biodiversity conservation and 

carbon sequestration cases, poverty reduction was seen as a means to achieve 

conservation outcomes, environmental protection was considered as a means to 

reduce poverty in the watershed protection case. 

Analysis of the project's impact on the poor showed that only the carbon 

sequestration and watershed protection cases attempted to increase physical, natural, 

human, financial and social assets of the poor through their PES projects. These 

projects supported the poor financially for their labour, enhanced the involvement of 

ethnic groups in benefit sharing, equipped the poor with knowledge and 

understanding of environmental management, improved land use systems, and 

provided infrastructure such as buildings. Amongst the five assets, increasing 
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financial assets (either credit or income) for the local people was given the most 

attention by the project designers. 

3.4. LESSONS FOR PES AND PRO-POOR PES 

3.4.1. High transaction cost due to complex administration and 

conflicts of interest among stakeholders 

Transaction costs come from the time spent searching for information, 

negotiating, approval, monitoring, enforcement and resolving conflicts (Dudek and 

Wiener 1996, Milne 2002, Veitheim and Kijazi 2002, Meshack et al. 2006. Antunesa 

ci al. 2009). Transaction costs reduce the economic gain of participants hence reduce 

their willingness to participate (Dudek and Wiener 1996, Milne 2002). Information 

acquisition, negotiation and implementation transaction costs may be incurred at two 

stages: in the establishment of the project, and again in the setting up and 

implementation of individual contracts under the project (Milne 2002). In Vietnam, 

high transaction costs for PES were incurred because of overlapping functions 

amongst governmental agencies, lack of guidance for policy implementation, a poor 

understanding of PES by stakeholders, and the limited capacity of those 

implementing PES. 

In the landscape beauty cases, it took the ES sellers two years before they 

collected any payments for ES because of complex regulations and requirements 

from both central and local government. In the watershed protection case, it took one 

year for the intermediaries to conduct rapid' hydrological assessments to identify 

potential buyers and sellers and to devise a possible mechanism for payments, and a 

second year for the project management board to commence project implementation. 

In the carbon sequestration case, the interviewees claimed that the decision makers 
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involved did not have a good understanding of carbon sequestration so they delayed 

the project and imposed impractical requirements such as an environmental impact 

assessment for carbon sequestration. The interviewees also claimed that, while the 

project team spent two months negotiating with the buyers and four months to 

complete the project proposal, it took them a whole year to fulfil all the requirements 

of different government agencies, and two years to deliver the contract to the local 

people. Similarly, it took the board of the non-profit-organisation one month to 

establish the fund but one year to get final approval from the province on its 

operational guidelines. The buyers interviewed claimed that the complexity and lack 

of transparency of the government procedures for approving project documents 

would make them hesitate to enter into a similar contract in the future. 

Conflicts amongst stakeholders also increased the transaction costs. In the 

landscape beauty cases, the interviewees argued that provincial departments and the 

marine protection area management board did not work well together because of 

competing roles and functions. As a result, PES proposals from the marine protection 

area management board were often rejected by the provincial department. In the 

watershed protection cases, the interviewees expressed concern about the poor record 

of collaboration between the ES buyers and sellers. There was no formal meeting 

between the two parties and most of their discussions over the use of ES ended up in 

conflict and disagreements. In the carbon sequestration case, the interviewees 

claimed that there was tension between the buyers and intermediaries related to the 

focus of media coverage about the project, leading to delayed implementation. 
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3.4.2. Political interference can reduce the number of ES buyers 

Political influence refers to 'goal achievement through one's own and intentional 

intervention in a political process' (Arts and Mack 2003), and often affects decision 

making in natural resource management (Boedhihartono et al. 2007). In all cases 

studied, while the ES sellers were obvious, it was difficult to identify ES buyers that 

were able to comply with contracts. In the four cases studied, all interviewees argued 

that the provincial authorities wanted to attract private investment into the area; 

hence they supported private companies by any means, sometimes to the detriment of 

districts and communes. To avoid upsetting buyers, local authorities often ignored 

contract violations. In the landscape beauty cases, although the private sector was 

required to pay for ES according to provincial regulations, it did not comply. Instead 

it sent a document to the Provincial People's Committee to exert pressure by 

threatening to withdraw its investment. The Provincial People's Committee agreed 

that no fee should be collected from this buyer, leading to inequity amongst users of 

the resources. In the watershed protection case, the interviewees claimed that the 

buyer had a family relationship with the provincial leaders so their ES payment was 

reduced. 

3.4.3. Targeting ES buyers requires continuous follow-up activities 

All interviewees in the four cases asserted that ES sellers felt reluctant to 

approach private companies even though these companies were promising potential 

ES buyers. ES sellers rarely looked at their general organisational management and 

marketing of ES. although this reflected their ability to satisfy clients' requests 

(Koellner et al. 2008). To establish a partnership requires continuous physical 

presence, regular contact with the people, efforts to fit the needs of different interest 
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groups, and flexibility in resource allocation and schedules (Wollenberg et al. 2007, 

Kosoy et al. 2008). These principles were applied in the landscape beauty, 

biodiversity conservation and carbon sequestration cases. The sellers in these cases 

considered concerns, interests and requests of buyers and donors carefully so that 

they allocated appropriate time, human resources and budget, and selected 

appropriate project activities to meet their expectations. 

In the carbon sequestration case, the intermediaries devoted a full-time staff 

member to work directly with the ES buyers for three months. This person was 

responsible for preparing and sending reports to address buyer's concerns, questions 

and requests related to ES buyers and ES. The buyers interviewed claimed that this 

created a high level of trust and made them willing to enter into the contract. In the 

landscape beauty, carbon sequestration and biodiversity conservation cases, sellers 

successfully approached the buyers by sending a letter to potential buyers and 

following up these activities. The buyers and sellers interviewed asserted that the 

buyers were willing to participate in PES because of the length and content of the 

letter and because follow-up activities (e.g. telephone calls, information meetings) 

were tailored to match buyers' interests and investment priorities. The buyers 

interviewed also emphasised that, in the context of Vietnam, the ES sellers could not 

approach ES buyers concerning regulations or financial benefits as there were no 

effective regulations so far and it was too difficult to show the financial benefits that 

the buyers could gain from ES. Therefore, instead of using the word 'payment', 

which has connotations of responsibility in Vietnamese, the ES sellers used the word 

'sponsorship', which implies a voluntary contribution by the buyers. However, to get 

a sponsorship, the buyers interviewed asserted that continuous follow-up activities 

were essential. 
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3.4.4. Bottom-up or top-down approaches 

Participation is an essential component in a democratic and equitable society 

(Desposato ci at. 2008), and is essential for effective project implementation (Lynam 

et at. 2007). However, PES projects rarely emphasise participation, most being 

driven by top-down, managerial policies (Kosoy et at. 2008). In all cases, the 

involvement of poor households was limited. All interviewees argued that poor 

households were not consulted during the PES design phase or during 

implementation. They described how project activities were all decided by the 

central government, local authorities and project designers. Although community-

based governance and local knowledge can significantly affect the success of a 

policy or project (Dietz ci at. 2003. Tomich et at. 2004), local authorities claimed 

that the projects could not involve the poor because of their limited understanding 

and capacities. 

3.4.5. Benefit sharing mechanisms must be transparent and well-

monitored 

To ensure the sustainability and continuity of ES provision, payments must be 

properly directed towards those providing the services (Tomich ci at. 2004), and how 

best to pay for ES sellers is also important (Garnett ci at. 2007). In developing 

countries, most ES providers are poor and supporting mechanisms are required to 

ensure that they are not marginalised and/or excluded from the use of the services 

themselves (Duraiappah 2007). Benefit sharing institutions need to be locally 

accountable with adequate funds and powers to offer reliable services (Johnson and 

Start 2001). However, such appropriate mechanisms were lacking for all the case 

studies. 
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In the landscape beauty cases, the ES sellers did not receive payment because the 

money was kept by the province and no monitoring was in place to ensure sellers 

received their share. In the carbon sequestration case, the payment was put into a 

trust fund which was managed by a local non-profit organisation. However, the 

operation of the non-profit organisation was not transparent, with the fund 

management board lacking representatives from households. Most board members 

came from the university, the head of the village and local government. Salaries for 

six full-time staff and eight part-time staff employed by the management board were 

taken from the ES payment. The management board members were the same people 

as the project's supervision and inspection teams, leading to a conflict of interest 

with respect to monitoring. 

A lack of appropriate economic incentives usually discourages people from 

providing ES (Klimeka et al. 2008). However, all ES sellers interviewed in the cases 

studied, claimed that a lack of a transparent benefit sharing mechanisms was the 

reason for low participation rates, not low payment. In the landscape beauty and 

conservation cases, local people were disappointed that payment was retained at the 

provincial level and not passed on to the sellers. This had the effect of reducing their 

willingness and motivation to continue to provide ES. In the carbon sequestration 

case, the contract between buyers and sellers had been prepared for two years but had 

not been signed. The local authorities and the project management board claimed 

that, although the project proposal was approved by central government and the 

donors, the province and district still asked the project management board to prepare 

a more detailed version before they would approve implementation on the ground. 

The complexity of administration delayed the contract delivery for more than one 

year. Both the seller and buyer interviewees indicated that the ES sellers' willingness 
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to participate in the contract voluntarily was reduced and they mistrusted the local 

government, the project management board and the projects. 

3.5. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PES schemes in Southeast Asia are mostly small, donor-driven pilots. Most are 

still in the planning stage, with few contracts in place (Huang and Upadhyaya 2007, 

Wertz- Kanounni koff and Kongphan-Apirak 2008). It is therefore hard to assess 

whether they are making a significant contribution to improved land use and 

enhanced ES (Tornich et at. 2004). 

3.5.1. Diversified monitoring approaches can help PES compliance 

and reduce transaction costs 

PES requires methods for assessing ES quantity and quality as well as compliance 

monitoring (Klimeka et at. 2008). The choice of monitoring techniques influences 

transaction costs (Dudek and Wiener 1996). As already discussed, occasional field 

visits were the most common monitoring method in all four cases. This method 

allowed for the involvement of communities in monitoring activities to improve 

project longevity (Vine et at. 1999). Field based monitoring with community 

involvement is likely to impose a higher transaction cost. Effective monitoring may, 

therefore, need to combine a variety of techniques including modelling, remote 

sensing, field visits and inventories (Vine ci at. 1999). Given the limited technical 

capacity in Vietnam, systematic monitoring of PES implementation criteria is a 

challenge. Therefore, it is suggested that using a combination of monitoring tools 

may not only increase accuracy of results but may also help to reduce transaction 

costs. 
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3.5.2. Conflict and political influence must be reduced 

Effective communication amongst governn-lent officials, academics, NGOs, and 

multilateral agencies can influence people's willingness to participate in PES (Kosoy 

et al. 2008). However, interests and views of these stakeholders do not necessarily 

correspond (Corbera and Brown 2008). As discussed earlier, conflict, self interest 

and political influence were the major barriers for PES in Vietnam. To address the 

problems, differences in goals, expectations and interests of stakeholders must be 

addressed (Suzuki and Iwasa 2009). Intermediaries and inter-group projects are 

needed to negotiate solutions to these conflicts within and amongst appropriate 

governance units (Wollenberg et al. 2007, Suzuki and Iwasa 2009). 

Challenges related to political influence are not easy to resolve, but awareness 

raising and promotion of social responsibility and environmental protection are 

expected to mitigate the risks. ES sellers need to be aware of both the overt and 

hidden criteria of decision-makers, so they can target their offer towards specific 

buyers (Koellner et al. 2008). 

3.5.3. Understanding willingness to pay and willingness to provide of 

participants 

Numerous studies have investigated buyers' willingness to pay for ES, but 

understanding of people's willingness to participate in PES is currently lacking in the 

literature (Kosoy et al. 2008, Spasha et al. 2009). People's motives for participating 

in PES are assumed to include the payments themselves (Wunder 2008); personal 

values and attitudes, which are themselves influenced by socio-economic, ethical and 

cultural factors (de Vries and Petersen 2009, Spasha et al. 2009); as well as 

information and persuasive arguments provided by intermediaries. 
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Payment is often an attractive incentive for people to participate in PES because 

this contributes to their daily income. However, PES usually supports other income 

generation activities rather than creating new sources of wealth or significantly 

improving the current income of people (Kosoy ci al. 2008). A fixed payment can 

also be above or below opportunity costs, especially as the ES are never spatially 

equal in their distribution. To address this issue, auctions were recommended for 

developing countries and were recently applied in some Southeast Asian countries 

(Jack et al. 2008. Klimeka ci al. 2008). Further research to test this mechanism in 

Vietnam might be relevant. 

In addition to economic incentives, participation in PES can also be influenced by 

powerful cultural and ethical drivers. If an individual is provided with information 

about the environmental problems and the cost and impacts of conservation 

activities, they may refuse all monetary trade-offs against activities which degrade 

the environment (Spasha ci al. 2009), and participate in environmental activism 

(Matt ci al. 2009, Suzuki and Iwasa 2009). As highlighted by De Vries and Petersen 

(2009), and evidenced in the case studies, PES faces resistance because of 

deficiencies in people's knowledge and understanding of environmental problems. 

Government regulations, NGO advocacy campaigns, training and information 

sharing will be required if these attitudes are to be altered (Bishop ci al. 2008). 

Moreover, the environment is still perceived as a part of custom and culture, and the 

wish to maintain and ensure a good environment for future generations, can motivate 

people to participate in natural resource management (Kosoy ci al. 2008, Hyams ci 

al. 2008). In such cases, supporting those who advocate the maintenance of local 

traditions may be more effective than providing payments (Garnett ci al. 2007). 
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3.5.4. Core PES: regulatory vs dynamic approaches 

Except for the carbon sequestration case, the other three cases were PES-like 

rather than pure-PES because either the buyers or sellers did not sign the PES 

contracts voluntarily. All government interviewees alleged that voluntary 

participation in PES in Vietnam was not possible and that rules and regulations were 

required to ensure compliance with payment conditions. Supportive regulations can 

help the ES market develop (Landell-Mills and Porras 2002), but are not enough to 

protect ES. At times regulations can also override other possible development 

opportunities for both local people and ES (Tomich et al. 2004, Duraiappah 2007, de 

Vries and Petersen 2009). The choice between rewards and regulations depends on 

the specific technical, institutional and local context (Tomich et al. 2004). On the 

technical side, regulation may be the better option when there are important threshold 

levels for damage or benefits and changes to the system are irreversible (Tomich et 

al. 2004). In contrast, countries where management has taken on less of a command-

and-control approach have a greater chance of setting enabling conditions for 

establishing true PES schemes (Huang and Upadhyaya 2007). 

In all of the case studies, the regulatory approach distorted local resource 

management incentives through high transaction costs. The regulatory approach also 

brings with it a high risk of poor enforcement of laws and policies and lack of 

transparency of payments (Tomich et al. 2004, Villamor et al. 2007). 

3.5.5. Sustainability should be considered 

For provision of ES to be sustained, a transparent financing framework is required 

where ES users compensate ES providers over a long period of time (Corbera et al. 

2009). However, a major concern is that PES persists only as long as there is a 
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market for the ES provided. When projects finish, after five years or less, PES will 

either stop or will be transformed into another management regime (Garnett et al. 

2007). All interviewees claimed they were uncertain if the payment for ES would 

continue if the project stopped. They also expressed concern that insufficient thought 

had been put into the sustainability of payments. 

With respect to landscape beauty, to maintain payment from the ES buyers 

(tourists and tour providers), it is important to invest in proper facilities and services 

that satisfy buyer demand (Bishop et al. 2008). However, interviewees claimed that 

the current quality of tourist facilities and services fell way below the expected 

standard. 

3.5.6. New approaches and policies for pro-poor PES 

The government can choose from a wide range of policy instruments and 

institutional frameworks to promote pro-poor PES. This choice is influenced by, 

among other things, the capacity of public agencies, the beliefs of policy-makers, and 

the nature of property rights over the resource (Bishop et al. 2008). Approaches 

linking poverty reduction and environmental protection in Vietnam are probably best 

developed in accordance with national policies and programs and framed in the light 

of local concerns, particularly those of the poor (Thomas et al. 2008). Additionally, 

pro-poor PES needs to complement rather than replace existing conservation or 

poverty approaches in Vietnam. 

Decentralisation is also considered pro-poor, but there are many questions about 

the appropriate scope of powers vested in different levels of the governance 

hierarchy and the nature of incentives, accountability and fiscal arrangements needed 

for effective management of natural resources (Tomich et al. 2004). Local interests 
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are not always pro-poor or in line with national interests. There is a need for a 

holistic approach that accounts for procedural rules, actors' interactions, institutions 

and values, and individuals' characteristics so that PES schemes are relevant and 

applicable to all stakeholders (Kosoy et al. 2008). But this multi-level approach 

requires close relationships among researchers, policy makers, civil society and 

business interests (Tomich et al. 2004). 

PES schemes that include monetary compensation can provide an incentive for 

conservation but this may not necessarily result in an economically efficient resource 

management system (Kosoy et al. 2008). PES should be viewed as an opportunity to 

incorporate other forms of incentive that allow for a coexistence of value systems 

rather than merely imposing a language of valuation or economic value to ES. The 

needs and expectations of ES sellers should be carefully examined and the range and 

type of compensation adjusted accordingly, hence improving the robustness and 

value of the incentive system in achieving desired outcomes of PES (Kosoy et al. 

2008). 

Another problem related to payment is how to create a payment and benefit 

sharing mechanism that ensures improvements to the environment and local 

livelihoods, ethics and culture (Tomich et al. 2004). Future research needs to 

compare collective motivations and individual preferences, especially regarding the 

acceptance of PES and the distribution of PES income. While in some cases, income 

from PES must be distributed fairly amongst stakeholders, as individuals emphasise 

their own interests over those of their communities, in other cases, people prefer that 

this money is invested in collective goods that can be divided equally among 

households (Kosoy et al. 2008). This was most evident in the carbon sequestration 

case study. Given that only a small amount of money was paid to each individual 
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household, the households agreed to pooi the funding and use it to cover the cost of 

operating the fund. 

3.6. CONCLUSIONS 

There are both opportunities and challenges for PES, particularly pro-poor PES, in 

Vietnam. The pilot projects show promise that theory can be translated successfully 

into on-ground benefits. Major lessons and pitfalls of PES and pro-poor PES are (i) 

high transaction costs due to complex project administration and conflicts among 

actors; (ii) political interference that can reduce the number of ES buyers; (iii) the 

need for continuous follow-up activities among potential ES buyers; (iv) the need to 

adopt an approach to PES that is more bottom-up rather than top-down; and (v) 

transparent and well-monitored mechanisms for the distribution of benefits. 

The four case studies, although not yet mature, had both positive and negative 

impacts on the poor. The positive lessons are that PES can support the poor 

financially for their labour, enhance the involvement of ethnic groups in benefit 

sharing, equip the poor with knowledge and understanding of environmental 

management, improve land use systems, and provide infrastructure such as buildings. 

While general lessons can be drawn for both PES and pro-poor PES, the operation of 

PES is slightly different for each type of PES case study. 

Although the potential size of the international market for PES should be 

enormous, the four case studies demonstrate that the market for ES is 

underdeveloped in Vietnam. However, the very immaturity of PES in Vietnam, and 

timely analyses of its pitfalls, presents a great opportunity for future schemes that can 

capture long-term benefits from market-based ES provision for the poor, while 

enhancing environmental quality. Government. NGOs and researchers need to 
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determine how the limitations of PES can be remedied. The most important of these 

lessons are the need for genuine discussion among the poor and their representatives 

early in the life of a project to ensure understanding of benefits and the design and 

implementation of a transparent and equitable benefit distribution scheme. 

The following chapter discusses in more detail the challenges for the government 

and administrative agencies in delivering pro-poor PES. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES: CHALLENGES 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT AND 

ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES IN VIETNAM 

4.1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Chapter 3 provided an overview of some PES schemes operating in Vietnam. This 

Chapter assesses the role of dominant player in PES policy development in the 

country, the government. 

Payment for Environmental Services (PES), as a mechanism and economic tool 

for improving the livelihoods of local communities, particularly the poor, has 

received increasing attention from national governments as well as international 

organisations. Although not originally designed to reduce poverty, PES has a strong 

potential to make a positive impact on poverty as many ES providers, particularly in 

the tropics, are poor. The pro-poor focus is important given the global quest for 

poverty reduction, as enshrined in the Millennium Development Goals (UNDP 

2008). Pro-poor PES is defined here as 'all interventions that empower and support 

the poor to participate in and benefit from PES' (Pham et al. 2008). 

Pro-poor PES programs need to be considered within a broader institutional 

context that will shape their design and implementation. Bracer et al. (2007) 

emphasise that the potential of pro-poor PES can be enhanced by supportive 

institutions. However, they claim that there is a lack of case study examples showing 
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how institutions help the poor to enter and implement PES. Swallow et at. (2007) 

assert that PES is in the early stages of institutional development, but significant 

developments can be expected over the next decade. They suggest that these new 

types of exchange and market arrangements will require the involvement of new 

organisations that link actors together and provide specialised services. 

Poverty should be seen as a multi-dimensional issue and should not be assessed in 

terms of monetary value and income only (Perdant 2004, Dudley et al. 2007). It is 

suggested that pro-poor PES should be examined from a sustainable livelihoods 

approach, which gives emphasis to various capital assets: human, social/political, 

physical, natural and financial (Lee and Mahanty 2009). Governments and 

administrative agencies are likely to play critical roles in determining the success or 

failure of PES that are directed at the poor. To enhance these assets in Vietnam, 

public administration and policy need to be improved in terms of the following broad 

dimensions: organisations (the administrative machinery), institutions (laws, 

regulations), and human resources (the qualifications, knowledge and skills of public 

servants) (Dao 1997, UNDP 2008). There is a distinct lack of examples analysing the 

link between these dimensions and pro-poor PES in developing countries. 

This chapter examines these linkages, using Vietnam as a case study. Vietnam has 

made great strides in getting the PES concept accepted. It is now developing national 

policies, and has pilot schemes in place (Warner 2008, Wertz-Kanounnikoff and 

Rankine 2008). This chapter discusses opportunities, challenges and constraints for 

the Vietnamese government in designing and implementing pro-poor PES. The 

underlying questions are: 

• Can government organisations be an efficient and effective basis for building 

pro-poor PES? 
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• What kinds of institutions are needed for pro-poor PES? 

Can public servants work effectively with pro-poor PES? 

4.2. MAJOR CONSTRAINTS 

PES can benefit the poor, directly and indirectly. Direct benefits are cash 

payments or rewards which help poor PES providers increase their financial capital. 

Indirect benefits are non-monetary, such as a greater political voice in contract 

negotiation processes, reduced social conflict, and enhanced skills (Pagiola et al. 

2005, Wunder 2007, Beria and Lee 2008). Proponents of pro-poor PES have to 

confront two major constraints: insecure land tenure and high transaction costs 

(Wunder 2005, Swallow et al. 2007). 

4.2.1. Insecure land tenure 

PES is easier to implement when land is securely held by the ES providers. Thus, 

ES buyers like to deal with privately-owned land rather than land held communally 

or without a legal title. For PES to be successful in communal lands there must be an 

effective, local ly-recognised organisation to negotiate and implement contractual 

arrangements (Pagiola et al. 2005, Wunder et al. 2005). Community-based natural 

resource management is successful where local residents organise themselves into 

corporate organisations that receive user rights and other proprietary rights over 

resources (Campbell and Shackleton 2001). Long-term leases of land from local 

governments can also help secure tenure. 

Bracer et al. (2007) find that there is often overlapping jurisdiction over land, 

leading to conflict between communities and the government. In Vietnam, all land 

belongs to the state, thus leaving ES providers, including the poor, with few options 

for rights to trade in ES (Wunder et al. 2005). To overcome this challenge, the 
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government undertakes land-use zoning, transfers administrative responsibilities to 

local communities, and recognises the resource tenure and use-rights of local people 

so that they can enter into ES agreements (Bracer et al. 2007). 

4.2.2. High transaction costs 

Transaction costs for establishing and maintaining a PES scheme include: search 

and information costs, contracting costs, and monitoring costs. Information on how 

environmental services are delivered under different land management regimes is 

often lacking, with an understanding of environmental flows in the context of 

multiple service providers being especially challenging. Negotiation and contracting 

costs are particularly high when ES buyers have to deal with multiple ES providers, 

often involving multiple steps and meetings with stakeholders. ES monitoring is 

crucial given that payments are conditional on actual service delivery, but it is 

usually difficult in fragmented landscapes with large numbers of smallholders. High 

transaction costs make it difficult for the poor to participate in PES contracts since 

buyers will prefer to deal with single providers representing large bundles of 

resources rather than many poor people each delivering a small service (Pagiola et al. 

2005, Wunder 2006, Ravnborg et al. 2007, Lee and Mahanty 2009). This is a major 

problem in Vietnam due to the large number of poor households, each with a small 

land area (Bui et al. 2004, Wunder et al. 2005, Huang and Upadhyaya 2007). 

Ravnborg et al. (2007) and Wunder (2008) argue that appropriate institutional 

options for supporting the participation of community-level organisations, including 

their legal recognition, can enhance the participation of the poor. Group certification 

and collective action are proposed as solutions for transaction cost problems. Such 

mechanisms may allow farmers to coordinate their actions in providing ES over large 
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areas, thus reducing the cost of monitoring, which is usually a major cost in PES 

(Swallow et al. 2007). 

4.3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The research supporting this discussion of PES with reference to land tenure, 

transaction costs, and other significant issues, comprised three steps. First, the 

lessons learnt from public administration and pro-poor PES were reviewed to 

develop an understanding of the linkages between pro-poor PES and public 

administration. Secondly, open-ended interviews were conducted with seven central 

officials from five key ministries that are involved with PES and poverty reduction, 

namely the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (two interviewees), the 

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (two interviewees), the Ministry of 

Planning and Investment (one interviewee), the Ministry of Finance (one 

interviewee), and the Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs (one 

interviewee). The aim was to understand their perceptions of opportunities for and 

constraints to pro-poor PES. The selected interviewees were those who directly 

prepare, develop and approve PES and poverty reduction policies in Vietnam. 

Thirdly, findings from the first and second steps were discussed at a national 

workshop held in Hanoi. The workshop acted as a means of triangulating the 

findings with others involved in the PES sector (Denzin 1978, Patton 1999). There 

were 24 participants from the central government, local governments, research 

institutes, farmer associations, and local NGOs at the workshop (Pham 2008). 

4.4. STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS 

Governments can have a role at central, intermediary and local levels, and a 

failure at any level can be problematic for the implementation of policies, including 
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PES policies (Mahmood 2005). This is applicable to Vietnam. The roles of the 

government range from setting the policies, to implementing PES schemes, and to 

acting as the ES buyer. For successful PES, effective and efficient organisations are 

needed. 

4.4.1. Expansive and overlapping structures and functions 

At the macro level, there are currently four ministries which are working with 

PES policy development and implementation. The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 

Development (MARD) develops PES policies for forest-related ES. The Ministry of 

Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE) addresses PES dimensions 

concerning biodiversity conservation. The Ministry of Planning and Investment 

(MPI) coordinates and allocates the budget, as well as prepares sectoral plans, for the 

nation in general and PES in particular. The Ministry of Finance (MoFI) establishes 

financial norms related to PES payments. Within MARD, the Department of 

Forestry, the Department of Forest Protection and the Legal Department are working 

on and influencing PES policies. In MONRE, the Department of Environment and 

the Vietnamese Environment Protection Agency are working on PES. In MPI, the 

Department of Finance, the Legal Department and the Department of Agricultural 

Economics are involved in the development of PES policies. 

On the one hand, the involvement of numerous agencies has promoted much 

internal debate and a dynamic exchange of views on pro-poor PES, with ideas on 

pro-poor PES having been widely disseminated. On the other hand, administrative 

processes are cumbersome (Figure 4.1). Both MARD and MONRE interviewees 

confirmed that PES mandates in a plethora of authorities are likely to delay the 

implementation of PES schemes. Numerous consultations are necessary across 

different agencies, adding to transaction costs. Also, it is unclear which agencies 
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have responsibility for various functions. For example, four biodiversity monitoring 

systems belong to different departments in MARD and MONRE. Each of these 

agencies uses its own approaches, indicators and standards, with no shared systems 

or agreements. It is unclear how PES monitoring will be implemented. 

Figure 4.1. Current government planning for environmental activities in 

Vietnam (Adapted from Institute for Economic Research, Ho Chi Minh 

City 2008) 
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The main government body working with poverty reduction issues in Vietnam - 

the Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs (MOLISA) - is absent in the 

environmental and PES policy-making and implementation process. It is 

questionable whether poverty reduction can be mainstreamed into PES systems if 

this Ministry is absent. Interviewees from the other ministries, however, believe that 

there is no need to include MOLISA to make PES pro-poor. They argue that MARD 

and MONRE are technically capable of handling pro-poor PES with support from 

MPI. Moreover, most stakeholders recognise the environmental role of PES, but not 
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the poverty reduction side, and thus argue for no role for MOLISA. An interviewee 

from MOLISA also showed no interest in PES, stating 'This is not our territory. We 

have many other poverty reduction priorities to work with and environmental 

protection is certainly not the focus of our work'. 

All interviewees claimed that there are too many programs under a multitude of 

different ministries and agencies, leading to overlapping objectives and project 

components, as well as cost ineffectiveness, including increased transactions costs. 

Because projects fall under different ministries with different powers, it is difficult 

for local authorities to coordinate them. 

4.4.2. Top-down planning and control 

The complexity of the horizontal and vertical connections in the administrative 

system poses another obstacle for PES. MONRE and MARD only have technical 

functions, while MoFi and MPI set the strategic directions through budget 

allocations. The technical ministries claim that top-down planning is inappropriate as 

it usually means that programs are selected on the basis of how much funding is 

available rather than on technical priorities. The system reduces the independence 

and commitment of implementing agencies in planning for their own work. 

Moreover, because the priorities of MPI change from year to year, it is difficult for 

agencies as possible ES buyers to get long-term commitments to finance PES. 

A proposed option for countering the effects of top-down planning and control, as 

well as addressing the issue of insecure land tenure, is to transfer administrative 

responsibilities for PES to local communities. Jutting et al. (2005) emphasise the role 

of decentralisation in embedding PES within local organisations. Fritzen (2006), 

however, finds that there have only been marginal improvements in local 
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empowerment in Vietnam, and suggests that effective local institutions have not yet 

emerged. The government encourages local governments to do their own planning, 

including establishing PES to sustain their finances. 

Workshop participants argued that local officials are not interested in this 

initiative because they are afraid of losing government subsidies and regular funding. 

Also, while financial decentralisation is important, a mechanism for sharing local 

income does not exist. How much the national parks and communities can retain in 

their budget is unclear. It depends partly on how well the provincial or national park 

leaders lobby and negotiate with the central government. For PES to be pro-poor, at 

least a portion of the money resulting from PES contracts needs to be distributed 

among communities. 

Under the current institutions, the government is the only entity able to set rates, 

fees and charges, and all income is treated as budgetary revenue belonging to the 

government at the central, provincial or local level (Warner 2008). It is unclear 

whether communities, individuals or companies can retain PES contract payments 

(O'Callaghan 2008). 

4.4.3. Lack of coordination 

Pro-poor PES requires multi-sectoral involvement and strong collaboration among 

stakeholders. However, Vietnam faces weak inter-agency communication (Schiavo-

Campo and Sundaram 2000, McCarty 2001). Currently, there are weak linkages and 

collaboration, with no formal meetings among ministries. Ministries should share 

experiences and provide comments to other ministries on plans to develop new laws 

and decrees related to PES, but the relevant consultations are often overlooked or 

take place too late to be useful. For instance, when MONRE organised consultative 
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workshops to integrate PES into the laws on biodiversity, MARD decision makers 

were often absent or only represented by junior staff. 

To make PES pro-poor, MOLISA should participate in the process, but this 

ministry has never been invited to any consultation workshops. Interviewees claimed 

that the relationships among ministries mainly depend on relationships between 

people working in the ministries. According to one interviewee: 'If you know 

someone in another ministry and have a close relationship with that person, then 

ministries can work well together. If not, when you send documents to read and ask 

for comments, this work will never be a priority'. Interviewees also argued that the 

current approach that ministries use to collaborate is not effective. Documents are 

exchanged but ministries complain that they have too much to read. As one 

interviewee remarked: 'What we need is interaction, explanations and persuasion 

from the proponents'. 

4.5. INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

PES has recently received increased attention from the Vietnamese government. 

Pro-poor PES should have a good chance of uptake given the strong commitment of 

the government to the global Agenda 21 and the inclusion of PES (albeit in a limited 

way) in diverse environmental legislation and strategies (e.g. Forest Protection 

Development Law, Law on Environmental Protection, and Vietnam National 

Forestry Strategies). The current institutions, however, still limit PES 

implementation. 

4.5.1. Lack of specific regulations for PES 

PES polices are at a very initial stage in Vietnam. The government only sees PES 

through a tax and fee lens, and only manages PES by collecting fees and 
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environmental charges. Current regulations, however, do not contain PES. Decree 

No. 57/2002/ND-CP and Decree No. 24/2006/ND-CP, as key documents in the 

Ordinance on Charges and Fees, only specify collectable environmental fees for 

waste water, solid waste, mining waste and emissions. The interviewees found no 

basis for incorporating PES into these decrees. 

To identify financial sources for forest development, the government has issued 

Decision No.380/QD-TTg to pilot a PES scheme in Son La and Lam Dong province 

during 2008-09. At the end of 2009, it was intended that lessons be drawn and, if the 

outcomes were positive, the government would include PES as an additional 

collectable environmental fee in Decree 24, or will develop a new PES decree. 

Nevertheless, the interviewees identified a number of problems. First, there is 

scepticism that pilots of such a small scale can be used as the basis of national level 

policies that seek large-scale impact. Second, under Decision 380, the Prime Minister 

only issues general guidance for provincial administrations to collect fees from 

hydropower companies, water companies, and tourism businesses. The details on 

who will collect this money, how they will collect it, and how the income will be 

distributed, are not addressed. This leaves decisions with provincial authorities. 

While many of the details of PES schemes should be determined by the local context, 

there is a risk that poor performance by local authorities can result in pilots being 

unsuccessful, and PES decrees not being issued in the future. Third, although water 

and hydropower companies are targeted as ES buyers, the government is reluctant to 

apply the regulations to these groups. The companies contribute major amounts of 

funds to the government budget through tax, and increased charges and fees would 

create problems. Moreover, increased prices of water and electricity might lead to 

increased prices of many products, which will affect the national economy. 
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In March 2010, a national workshop to review pilot implementation of the policy 

on Payment for Forest Environmental services (PFES) was chaired by the Standing 

Prime Minister with the participation of high ranking Government leaders, different 

Ministries, local authorities, the private sector, forest owners and International 

organisations. The workshop participants acknowledged great efforts made by 

MARD, Son La and Lam Dong province as well as the two supporting donors. There 

was a call for further study and calculation of other forest environmental services; 

clearer definition of stakeholders' responsibilities and mandates; establishment and 

operation of better monitoring and evaluation systems; and for further improvement 

and scaling up of schemes national-wide. In April 2010, the draft PFES decree was 

circulated amongst stakeholders and it is expected that MARD will consolidate these 

comments to finalise the PFES decree by the end of the year. 

4.5.2. Low involvement of the poor and levels of payment for poverty 

alleviation 

Forest protection management boards, businesses, communities, households and 

individuals are all ES providers that can receive payments according to Decision 380. 

Households and communities living in areas that provide ES are often poor; 

accordingly, interviewees believed that PES will have a positive impact on poverty. 

However, interviewees identified two major challenges related to the 

implementation of Decision 380 which might affect the impact on the poor. One is 

that the list of ES owners is prepared and proposed by the District People's 

Committee, appraised by the Department of Agricultural and Rural Development, 

and approved by the Provincial People's Committee. One category of ES owners is 

local people, with the list of households and communities in this category being 
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proposed by the District Forest Protection Unit and approved by the District People's 

Committee. Transaction costs for getting appropriate lists are high, and there are 

questions about the transparency of the process. Whether the real poor will be 

included is still a question. 

The other challenge is that, according to Decision 380, a forest owner will receive 

a payment based on the following calculation: 

Total amount of Average fee per Forest area 

payment (VND) = hectare of forest x that is managed x Coefficient K 

paid to forest (VND/ha) for services (ha) 

owner 

Where: 

The average fee per hectare of forest (VND/ha) is the total received from 

ES users, less the management costs of provincial authorities; divided by 

the total area of forest in the catchments as approved by the responsible 

agency for the PES agreement. 

The forest area that is managed for services includes allocated forest areas, 

rented areas, and contracted areas. 

Coefficient K depends on the forest categories managed (protection forests, 

special use forests, production forests), the forest status (rich, medium, 

poor, restoration forest), and the forest history (natural forest, plantation)-

as based on the justification of the Provincial People's Committee. 

All interviewees and workshop participants asserted that per hectare payment 

levels and the areas of forest that people manage are too small to mitigate poverty 

significantly. They also stressed that many of the poor do not have land-use rights; 
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that it is largely only the rich who have such rights. As a result, payments under 

Decision 380 are likely to benefit only the rich, with some trickle-down to the poor 

who provide labour for the richer households. 

4.5.3. Pervasive command and control approach 

Most lands providing the highly valued ES in Vietnam are located in remote areas 

where it is difficult to find buyers and ensure ES monitoring. Moreover, a command 

and control approach is predominant. The government, therefore, will remain as a 

key actor in PES: issuing laws and regulations, acting as an ES buyer, and ensuring 

compliance through monitoring. Although local governments are responsible for 

implementing PES on the ground, they lack full powers, and many relevant functions 

remain with the central government. The top-down, command and control approach 

gives limited room for the emergence of market-based PES transactions. For 

example, it is expected that hydropower companies will have to pay for the water 

they use, but these companies have as yet not been involved in discussions about 

PES. 

Interviewees and workshop participants claimed that it is be difficult for 

government to implement a strict market-based approach, so the government seeks to 

address PES via set fees which are easier to manage and control. This necessitates 

quantification and formulae to calculate the appropriate payment levels. By contrast, 

PES requires flexibility in design, and many social and cultural values associated 

with environmental flows cannot easily be quantified in terms of cash (Pagiola et al. 

2005). Market mechanisms for setting the prices, essentially involving negotiations 

between buyers and sellers, have not featured prominently in PES so far. 
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4.5.4. Insecure land tenure 

The Constitution, laws and legal instruments recognise the state's right to own all 

land. Communities and households only have land use rights. Therefore, decisions 

over any piece of land- who owns, who manages, and who can issue permits to use-

are not the prerogative of households. Warner (2008) argues that local people need to 

have the legal right and capacity to participate in PES contracts and to own, manage 

and receive benefits from the use of natural resources. According to the Civil Code 

(2005), individuals and organisations are given the legal right to enter into contracts, 

but communities are only entitled to enter into contracts if they fulfil four criteria, 

namely: being legally established, having an organisational structure, having 

independent assets, and being able to participate in legal relationships independently 

in their own name (Warner 2008). Poor communities with limited capacity find it 

difficult to meet all four criteria to enter PES contracts. 

4.6. PUBLIC SERVICE CAPACITY 

Given the centrality of government in PES schemes, it is pertinent to reflect on the 

capacity of the public service to meet the challenges and opportunities involved. The 

service's capacity is affected by various factors, as identified in the literature and by 

interviewees and workshop participants. 

4.6.1. Lack of common understanding of PES 

Hoang ci al. (2008) claim that there is no common platform for understanding 

PES in Vietnam. For instance, the three departments in MARD working directly with 

PES do not have the same perspective on PES. A MARD interviewee said that: 'It is 

extremely difficult for us to work together. Each department interprets PES in its 
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own way and the leaders are not interested in PES because they do not understand 

PES very well'. 

MoFi and MPI senior administrators who participated in the workshops indicated 

an interest in pro-poor PES, but they admitted that it would be too risky for them to 

support PES because of their limited understanding. They noted that most 

publications on PES are in English and that the language barriers are high. Also, 

most of the interviewees considered ES as relating only to forestry environmental 

services, thus overlooking marine environmental services and biodiversity 

conservation. 

The pro-poor component of PES is not well-understood by decision makers. 

While poverty-environment linkages were acknowledged, interviewees did not see 

how they could be combined in PES. One interviewee doubted that pro-poor PES 

could be implemented, arguing that 'poverty reduction and environmental protection 

is a nice slogan but cannot be put into practice'. 

Limited understanding about pro-poor PES means that the key PES constraints of 

high transaction costs and insecure land tenure are unlikely to get sufficient attention. 

All interviewees perceived land tenure as a major problem and recognised that 

having a multitude of government agencies involved did not make it easy to deal 

with land tenure problems. Even more interesting was the view that land tenure was 

spelt out in the constitution and thus was impossible to change. No interviewees 

recognised transaction costs as a major problem. They believed that the transaction 

costs were unavoidable and could be dealt with by a government budget so that no 

other stakeholders would have to bear the cost. In addition, they pointed to Decision 

380 under which only 10% of money collected will be spent on managing and 

operating PES. They thus implied that transaction costs were quite small. 
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Decision-makers' understanding of PES results from a situation of centralised 

government with numerous command and control elements. This means that PES is 

not readily seen as a business transaction involving buyers and sellers. 

Workshop participants argued that challenges for PES come not only from limited 

understanding by government officials, but also from poor understanding and low 

social responsibility by the general public and the private sector. Also, there is 

limited public awareness of issues concerning the environment and management of 

common resources. Many businesses ignore their responsibilities to society and their 

negative impacts on the environment. For example, the largest state-owned 

hydropower company uses considerable water to generate its 300 billion VND per 

annum in revenue, but spends very little (only 3-4 billion VND) on environmental 

protection to secure the water catchments. 

ES have traditionally come free and there is limited understanding of how their 

future delivery is conditional on certain forms of land management. Interviewees 

asserted that ministries and decisions about PES were heavily driven by international 

donors and not so much by the supply and demand for ES. This has led to relatively 

passive PES interventions, rather than them being driven by market considerations. 

Moreover, natural resources are seen as national assets which ought not to be subject 

to market forces. 

4.6.2. Lack of technical methods and skills 

Workshop participants and interviewees claimed that PES decision-makers, 

implementers and researchers in Vietnam have limited understanding and experience 

regarding methods to identify, quantify, value and monitor ES. There is limited 

research on the opportunity costs of households, which will dictate the levels of 
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payments in PES. There has been very little thought given to how PES payments 

should be shared among the central government, local governments and local 

communities. In Decision 380, the coefficient K in the ES payment formula (set out 

above) requires local specifications, but no methods or studies have been developed 

or undertaken to establish a basis for setting its value. Identifying and monitoring ES 

flows are not simple. Considerable thought and analyses will be needed if PES is to 

be firmly grounded in payments for actual services delivered. 

All interviewees pointed to the weak skills and capacity of government staff, 

particularly at the local level. These issues are compounded by a lack of funding and 

limited numbers of staff to deal with PES. Skill issues relate not only to PES 

concepts, but also to time and budget management. Decision 380 requires provinces 

to have management and financial plans to test different PES mechanisms, but their 

capacity to do this is severely constrained. All interviewees claimed that there is a 

serious lack of skills in policy analysis and negotiation in Vietnam. Most of the 

support received for PES relies on international expertise, with a resultant lack of 

ownership within government. 

4.7. DISCUSSION 

PES and its linkages with poverty alleviation should be a major interest of 

governments. There are a number of pilot schemes in Vietnam (Hoang et al. 2008) 

and an impressive PES agenda. But there are various constraints to pro-poor PES, 

including the nature of the current government structure, the institutional 

arrangements and the human resources in government. 

Workshop participants perceived pro-poor PES as a connection between poverty 

reduction and environmental protection. Although pro-poor PES features in many 
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discussions, workshop participants were sceptical that pro-poor PES payments would 

ever reach the poor. Many felt that poverty alleviation needed to be addressed 

directly rather than through an environmental mechanism. A fundamental issue was 

whether PES would be sufficient to alleviate the poverty of participating ES 

providers. There was also the problem that likely ES providers would be rural 

dwellers who have access to land, whereas the poorest of the poor are landless and 

have no basis to enter into PES agreements. 

For PES to be pro-poor, the approach should be closely interlinked with national 

poverty reduction targets and goals. In this regard, it is problematic that MOLISA 

expresses no interest in PES and has not been actively incorporated by other 

ministries into PES planning. Getting MOLISA involved could merge its social 

security funds with environmental funds to raise the payment levels for ES to the 

benefit of the environment and poverty alleviation alike. The use of funds from 

MOLISA could include a condition whereby a portion of funds would have to be 

earmarked by ES providers to employ landless individuals. 

MPI sees pro-poor PES as a strategy contributing to national security. Many areas 

inhabited by potential poor ES providers are remote, with high national security 

importance. Without livelihood options, such areas will be depopulated. Thus, PES 

could stabilise populations and may be a way for the government to charmel funds to 

such areas. By bundling social security funds, national security funds and 

environmental funds together, there could be a greater chance of having payment 

levels that could make a difference to poverty. But, in the process, it would be 

essential to ensure that ES buyers are not subsidised by funds from other sources. 

A major problem for PES relates to the nature of the Vietnamese economy and 

public administration. The economy is still dominated by the state and government 
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tends to be centrally controlled and top-down (Dao 1997, Fritzen 2006). Such a 

system is in stark contrast to the requirements of PES. PES need to be introduced 

into the environmental field as a means of establishing market-based ways of 

achieving environmental outcomes (Wunder et al. 2005). Thus, the challenges in 

Vietnam concern the pervasiveness of government in PES policy-making, ES buying 

and ES monitoring. The roles of the government range from setting the policies, to 

implementing PES schemes, and to acting as the ES buyer. As Chapter 3 has shown, 

the government was the main buyer in the watershed protection and biodiversity 

conservation cases since there was very limited number of buyers that were willing 

to pay for these services. 

Decision 380 mentions the possibility of direct negotiations between ES buyers 

and sellers, but interviewees asserted that direct payments on the basis of such 

negotiations would not be feasible in the next decade. The major ES buyers in the 

short term will be state corporations and government itself. The current PES schemes 

are government-led5. The possibility of having user-led PES schemes6  should be 

investigated. The emergence of a Clean Development Mechanism project supported 

by Honda Vietnam (Vu 2008) might promote user-led PES schemes in the future. 

The MPI interviewee argued that future PES in Vietnam should be more focused 

on direct transactions, with the government only controlling PES in the initial stages. 

As discussed by Swallow et al. (2007), an institutional improvement for pro-poor 

In government-led schemes, the government acts as an intermediary between ES buyers and 

sellers by buying ES on behalf of the ES users (Wertz- Kanounn ikoff and Rankine 2008). 

6  In user-led schemes, ES providers and users arrange contracts, with or without the presence of a 

third-party (Wertz- Kanoun n i koff and Rankine 2008). 
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PES often takes time and requires facilitators. International experience emphasises 

the role of intermediaries, particularly where PES is a new concept for many buyers 

and sellers (Pagiola et al. 2005, Wunder 2007). There is, however, a lack of analysis 

of the specific conditions under which intermediary participation may be positive or 

negative in Vietnam. Workshop participants appreciated that studies on the role of 

intermediaries are essential, and pointed to farmers' associations, women's unions 

and heads of communes as potential intermediaries. It was suggested that research 

needs to be conducted on the role of these actors and of various public-private 

partnership models (this is considered in Chapter 5). 

The shift from the government's traditional command-and-control regulatory 

approach to a more market-oriented solution can only work if it is based on scientific 

evidence and people's preferences and choices (Leisinger 1998). The public's 

choices, however, are limited because of limited PES understanding. Perhaps most 

problematic for those involved is how a market-based mechanism can be grafted 

onto the current reality in Vietnam. For example, it seems that, while forestry ES are 

well-recognised for their potential in PES, marine ES are not considered at all. ES 

provision from other ecosystems such as wetlands, peatlands and agricultural areas 

needs to be explored (Wertz-Kanounnikoff and Rankine 2008). 

Workshop participants noted that there is a lack of case studies demonstrating 

PES application. PES policies and other PES-required institutions are still in their 

infancy in Vietnam. There is a single decree in place to cater for PES and that only 

applies to a pilot scheme. Other PES pilots in Vietnam funded by international 

organisations (Hoang et al. 2008) are good PES examples, and their lessons should 

be consolidated and analysed to inform future PES policies. 
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In most pro-poor PES schemes around the world, the high transaction costs relate 

to the numerous poor smallholders that need to be involved (Pagiola et al. 2005, 

Wunder 2005). In Vietnam, government involvement creates an additional layer of 

complexity which adds to the transaction costs. Thus, there are numerous agencies to 

deal with, and they have overlapping mandates and a poor record of collaboration. 

Effective collaboration among government ministries is key to the success of PES. 

The government needs to bring the various actors together. Much work is needed to 

clarify PES concepts and to get a shared understanding of PES. The discounting of 

transaction costs as simply a problem to be solved by a budgetary allocation from 

government indicates the degree to which PES is still not seen as a market-based 

instrument. In a private sector setting, transaction costs are important and need to be 

reduced as they are costs which cut into profits. For communities, group 

certifications and collective action are possible solutions for reducing high 

transaction costs. Although interviewees and workshop participants were reluctant to 

accept such solutions because of their limited knowledge and experiences in these 

areas, they believed that farmers' associations should be able to facilitate the process, 

as they have considerable community respect and trust. This possibility should be 

explored in future studies. Meanwhile, the legal status of communities should be 

enhanced by legislation designed to support communities in their entering into 

contracts. 

Land tenure insecurity is recognised as a major issue, making it difficult for 

households and communities to be involved in PES. The view that land tenure is 

spelt out in the constitution and thus is impossible to change again reflects a 

command-and-control leaning. If individuals enter into PES contracts willingly as ES 

providers, and if ES buyers are going to enter into contracts with some security that 
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their investments will result in the provision of ES, then clarity of tenure is crucial. 

This does not necessary mean land ownership by ES providers, but such providers 

need to have the legal recognition that their work on a certain piece of land can be 

rewarded. However, how contracts with ES providers can be organised and how 

tenure can be clarified are unclear (Warner 2008). Studies are needed on land-use 

conditions and the format, duration and monitoring criteria of contracts (Hoang et al. 

2008). 

Workshop participants questioned the definition of PES provided at the outset of 

this discussion. Core PES schemes with all specified criteria (having at least one 

buyer, having at least one seller, well-defined environment services, the transaction 

is voluntary and the payment can be only made if the ES providers provide ES as 

stated in a contract (conditionality)) are difficult to implement in Vietnam, 

particularly in relation to the voluntary' and 'conditionality' criteria. PES-like 

schemes where only some criteria are met are probably suitable at this stage, with 

core PES only being possible at some time later. Tailoring PES for Vietnamese 

conditions is certainly in the government's interest, but this requires further research. 

4.8. CONCLUSIONS 

The present government and administrative system poses some significant 

challenges for pro-poor PES in Vietnam. The major challenges that need to be 

addressed include: the overlapping functions of government agencies adding to 

transaction costs; the critical gaps in pro-poor PES legislation and policies; and the 

limited understanding by public officials of pro-poor PES, including the lack of a 

market orientation towards PES. Contributions from multiple sectors will be required 

to address these challenges, including from the ministry responsible for poverty 
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alleviation. Further studies are needed on how monitoring can be done cost-

effectively, how payments can be shared among multiple participants in PES 

contracts, and how contracting can be done given the land tenure insecurity issue. 

The limited understanding of PES as a market-based mechanism will need to be 

overcome and supported by relevant capacity enhancement. The following chapter 

examines the role of intermediary boundary organisations in facilitating a more 

market-oriented approach to PES in Vietnam. 
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CHAPTER 5. IMPORTANCE AND IMPACTS OF 

INTERMEDIARY BOUNDARY ORGANISATIONS 

IN FACILITATING PAYMENT FOR 

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES IN VIETNAM 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter concentrated on the role of government in PES in Vietnam. 

However, government is one among many individuals and organisations that have 

role in mediating the relationship between ES sellers and ES buyers. This chapter 

analyses these roles and the extent to which they hinder or help delivery of PES. 

Payment for Environmental Services (PES) is a specific approach to enhance 

provision of environmental services (ES) and rural livelihoods through performance-

based contracts (Pham et al. 2008). PES is not designed primarily as a poverty 

reduction tool but it is expected to have a positive impact on the rural poor, both as 

beneficiaries of PES schemes and through conservation of the natural ecosystems 

upon which they rely for their livelihoods (Beria and Lee 2008). Developing 

countries continue to make poverty reduction one of their top national priorities 

(ICEM 2003). Therefore, environmental protection incentives, including PES, often 

aim to be in line with national poverty alleviation policies. 
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In many developing countries, PES is poorly understood amongst ES buyers, 

sellers, decision makers and the public. Each of these groups of actors has different 

interests in what it can gain from PES, some of which are competing. The conflicting 

interests of stakeholders who nevertheless have to work together (Moss 2009) have 

created a role for 'honest brokers' that can stimulate and facilitate PES (Wertz-

Kanounnikoff and Kongphan-Apirak 2008). 

Such intermediaries can be individuals, organisations or a network that connects 

different stakeholders (Allen 2003, van Lente et al. 2003, Medd and Marvin 2007, 

Mike and Simon 2008). They carry out different tasks depending on their abilities, 

mandates, and the local context (Van Noordwijk et al. 2007, Mike and Simon 2008, 

Moss et al. 2009). They also transfer knowledge and resources between groups, 

increase market competition and exert political influence (Fernandez and Gould 

1994, Khurana 2002). This provides both ES sellers and buyers with filtered and 

interpreted information, reduces their exposure to risks and transaction costs, and 

helps local institutions develop (Beria and Lee 2008, Locatelli et al. 2008, Lee and 

Mahanty 2009). 

Recently, a form of intermediary termed a 'boundary organisation' has attracted 

the attention of many scholars (O'Mahony and Bechky 2008). Boundary 

organisations facilitate collaboration and information flows between the research and 

public policy communities (Guston 2001). They help narrow the gap between 

between science and politics. Parker and Crona (2010) claimed this is a new 

organisational structure and little is known about how they can be created 

successfully, how they relate to their constituents, what management approaches are 

most appropriate and in what conditions they will work best. 
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Although intermediaries have been discussed in the context of PES, few data exist 

on the adequacy of the services they provide and the costs of their intervention 

(Bracer ci al. 2007, Moss ci at. 2009). Most literature on intermediaries is theoretical 

and lacks empirical evidence (Van der Meulen ci at. 2005). While much attention is 

given to the positive impact of intermediaries in PES, their possible negative impacts 

(e.g. destruction of local culture and customs) are often overlooked (Campbell and 

Shackleton 2001, Pollard and Court 2005, Medd and Marvin 2007, Mike and Simon 

2008). There is still a lack of case studies on whether or not it is necessary to have 

intermediaries, and whether or not all intermediaries are equally important in PES. 

The few existing studies nevertheless illustrate the complexity of the involvement of 

intermediaries, as their participation can have both positive and negative impacts on 

local people. 

PES conditionality, i.e. that payments are only made if services are delivered, 

requires transparent information and equal power in negotiation amongst 

stakeholders to ensure fairness and effectiveness (Ferraro 2008). However, the poor 

often have limited influence on decision making (Hovland 2003) and limited 

knowledge about PES (Huang and Upadhyaya 2007). There is a high risk that other 

actors with more information can exploit the poor. For PES to be pro-poor, 

intermediaries might address this asymmetrical information access. To ensure 

benefits reach the poor in PES, local organisations (e.g. farmers' associations) are 

seen as important actors (Arifin 2005, Zhang ci al. 2008). However, there is little 

evidence as to whether these stakeholders can represent the poor as ES sellers. 

This paper examines the importance of intermediaries as PES facilitators in 

Vietnam. Using four PES case studies, it considers three research questions: 
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• Are there intermediaries, and if so, what are their key functions in getting 

PES established? 

• To what extent can local organisations (e.g. farmers' associations) act as ES 

sellers? 

• What are the main differences in the capacities, power and relationships of 

the different intermediaries in negotiating PES? 

5.2. METHODS 

To investigate the importance and impacts of intermediaries, the author followed 

five steps. First, the author established criteria for selecting the PES case studies. 

These were: high poverty rate, availability of PES projects and their reports from 

which lessons could be learnt, willingness of key stakeholders to be involved in the 

study, high levels of reduction of natural resources or ES, and access to the project 

areas. Four sites were selected: two projects on landscape beauty, one project on 

carbon sequestration, and one project on watershed protection. All four projects 

included poverty reduction as one of the objectives. Only the carbon sequestration 

case and one of the landscape beauty cases had reached the state of PES 

implementation and monitoring; the other two were being negotiated (for further 

details see Chapter 2). 

Secondly, the author applied the framework of van Noordwijk et al. (2007) to 

analyse functions of intermediaries at each PES stage (scoping, stakeholder analysis, 

negotiation, implementation and monitoring of agreements). Van Noordwijk et al. 

(2007) argued that PES is workable if it is realistic (based on recognisable cause - 

effects pathways involved in the production of ES, and with benefits gained by both 

sellers and buyers being tangible and sustainable), voluntary (engagement of ES 
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providers and sellers is based on free choice rather than obligatory through 

regulation), conditional (ES provision only being rewarded if provided), and pro-

poor (equitable impacts on all actors and PES design is positively biased towards 

poor stakeholders). The author assumed that the intermediaries were likely to play a 

significant role in translating these four criteria into the PES schemes studied. 

Thirdly, the author reviewed the project documentation on each of the four sites to 

understand how the intermediaries were involved and their functions. The author also 

reviewed literature on the role of intermediaries in general and local organisations 

(e.g. farmers' associations) in particular, in facilitating the implementation of 

environmental protection and poverty reduction adapted to Vietnamese conditions. 

Following this, the author visited each site twice, where she undertook 39 interviews 

including nine representatives of local authorities, 14 representatives of 

intermediaries, seven representatives of ES sellers and nine representatives of ES 

buyers. The selected interviewees were key actors in the PES schemes investigated 

and recognised as experts because of their organisational roles and experience in 

PES. The number of interviewees in each category differed due to the variable 

availability of different stakeholders. These interviews aimed to capture the 

stakeholders' perceptions regarding the role of intermediaries, the positive and 

negative impacts of the intermediaries, the possibility of local organisations acting as 

ES sellers, and the relationships amongst different intermediaries. 

Fourthly, a questionnaire was sent to all 39 interviewees to explore their opinions 

on the possibility of local organisations being ES providers. The respondents were 

also asked to rank the effectiveness of the local organisations in comparison with the 

other three intermediaries in the fields of poverty reduction and environmental 

management. Twenty-three of the 39 interviewees responded to the questiolmaire. 
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Finally, the initial findings of the above were presented at a National Workshop in 

March 2009 in Vietnam, with more than one hundred participants from international 

agencies, international and national non-goverment organisations (NGOs), local 

organisations and private companies (World Agroforestry Center 2009b). Open 

discussions on the findings between the author and PES stakeholders in Vietnam 

were scheduled throughout the workshop. The draft of this paper was also reviewed 

by numerous global PES experts who attended a 'Writeshop' in May 2009 in China 

with 26 researchers from 11 countries (Providoli 2009, World Agroforestry Center in 

China 2009). These workshops acted as a means of triangulating the findings with 

those involved in PES in Vietnam and internationally. 

5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.3.1. The intermediaries and their key functions in getting PES 

established 

The key groups that acted as intermediaries in the PES projects investigated were 

(i) international and local NGOs and international agencies; (ii) government 

agencies; (iii) local organisations (e.g. farmers' associations); and (iv) professional 

consulting firms (Figure 5.1). These four groups of intermediaries have helped the 

PES cases investigated to be realistic, voluntary, conditional and pro-poor. 

Realistic 

In the scoping stage, the international NGOs, private consulting firms and 

government agencies were information and service providers. They assisted the 

buyers in searching for and evaluating the potential and the risks related to buying 

particular ES, whilst supporting the sellers by creating and disseminating information 

on ES opportunities. 
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Figure 5.1. Working structure of intermediary organisations in Vietnam 

(adapted from Albano 2008) 
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With financial support from the donors, the international NGOs and professional 

firms in the PES cases studied (i) invited overseas experts to train government and 

local staff (all four cases); (ii) organised study tours (in the landscape beauty cases); 

(iii) provided technical assistance (all four cases); (iv) conducted inventory surveys 

(all four cases) and willingness to pay studies (in the landscape beauty cases); (v) 

sold their services for proposal writing and applications (in the landscape and 

biodiversity case); and (v) monitored and evaluated ES (in the carbon sequestration 

case). The government agencies provided information on the possible PES sites as 

well as legal advice for ES buyers and international organisations. They also 

supported PES through facilitating research, promoting pilot projects and by working 
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to overcome legal and policy barriers. All interviewees claimed that this helped PES 

stakeholders in Vietnam to identify impacts of being involved in providing ES, and 

to understand principles for ensuring tangible and sustainable benefits were gained 

by both sellers and buyers. 

Voluntary 

Capacity building for PES implementation and good understanding of PES 

requirements are fundamentally important for PES provision to be voluntary. In all 

cases studied, training and workshops on different aspects of PES (e.g. 

environmental economics and sustainable financing options, tools for rapid 

assessment of ES), were delivered by the international NGOs, international agencies, 

and government agencies at both the central and provincial level during different 

stages of PES. All interviewees asserted that this created awareness of PES schemes 

for all stakeholders and increased the buyers' willingness to pay and the sellers' 

willingness to participate in PES contracts. They claimed that without a clear 

assessment of ES values and status, both buyers and sellers were reluctant to 

participate in the PES schemes since they found no basis and justification for their 

payments and involvement. 

Although the buyers might pay for ES for other reasons, such as public relations 

campaigns in the carbon sequestration case and to comply with government 

regulations in the two landscape beauty and biodiversity conservation cases, the 

support of intermediaries was believed by all interviewees to be critically important, 

as this helped them feel that payment was voluntary. However, only in the carbon 

sequestration case could participations really be described as having been voluntary 

(see Chapter 3). 
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Conditionality and pro-poor 

To make PES conditional and pro-poor, the intermediaries acted as bridge 

builders, mediators, arbitrators, equalisers, developers of standards, representatives, 

and watchdogs in all four PES cases. Each of these roles is discussed below. 

Bridge builders. PES intermediaries can connect buyers and sellers by building 

trust, providing references, making recommendations, and influencing the 

partnership formulation and development (Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004). This was 

also true in all cases investigated. In all four PES cases investigated, the government 

agencies, international NGOs, and professional firms put donors and foreign 

investors interested in PES, in touch with provincial stakeholders where there was 

potential for a PES scheme. They also bridged the knowledge gap between the policy 

makers, the local organisations and the scientists who had different goals, 

expectations, jargon and languages. All those interviewed argued that international 

NGOs and professional consulting firms were able to present PES in ways which 

made it of greater interest to the buyers and the stakeholders involved. All 

intermediaries interviewed claimed that, before sending documents to the buyers to 

call for their interest, intermediaries needed to tailor the language used and 

presentations to match buyers' interests and investment priorities. 

Mediators and arbitrators. Like any legal and business contract, PES contracts 

can require the services of arbitrators and mediators because of different stakeholder 

interests (Bakker 2008, Kosoy et al. 2008). In the cases studied, conflicts were found 

amongst stakeholders (e.g. disagreement on co-funding principles and project 

outcomes in the watershed protection and landscape beauty cases); competition over 

the studied area (in the watershed protection case), and between the buyers and the 

sellers (e.g. disagreement on benefit sharing ratio in the landscape beauty cases); and 
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disagreement on the focus of information on the project published in the media (in 

the carbon sequestration case). The government agencies mediated the relationship 

amongst the stakeholders by requiring different actors to work at different sites and 

organising regular meetings to bring stakeholders together. In all cases studied, the 

private consulting firms and international NGOs also collected information on 

expected benefit-sharing ratios from both parties, and proposed the most reasonable 

options. However, all intermediaries interviewed claimed that their suggestions 

stayed as proposals since the donors/buyers decided benefit-sharing ratios based on 

their available funding and procedures. All ES sellers interviewed claimed that they 

often agreed with the benefit-sharing ratios because they did not have a good 

understanding of ES and PES. Therefore, they were willing to accept any offer from 

the buyers. 

Equalisers. Two groups needing support in negotiations with ES buyers about 

PES were (i) the sellers (in the landscape beauty cases) and their representatives (in 

the carbon sequestration case), in their negotiations with ES buyers; and (ii) local 

governments in their negotiations with central government and the private sector (in 

the carbon sequestration case). The international agencies and international NGOs (i) 

enhanced the voice of these groups by providing training on negotiation tools (in the 

landscape beauty and watershed protection cases); (ii) conducted research into pro-

poor policies (in the landscape beauty and watershed protection cases); and (iii) 

supported provincial authorities in preparing documents to submit to the central 

government for project approval (in the carbon sequestration case). 

Developers of standards. Developing standards for PES design and for the 

responsibilities of key PES stakeholders can guide actors to achieve results at 

reasonable cost and effort (Wertz-Kanounnikoff and Kongphan-Apirak 2008). In the 
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cases investigated, PES standards were designed by both government and non-

government intermediaries. The government established requirements and monitored 

performance standards in the carbon sequestration case. In the watershed protection 

and landscape beauty cases, the international NGOs and international research 

organisations developed different tools and methods (e.g. Rapid Hydrology 

Assessment toolkits), to quantify and evaluate ES rapidly. 

Representatives. Smallholder farmers are poor, and are disadvantaged if a capable 

and trustworthy intermediary is not present to advocate on their behalf (Huang and 

Upadhyaya 2007). In the cases studied, all interviewees claimed that the government 

agencies were effective representatives when the ES and the scale of negotiation 

related to international buyers (in the carbon sequestration case), while local 

organisations (farmers' associations and women's unions) were key players in 

establishing small PES contracts (landscape beauty cases). 

Watchdogs. Intermediaries can play a role in monitoring PES provision, although 

to be credible they need to have the full trust of the buyers. Their participation 

enhances the potential for the project to be sustainable and accountable (Blagescu 

and Young 2006), and keeps the policy honest' (Pollard and Court 2005). In all 

cases studied, international NGOs monitored watershed protection by different rapid 

assessment tools, while a professional consulting firm and government agencies 

monitored the carbon sequestration using a standard verification process. 

In all cases studied, transaction costs were not considered by the ES sellers, ES 

providers and the intermediaries, as their primary goal was to pilot PES in Vietnam. 

Most transaction costs were covered by the intermediaries themselves because they 

were allocated funding from different donors and buyers to cover such costs. 

However, all interviewees from the international NGOs and professional consulting 
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firms argued that they tried to reduce transaction costs by hiring other intermediaries 

(e.g. government agencies) who had rich working experience and wide networks in 

Vietnam to provide information and conduct scoping studies. 

5.3.2. To what extent can local organisations (e.g. farmers' 

associations) act as ES sellers? 

Even when potential ES buyers are interested in purchasing ES, they often find it 

difficult to choose the appropriate ES sellers (Koellner et al. 2008). The participation 

of the poor as ES providers can be enhanced if there are appropriate institutional 

options for moving the unavoidable transaction costs of dealing with many small 

landholders, such as group certifications and collective actions (Arifin 2005, 

Swallow et al. 2005, Ravnborg et al. 2007). This allows communities, rather than 

just individuals, to register as ES sellers, especially if combined with support for 

strengthening community-level organisations, including their legal recognition 

(Swallow et al. 2005, Ravnborg et al. 2007, Beria and Lee 2008). 

There are many existing examples of farmers' organisations that were established 

by an intermediary to coordinate production procedures amongst numerous dispersed 

smallholders (Baumann 2000, Arifin 2005, Zhang et al. 2008). All interviewees 

agreed that local organisations (e.g. farmers' associations) in Vietnam potentially 

have a major role in organising ES provision on behalf of poor individual members. 

First, gathering and forming a group of poor households is complex. Group 

formation is facilitated by having a common interest, culture, ethnic background, 

economic status, and having clear incentives. Building on existing local groups with 

capacities to reach all sectors of the rural population is critically important in natural 

resource management (Shankland 2001, Borrini- Feyerabend et al. 2004, Arifin 
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2005, Bonnal 2005). These local groups are often trusted by the local communities 

(Mclver ci al. 2007), interact effectively with all key stakeholders, and have 

community representatives already selected. This reduces PES transaction costs 

significantly (Borrini-Feyerabend ci al. 2004. Bracer ci al. 2007). In Vietnam, local 

organisations have operated for more than 20 years (e.g. Youth Union established in 

1930, women's unions established in 1986, farmers' associations established in 

1988), and their members account for 85% of the population of Vietnam (Norlund ci 

al. 2003). These organisations also have units and staff working at all levels of the 

government (central, province, district and communes, village), and regularly engage 

in activities and meetings with the heads of households. All interviewees claimed 

that they wanted these organisations to act as their representative in working with ES 

buyers since the networks and regulations (e.g. registration, rules of working, fees, 

rights and responsibilities) of these groups function well and have long been 

respected by communities. All interviewees also highlighted that, since these 

organisations belonged to communist party structure, they received updated 

information on government directions, agendas, policies, priorities, and had close 

cormections with other government agencies, which made negotiations easier. 

Secondly, even when groups are formed, a trusted mediator is essential to 

harmonise all needs (Baumann 2000, Blagescu and Young 2006). In Vietnam, local 

organisations are the mediators when conflicts occur in local communities. All 

interviewees asserted that local households always sought advice and mediation of 

local organisations to resolve conflicts. Local authorities interviewed also 

emphasised that the issues must be analysed and mediated by local organisations 

before cases could be brought to court. All interviewees agreed that these local 
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organisations could develop the criteria and indicators required for equitable and fair 

payment systems since they understood ES sellers' concerns and interests. 

Thirdly, all interviewees claimed that local organisations were favoured by the 

donors and the buyers to disseminate information and policies. These organisations 

can also maintain and provide trust-based loans for the poor since they have managed 

numerous poverty reduction and environmental management programs sponsored by 

international agencies for community members. Their existing dissemination 

methods, financial management and benefit sharing mechanisms were useful for PES 

awareness raising and PES cash flow management. Also, since these organisations 

are funded by government, the transaction costs to run these organisations can be 

reduced or can even be shared between the government and ES sellers. Local 

interviewees asserted that many staff at the village level worked voluntarily and were 

enthusiastic about reducing management costs. 

Fourthly, the extent to which PES is voluntary has been questioned (van 

Noordwijk et al. 2007). However, all interviewees claimed that local organisations 

successfully encouraged their members to join group activities voluntarily. The 

farmers' associations and women's unions in all projects investigated, successfully 

encouraged and coordinated their members to provide free labour to plant trees to 

sell, and save money to help poor members. In-depth understanding of local people's 

interests, culture and perceptions, and the experience of these organisations in 

communication, suggests that these groups can facilitate equitable, effective and 

efficient payments and voluntary participation of households. 

Despite the potential for local organisations to become ES providers, major 

challenges were discussed by the interviewees. 
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First, all interviewees claimed that local organisations had the least power 

amongst intermediaries because of their political status. Although they had close 

relationships with government and a detailed understanding of government policies, 

they were also strongly influenced by government. Because Vietnam has a 

'command and control' political culture, local organisations were established to 

enhance political control, and cannot be seen in the same way as in Western civil 

society (Norlund ci al. 2003, Bonnal 2005). All interviewees argued that even when 

local organisations entered the PES contract as ES sellers, they were still under the 

management and direction of local authorities and the party at the central, provincial, 

district and commune level. 

Secondly, adopting and monitoring PES-related practices requires substantial 

technical capacity, knowledge and skills (Lee and Mahanty 2009). However, all 

interviewees from local authorities and local organisations attending the consultation 

workshop were uncertain whether the local organisations could understand and 

implement PES contracts because many staff and leaders working in the associations 

(particularly at village level) could not write a report and had only completed 

primary school. All local organisation interviewees also claimed that their members 

were scattered and dispersed and that their limited staff numbers and operational 

budgets would make ES monitoring difficult. Their limited operational budget from 

government also made local organisations reluctant to be ES providers, as they were 

uncertain how they could provide compensation if the contract was not well-

implemented. Also, if local organisations notified contract violations, they would not 

have legal rights to punish those who did not comply with the contract, as this is the 

role of local authorities. Furthermore, leaders of these organisations were elected by 

community members and local authorities. These leaders claimed that it would be 
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difficult for them to resolve contract violations because those who violated contracts 

might be people whom they knew and with whom they had good relationships. 

Moreover, all interviewees claimed that the current structure of local organisations 

was inequitable. The grassroots village staff members did most of the work and were 

closest to the farmers and the poor but got the least or even no payment. 

Although local organisations have potential to become ES sellers, not all of them 

are equally powerful and effective. Forty percent of respondents claimed that, 

amongst local organisations, only the Farmers' Associations or Women's Unions 

were eligible to become ES sellers as they had the largest number of members, good 

networks and extensive experience in both poverty reduction and environmental 

protection. The other organisations were seen by seventy percent of respondents as 

either too young (Youth Unions) or too old (Veterans), and unable to make 

significant changes to implement PES. 

5.3.3. Capacities, power and relationships of different intermediaries in 

negotiating PES 

Natural resource management can only be effective if the state, international 

organisations, business enterprises and grassroots actors work together (Mapedza and 

Mandondo 2002). However, the cases studied in Vietnam showed complex 

relationships amongst the four intermediaries. Four relationship types were identified 

in the cases studied. 

Competitors. In the cases studied, competition was found amongst international 

NGOs, private companies, and governmental agencies, and between international 

NGOs and private companies. This had a disruptive effect and created other 

problems that the communities had to deal with, and reduced benefits to people (e.g. 
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a slow payment process reduced the commitment of ES sellers in the carbon 

sequestration and landscape beauty cases), and high transaction costs (in the carbon 

sequestration case because of a complex administrative system). 

Employees and employers. All interviewees claimed that the establishment of 

PES in Vietnam was politically and financially driven by the donors. In all four 

cases, the donors employed international agencies and NGOs to become PES 

intermediaries. International NGOs and international agencies then hired local 

organisations and local NGOs to disseminate PES information in the watershed 

protection case, or professional consultants hired government agencies and staff to 

collect data for their scoping study in the carbon sequestration case. 'Some 

intermediaries had direct control over others, which affected the dynamics of those 

with less power to contribute to PES design and implementation' (a representative 

intermediary stated). 

Command and controL All interviewees also agreed that, amongst the four 

intermediaries, the government was seen as the most powerful actor and had the 

strongest influence on PES in Vietnam because of its highly centralised institutions. 

Government influenced how other intermediaries worked, particularly how local 

government and local organisations implemented PES on the ground. 'Although the 

donors required us to implement specific activities at the grassroot level, it is 

critically important for us to ensure that our activities and project designs are within 

government guidelines and instructions' (a representative of an international NGO 

stated). All intermediary interviewees also asserted that private consulting firms were 

not only financially driven by the donors and buyers but were also strongly 

influenced by government policies. 
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Collaboration (e.g. amongst local organisations, local NGOs and between local 

NGOs and local organisations). All interviewees argued that local organisations 

enjoyed working together and that their relationships were supportive and 

collaborative. Many local NGOs formed themselves into networks (Norlund et al. 

2003). All interviewees claimed that this was useful not only for collaboration and 

information exchange but also for cross-checking on the accountability of the 

intermediaries. 

It should be noted that the political culture in Vietnam was unfavourable to non-

government organisations until around the mid-1990s because NGOs were translated 

as 'Phi chinh phu'. This has the connotation of something unorganised and therefore 

did not ring positive to Vietnamese who feel most things should be organised 

(Norlund et al. 2003). Despite these traditional perceptions, all interviewees believed 

that NGOs have proven themselves to be the most organised and effective 

intermediaries in Vietnam thus far. 

Although NGOs and international agencies dominated, and the government were 

the most powerful actor, all interviewees asserted that other intermediaries still had 

influence. Private companies and international agencies had advantages in 

negotiating with international buyers (in the carbon sequestration case, landscape 

beauty and biodiversity conservation cases), because of their understanding of the ES 

market, while local organisations had the advantage in negotiating with ES sellers 

who were poor farmers (in the watershed protection case). 

5.3.4. General discussion 

Critics often argue that intermediaries are expensive and consume most of the 

payments in transaction costs (Wunder 2008). However, since PES is still new in 
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Vietnam, intermediaries have played a critical role in developing PES proposals, 

changing attitudes, building trust, networking with stakeholders, influencing policy 

priorities, promoting learning, sharing knowledge and bringing stakeholders together. 

It is hard to imagine a PES scheme without the involvement of intermediaries 

(Ravnborg et at. 2007). However, the increasing number of buyers and sellers, and 

their knowledge of ES markets, are expected to reduce transaction costs (Landell-

Mills and Porras 2002), and may actually reduce the number of intermediaries 

required for successful PES schemes, or at least limit their roles. 

Intermediaries are important for facilitating PES, but the strengths and positive 

impacts of intermediaries lie in their international and local identities, relationships, 

capacity, and adaptation to local situations (Locatelli ci at. 2008, Moss et at. 2009). 

Intermediaries are expected to be neutral, but if they have relationships or derive 

benefits from the buyers or sellers, their advice is no longer neutral and may not 

ensure benefits for buyers or sellers (Mike and Simon 2008). They can influence and 

define certain relationships because of their commercial and political mission. Some 

intermediaries are highly selective in the issues they support and the activities they 

perform, and may not be able or willing to consider aspects deemed peripheral to 

their interests (Moss ci at. 2009). In the PES cases investigated, the local authorities 

asserted that the intermediaries, particularly the private consulting firms, only 

worked for the benefits of the ES buyers and did not consult the ES sellers. In this 

sense, they could be considered as agents of the buyers rather than intermediaries. 

As discussed earlier, international agencies and NGOs are the dominant 

intermediaries in Vietnam and are believed by all interviewees to be more efficient 

and cost-effective than other stakeholders. These intermediaries, however, are always 

under pressure from the donors to produce measurable outputs within a short 
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timeframe (Van der Meulen et al. 2005, Bendell 2006, Moss et al. 2009). Their work 

also needs to reflect the preferences of the donors or investors (Koellner et al. 2008). 

The securing of outputs may limit the sustainability of their actions and 

accountability (Nørlund et al. 2003, Pollard and Court 2005). They can be powerful 

actors pushing communities into certain decisions so that they provide material 

benefits and employment (Campbell and Shackleton 2001), change the nature of 

customary or traditional institutions (Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004), and harm the 

poor because of corruption and disempowerment (Mapedza and Mandondo 2002). 

Since most intermediaries in all four cases studied were employed by donors, their 

motivations and accountability should be carefully examined by PES stakeholders to 

avoid any negative impact on the poor. 

The intermediaries can misunderstand as well as disempower the poor by 

conducting poor participatory work (Bendell 2006, Fraser et al. 2008). All 

interviewees claimed that many intermediaries carried out participatory work to meet 

project milestones rather than to engage deeply with communities. Their programs 

may overlook or misunderstand the needs and aspirations of their intended 

beneficiaries (Johnson 2001). All intermediaries interviewees, notwithstanding, 

claimed that they had to hurry their work to meet the deadline so were less thorough 

than they wished. 

All interviewees also argued that a 'top-down' approach was used in the cases 

studied. Consultations at commune level often took place after decisions had been 

made at central, provincial and district levels. The 'consultations' were an invitation 

for local people to listen to the decision rather than a forum for expressing opinions 

and discussion. The interviewees also claimed that the design of the consultations 

(e.g. long presentations, powerful government officers juxtaposed with the poorest of 
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the poor, limited time for discussion), did not provide a comfortable environment for 

community representatives to talk. The interviewees also noted that the large number 

of intermediaries in PES establishment and implementation, as well as their complex 

relationships, confused local stakeholders, particularly when many and different 

messages were given during local workshops and meetings. Ideally, such 

participatory initiatives need to be carefully designed and be a forum for the voices 

of the poor to be heard, including providing opportunities for local people to provide 

input into the agenda (Fraser ci at. 2008). 

As discussed earlier, local organisations are potential representatives of the poor. 

However, these local groups need a means to exchange information with government 

organisations, donors and ES buyers. All interviewees claimed that these groups 

needed training in communication skills, team work, monitoring, reporting, planning, 

field work and participatory rural appraisal tools, negotiation skills and business 

planning. Nevertheless, all intermediary interviewees highlighted the financial 

constraints in supporting these activities and the bias in the priorities of the donors, 

which was to build up capacity for the government agencies only. 

All interviewees of local authorities and sellers felt that a combination of local 

organisations and local authorities as representatives of ES providers would be 

sustainable. Local organisations can gather individual households together; 

disseminate information and encourage households to participate; implement the 

contracts as trainers, information and service providers, representatives, mediators, 

and equalisers and ensure participation is voluntary. Local government can be the 

watchdogs and arbitrators if there are contract violations and conflicts. At each level 

of these local organisations (central, province, district and commune), there can be 

monitoring teams that could report regularly to higher levels in the hierarchy. Further 
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piloting of this proposal should be conducted to reach a practical approach for the 

poor to make their voices heard. 

Existing informal systems always exist beside formal systems (North 1990). 

Campbell and Shackleton (2001) highlighted the need to consider and respect 

traditional leadership as well as the formal structures of government. The same could 

apply in Vietnam, as in some areas traditional leaders are regarded as more important 

than government. However, many traditional leaders avoid such administrative roles 

because of insufficient remuneration to cover the costs of transport and meetings, and 

at times their families dissuade them. Yet some feel that the opportunity to have 

influence over village decisions is attractive. But as yet, the potential role of 

traditional leaders as PES intermediaries in Vietnam, and elsewhere, requires greater 

consideration. 

Decentralisation is often seen as a means to create transparent and accountable 

mechanisms for the poor. However, this does not necessarily improve the 

performance and accountability of local government, and indeed may only empower 

local elites to capture a larger share of public resources (Johnson et al. 2003). Given 

the complexity of resource management at the community level, and the strong 

political hierarchy in Vietnam, further research is needed to explore whether the 

community can have an equal voice to government in PES implementation. The 

process of defining and registering competent community-based organisations that 

are representative of the different interests of local actors, and sensitive to the 

dynamics and power relations in the community, is an arduous task, usually needing 

at least two years (Campbell and Shackleton 2001). Until this is done, PES in 

Vietnam is likely to be dominated by the powerful even if delivered by the poor. 
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The findings of this research also indicate that, although all four intermediary 

groups play an important role in facilitating PES in Vietnam, each intermediary is 

best at performing certain tasks. For example, the most effective role for government 

is the establishment, enforcement and monitoring of rules and regulations. Local 

organisations and NGOs can follow these rules while ensuring appropriate 

participation and involvement of the poor in the process. 

As discussed earlier, the relationships between intermediaries, ES sellers and 

buyers are complex and need to be strengthened. Cooperation that promotes a more 

equal participation of the poor in decisions affecting their well-being is needed 

(Blagescu and Young 2006, Kirchgeorg and Winn 2006). To enhance the 

accountability of the intermediaries and to maximise their benefits to the poor, cross-

cultural understanding is essential for joint management of the PES process. 

Effective collaboration of this sort can be achieved using participatory planning and 

capacity building (Moyses and Panton 2008). One solution could be to develop a 

code of ethics that provides guidance on how different groups should work together 

in an effective partnership (Pappin 2008). 

5.4. CONCLUSIONS 

Intermediaries, including NGOs, government agencies, professional consulting firms 

and local organisations, are important actors in PES development. The four groups of 

intermediaries in the PES cases investigated had different roles determined by their 

place within the current government system, and funding. However, concerns have 

been raised about (i) commitment to true participation being compromised by 

pressure to achieve specific goals within tight deadlines affecting the sustainability of 

intermediary's actions; (ii) the political influence of donors and government; and (iii) 
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their neutrality, since they might have relationships or derive benefits from either the 

buyers or sellers. Although local organisations are strongly driven by the 

government, they are important channels for the poor to express their opinions and 

concerns since they are trusted and have well-established systems and effective 

networks. However, to act as ES sellers, these local organisations need to overcome 

numerous challenges, particularly related to capacity for monitoring ES and 

enforcement of contracts. Because intermediaries operate at many different levels 

and have different functions, a multi-disciplinary and multi-sector approach is 

required that includes effective participation and capacity building for the poorest 

and least powerful. To understand the factors affecting this participation requires an 

appreciation of what it means to be poor in Vietnam. The following chapter 

examines the definition of poverty and the organisational and institutional 

opportunities and barriers that affect the capacity of poor households to participate in 

PES. 
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CHAPTER 6. ORGANISATIONAL AND 

INSTITUTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND 

CONSTRAINTS FOR POOR HOUSEHOLDS TO 

PARTICIPATE IN PAYMENTS FOR 

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES IN VIETNAM 

6.1. Introduction 

Both government (Chapter 4) and other intermediaries (Chapter 5) are involved 

in PES because of its potential to alleviate poverty. But who are the poor and what 

are the principal issues relating to their engagement in PES. This chapter aims to 

answer some of these questions which are critical to improving the application of 

pro-poor PES in Vietnam. 

The significance of pro-poor' PES has recently been acknowledged in Vietnam 

and other developing countries, as poor households not only depend greatly on 

environmental services (ES) for their livelihoods, but are also likely to be key ES 

providers (Bulte et al. 2008, Pham et al. 2008, Lee and Mahanty 2009, Pham et al. 

2010). It is recognized that, because poor households (and communities) often live in 

areas that are ecologically sensitive and important for national security, there is 
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potential for these households to derive benefit from PES schemes (Milder et al. 

2010, Pham etal. 2010). 

Despite this potential, some authors have expressed their concern about whether 

PES should be biased towards enhancing the lives of the poor or not (Wunder 2007, 

Lee and Mahanty 2009, Neef and Thomas 2009, Pham etal. 2010). Recent scholarly 

debate has also questioned how poor households can be effectively involved in and 

how they may be affected by PES schemes (Bulte et al. 2008, Porras et al. 2008, 

Wunder 2008, Zilberman et al. 2008). Numerous studies have attempted to 

understand how poor households engage with PES (Kosoy et al. 2007 in Mexico, 

Nicaragua and Guatemala in 2007, Corbera et al. 2009 in Mexico). However, exactly 

how poor households are to be involved in PES, and what real benefits they receive 

from doing so, is unknown (Milder etal. 2010). 

The success or failure of PES and pro-poor schemes depends largely on the nature 

of the institutional framework and setting (Neef and Thomas 2009, Zabel and Roe 

2009, Clements et al. 2010, Vatn 2010). Institutional frameworks have the capacity 

to influence a number of key areas in the delivery of PES schemes, including actor 

relationships, funding (and longevity of the scheme), motivational factors including 

level of interest and involvement of beneficiaries, and the overall nature of PES 

scheme outcomes including degrees of success or failure (Corbera et al. 2009). To-

date, there have been few systematic studies focused around institutional issues 

(Muradian et al. 2010). Some of the critical gaps in pro-poor PES research and 

evidence in relation to this are: (i) the overall impact of pro-poor PES schemes on the 

poor (Milder et al. 2010); (ii) opportunities and constraints that may affect the 

participation of the poor, current PES studies tend simply to observe patterns of the 

poor's participation in PES, without attempting to determine critical influences 
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(Engel et al. 2008); and (iii) there is a specific lack of case studies in developing 

countries analysing PES design and impact on the poor (Lee and Mahanty 2009, 

Petheram and Campbell 2010). 

Using two PES cases in Vietnam (one on carbon sequestration and one on 

watershed protection), this chapter aims to identify specific organisational and 

institutional opportunities for, and constraints to, involvement of poor households in 

PES schemes. The chapter addresses three research questions: 

. Are there significant opportunity or transaction costs in participating in PES?; 

• What are the organisational and institutional constraints to poor households 

becoming ES providers?; and 

• To what degree could a potential PES scheme reduce poverty? 

This research highlights the importance of adequate institutions in the design and 

performance of pro-poor PES schemes. 

6.2. Methods 

6.2.1. Analytical framework 

This study combines evidence from existing literature on PES with data from 

fieldwork conducted during 2008 and 2009. Participants' views on pro-poor PES and 

opportunities for and constraints to the poor participating in PES were interpreted 

and analysed through direct observations of the poor's situations and analysis of data 

from interviews and focus group discussions (see Chapter 2). 
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6.2.2. Case study selection criteria 

Criteria used to select case studies were: availability of reports on the PES project 

performance; willingness of related stakeholders to be involved in the study; high 

levels of degradationlreduction of Es; and ability to gain permission to visit the 

project area. One watershed protection case and one carbon sequestration case were 

selected (Tables 6.1 and 6.2). Both of these projects were donor-funded and are 

being implemented in northern Vietnam. In the carbon sequestration case, the 

contract was signed for four years between a private company and a non-profit 

organisation (NPO) acting on behalf of the individual households. In the watershed 

protection case, the contract was expected to be signed for seven years between poor 

households, an international agency and a private company. In both cases, 

government agencies, non-government organisations, private companies and local 

organisations were important intermediaries in facilitating PES establishment and 

implementation (see Chapter 3 for further details). 

Table 6.1. General information about case studies 

Carbon sequestration scheme Watershed protection scheme 

Number of village 87 85 

households 

Number of households 40 65 

participating in PES 

schemes 

Ethnicity Muong Muong, Tay, Nung 

Main local livelihood Rice and sugar-cane cultivation, Paddy rice cultivation and livestock 

strategies working in Hanoi and other big cities production 

Infrastructure Easy access to the main road Geographically isolated, poor roads and 

infrastructure 
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Table 6.2. Summary data of PES schemes for case studies 

Carbon sequestration scheme Watershed protection scheme 

Years of 2008-2012 2008-20 14 

operation 

ES buyers Private company International agency and private company 

ES sellers A local Non-Profit Organisation (NPO) that Individual households 

was established to receive the funds from 

the private company and manages the 

payment 

Intermediaries Professional consulting firms. Government Professional consulting firms. Government 

research institute, and an international research institute, international agency 

agency international research institute and 

international NGOs 

Rules of the Benefit sharing mechanism is based on There is a plan to organise a conservation 

games/contract sales of timber (people will get 75% of trust fund, where contributions from ES 

arrangements revenue from total timbers sold and NPO users (both private and governmental) are 

will get 25% of timber revenue), and carbon pooled 

credits (people get 50% of carbon credits 

sold and NPO will get 50%). The NPO will 

re-invest the money they receive in t'orest 

establishment through rotation, technical 

assistance, monitoring, and carbon trading 

procedures. 

Property rights The households signatory to the contract The households signatory to the contract 

have landuse rights either have landuse rights or they plant 

forests on community land 

Monitoring Profissional consulting firms and the Professional consulting firms and 

government research institute monitor international research organisation monitor 

carbon change over time. the hydrology over time. 

l.ocal authorities monitor the plantation 
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6.2.3. Local definition of poverty 

To understand local poverty and the extent to which the PES schemes could 

reduce poverty, the author employed the Stage of Progress method developed by 

Krishna (2007) (Also see Chapter 2 for more details). 

6.2.4. Institutional and organisational analysis framework 

Organisational and institutional opportunities for and constraints to involvement 

of the poor in the case studies were analysed using frameworks developed by other 

authors. They include organisational arrangements (stakeholders involved, 

intermediaries), property rights over land use and ES, contractual arrangements 

(distribution of rights and the rules instituted to govern the interaction between the 

agents), mechanisms for monitoring of ES and contracts (and the level of the 

transaction costs) (Neef and Thomas 2009, Clements et al. 2010, Vatn 2010). 

6.2.5. Participatory approach 

Interviews and focus group discussions were conducted at project, community and 

household levels. The interviews sought to identify the opinions of local people 

about (i) the strengths and weaknesses of the PES schemes investigated; (ii) the 

opportunities for and constraints limiting involvement of poor households in the PES 

schemes investigated; (iii) the current land-use and the livelihood activities of the 

poor in the area before and after the PES schemes were implemented; and (iv) the 

strategies poor households might employ to escape poverty if there was no PES 

scheme in place. At the project level, five in-depth interviews (one with a project 

manager, one with an intermediary, one with a project staff member, and two with 

local authorities), were conducted at each site. The selected informants were those 
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who coordinated and managed the PES projects investigated, and who had working 

experience of PES. 

As stated in Chapter 2, time and budget constraints focus group discussions were 

limited to the community level, in two randomly selected villages. Each focus group 

discussion had twelve households present representative of village socioeconomic 

characteristics including: wealth, gender, age and ethnicity. In the watershed 

protection case, these 12 households accounted for 14% of total households in the 

village, and in the carbon sequestration case, they also accounted for 14% of total 

households in the village. At the household level, time and budget also contraints 

four in-depth interviews were conducted at each village. The four interviewees were 

selected to represent the poor only, and they were chosen randomly based on the list 

of poor households prepared by the heads of the villages to submit to the commune. 

While the focus group discussions reflected the village and commune trends, these 

in-depth interviews explored factors that influenced households' choices and 

willingness to participate in PES. 

6.3. Results 

6.3.1. Opportunity and transaction costs 

Although PES is said to be cost-effective relative to indirect approaches and 

integrated conservation and development programs (ICDPs) (MacKinnon and 

Wardojo 2001, Wunder ci al. 2005). PES is destined to fail if the costs of 

implementing the scheme, including compensation payments, are less than the 

benefits obtained from existing land uses (Wunder 2008, Beria et al. 2009). 

Additionally, the level of PES payment offered to ES sellers should exceed the 
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opportunity cost7  of an alternative land use. Similarly, to make the transaction 

attractive to the ES buyer, the benefit should exceed the financial outlay (Engel et al. 

2008). However, high transaction costs8  and opportunity costs are likely to be much 

greater obstacles to the participation of poorer households than the households' own 

limitations, such as limited education and financial capacity (Wunder 2008, Engel et 

al. 2008). 

In the carbon sequestration case, the opportunity cost for poor households was 

their labour and the time they would otherwise have used to plant sugar cane or work 

as fruit pickers for local orange farms. The daily income for these activities was 

about 60,000VND (US$3/personlday). By participating in the carbon sequestration 

project, they would have to compromise their time to plant trees without any 

payment for the first six months. In the watershed protection case, to protect the 

watershed and valuable timber forests, the local people argued that they would have 

to give up a high income from selling a log of this timber even if this was cut 

illegally. According to the local authorities and local people, a log 20 cm long and 50 

cm in diameter could be sold for VND 200,000 (US$1 1) inside the forest, and VND 

350,000 (US$20) when brought to the main road. Local people also claimed that if 

they successfully transported the timber to the Vietnam-China border, they could 

earn more than VND 2 million (US$111) for a log of the same size. While the level 

and form of payment for ES were discussed amongst buyers, donors and 

Opportunity costs of participation are the difference between the returns poor ES providers gain from 

their current activity and the costs, or forgone benefits, of adopting new management measures needed 

to participate in a PES scheme (FAO 2008). 

Transaction costs concern both the setting up of the system and its operation (Vatn 2010). 
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intermediaries, all interviewees agreed that this payment would not cover the 

opportunity cost for local people. 

All households interviewed in the carbon sequestration case claimed that the 

opportunity cost of the land-use change was low, since the project used bare land for 

which people had no real plans. In contrast, in the watershed protection case, the 

local people asserted the opportunity cost for them was high. A large area of local 

land had been acquired by government on behalf of a company for construction of a 

hydropower plant, but villagers had been paid a very low price compared with what 

they considered to be the actual value of the land. All four household interviewees in 

this case argued that they had lost income from at least three crops of corn without 

any compensation from the buyers or government. They also claimed that they had 

lost the chance to pass on to their children the land and traditional houses that existed 

on the excised land— a lost opportunity that was culturally and spiritually important 

to them. The buyers interviewed in this case, however, claimed that they were only 

willing to pay what current government regulations required. which was nothing in 

this case according to the households interviewed. 

Interviews and discussions with all stakeholders at both sites indicated that local 

authorities and local people had not considered the opportunity costs. Nor had they 

considered transaction costs, either at the individual or project level. There were no 

figures available on transactions at the interviews. However, concerns were raised by 

households interviewed and during the focus group discussions concerning the 

number of meetings households had to attend and the time taken at each meeting. 

According to interviewees, up to the stage of contract signing, each household 

needed to attend without compensation at least four to ten half-day meetings, which 

impacted upon their daily income. 
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The interviewees also agreed that most of the transaction costs for establishing 

and implementing PES were covered by the intermediaries and donors (see Chapter 

3). Their contribution to the process reduced overheads and administrative costs of a 

PES scheme as they generally provided those services free of charge. Consequently, 

both ES buyers and ES sellers could benefit from donor contributions and the cost of 

schemes would be much higher without that contribution. 

6.3.2. Organisational arrangements 

For a PES scheme to be successful there must first be a locally based and 

supported organisational structure in order to negotiate and implement contractual 

arrangements (Wunder et al. 2005, Lee and Mahanty 2009). In the case studies cited 

the involvement of both international and national stakeholders in both schemes 

enabled the poor to be involved in the process in several ways. 

First, all the project leaders and local authorities interviewed in both cases argued 

that international stakeholders and government agencies liked to include poverty 

reduction as one of the project's goals, hence selected poor households as one of 

their target groups. The key informants in both cases also asserted that the 

government wanted to attract private sector investment to poor areas; hence provided 

tax concessions to companies that operated in poor and remote areas. The buyers 

interviewed in both case studies confirmed that this enhanced their level of interest 

and willingness to work with poor households. The buyer in the carbon case study 

highlighted that involving poor households in their PES project assisted the company 

to implement their social and corporate responsibility policies and improve their 

public image. 
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Secondly, most of the households interviewed perceived that engagement of local 

organisations such as farmers' associations, non-profit organisations and the heads of 

villages enhanced the involvement of the poor in these projects. These interviewees 

claimed that these organisations and individuals helped link the poor to the 

intermediaries and the buyers by organising village meetings and identifying poor 

households to these stakeholders (although identification was not always accurate - 

see below). 

While the organisational arrangement of the PES schemes investigated was seen 

by most interviewees as providing opportunities for the poor to participate in PES, 

interviewees also thought that involvement of too many stakeholders in the process 

had increased the transaction costs and delayed the progress in project approval and 

implementation. All households interviewed in both cases considered that this had 

affected the level of trust and willingness of the poor to engage in the projects. 

6.3.3. Property rights over lands and ES 

Property rights in the PES context not only relate to land ownership but also land 

use rights and the right to derive commercial benefit from services generated from 

natural assets (Vatn 2010). For PES to be successful, it is important to have and 

secure land tenure as it ensures the continuing provision of ES as well as eligibility 

of the poor to be the ES providers (Bracer et al. 2007, Beria and Lee 2008). 

The study highlighted that there were both opportunities for, and constraints to, 

the poor obtaining rights over land to provide ES. In the watershed protection case, 

both the donors and government scheduled and accelerated land allocation and 

allocated a budget for its implementation. According to local authorities and donors 

in this case, this empowered the poor and helped them to enter PES contracts more 
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easily. However, land allocation was planned to take place over several years and 

until complete it would be difficult for poor households to participate in PES as ES 

providers. Additionally, households interviewed claimed that - 'since the land 

belonged to the government and they only had land use rights, they remained 

vulnerable as land use could be changed by government policy'. In the carbon 

sequestration case, the buyer interviewed argued that clear land tenure was a critical 

requirement in selecting their ES providers. However, only a small number of ES 

providers were poor households since most poor households in the area did not have 

land use rights. They only had land 'usufruct'9  rights while the rich with better 

financial capital and information access had better access to land use rights attractive 

to the buyer. 

In both cases, the households interviewed emphasised the barriers to them in 

obtaining land use right certificates. They complained that not only was it time 

consuming because they had to submit many forms and follow many procedures, but 

they sometimes had to bribe the head of the commune and the village to obtain these 

certificates. They considered that land allocation processes needed to be accelerated 

and made simple and transparent, and barriers such as complicated procedures and 

unofficial costs needed to be removed if the poor were to benefit from PES. 

In addition to land ownership and use rights, the capacity to access new land was 

another area of concern of poor households. Good agricultural land was becoming 

increasingly short in supply due to increasing population densities and unallocated 

Legal right to use and derive profit or benefit from property that belongs to another person as long as 

the property is not damaged (CAPRI 2010). 
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land being predominately remote or non-arable (sloping, rocky, etc.). Most of the 

good arabIc land had been allocated some 20 years prior. 

6.3.4. Contract arrangements 

The carbon sequestration case had more complex institutional arrangements than 

the watershed protection case (see Table 6.2). The contract was made directly with a 

village organisation in the watershed protection case, whilst the program in the 

carbon sequestration case depended on a non-profit organisation, to sub-contract to 

individual farmers. 

Notwithstanding, the scheme in the watershed protection case failed to build 

community support within local management organisations. By contrast, contractual 

arrangements in the carbon sequestration case were managed by local organisations 

and whilst they took a longer time to become established, were widely understood 

and better supported by local people, and therefore were more effective. 

The level of payment that sellers received depended largely on their ability to 

negotiate a fair price. Access to market information and supportive local institutions 

can enhance the bargaining position of rural land holders and communities (Milder et 

al. 2010). However, all interviewees from both case studies agreed that a major 

barrier to the poor becoming ES providers was that poor households had limited 

abilities and capacity to negotiate contracts. This was largely because they were 

marginalised not only economically but also geographically and in relation to access 

to information, communication and education and language barriers. 

They also indicated that the level of payment in these schemes and the contract 

clauses were proposed and mainly decided on by the buyers. Nevertheless, poor 

households, however, still signed the contracts, for two main reasons. First, all 
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households interviewed claimed that not signing the contract would lead to social 

isolation because the head of the village and their neighbours had all signed 

contracts. Secondly, the buyers were often in alliance with local organisations and 

individuals, such as the heads of the villages, whom they trusted and felt obliged to 

follow. 

While using the community's social cohesion to increase the willingness of poor 

people to participate in PES could be useful for PES designers, cautious planning is 

needed since other external groups can exploit this trust to encourage people to sign 

high risk contracts. The households and intermediaries interviewed in the carbon 

sequestration case claimed that many private companies had bribed the heads of 

villages and lobbied community groups to persuade poor households to participate in 

PES contracts. These interviewees also emphasised that the rich in the community 

were often the best informed and had the most influential networks. The head of the 

village or the commune often provided their relatives or more affluent friends with 

the more lucrative contracts whilst, the less desirable and difficult contracts were 

passed on to the poor. 

6.3.5. Monitoring of ES and contract enforcement 

In both PES cases studied, ES and contract monitoring were carried out mainly by 

international non-governmental organisations (NGOs), private companies and 

government agencies and were based mainly on field visits and personal assurances 

by technical staff. Nevertheless, most PES projects staff admitted that few site visits 

were made. 

All interviewees in both sites argued that monitoring ES and contract was difficult 

due to poor record of evaluation against agreed targets, as well as unavailable and 
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inconsistent data on different types of ES (see Chapter 3 for further details). There 

was also limited involvement of poor households in the process for two main 

reasons. First, according to all interviewees, monitoring ES required technical skills 

and the poor lacked a sufficient understanding of the monitoring method that was 

used. Secondly, the buyers interviewed claimed that they preferred to work with 

trusted intermediaries in monitoring ES to ensure quality and consistency in 

monitoring. 

The study also found that many households had little capacity to assess their own 

contract compliance. Six out of eight households interviewed at both sites claimed 

that they did not keep a copy of the contract after they signed it because they did not 

appreciate its importance. Intermediaries and households interviewed indicated 

concern that, should conflicts occur, buyers were in a much better position to defend 

their position than sellers and it would be more likely that the poor sellers would 

have to bear any losses. 

The failure to keep contracts may have reflected a feeling of powerlessness among 

ES sellers. The local authorities argued that the government favoured the private 

sector, not only financially, but also legally. They claimed that government was lax 

in ensuring compliance because it believed that forcing the private sector to comply 

with the contract would reduce the investment and dilute commitment of the more 

financially powerful sector. The local people, however, expressed concern that the 

more powerful actors were protected by their good relationships with decision 

makers. All households interviewed stated that they would rather accept a poor 

situation than challenge it or stand up for themselves because they did not believe 

they had the power to change things. 
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6.3.6. To what extend could the PES scheme reduce poverty? 

Most interviewees agreed that PES projects could reduce poverty, however, 

success depended on how poverty was defined and measured locally and the degree 

to which poor households were motivated to participate in the poverty reduction 

strategies. The studies concluded that both case studies were not succesful in this 

area. 

First, all project managers and staff interviewed claimed that poor participants 

were selected based on the government's definition of poverty. In Vietnam, the 

government uses the monthly income of households to differentiate poor households 

from non-poor households. Under the government's existing definition, poor people 

are those earning less than VND 200,000 per capita (US$1 1) per month in rural 

areas, and less than VND 260,000 per capita (US$14) in urban areas. In both case 

studies, all key informants claimed that the government's definition did not truly 

reflect local definitions of poverty, since income was only one of several factors used 

to define poverty. The various criteria used to identify poor households by 

interviewees in both cases included (i) area of land (<400m2); (ii) the amount of debt 

(> VND 4 million) and savings; (iii) ability to cover medical costs; (iv) means of 

transportation and mode of payment for transportation (whether bike or motorbike; 

whether or not they needed to borrow money to buy a motorbike); (v) number and 

scale of businesses; (vi) stability of occupation (public servants who have stable 

monthly incomes or farmers who do not); and (vii) house type (either a traditional 

wooden house or a non-traditional concrete house). Viewed through the lens of the 

local definition of poverty, interviewees claimed that the two PES projects were not 

able to alleviate poverty. According to household interviewees, the PES schemes and 

associated activities were not able to help them obtain more land, reduce their level 
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of debt or assist with medical support to the poor. Additionally, many 'true' poor 

households according to local perceptions were not selected in the project and the 

assessment of a project's impact on poverty reduction (based on the number of poor 

households helped to increase income to more than VND 200,000 per capita) was 

disingenuous. 

Secondly, Table 6.3 outlines the common progressive stages that poor households 

typically followed in escaping poverty, and the particular stage at which households 

were considered as 'poor', 'no longer poor', and rich' in the two cases investigated. 

The pathways out of poverty differed between the two case studies reflecting 

differences in socio-economic context. In the watershed protection case, people had 

limited access to roads, markets, infrastructure and education, and their main poverty 

relief strategies were based around raising livestock. In contrast, in the carbon 

sequestration case, where people had access to roads, infrastructure and the city, 

people sought to obtain jobs or provide services in the city. At both study sites, 

people perceived that increasing the area of land for which they had land use rights 

and observing social norms (e.g. owning a traditional wooden house) were 

considered principal requirements for poverty relief. 

Most interviewees at both sites claimed that poor households could not afford to 

buy more arabic land. Their income was only enough to cover their daily food 

requirements. Since the land available for households was limited, these poor 

households either had to borrow money from relatives (carbon sequestration case), or 

buy poor quality land in a remote area to expand their area of production (watershed 

protection case). In both cases, PES projects did not help people to obtain more land 

but in fact further constrained use of the land that they had. In the carbon 

sequestration case, the ES buyer only selected people who already had land and land 
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use rights and paid them to plant and protect trees on their land for four years. In the 

watershed protection case the land available for agricultural production was reduced 

through the construction of a hydropower plant. 

Table 6.3. Progressive stages in escaping poverty (After Krishna 2007) 

Stage Watershed protection case Carbon sequestration case 

Poor households 

o Limited area of land (less than 400 m2): seriously in debt (more than VND 4 million): 

unable to cover medical costs: do not have a motorbike; none or limited number and 

scale of businesses; unstable occupation; poor house condition 

I Buy pigs (1-2 pigs) Work for orange and sugar cane 

farms or go to work in the city 

2 Buy buffalo, cows (2 cows and I buffalo) Plant sugarcane and increase 

rice production by adding more 

fertilisers 

Poverty cut-off (households no longer considered poor) 

3 Buy more paddy rice fields to ensure food security and build a wooden house to comply 

with traditions and customs 

Prosperity cut-off (household considered well-oft) 

4 Plant forests or open businesses Plant mixed forest on the bare 

land and send children to work 

as housekeepers or work 

overseas 

Complying with social norms was also difficult since traditional wooden houses 

required special and rare timber species only available from natural forests (including 

protected areas). In the carbon sequestration case, the availability of these high value 
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timber species was limited due to the decreased area of natural forest. All households 

interviewed asserted that only the rich could afford to buy these timbers. In the 

watershed protection case, people were paid to protect the forests and people faced a 

high risk of jail if they were caught taking timbers by the forest protection officers. 

To escape poverty and to avoid being caught by National Park staff, all households 

interviewed in this case admitted that they had to enter the forest at night and 

illegally log the trees for their house building. Because they could transport only a 

small amount of timber at night, these households said that it took them at least two 

years to have enough timber to build their houses. They were also confused by 

contradictory government policies. On the one hand, the Ministry of Culture, Sports 

and Tourism wanted to reserve traditional wooden houses for ethnic groups. On the 

other hand, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development banned logging of 

timbers needed to build traditional wooden houses. 

Most local people also saw tree planting as a means for them to be wealthy in the 

future. However, they perceived that only the rich had enough capital, labour and 

technical skills to invest in forest plantations and their management and claimed that 

the PES projects had not been able to provide sufficient support in that direction. 

All interviewees also asserted that PES generally provided important livelihood 

benefits to poor people at the household or community level, whether in the form of 

cash payments or non-cash benefits, but the extent of benefits was limited. At the 

household level, all the interviewees agreed that these two projects did empower 

poor households by providing training in forest silviculture techniques. They also 

benefited from labor opportunities that arose from planting trees, although these 

opportunities were only short-term. However, the level of payment was too low to 

alleviate poverty. According to households interviewed in the carbon sequestration 
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case, each of the household was paid VND 3 million for four years to plant and 

protect the forests while their expense for one year was VND 6 million. In the 

watershed protection case, both the ES buyers and sellers admitted that the payment 

was very small and not sufficient enough to help participants address poverty. A 

project leader stated - 'it was just a small incentive to encourage people to pay more 

attention to environmental protection'. 

6.4. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

6.4.1. Understanding local definitions of poverty and local strategies to 

escape poverty is important for pro-poor PES designers 

As indicated above, poverty is multi-dimensional and should be assessed more 

broadly than in terms of cash income alone (Perdant 2004, Dudley et al. 2007). The 

study highlights that country poverty assessments are problematic as they usually 

rely exclusively on the quantitative analysis of data obtained from household 

surveys. These typically oversimplify complex issues and imply poverty reduction is 

just a function of economic growth, hence misrepresent the means and processes for 

poverty alleviation (Thomas et al. 2008). 

While financial measures can be a useful means for making international 

comparisons, they are a weak indicator of poverty as a 'lived experience' and 

insufficient as a tool for analysing poverty in the poverty reduction context. Poverty 

thresholds measured in dollar terms alone cannot explain why people are poor or 

what is needed to escape poverty. If PES is to be pro-poor, quantitative survey 

methods (as often adopted by government), need to be complemented by qualitative 

livelihood studies to better understand local perceptions, transition stages and the 

steps required to go from poverty to prosperity. 
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The study suggests that it is not only important to take into account what 

constitutes local poverty, but also what constitutes getting out of poverty as that is 

fundamental to PES and pro-poor development. Understanding what households 

want in terms of pathways out of poverty is a useful element in the design of pro-

poor PES schemes. 

6.4.2. Monetary gain does not always influence the poor's willingness 

to participate 

In the literature on PES, there is little exploration of the range of factors affecting 

people's perceptions and how these drive their willingness to participate in PES 

(Petheram and Campbell 2010). The idea behind PES is to facilitate more 

'environmentally-friendly' actions by paying ES providers to preserve and produce 

ES. Marginalised smallholders are not likely to participate in a voluntary PES 

program that reduces land available for agricultural production unless they receive 

in-kind (or preferably greater) compensation for their trade-off (Neef and Thomas 

2009; Milder et al. 2010). 

While economic incentives can work as part of a PES programme, broader 

community benefits and social needs should be carefully considered when 

formulating programmes (Muradian et al. 2010, Vatn 2010). In some circumstances, 

it is not the economic incentive influencing 'intrinsic motivations' for environmental 

protection behaviour (Clements et al. 2010), but social and cultural factors that are 

most important (Vatn 2010). As shown in this study, PES participation may not 

cover opportunity and transaction costs of poor households, but the poor may still 

choose to engage in PES for non-monetary reasons, such as the need to be a part of 

the community or to receive training or technical assistance or some other non-cash 
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benefit. Non-cash benefits should be considered by PES designers in PES project 

formulation and design, particularly when ES buyers cannot offer a high level of 

payment. 

6.4.3. Working with the private sector - a challenge 

While some papers claim that ES buyers may not want to work with individual 

households directly because of high transaction costs (Pagiola et al. 2005, Wunder 

2007), this study has found that buyers will do so where there is a possibility of 

accessing government credits at concessional rates and obtaining political favours. 

Pressure to show corporate social responsibility and public relations considerations 

are also currently major motivators for buyers in voluntary carbon markets (Milder et 

al. 2010). 

While government policies may encourage the private sector to work with the 

poor, hence providing the poor with greater opportunities to participate in PES, the 

case studies show that the poor can be disadvantaged when working with the private 

sector. First, the private sector is often provided an inequitable level of support than 

the poor by policy makers particularly in shaping the rules; they also have greater 

access to technical and market information, improved access to capital and enjoy 

increased buying power through economies of scale (Milder et al. 2010). Secondly, 

of the four criteria required for poor households to participate in PES (eligibility, 

desire, ability and competitiveness), the ability of the poor to participate is the most 

problematic. The ES market niche identified in the case studies was narrowly defined 

and unfamiliar to most poor ES sellers. Poor households indicated that they knew of 

only one channel through which they could sell their services, and they were 

therefore in a weak bargaining position on price, and vulnerable to manipulation by 

ES buyers (l3aumaim 2000). The findings also demonstrate that poor households 
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have limited knowledge about PES and very limited experience in or knowledge of 

project monitoring. 

Building capacity for the poor is essential to enhance their involvement in PES 

schemes. However, this is not enough. This research as well as that of others (e.g. 

Shankland 2001, Blagescu and Young 2006), have found that organisational and 

political capacities need to be strengthened as well as that of individuals. 

6.4.4. Existing local institutions can help the poor participate in PES but 

they need to be accountable 

Existing local organisations can play a crucial role in the process of establishing 

PES (Vatn 2010, Pham et al. 2010). Local institutions can demystify PES and help 

communities and poor households to address challenges and assist in negotiating 

more favourable terms in PES agreements. They can also be important for facilitating 

collective action to assist smallholders to compete against larger service providers in 

national or global markets (Milder et al. 2010). While in theory PES is a market 

solution to environmental problems as an alternative to state (hierarchical) and 

community regulations, PES in practice depends fundamentally on state and/or 

community engagement (Vatn 2010), particularly in countries like Vietnam where 

the government owns the land and has a pervasive influence at all levels of society. 

There is a danger that PES may reinforce existing inequalities. The process of 

production, exchange and consumption of ecosystem services is characterised by 

power asymmetries which may contribute to reproducing rather than addressing 

existing inequalities in access to natural resources and services (Kosoy and Corbera 

2010). Local political influences and vested interests can easily influence the 

selection of projects, investment and procurement decisions, and the degree to which 
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local people are either involved in or excluded from these decisions (Shanks et al. 

2003). The case studies highlight the negative impact that the village head can have 

on selection of project participants. A concentration of power in the hands of a small 

clique of commune officials and well-connected individuals who dominate 

associational life can exclude members of the community and undermine the 

interests of the poor (Shanks et al. 2003). The manner in which such institutions are 

structured and made accountable to the community needs to be carefully analysed if 

negative impacts on the poor are to be avoided. PES project designers should not try 

to take shortcuts by choosing existing institutions without analysis, but must be clear 

about the objectives and operations of these associations or networks to ensure the 

trust of the poor is not misplaced. 

6.4.5. PES project versus traditional development project 

Both PES case studies outlined above did not reduce poverty. This poses a 

question on how beneficial a PES project might be versus a more traditional poverty 

alleviation or development project, particularly in terms of transaction costs for 

donors. On one hand, PES has gained increasing attention from donors as a means to 

protect the environment and improve the livelihoods of people. On the other hand, 

PES schemes can be more expensive to administer and potentially less impactful 

than for example, a traditional agricultural extension project. It is suggested that both 

donors and PES designers take this into account when considering potential scheme 

impacts on the poor. 

6.5. Conclusions 

With increasing attention and interest in PES at both global and national levels, 

and the interest of donors in including poverty reduction as a core project objective, 
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poor households do have opportunities to participate in PES schemes. In Vietnam, 

the private sector is motivated to work with small and poor households in order to 

obtain government support via financial credits. This provides opportunities for poor 

households to enter the ES market, generate additional income, obtain technical 

assistance, and achieve some improvements in knowledge and technology transfer. 

However, cognisance must be made of the organisational and institutional constraints 

that limit poor household participation in PES including: (i) buyers often being 

favoured above sellers by the government (ii) contract compliance difficulties; (iii) 

contracts which favour wealthy buyers not poor sellers; and (iv) the limited abilities 

and capacities of poor households to negotiate terms and conditions in their favour. 

The extent to which PES schemes can address poverty depends on a number of 

factors including; the scope of the project; the political, social and economic context 

of the project and the local definition of poverty. Capacity building for poor 

households, awareness raising for policy makers and buyers, better coordination for 

more transparent and equitable benefit sharing and monitoring, and the availability of 

trusted intermediaries, all need to be ensured if poor households are to derive benefit 

from pro-poor PES. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter brings together the findings presented in earlier chapters in the 

context of the key objectives and research questions of this thesis. Sections 7.2.1-

7.2.5 inclusive addresses each of the objectives and related research questions and 

provide recommendations for each of these. The final section addresses possible new 

lines of research and suggests some improvements to research methods in order to 

advance pro-poor PES in Vietnam. 

7.2. REVISITING THE THESIS'S OBJECTIVES 

7.2.1. Objective 1 - To identify opportunities and constraints to the 

Vietnamese Government in designing and implementing pro-poor PES. 

Three research questions were proposed to help address this objective: 

• Can government organisations be an efficient and effective basis for building 

pro-poor PES? 

• What kinds of institutions are needed for pro-poor PES? 

• Can public servants work effectively to implement pro-poor PES? 
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Some of the published reports within this thesis have already had an impact on 

advancing PES in Vietnam (Nguyen, pers comm. 2010). The findings of Chapter 4 

highlight both opportunities and constraints in mainstreaming PES and pro-poor PES 

in current policies in Vietnam. Although pro-poor PES schemes are generally 

supported by the government, their implementation is challenging because of 

organisational, institutional and capacity building barriers, as discussed below. 

The involvement in PES by numerous government agencies in Vietnam (Ministry 

of Agriculture and Rural Development, Ministry of Natural Resources and 

Environment, Ministry of Finance etc.) has promoted much internal debate on pro-

poor PES. As stated in Chapter 4, government support for PES and pro-poor PES is 

evidenced by numerous laws and policies including the Biodiversity Law 2008, 

Forest Protection and Development Law 2004, Law on Environmental Protection 

2005, Decision 380 on 'Piloting Payments for Forest Environmental Services', and 

Decision 249/QD-TTg on 'Development of ES 2020'. Whilst there is demonstrable 

government support for pro-poor PES in Vietnam, cumbersome administrative 

processes and lack of coordination amongst government departments and 

stakeholders has lead to competing objectives and mismatched project approaches 

(Chapter 4). The result is high transaction costs and inefficiencies built into PES 

schemes. Additionally, the independence, commitment and involvement of 

implementing agencies in PES are reduced by government driven, top-down 

planning, design and control processes. 

Another common challenge to implementing pro-poor PES policy is the capacity 

of government to develop, implement and maintain plans that reflect the needs of the 

marginalised and poor and not just broader government objectives (Johnson and Start 

2001). For innovative local development processes in the long term, it is important to 
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have the support of senior officials at central and local levels (Shanks et al. 2003). 

Effective implementation of any policy also requires capable and knowledgeable 

public servants. As the findings of Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 have shown, limited 

capacity and understanding of PES in the public sector is a major constraint for PES 

and pro-poor PES implementation in Vietnam. Continuous awareness raising and 

lobbying activities by international NGOs, and international agencies, coupled with 

continued research efforts, may shift the thinking of policy makers over time. 

As stated in Chapter 4, government organisations that are better internally 

coordinated and not reliant on a one dimensional approach to policy implementation 

can be better placed to build pro-poor PES. In Vietnam this will require a paradigm 

shift within government organisations towards greater flexibility, adaptability and 

putting the interests of the poor above the interests of bureaucracy. 

As discussed in Chapter 5, local organisations can become trusted representatives 

of the poor and, in some cases, can represent ES sellers. However, they often have 

limited power and understanding of PES and lack the skills to negotiate, manage and 

monitor ES and PES contracts. Training should be provided to these groups to build 

capacity and enable them to play a more effective role in developing, implementing 

and monitoring PES schemes. 

7.2.2. Objective 2-To evaluate to what extent the poor have been 

targeted in current PES policies, programs, and projects in Vietnam. 

The research questions associated with this objective include: 

. What are the lessons learnt and pitfalls of PES policies, programs and 

projects in Vietnam? 
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• To what extent have poverty reduction goals and the poor been taken into 

account in current policies and programs and project planning, design, 

implementation and monitoring? 

• What are the constraints limiting local authorities and other local 

organisations from involving the poor in PES? 

These questions were explored in the thesis through a set of four case studies 

(Chapter 3) each dealing with a different type of ES and in a different geographical 

location. 

All of the case studies showed poverty reduction to be a secondary goal to 

environmental management and protection in the project planning, design, 

implementation and monitoring of PES schemes, and the impact of these projects on 

poverty reduction was judged to be limited. Despite the limited impacts on poverty 

reduction, the case studies show that PES can bring additional financial support to 

poor families, enhance the involvement of ethnic groups in benefit sharing, equip the 

poor with knowledge and understanding of environmental management, improve 

land use systems, and provide valuable infrastructure such as community buildings. 

This thesis has identified a number of areas for improving the delivery of PES 

programs. At the forefront is the need for genuine involvement of the poor and their 

representatives early in the life of a project to better take account of their needs. 

Involvement of the poor in the early planning stages of PES schemes will also 

improve understanding of PES benefits, facilitate improvements in program design, 

and put in place procedures to ensure implementation is transparent and benefits are 

distributed equitably among poor recipients. 
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While lessons can be generalised for all types of PES schemes (both PES and pro-

poor PES), the nuts and bolts of each PES scheme is specific to an individual site and 

stakeholder groups. Although the potential size of the international market for PES 

should be enormous, the four case studies demonstrate that the market for ES is 

currently underdeveloped in Vietnam. However, the very immaturity of PES in 

Vietnam, and timely analyses of its pitfalls, presents a great opportunity for future 

schemes that can capture long-term benefits from market-based ES provision for the 

poor, while enhancing environmental quality. 

The case studies consistently highlighted high transaction costs and complex 

project administration arrangements as a major impediment to the efficient 

implementation of pro-poor PES schemes. Political interference was found to reduce 

the number of ES buyers and invariably PES projects employed a top down approach 

which disenfranchised the poor from decision-making. All of the PES case studies 

displayed a lack of transparency in the distribution of payments or other benefits and 

in overall project monitoring and reporting. The findings also highlighted a tendency 

for project administration to apply a top-down approach which had the effect of 

disenfranchising the poor. The case studies also identified that it was difficult for 

local authorities and other local organisations to involve the poor in PES design 

when ES buyers and PES designers had their own pre-determined selection criteria 

and ES providers have limited skills or ability to access information. To enable the 

poor to more fully participate in PES and make a difference to poverty, it is 

recommended that poor households and local organisations be provided opportunities 

to enhance their skills and capacities in negotiation and technical areas. 
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7.2.3. Objective 3 - To understand the role of intermediaries in PES and 

pro-poor PES establishment, implementation and monitoring. 

This objective posed the following research questions: 

• Are there intermediaries and if so, what are their key functions in getting PES 

established? 

• To what extent can local organisations (e.g. farmers' associations) act as ES 

sellers? 

• What are the main differences in the capacities, power and relationships of 

the different intermediaries in negotiating PES? 

Thanks to increasing support from donors and the private sector, pro-poor PES 

has a potential to expand and improve in Vietnam. Chapter 5 of this thesis dealt with 

the role of intermediaries in pro-poor PES establishment, implementation and 

monitoring. The findings indicate that intermediaries play an active role in PES 

projects in Vietnam. Their involvement in PES has lead to an increased awareness 

and intermediaries have had a strong bearing on the policy agenda through a variety 

of advocacy and lobbying activities. However, concerns have been raised about (i) 

the quality of the participatory work of intermediaries, (ii) the political influence on 

the activities of intermediaries, and (iii) the degree to which intermediaries play a 

pro-poor role in PES projects. Although local organisations are strongly driven by 

the government, they are important channels through which the poor can express 

their opinions. 

To act as ES sellers, local organisations need to overcome numerous challenges, 

particularly in the areas related to monitoring and enforcement of contracts. A 

combination of local organisations and local authorities to represent ES providers 

may be a preferred model. The close contact between local organisations and people 
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on-the-ground could enhance communication between local people and ES buyers 

and ensure that households are adequately involved in the development of PES 

schemes. Local organisations could (if appropriately resourced) take on the roles of 

trainers, contract administrators, and arbitrators, and provide a coordinating role and 

one stop shop for ES sellers. At each level of local organisations (central, province, 

district and commune), there can be monitoring teams that could report regularly to 

higher levels in the hierarchy. Further piloting of this proposal should be conducted 

to reach a practical approach for the poor to make their voices heard. 

Relationships amongst intermediaries are often complex. Four types of 

relationships are identified in the case studies, including: competitors, employees and 

employers, command and control, and collaboration. Because they all operate at 

different levels and have different functions, a multi-disciplinary and multi-sector 

approach is required that includes effective participation and capacity building for 

the poorest and least powerful. 

7.2.4. Objective 4 - To identify opportunities for, and constraints to, 

involvement of the poor in potential PES schemes. 

The following research questions underpinned this objective: 

. Are there significant opportunity or transaction costs in participating in PES? 

• What are the organisational and institutional constraints to poor households 

becoming ES providers? 

• To what degree could a potential PES scheme reduce poverty? 

Most PES studies suggest that the sustainable livelihood frameworks should be 

used to design pro-poor PES (Lee and Mahanty 2009). The findings of Chapter 6 

confirmed this suggestion and emphasise that the extent to which PES schemes can 
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address poverty also depends on the local definition of poverty, which can be broader 

than material possessions and cash income. Although PES schemes are seen as an 

emerging poverty reduction strategy, to automatically presume that PES benefits the 

poor would be erroneous. The research findings indicate increasing interest from 

donors in pro-poor PES and a greater level of involvement from the private sector in 

working with poor households to better access government financial support. 

However, weak institutions can impede PES development and monitoring; increase 

contract risks to poor household sellers, with increased likelihood that contracts will 

only benefit the buyers; and reduce the commitment and willingness of ES buyers to 

participate, due to political interference. The study also finds that the current levels 

of PES payments are too low to alleviate poverty or offset opportunity costs and 

transaction costs of the schemes. The findings support the work of previous 

researchers (for example Wunder 2008, Lee and Mahanty 2009) who call for better 

design and involvement of the poor in the PES, as well as the need to better 

understand drivers that influence commitment of the poor to participate in PES (Vatn 

2010). 

High transaction costs due to complex project administration and conflicts among 

actors and weak compliance with PES contracts have been identified as major 

challenges for PES implementation in Vietnam (Chapter 3, Chapter 4, To and Laslo 

2009). Any incentives and sanctions should address these two issues to reduce 

monitoring and transaction costs by adopting an approach to PES that is more 

bottom-up than the current top-down approach, and to have transparent and well-

monitored mechanisms for the distribution of benefits (Pham et al. 2009). 

As stated earlier, the Vietnamese government currently views PES through a lens 

of tax and fees. While this can bridge the gap between private and social costs or 
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benefits, it often does not respect market forces (Panayotou 1994). As Wunder 

(2005) defines PES as a voluntary transaction, it is suggested that PES incentives and 

sanctions should be more market oriented. Whilst most current PES schemes provide 

financial payments, this thesis shows that these payments are not enough to alleviate 

poverty. The research also shows that the poor may participate in PES schemes for a 

range of reasons including non-monetary rewards. Incentives could therefore 

combine a range of benefits including both direct and indirect payments. While direct 

payments generate income for people, indirect benefits may help to empower the 

poor through training, provision of communal infrastructure and facilities or a range 

of other non-cash benefits (Kiss 2004). 

Insecure land tenure is another problem concerning PES implementation in 

Vietnam (Wunder et al. 2005, Pham et al. 2008). Securing property rights is 

critically important for the poor to participate in PES. It is important to enhance the 

current land use system by acknowledging and providing land use rights for poor 

groups and to accelerate the land allocation process in Vietnam. This does not 

necessarily mean that the land needs to be privatised. Rather, the poor ES providers 

need to have control over the use of land, including resource management. Land use 

planning and land allocation processes need to be conducted carefully to avoid 

unintended impacts such as the capture of land by elite groups, exacerbating the 

problem of landless poor households. 

Similarly, a challenge for implementing pro-poor policy is the process of targeting 

beneficiaries. To improve the well-being of poor individuals and households in a 

particular context, there is a need to understand who the poor are, where they are, 

what makes them poor, what keeps them in poverty, and identifying key 'exit routes' 

from poverty (Bird and Busse 2006). This assessment depends mainly on what 
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poverty assessment methods are used by governments, NGOs, etc. to allocate 

resources and assets (Johnson and Start, 2001). Chapter 6 describes how the 

government in Vietnam often uses monthly household incomes to identify the poor. 

This excludes other important variables of poverty such as the need to comply with 

traditional norms, and personal life satisfaction, which are very much a part of a 

person's well-being but extremely difficult to measure numerically. It is suggested 

that poverty should be seen as multi-dimensional and the government should apply 

poverty assessment methods that reflect all factors causing poverty in a locally-

specific context. Intermediaries can assist in this assessment as well as in planning 

ways and means to assist poor households to get out of poverty. 

7.2.5. Objective 5 - To recommend enabling conditions for PES and 

pro-poor PES policies so that they can be more effective. 

This research objective posed the following questions: 

• What is the appropriate policy framework for facilitating PES and pro-poor 

PES? 

• What are the potential incentives and sanctions that could be designed in 

order to minimise monitoring costs and improve conditionality? 

7.2.5.1. Policy Recommendations 

For many developing countries, including Vietnam, environmental policy and 

economic policy are closely entwined as economic development and poverty 

reduction are dual national priorities (Norlund et al. 2003, Nguyen 2010, Pham et al. 

2010). Implementing PES within an overarching framework that seeks to achieve 

these dual goals requires an institutional, organisational and political ability to 

allocate resources effectively (Clements et al. 2010). Policy analysis therefore needs 
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to look at institutions and government structures and the way in which they affect on 

environment and pro-poor policy agendas and outcomes (Bird and Busse 2006). 

There is much debate on what pro-poor policy means (Norton ci at. 2001, Slater and 

Twyman 2003, Bird and Busse 2006, Curran and de Renzio 2006). However, all 

commentators agree and as this study highlights that pro-poor policy should provide 

an outcome that assists the poor (individual or community) by improving livelihoods 

and transferring rights and resources that enhance income generation, and income 

redistribution in favour of the poor. 

A number of studies have put forward ideas on how to design and implement 

effective pro-poor PES policies (Pagiola ci at. 2005, Beria and Lee 2008, Wunder 

2008, Lee and Mahanty 2009). However, limited practical examples of pro-poor PES 

are seen on the ground (Pagiola ci at. 2005, Wunder 2008).What is more, the lack of 

reliable data on ES and related information often creates confusion and exacerbates 

difficulties in designing and implementing policies that actually reach the poor 

(Johnson and Start 2001). 

The findings of this thesis highlight that pro-PES policy frameworks need to 

address the following issues if they are to be pro—poor and effectively and efficiently 

implemented: 

establishment of appropriate governance and public administration systems 

(Chapter 3), 

identification of institutional and organisational lessons and rectification of 

pitfalls of current PES projects (Chapter 4), 

intermediaries to contribute to pro-poor PES in ways that enhance poor 

household participation (Chapter 5), and 
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4) the need to overcome organisational and institutional barriers to pro-poor PES 

(Chapter 6). 

This research also raises the following important issues in relation to the potential 

of pro-poor PES in global in general and in Vietnam in particular: 

Potential to help the poor: The case studies have shown that current levels of 

PES payments were too low to erase poverty. The payment, in fact, only provided 

limited financial support to the poor households. This is because the payments were 

not based on any assessment of opportunity costs. Nor did they take into account the 

fact that poverty was defined differently from place to place and differed amongst 

stakeholders. Therefore it can be concluded that PES has potential to help the poor 

but only if the scheme has been designed to address local poverty and is based on a 

solid assessment of opportunity costs. 

Benefits and costs of transaction: Although high transaction costs are seen as a 

major obstacle for pro-poor PES implementation since such schemes have to deal 

with a large number of small individual households, this study shows that different 

stakeholders can still benefit in different ways. As Chapter 5 has shown, 

intermediaries can benefit by providing services to link ES buyers and sellers. As 

Chapter 6 has shown, ES buyers in the private sector preferred to work with small 

individual households rather than with organisations since the buyers can readily 

manipulate the contract to favour their own interests. The local authorities also 

preferred to sign contracts with individual households because this made it easier for 

the authorities to manage and monitor the contract. If a group signed the contract, 

people would be likely to rely on others and it would be far more difficult to identify 

who would be responsible in the event of contract violation. Having local 

organisations represent the poor can reduce transaction costs, but this also has the 
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danger that these organisations captured the benefits and created inequity within the 

communities. Finally contracting individual households directly can also create more 

opportunities for at least some poor households rather than contracts signed with a 

group in which the poor are the least powerful. To sum up, high transaction costs can 

impede the implementation of the pro-poor PES but this can also bring opportunities 

and benefits for different stakeholders. Each project will need to balance the gains 

and losses and determine the best institutional arrangement. 

Local organisations - eggs or chickens? The roles and limitations of local 

organisations were well-demonstrated in this research. One would then question 

whether capacity building might help since this might reinforce their existing power 

and create inequity within the community. Others, however, argue that capacity 

building is essential and is the only way to support these groups to perform better. 

There is no right or wrong answer to this problem. However, as highlighted in this 

research, only careful assessment of the local situation and local organisations will 

enable PES designers to decide where to invest capacity-building resources. 

Voluntary behavior in command and control economies: Possibility in an 

impossible context? Chapter 4 and the analyses throughout the research have 

demonstrated the top-down approach of government which only views PES through 

the tax and fee lens. One might then claim that it is impossible to have voluntary 

engagement in this context. However, as the carbon sequestration case (see Chapter 3 

and Chapter 6) has shown, the private sector can still enter PES voluntarily as part of 

a public relations campaign or to exercise corporate social responsibility. This 

emphasises the importance of dialogue between the ES buyers and sellers, as 

discussed in Chapter 3. As has been shown in all four case studies, transparent 

transactions are required to ensure PES is pro-poor. This could be challenging within 
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the existing political regime but at least the commitment of the government to make 

PES mechanisms transparent has been well-documented in many important policies 

such as Decision 380, Socio- Economic Development Plan. 

The findings also suggest that an appropriate policy framework for pro-poor PES 

in Vietnam should consider the following: 

Multi-level and multi-sectoral approach. PES schemes operate at multiple levels 

with government agencies, NGOs and consulting firms mediating between each 

level. Each stakeholder in PES has their own strengths, weaknesses, expectations and 

contribution to PES. They also have to confront opportunities and constraints that 

might promote or discourage them from participating in PES. Policies should 

facilitate PES transactions by enabling appropriate stakeholders to participate and by 

clarifying how monitoring will be conducted at all stages of the process. 

Avoid unintended effects of the policies. Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 assert that poor 

households have opportunities to participate in PES thanks to government policies on 

poverty reduction, increasing attention and interest from donors in pro-poor PES, and 

interest from the private sector in working with poor households to access 

government financial support. However, failure or weak design and implementation 

of policies are likely to lead to negative impacts on the poor households as well as on 

compliance with PES contracts. However, weak governance can impede PES 

development and monitoring; increase contract risks that are experienced by poor 

household sellers but not buyers; and increase the chance that contracts will be 

driven by the buyers that may only benefit the buyers, and limit the number of ES 

buyers due to political interference. 

Improve the current land tenure system. Insecure tenure is a problem for PES 

implementation in Vietnam (Wunder et al. 2005, Pham et al. 2008). This study 
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confirmed this analysis and highlighted that securing property rights is critically 

important for the poor to participate in PES. It is important to enhance the current 

land use system by acknowledging and providing land use rights for poor groups and 

accelerating the land allocation process in Vietnam. This does not necessarily mean 

that the land needs to be privatised. Rather, the poor ES providers need to have a 

capacity to control land. Ausaid (2001) and Sikor and Nguyen (2007) highlighted 

unequal access to land use rights and calls for systemic and institutional changes to 

the land regime to avoid potentially harm to different individual land users. This 

research supports these findings and emphasises that land use planning and land 

allocation processes need to be conducted carefully and should be based on locally-

specific conditions to avoid unexpected impacts on the poor such as the capture of 

land by elite groups, leading to landless poor households. 

Targeting the right groups. A challenge for implementing pro-poor policy is the 

process of targeting beneficiaries. To improve the well-being of poor individuals and 

households in a particular context, there is a need to understand who the poor are, 

where they are, what makes them poor, what keeps them in poverty, and what are the 

key exit routes' from poverty (Bird and Busse 2006). This assessment depends 

mainly on what poverty assessment methods are used and the set of criteria that 

governments, NGOs, etc. use to allocate resources and assets (Johnson and Start 

2001). Chapter 6 describes how the government in Vietnam often uses monthly 

household incomes to identify the poor. This excludes other important variables of 

poverty such as the need to comply with traditional norms, and personal life 

satisfaction criteria which are very much a part of a person's well-being but difficult 

to measure numerically. It is suggested that poverty should be seen as mu1ti-

dimensional' and the government should apply poverty assessment methods that 
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reflect all factors causing poverty in a local ly-specific context. Intermediaries can 

help with this assessment. 

Enhance the capacity of government officers, local organisations, and the poor. 

A common problem for any pro-poor policy is the coordination and capacity of 

government to develop, implement and maintain plans that reflect the needs of the 

marginalised and poor (Johnson and Start 2001). For innovative local development 

processes to succeed in the long term, it is important to have the support of senior 

officials at central and local levels (Shanks et al. 2003). Implementation of any 

policy requires public servants to have the capacity to implement it. As the findings 

of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 have shown, limited capacity and understanding of PES by 

government officials is a major constraint for PES and pro-poor PES implementation 

in Vietnam. The thinking of policy makers cannot be changed overnight but requires 

continuous awareness raising, formal and informal lobbying, and on-ground 

knowledge. Adequate funding should be devoted to these activities and the role of 

intermediaries in enhancing these capacities should be assessed. 

As discussed in Chapter 5, local organisations can become trusted representatives 

of the poor and, in some cases, they can act as the ES sellers. However, they often 

have limited power and understanding of PES and lack the skills to negotiate, 

manage and monitor ES and PES contracts. Training should be provided to these 

groups to enable them to play an effective role in developing, implementing and 

monitoring PES schemes. 

Poor households are disadvantaged in many ways. Their limited understanding of 

PES and ability to monitor ES make it difficult for them to provide ES. Empowering 

the poor with the necessary information and skills is critically important for pro-poor 

PES implementation. Participatory ES assessment and monitoring methods should be 
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developed so that the poor can participate more fully. Lessons learnt on the 

application of Rapid Environmental Services Assessment Methods (e.g. Rapid 

Hydrology Assessment, Rapid Carbon Assessment etc.) developed by international 

agencies such as World Agroforestry Center (World Agroforestry Center 2010) 

should be disseminated widely amongst stakeholders. 

Promote transparent and accountable governance to reduce leakage of 

payments and transaction costs of PES schemes. Successful implementation of both 

PES and pro-poor PES requires transparent and accountable governance to enable 

continuing provision of ES and to avoid negative impacts on the schemes and the 

poor at both the macro and micro-level (Hoang et al. 2008, Springate-Baginski and 

Wollenberg 2010). The findings of this research support these arguments and also 

share similar findings with Bird and Busse (2006) that even where pro-poor policies 

are in place, there is a danger that resources may be captured by powerful or 

influential actors at the household, regional or sectoral level. At the macro-level, this 

might affect the level and efficiency of private investment and public spending, 

affecting economic growth and development. At the micro-level, corruption affects 

already tight budgets and puts basic services beyond the reach of those who cannot 

afford to pay bribes (Bird and Busse 2006). Therefore, a transparent and accountable 

mechanism is required to reduce such risks. The study suggests that this can be 

achieved by (i) developing policies and mechanisms that can be monitored by 

different stakeholders including the poor; and (ii) ensuring that incomes of 

government officers can reasonably cover their daily needs. 

Encourage the involvement of the private sector in PES ... but... with caution. 

All findings indicate that the private sector is potentially the major ES buyer. Policies 
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that encourage the involvement of these powerful actors can help the ES market 

develop. However, as Chapter 6 has shown, the private sector often has more power 

to influence decision makers, creating conflicts and inequity between poor sellers 

and private buyers. PES and pro-poor PES designers should anticipate this potential 

limitation and develop policies that reduce power imbalances. 

Make the schemes locally specific. PES often occurs in diverse social and 

geographical environments, so no single environmental reward or incentive scheme 

can be universally applicable (Bui et al. 2004). The major principle to be followed is 

that the institutional framework should be location-specific and should respect the 

local jurisdiction, and the cultural, ecological and economic circumstances of the 

area. Flexibility should be retained within the contract framework for each commune 

to negotiate an appropriate institutional arrangement that best reflects the social 

conditions of the area. It is also clear that variations in context also mean that, even if 

a program is successful in one location, careful consideration is required before 

applying the same program to another area. 

Bottom up and transparent benefit sharing mechanism. High transaction costs 

due to complex project administration and conflicts among actors, and weak 

compliance with PES contracts have been identified as major challenges for PES 

implementation in Vietnam (Chapters 3, 4 and To and Laslo 2009). Incentives and 

sanctions should address these two issues to reduce monitoring and transaction costs 

by adopting an approach to PES that is more bottom-up than the current top-down 

approach and to have transparent and well-monitored mechanisms for the 

distribution of benefits (Chapter 3). 
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Coin bine direct and indirect payments. As stated earlier, the government in 

Vietnam is using taxes and fees as the main economic instrument for implementing 

PES. While this can bridge the gap between private and social costs or benefits, it 

often does not reflect the true market price as that is decided by market forces. 

Whilst most current PES schemes offer sellers financial payments, these payments 

are not enough to alleviate poverty. Despite this, the research shows that the poor 

may still participate in PES schemes because of non-monetary rewards. Therefore, 

appropriate incentives could be a combination of direct and indirect payments. While 

direct payments generate income for the people, indirect benefits can provide the 

poor with tools and resources such as training and knowledge which can have a more 

potent and enduring effect (Kiss 2004). 

Understand factors that influence the willingness of poor households to 

participate in PES. It is also important to design payment schemes that are relevant 

to local needs as this will encourage a higher level of commitment of poor 

households to participate in the scheme and fulfill contract requirements. 

Consultation with and engagement of the poor in all project stages would help ensure 

effective implementation of PES schemes. Poorly managed projects and corruption 

can disminish the trust of local people. An accountability mechanism, therefore, is 

desirable to further garner trust and commitment from local people. For example, in 

the watershed protection case, the project participation selection criteria must be told 

to the whole village and not just to the head of the village. The selection should be 

done by a committee comprising of the head of the village and the PES designers to 

eliminate any bias in selection of households. A feedback mechanism (e.g. free 

stamped and addressed envelopes could be provided so that any person can send their 
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comments and complaints to the ES buyers) could also increase the accountability of 

the system. 

Use existing local institutions and suitable intermediaries to reduce costs. It is 

likely to be costly to establish new organisations for implementation of PES 

schemes. Using existing and trusted institutions and organisations from the local area 

should not only increase local ownership of PES schemes but also minimise the costs 

of administration. 

Pro-poor PES has a potential to improve both socio-economic and environmental 

outcomes. However, pro-poor PES needs to complement rather than replace existing 

conservation or poverty approaches in Vietnam. To do this, pro-poor PES schemes 

need to be sympathetic to government policies and strategies in addressing poverty 

and environmental issues. The study shows that the implementation of pro-poor PES 

requires (i) improvement of current land use rights systems; (ii) improved 

understanding of PES amongst decision makers and willingness to participate by ES 

sellers; (iii) active and accountable participation of intermediaries, particularly local 

institutions; (iv) accountable, equitable, and transparent benefit sharing mechanisms; 

(v) enhanced involvement of the poor and their representatives in PES negotiations; 

and (vi) schemes should be designed to fit in with local conditions and identify the 

true needs of the poor, which may be a combination of both direct and indirect 

payments. 

PES is not always the answer. Although PES is expected to address issues 

surrounding poverty and environment protection, a finding of this thesis is that PES 

may not be the panacea of all problems, particularly when schemes are funded on a 

temporary or trial basis and where entrenched political and social problems occur. 

Under such circumstances, it may be more prudent to apply alternative strategies to 
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improve poverty and environmental problems, such as specific government targeted 

employment programs or regulatory measures. 

7.3. LOOKING FORWARD 

7.3.1. Comments and suggestions concerning research methods 

As stated in Chapter 2, qualitative research methods can often be criticised for a 

lack of precision and certainty. To build rigour into the research approach in this 

thesis, I adopted a process of methodological triangulation; this involved the 

convergence of data from multiple data collection sources including a literature 

review, case studies and PRA methodology. This multiple data collection approach 

not only provided an opportunity to cross-reference and check data for similarities 

and anomalies, but also helped to shape the study in the early stages as gaps in the 

data were identified. Therefore, researchers should apply these methods in their 

future work. Other issues that need to take into account for future PES design 

include: 

Cross sectoral and multi-disciplinary team. As PES is a cross-sectoral issue, it 

covers expertise in the social sciences, economics, environment/natural resource 

management and agricultural disciplines. A multi-disciplinary team is therefore a 

preferred approach to investigating issues and options for solutions. Whilst the 

author had a basic grounding in these disparate areas, and was able to consult with 

experts from these different disciplines, she felt that she was 'spread a bit thin', 

lacking sufficient capacity and expertise to thoroughly investigate each of these areas 

on her own. It is recommended that in the future design of PES studies or projects, 

that consideration be given to involving professionals with specialist expertise in the 

relevant disciplines. 
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Engagement of communities in research. As a single researcher involved with 

local communities, the author has observed when a large project team comes and 

works with a local community, high community expectations can result, along with 

good community collaboration and participation. When a single researcher comes to 

work in a village, low expectations result along with low levels of participation. In 

both cases, the research results are affected. The author contends that the research 

results and levels of participation are not dependent upon the size of the research 

team, but on the capacity of the researcher to engage with the community and the 

degree of relevance and/or importance of the research to the life of the community. 

The researcher needs to bear in mind the community is not there for the researcher's 

benefit, but hopefully, the researcher may be of benefit to the community. 

Piloting the use of scenario and play acting methods . As PES is a relatively new 

concept for poor rural communities, it is often difficult for them to fully comprehend 

what it is about and how it might affect their lives. The author used picture cards and 

diagrams to help communicate the concepts to research participants. Future PES 

researchers may wish to expand upon these methods by using role-playing acting 

methods to make the discussions more real and meaningful (less theoretical or 

conceptual). For example, researchers may develop a scenario where there is a 

conflict in natural resources management in the local area based on initial 

information provided by the commune leaders and ask the focus group members to 

play different roles (e.g. buyers, sellers, intermediaries). The role-playing might 

focus on negotiating an outcome that provides a solution to the problem that includes 

a benefit sharing mechanism for the local community. 
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7.3.2. Future research directions 

This thesis covers a topic that was first introduced a decade ago and is still in its 

infancy and subject to much discussion in the poverty and environmental arenas. 

This study is one of the most comprehensive to be conducted in a Southeast Asian 

developing country. Other studies have focused on overall theories and frameworks 

for pro-poor PES (Wunder 2008. Lee and Mahanty 2009), with case studies mostly 

confined to Latin America (Pagiola et al. 2005, Wunder 2008, Cobera et al. 2009). 

This study is unique by way of the breadth of topics it incorporates (macro-policies, 

institutional and organisational aspects, perspectives from government, the private 

sector and intermediaries), compared to the more broad brush approach employed by 

authors such as Hoang et at. (2008), Wunder (2008) and Lee and Mahanty (2009). 

This thesis also applies practical strategies from the community development 

literature, transforming theory into practice. The research methodology provides an 

opportunity to gain perspectives from a broad range of stakeholders and interest 

groups including academics, policy makers, scientific experts, government officials, 

non-government organisations, and individuals working in the community 

development arena. 

The research project opens the door for the sites to be revisited in the future and to 

gain additional insights about the success or failure of the projects cited at the four 

study sites and any additional lessons learned. In this research thesis the author was 

only able to undertake an in-depth analysis concerning opportunities and constraints 

to the poor at two of the four case study sites (given time constraints and difficulties 

in obtaining permission to conduct focus group discussions at the community level). 

Any future studies that use the same analytical framework and methods that this 
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research adopts may also seek to undertake more detailed analysis at the other two 

case study sites. 

Regulation is the primary approach used by government in controlling pollution 

and maintaining environmental values. However, considerable scope exists to 

achieve improved environmental outcomes through the use of incentives and 

rewards/payments. The voluntary nature of PES is an area of study that could be 

further pursued. Generally, participation in a PES arrangement is only voluntary up 

to the point where an agreement is signed. The arrangement then becomes 

'conditional' upon the requirements within the agreement being met. There is scope 

to explore the conditions and terms that go into a PES agreement and the link 

between volunteerism and conditionality, taken from perspectives of both buyers and 

sellers. In the author's opinion, conditionality currently favours buyers but not sellers 

(for reasons outlined in Chapter 6). Furthermore, there is room to examine the 

enabling mechanism(s) for agreements to be entered into and performance 

indicators/criteria used in assessing how conditions are met. 

Most current research into PES is orientated towards the sellers' perspective 

(Villamor et al. 2007), as outlined in Chapters 4 and 6. Further research is required to 

examine the buyers' perspective, particularly in relation to factors that may influence 

their motivation and willingness to enter into PES schemes. This study identifies the 

main motivation for buyers to be financial incentives combined with government 

regulations and public relations campaigns. Future research could seek to find 

answers to overcoming political interference and power imbalances in relation to 

buyer involvement in PES. 

Further research is also required with respect to transaction costs and PES being 

used as a market-based instrument, particularly from the point of view of less 
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government intervention and greater use of market forces in resolving poverty and 

environmental issues. Flowing from this is also the broader issue of land rights and 

capacity of the poor to obtain improved use and control of land. 

Lastly, further studies could examine mechanisms for distributing PES income. 

While in most cases, income from PES is distributed amongst community members 

for their own personal use, an alternative option may be to pool income and make it 

available for community-based projects (for example the purchase of equipment), or 

it may be invested, or lent out at low interest rates to community members for small 

scale enterprise development (micro-financing). 

This thesis has revealed that PES is not a panacea to poverty and environmental 

problems in Vietnam. It can however, be used as a stepping stone or tool to support 

and empower the rural poor towards building a better future. 
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APPENDIX 1. CHECKLIST TO COLLECT GENERAL INFORMATION (USED AT 

THE PROVINCE, DISTRICT, COMMUNE AND VILLAGE LEVELS) 

Geographical location and natural condition of the area 

• Describe the rivers, forests, national park, cultural and historical areas etc if 

there are. 

• Are their any environmental services that have been identified or measured? 

• The total area 

• The area of agriculture 

• The area of 3 forest categories including protection forest, special use forest, 

product forest (if there are any) 

• The area of natural forest and plantation forests (if there are any) 

• Area in the core zone: Current number of hectares in the conserved area 

• Area in the buffer zone: Current number of hectares in the conserved area 

• Describe hot issues in the area 

• Ask for landuse maps over time. 

Population 

• Total population 

Percentage of men 

• Percentage of women 

• Number of households 

• Number of ethnics groups 

• Number of rich households 

• Number of medium households 
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• Number of poor HHs 

• Number of ethnic poor HH 

• Number of households who are ethnics 

• Number of people living in the core zone 

• Number of people living in the buffer zone area 

• Number of household 

• Number of people who are working for environmental protection agencies? 

Infrastructure 

Average time (in hours) taken to access nearest connected market 

• Number of schools (primary, secondary, high school) 

• Number of clinics 

Length (km) of motorable roads per square kilometre 

• Number of HH who have access to electricity 

• Number of HH who have access to clean water and sanitation facilities 

• Main transportation means (truck? motorbike? bicycles?) 

Education and Language: 

Percentage of literacy 

Percentage of ethnics groups can speak and read Kinh languages 

Percentage of women who can read and write 

Percentage of men who can read and write 

Socio-economic situation 

• What are the most common sources of income in the province/district/ 

commune/village? 

• What was the average yearly income per capita five years ago? (If available) 

0 What is the average yearly income per capita last year? 
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. Have there been any major changes in levels of income over the five years? 

(Please describe) 

Poverty level 

• Number of households under the poverty line 

• Number of ethnics group under the poverty line 

• The role and functions of mass organization in the area (Women Union, 

Farmer Association, Veterans, Youth Association, etc.) 

• Statistical data on households borrowing money from banks and social 

welfare fund, or from WU, private lenders etc. 

• Number of international projects in the area 

• Number of national programmes in the area 

GDP of the province, district, commune, village 

Major events in the area 

6. Materials that need to collect at the site 

Socio-economic development plan 

• Environmental report 

• Annual report of Women Union 

• Annual report of Farmer Association 

• Annual report of Youth Union 

• Annual report of Department of Natural Resources and Environment 

(DON RE) 

• Annual report of Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 

• Annual report of Department of Planning and Investment (DPI) 

• Socio- economic orientation paper 

• A list of poor households and poverty classification (if available). 
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APPENDIX 2. CHECKLIST FOR INTERVIEWS WITH CENTRAL POLICY 

MAKERS 

General information about the interviewee 

• Interviewee name 

• Gender 

Age 

• Position 

• Years of experiences working in the ministry 

• Years working with PES 

• Years working with poverty reduction 

Interpretation and understanding about PES and pro-poor PES? 

• What does the term 'PES' mean to you? 

• What does the term 'Pro-poor' mean to you? 

• What does the term 'Pro-poor PES' mean to you? 

• Where and how do you get information about PES? 

Process of PES policies making 

• How national PES policies are made? 

• Who involve in PES policy making process and what are their roles? 

• Have the poor been considered and consulted in environmental policies in 

general and in PES in particular? How and at which stage? 

• What are opportunities for government to make PES policies? 

• What are constraints for government to make PES policies? 

• How do your ministries collaborate with other ministries who are also 

working with PES? 
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• What are the constraints limiting local authorities and other local 

organizations from involving the poor in PES? 

Evaluation of current PES policies/programmes 

• What are the strengths of current PES policies in Vietnam? 

• What are the weaknesses of current PES policies in Vietnam? 

• What are opportunities for PES policies in Vietnam? 

• What are the risks for PES policies in Vietnam? 

• What are the strengths of current PES programmes/projects in Vietnam? 

• What are the weaknesses of current PES programmes/projects in Vietnam? 

• What are opportunities for PES programmes/projects in Vietnam? 

• What are the risks for PES programmes/projects in Vietnam? 

• Do you think that the current PES policies and programmes/project are pro- 

poor? And if yes, how? 

• In your opinion, what are the most successful PES projects or programmes in 

Vietnam? Why? 

• In your opinion, what are the most unsuccessful PES projects/programmes in 

Vietnam? Why? Will people be happy about identifying poor performers? 

Perceptions toward intermediaries 

• What do you think about the intermediaries in PES context in Vietnam? 

• What is the role of intermediaries? 

• What are their strengths? 

• What are their weaknesses? 

• What do you think about international donors in the role of intermediariess? 

Can donors really act as intermediaries? Their strengths? Their weaknesses? 

Their positive impacts? Their negative impacts? 
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• What do you think about the private sector role in PES? Their strengths? 

Their weaknesses? Their positive impacts? Their negative impacts? 

• What do you think about the mass organizations and their potential role in 

PES establishment, implementation and monitoring? Their strengths? Their 

weaknesses? Their positive impacts? Their negative impacts? 

• What should be done to increase the positive impacts of the intermediariess 

and reduce the negative impacts? 

Perceptions toward opportunities and constraints that restrict the poor in 

participating in PES 

• What are opportunities for the poor to participate in PES? 

Amongst the mentioned opportunities, what do you think are the most 

important? Why? 

• What are constraints for the poor to participate in PES? 

Amongst the mentioned constraints, what do you think are the most important 

one? Why? 

• What should be done so that the poor can participate in PES? 

Recommendations for future PES 

• In your opinion, what should be done in Vietnam so that PES 

policies/programmes/ projects can be more effective? 

• How can PES policies be pro-poor? What actions need to be taken? 
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APPENDIX 3. CHECKLIST FOR INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES, 

PRIVATE SECTOR, NGOS, INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS 

General information about the interviewee 

Interviewee name 

• Gender 

Age 

• Position 

. Years of experiences working in the current organization 

• Years working with PES 

• Years working with poverty reduction activities 

Interpretation and understanding about PES and pro-poor PES? 

• What does the term PES' mean to you? 

• What does the term Pro-poor' mean to you? 

• What does the term Pro-poor PES' mean to you? 

• Where and how do you get information about PES? 

Process of PES policies making 

• How national and local PES policies are made? 

• Who involve in PES policy making process and what are their roles? 

• What is your specific role in PES policy making process? 

• Who are your partners in PES? 

• Have the poor been considered and consulted in environmental policies in 

general and in PES in particular? If Yes, how and at which stage? If No, why? 

• What are the constraints limiting local authorities and other local 

organisations from involving the poor in PES? 
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Evaluation of current PES policies/programmes 

• What are the strengths of current PES policies in Vietnam? 

• What are the weaknesses of current PES policies in Vietnam? 

• What are opportunities for PES policies in Vietnam? 

• What are the risks for PES policies in Vietnam? 

• What are the strengths of current PES programmes/projects in Vietnam? 

• What are the weaknesses of current PES programmes/projects in Vietnam? 

• What are opportunities for PES programmes/projects in Vietnam? 

• What are the risks for PES programmes/projects in Vietnam? 

• Do you think that the current PES policies and programmes/project that you 

know are pro-poor? And if yes, how? 

• In your opinion, what are the most successful PES projects or programmes in 

Vietnam? Why? 

• In your opinion, what are the most unsuccessful PES projects/programmes in 

Vietnam? Why? 

Evaluation of PES projects in the area 

• What are biggest achievements of PES project? 

• What are lessons learnt from PES projects? 

• What are the most challenges that projects have to deal with? 

• Does PES project take poverty reduction into account? Why? How? 

• Have both men and women are equally involved in the project? 

• How many poor people (or %) have accessed to PES project? 

• Have the projects strengthened capacity of local authorities and local 

communities? 

• How the money will be generated? 
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. How many poor people and households out of communities have access to 

this money? 

• How the money will be monitored and distributed? 

• How many percent of this funding will be sent back to district? Province? 

• Have the income of the people in general and the poor been increased or 

decreased? 

• What are future directions of the project? 

• Positive or negative impact on landuse 

• Does the project contribute to local infrastructure quality and quantity? If, 

Yes how? 

• How many households (or %) can access to this infrastructure? 

• How many poor people (or %) have been consulted during the project? 

• What is the level of power and decentralisation assigned for local group? 

(High, medium or low) 

What is the percentage of representative households in decision making 

panels? 

• Does the project have positive or negative impact on local culture? 

• Is there any conflict in the area? If yes, does the project increase or decrease 

the conflict? 

6. Perceptions toward intermediariess 

• Who are the current intermediaries in PES context? 

• What is the role of intermediaries? 

• What are their strengths? 

• What are their weaknesses? 
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• What do you think about the private sector in establishing, implementing and 

monitoring PES project? Their strengths? Their weaknesses? Their positive 

impacts? Their negative impacts? 

• What do you think about the mass organizations? Their strengths? Their 

weaknesses? Their positive impacts? Their negative impacts? 

• Who do you think can act as intermediariess in Vietnam so that PES can 

become more effective? 

• What should be done to increase the positive impacts of the intermediariess 

and reduce the negative impacts? 

Perceptions toward opportunities and constraints that restrict the poor in 

participating in PES 

• What are opportunities for the poor to participate in PES? 

Amongst the mentioned opportunities, what do you think are the most 

important? Why? 

• What are constraints for the poor to participate in PES? 

Amongst the mentioned constraints, what do you think are the most important 

one? Why? 

• What are the organisational and institutional constraints to the poor becoming 

ES providers? 

• What should be done so that the poor can participate in PES? 

Recommendations for future PES 

• In your opinion, what should be done in Vietnam so that PES policies/ 

programmes/ projects can be more effective? 

• How can PES policies be pro-poor? What actions need to be taken? 
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APPENDIX 4. CHECKLIST FOR INTERVIEWS WITH HOUSEHOLDS 

General information about the interviewee 

Interviewee name 

Gender 

Age 

Occupation 

• Years involving with PES project 

• Where and how do you get information about PES in general and PES project 

in particular? 

• How do you participate in PES project? 

Interpretation and understanding about PES and pro-poor PES? 

• What does the term PES' mean to you? 

• What does the term Pro-poor' mean to you? 

• What does the term Pro-poor PES' mean to you? 

General information of PES project 

• When and how PES project was established? 

• Who involve in PES project establishment, development, negotiation and 

monitoring what are their roles? 

• Have the poor been considered and consulted during PES project? If yes, how 

and at which stage? 

• How were contracts agreed and signed? 

Evaluation of current PES projects 

• What are the strengths of PES project? 

• What are the weaknesses of PES project? 

• What are opportunities for PES project? 
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• What are the risks for PES project? 

• Do you think that the current PES project that you know are pro-poor? And if 

yes, how? 

• What are biggest achievements of PES project? 

• What are lessons learnt from PES project? 

• What are the most challenges that projects have to deal with? 

• Does PES project take poverty reduction into account? Why? How? 

• Have both men and women are equally involved in the project? 

• Have the projects strengthened capacity of local authorities, local 

communities and the poor? 

• How the money will be generated? 

• How many poor people and households out of communities have access to 

this money? 

• How the money will be monitored and distributed? 

• How many percent of this funding will be sent back to district? Province? 

• Have the income of the people in general and the poor been increased or 

decreased? 

• What are future directions of the project? 

• Positive or negative impact on landuse 

• Does the project contribute to local infrastructure quality and quantity? If, 

Yes how? 

• How many households (or %) can access to this infrastructure? 

• How many poor people (or %) have been consulted during the project? 

• What is the level of power and decentralisation assigned for local group? 

(High, medium or low) 
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• What is the percentage of representative households in decision making 

panels? 

• Does the project have positive or negative impact on local culture? 

• Is there any conflict in the area? If yes, does the project increase or decrease 

the conflict? 

Perceptions toward intermediaries 

• Who are the current intermediaries in PES project? 

• What is the role of intermediaries? 

• What are their strengths? 

• What are their weaknesses? 

• What do you think about international donors in the role of intermediaries? 

Their strengths? Their weaknesses? Their positive impacts? Their negative 

impacts? 

• What do you think about the private sector in establishing, implementing and 

monitoring PES ? Their strengths? Their weaknesses? Their positive impacts? 

Their negative impacts? 

• What do you think about the mass organisations? Their strengths? Their 

weaknesses? Their positive impacts? Their negative impacts? 

• What should be done to increase the positive impacts of the intermediariess 

and reduce the negative impacts? 

Perceptions toward opportunities and constraints that restrict the poor in 

participating in PES 

• What are opportunities for the poor to participate in PES? 

• Amongst the mentioned opportunities, what do you think are the most 

important? Why? 
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• What are constraints for the poor to participate in PES? 

Amongst the mentioned constraints, what do you think are the most important 

one? Why? 

• What are the organizational and institutional constraints to the poor becoming 

ES providers? 

• What should be done so that the poor can participate in PES? 

7. Recommendations for future PES 

• How can PES project be pro-poor? What actions need to be taken? 
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APPENDIX 5. CHECKLIST FOR FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS 

1. Objectives. 

The aim of focus group discussion is to address the following research questions 

• What are the opportunity costs faced by potential poor ES providers and 

what level of PES would be required to make them better off?; 

• What are the organisational and institutional constraints to the poor 

becoming ES providers? 

• To what degree could a potential PES scheme reduce poverty? 
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Research 

issues/activities 

Checklist PRA tools Step and specific questions 

• The opportunity costs a) How poverty is defined? • Wealth ranking To select HHs for the troup discussion 

faced by potential poor b) What are majors • The Participatory I. Ask the head of village to list all HHs in the village. The name of each 

ES providers and what livelihood activities in the Analysis of HHs will be written in a card. 

level of PES would be area Poverty, 2. Get a very small group (3-4 people: Head of village, farmer 
required to make them 

c) How have poverty and Livelihoods and association, women Union) to classify the whole village to move the 
better off 

livelihood activities Environment cards and put cards into 3 categories: Poor, Medium, Rich 

• Poverty and livelihood chan ed overtime7  g Dynamics 
3. Ask the participants on what indicators that they use to classify the 

assessment over time (PAPOLD) 
d) What indicators to three groups and why they put these households into different categories 

method 
distinguish the poor, the . . 5. Ask the participants to select 4 representative HHs of each categories 

medium and the rich • Village history 
invi to te to the focus group discussions (Observations from the selection 

e) What are strategies that of these participate show that later when they select, in addition to 

make people get out of criteria of 3 groups- they also add in criteria such as: participants 

poverty? availability on this day, they are not alcoholic or drug users, have ability 

and want to talk and express themselves, can speak Kinh language 

NJ 

2. Tools and specific questions for focus group discussions: 



NJ 

Research 

issues/activities 

Checklist PRA tools Step and specific questions 

Ask the village leaders to know more about the livelihood of the village, 

their challenges and proposed ideas for poverty reduction. 

At the focus group discussion meeting: 

I. Ask the participants to move the cards and put cards into 3 categories: 

Poor, medium. rich 

Ask the participants on what indicators that they use to classify the 

three groups and why they put these households into different categories 

Ask the participants What an extremely poor household does with 

small amounts of money is available? 

'What is the first expense to be incurred'?' and as a more money flows 

in: 'what does this household do in the second stage?' This process 

continues with successive stages of household progress until a 

yardstick' of progress from acute poverty to economic self-reliance is 

defined. 

1. 



Research Checklist 

issues/activities  

PRA tools Step and specific questions 

5. Ask community members on a cut-off line below which they would 

consider a household poor and above which a household would no 

longer be considered poor. Similarly, a prosperity cut-off line is also 

agreed upon. 

These stages are then used to create a 'yardstick' by which 

households' well-being can be measured at different points in time based 

on the historical timelines of the village. 

What are the major events in the area? 

Ask each participant how they have move in or move out of poverty 

accord ing to these major events 

The organisational and Social condition • Institutional I. What organizations are working in the area and provide support to the 

institutional constraints to Institutional condition ranking local livelihood? Describe their function 

the poor becoming ES 
Local understanding about • Brainstorming If they are Important and useful, draw bigger paper 

providers 
the intermediariess • Venn diagram If they are closer and easier to access, put them closer to the center 
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APPENDIX 6. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF 

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, NGOS, LOCAL ORGANISATIONS AND 

PROFESSIONAL FIRMS IN DEVELOPING LOCALLY ADJUSTED PRO-POOR 

PAYMENT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES (PES) IN VIETNAM 

Your are invited to participate in the study of The role of government agencies, 

NGOs, local organisations and professional firms in developing locally adjusted pro-

poor payment for environmental services (PES) in Vietnam'. This study is co-funded 

by Center for International Forestry Research, Charles Darwin University, Australia 

and World Agroforestry Center. We would highly appreciate if you can take a few 

minutes of your time to answer 6 short questions. 

Thank you very much for your kind collaboration. 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

Your current working organizations 

Governmental agencies 

NGOs 

LII Local organizations (e.g. farmer associations, women unions) 

LII Professional firms 

LI Others: please spec .................................................... 

Please choose where your opinions are fbr each of the following question and 

statement. 
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2. LEVEL OF EFFORTS AND INTENTIONS OF ORGANIZATIONS 

a. How close do you think that the following organisations are working with 

the poor on improving their livelihood? (0 = Not at all and 5 = Very) 

Organisations 0 1 2 3 4 5 

I. Governmental agencies 

NGOs 

• International NGOs 

• National NGOs 

Local organisations (e.g. farmer associations, 

women unions) 

Professional firms 

b. How close do you think that the following organisations are working with 

the rural communities on improving and protecting environment (0 = Not at all 

and 5 = Very) 

Organisations 0 1 2 3 4 5 

I. Governmental agencies 

NGOs 

• International NGOs 

• National NGOs 

Local organisations (e.g. farmer associations, 

women unions) 

Professional firms 
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3. IMPACTS AND EFFICIENCY OF ORGAN ISATIONS 

a. Impacts and efficiency of following organisations on supporting the poor in 

improving livelihood? (0 = Not at all and 5 = Very) 

Organisations 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Governmental agencies 

NGOs 

• International NGOs 

• National NGOs 

Local organisations (e.(,,,. farmer associations, 

women unions) 

Professional firms 

b. impacts and efficiency of following organisations on supporting the rural 

communities in improving and protection environment (0 = Not at all and 5 = 

Veiy) 

Organisations 0 1 2 3 4 5 

I. Governmental agencies 

NGOs 

• International NGOs 

• National NGOs 

Local organisations (e.g. farmer associations, 

women unions) 

Professional firms 
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c. To what extend you agree with the following statement: 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

agree 

More than one of above 

organizations should be 

involved and work together to 

achieve poverty reduction and 

environmental protection 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COLLABORATION!!!! 

Ifyou have interests or questions related to this study and the questionnaire, 

please send an email to: pham.thu.thuycdu.edu.au  
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APPENDIX 7. INTERVIEW CODING 

Interview code Date of interview Female Male 

1. Central Government 2 5 

VN- CG-1 14 July 2008 X 

VN- CG - 22 28 July 2008 X 

VN- CG-3 l6 July 2008 X 

VN- CG 4 17 July 2008 X 

VN- CG 5 23 July 2008 X 

VN—CG-6 25 July 2008 X 

VN-CG-7 22 July 2008 X 

2. Local authorities 0 9 

VN-Cl -  LA- 1 22 August 2009 X 

VN—C1—LA-2 22 August 2009 X 

VN—C2—LA-3 16 September 2008 X 

VN—C2—LA-4 16 September 2008 X 

VN - C3 - LA - 5 7 Septermber 2008 X 

VN—C4—LA-6 12January2009 X 

VN - C4 - LA - 7 20 April 2009 X 

VN - C4 - LA - 8 21 April 2009 X 

VN - C4 - LA - 9 22 April 2009 X 

3.PES Project 

managers and staff 4 12 

ENG- Cl - PMS - 1 22 August 2008 X 

VN—Cl—PMS-2 22 August 2008 X 
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VN-Cl -PMS-3 22 August 2008 X 

VN -  C2-PMS-4 06 August 2008 X 

VN -  C2-PMS -5 06 August 2008 X 

ENG - C2 - PMS - 6 17 September 2008 X 

VN -  C2-PMS-7 17 September 2008 X 

VN -  C2-PMS-8 17 September 2008 X 

ENG - C3 - PMS —9 20 August 2008 X 

VN - C3 - PMS - 10 20 August 2008 X 

VN- C3—PMSI-11 20 August 2008 X 

VN - C3 - PMS - 12 7 September 2008 X 

ENG - C4 - PMS —13 11 November 2008 X 

VN—C4—  PMS - 14 20 April2009 X 

VN—C4—  PMS -15 20April2009 X 

VN—C4—  PMS - 16 20April 2009 X 

Profrssional consulting 

firms 0 2 

ENG- C1—PCF-1 27 August 2008 X 

VN -  C3 - PCF —2 21 August 2008 X 

Civil Society 

Organisations 2 2 

VN- C3—CSO-1 ll November 2008 X 

VN -  C4 - CSO - 2 11 November 2008 X 

VN -  C2 - CSO —3 16 September 2008 X 

VN - C2 - CSO— 4 06 August 2008 X 
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4. Buyers 3 6 

ENG- Cl - B - 1 22 August 2008 X 

ENG - Cl - B - 2 22 August 2008 X 

VN- Cl—B-3 27 August 2008 X 

VN- C2—B-4 16 September 2008 X 

VN - C3 - B - 5 08 September 2008 X 

VN - C3 - B - 6 08 September 2008 X 

VN- C4—B-7 03 June 2009 X 

VN- C4—B-8 03 June 2009 X 

VN- C4—B-9 04 June 2009 X 

5. Households 4 4 

VN -  Cl - HH - 1 18 August 2009 X 

VN -  Cl - HH 2 18 August 2009 X 

VN- CI—HH-3 19 August 2009 X 

VN—Cl—HH-4 19 August 2009 X 

VN- C4—HH-5 1 June 2009 X 

VN- C4—HH-6 I June 2009 X 

VN- C4—HH-7 2 June 2009 X 

VN—C4—HH-8 2 June 2009 X 

TOTAL 15 40 
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Executive summary 

Payment for Environmental Services (PES) has 
gained increasing attention in Vietnam over the 
last 10 years. Although not originally designed to 
address poverty reduction, PES is expected to have 
a positive impact on poverty as many 
Environmental Services (ES) providers in the 
tropics are poor This briefclarifies the concepts of 
PES and explains the differences  between PES and 
non-PES schemes. It also explains how pro-poor 
PES is possible in Vietnam, outlines major 
constraints of PES and describes future steps 
required forpro-poor PES to succeed. 

1 5choo1 for Environmental Research, Charles Darwin University, Australia 
2World Agroforestry Center in Vietnam 
3Center for International Forestry Research, Bogor, Indonesia 
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1.Whatis PES? 

The two basic principles of Payment for Environmental Services (PES) 
are: 1) to effectively provide incentives to people, on both at individual 
and community level, to provide environmental services (ES) and 2) to 
compensate these people for the cost of their services. 



of 

People often think that any distinguishing features. 
payment for environmental To be a true PES scheme, it must 
protection and environmental meet 5 criteria (Figure 1). In 
services would be PES. Vietnam, there are very few true PES 
However, PES has its own schemes so far. 

i (ED 
IfprovideractuaIIy 

WelIdefined 
ES 

provides ES 
(conditionality) 

True PES 

I 



ST 

LIKE: When a scheme can only meet some of 5 criteria, the 

the buyer is the government; the sellers are communities and 
;eholds. However, the environmental services are not well- defined. 
payment from the goverment for the households is to protect the 
;t but no defined ES has been clarified. In addition, the conditionality 

ECONOMIC INCENTIVES: Any "payment" for any "ES" by "anybody" 

Example: An integrated conservation and development project (ICDP). 
Unlike PES, ICDPs require investments in alternative production. They 
are projects or programs that have mutual expectations while PES simply 
buy and sell services to achieve desirable land-use patterns. ICDPs also 
do not have well-defined ES and conditionality between payers and 
receivers is not clear. 

Environmental taxes are NOT PES: Environmental taxes are not market 
driven and not based on voluntary transactions. They are often on the 
border between PES and fiscal environmental instruments. 
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2. What is Pro-poor PES? 

Pro-poor PES is defined as 'all 
interventions that empower 
and support the poor to 
participate in and benefit from 
PES'. Poverty should be seen 
as multi-dimensional (Perdant, 
2004; Dudley et al., 2007). 
Pro-poor PES can be seen 
from the perspective of the 
sustainable livelihoods 
approach, which gives 
emphasis to various capital 
assets: human, social/political, 
physical, natural and financial 
(Figure 3). 

The framework is likened to a tree with 
outcomes as fruits. The outcomes can be 
classified according to their impact on 
social, financial, natural, physical and 
human capital. The constraints can be 
reduced and the opportunities can be 
captured for the poor by well-
functioning intermediaries, local and 
central governments. A range of context 
factors are likely to influence the success 
of PES including "willingness to pay of 
service users" "population densities of 
buyers" etc. (See Figure 3). 
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Most ES providers in Vietnam are 
poor. As a developing country, 
Vietnam continues to make 
poverty reduction one of its top 
national priorities (ICEM 2003). 
Therefore any enviommental 
protection incentives, including 
PES, are unlikely to receive 
government supportif it is not 
linked or contributing to poverty 
reduction goals. PES can benefit 
the poor, directly and indirectly. 
Direct benefits are cash payments 
or rewards which help poor PES 
providers increase their financial 
capital. Indirect benefits are non-
monetary, such as greater political 
voice in contract negotiation 
processes, reduced social conflict 
and enhanced skills (Pagiola et 
al., 2005; Wunder, 2007;  

Leimona and Lee, 2008). 
PES has recently received 
increased attention from the 
Vietnamese government. Pro-poor 
PES has a good possibility of 
uptake given the strong 
commitment of the government to 
the global Agenda 21 and the 
inclusion of PES (albeit in a 
limited way) in diverse 
environmental legislation and 
strategies (e.g. Forest Protection 
Development Law, Law on 
Environmental Protection and 
Vietnam National Forestry 
Strategies). 
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Organizational limitations: 

• Expansive and overlapping structures and functions amongst and within different 
ministries can add to transaction costs 

• Top-down planning and control limits agency independence to initiate and implement 
new approaches 

• Lack of coordination can lead to duplication of work and high transaction cost 

Institutional limitations: 

• Lack of specific regulations for PES: PES policies are at a very initial stage in Vietnam 
The government only sees PES through a tax and fee lens, and only manages PES by 
collecting fees and environmental charges. There is still a lack of legislation relating to 
PES for watershed protection and landscape beauty in Vietnam 

0 • Low involvement of the poor and levels of payment for poverty alleviation: per hectare 
payment levels and the areas of forest that people manage are too small to significantly 

U mitigate poverty. Many of the poor do not have land-use rights; it is primarily only the 
rich who have such rights. This should be considered during the implementation of 
Decision 380 

• Pervasive command and control approach 
• Insecure land tenure policies 

Public service capacity: 

• Lack of conmon PES understanding. Limited understanding by public officials of 
pro-poor PES, including the lack of a market orientation towards PES 

• Lack of technical methods and skills in identifying, quantifying and monitoring 
PES 

• Unclear instruction from the government and weak administrative and financial 
decentralization 

• Limited understanding of environmental issues and PES 
• Lack of capacity among local authorities for PES development, management and 

monitoring 
• Low responsibility of private sector and communities toward environmental protection 

andPES 
• Lack of financial incentives to encourage local authorities to implement PES. Vietnam 

Environmental Protection Fund and Forest Protection and Development Fund should be 
potential sources for PES implementation in the future 

Source: Pham etal. 2008 
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When true PES schemes can be applied 
True PES schemes that meet all of the specified criteria are difficult to 
implement in Vietnam, particularly in relation to the 'voluntary' and 
'conditionality' criteria. PES-like schemes where only some criteria are met 
are probably suitable at this stage, with core PES only being possible in the 
future. 

Combine other governmental funding to develop Pro-poor PES 
For PES to be pro-poor, the approach should be closely linked to national 

poverty reduction targets and goals. Involvement of the Ministry of Labor, 
Invalids and Social Affairs (MOLISA) could enable the merging of its social 
security funds with environmental funds, raising the payment levels for ES 
for the benefit of both the environment and poverty alleviation. The use of 
funds from MOLISA could include a condition whereby a portion of funds 
would have to be earmarked by ES providers to employ landless individuals. 

Many areas inhabited by potential poor ES providers are remote, with 
high national security importance. Without livelihood options, such areas 
will be depopulated. Thus, PES could stabilise populations and may be a 
way for the government to channel funds to such areas. By bundling social 
security funds, national security funds and environmental funds together, 
there would be a greater chance of having payment levels that could make a 
difference to poverty. But, in the process, it would be essential to ensure that 
ES buyers are not subsidised by funds from other sources. 

Reduce transaction cost 
• In most pro-poor PES schemes around the world, high transaction costs 
result from the large number of poor smaliholders who to be involved 
(Pagiola et al. 2005; Wunder, 2005). In Vietnam, there is an additional layer 
of complexity which adds to the transaction costs (Pham et al. 2008). Thus, 
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there are numerous agencies to be 
dealt with, which often have 
overlapping mandates and a poor 
record of collaboration. Effective 
collaboration among government 
ministries will be key to the success 
of PES. The government needs to 
bring the various actors together. 
• Much work is needed to clarify 
PES concepts and to get a shared 
understanding of PES. 
• The discounting of transaction 
costs as simply a problem to be 
solved by a budgetary allocation 
from government indicates the 
degree to which PES is still not 
seen as a market-based instrument. 
In a private sector setting, 
transaction costs are important and 
need to be reduced as they are costs 
which cut into profits. For 
communities, group certifications 
and collective action are possible 
solutions for reducing high 
transaction costs. 

Improve land tenure system 
condition 
• PES is easier to implement 
when land is securely held by the 
ES providers. Thus, ES buyers like 
to deal with privately owned land 
rather than land held communally 
or without a legal title. For PES to 
be successful in communal lands,  

there must be an effective, locally 
recognised organisation to negotiate 
and implement contractual 
arrangements (Wunder et al., 2005; 
Pagiola et al., 2005). Community-based 
natural resource management is 
successful where local residents 
organise themselves into corporate 
organisations that receive user rights 
and other proprietary rights over 
resources (Campbell and Shackleton, 
2001). Long-term leases of land from 
local governments can also help clarify 
tenure. 
• Bracer et al. (2007) found that there 
is often overlapping jurisdiction over 
land, leading to conflict between 
communities and the government. In 
Vietnam, all land belongs to the state, 
thus leaving ES providers, including 
the poor, with few options for rights to 
trade in ES (Wunder et al., 2005). To 
overcome this challenge, the 
government must undertake land-use 
zoning, transfer administrative 
responsibilities to local communities 
and recognize the resource tenure and 
use-rights of local people so that they 
can enter into ES agreements (Bracer et 
al., 2007). 
• The legal status of communities 
should be enhanced by legislation 
designed to support them in entering 
into contracts. 
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6. Where to get further information and support? 

The Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) and World 
Agroforestry Center (ICRAF) have worked on PES for many years, 
particularly focusing on its potential for poverty alleviation. For further 
information: 

http://www.cifor.cgiar.org/pes/_ref/home/index.htm. 
http://www.worldagroforestry.org/sea/networks/rupes/index.asp  

Contact details: 

CIFOR Headquarters: P.O. Box 0113 BOCBD, Bogor 16000, Indonesia, 
Telephone: +62-251-8622-622 
ICRAF Headquarters: P0 Box 161, Bogor 16001, Indonesia, Tel: +62 
251 625415 

ICRAF/CIFOR Office in Vietnam: Apartment 302, Building 17T5, 
Trung Hoa Nhan Chinh, Hanoi, Vietnam, Tel/Fax : + 84 —4 - 62510830 
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Vi SAO PHAI QUAN TAM TO PES vi NGIJI NGHEO? 

CAC THACH THU'C 961 VI PES Vi NGIJI NGHEO a VIT NAM 
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TI PES VA PES Vi NG(RYI NGHEO OeAu? 
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Tom tt ChInh sách: 

CHI TRA CAC DCH Vt.) MOI TRUONG 
\ii NGUOI NGHOOVITNAM 



Tómtät 

Trong mithi nàm gcn dày, Chi trá Djch vy Mói 
truàng (PES) ngày càng dwçic chà nhiêu ho'n 
tai Viét Nain. Tuv dirçic thiét ké ban ddu khóng 
nhárn myc tiéu xóa dói giám nghèo, PES van 
luón duac mong dç'i là sê tgo ra các tác d3n 
tIch cisc trong vic giárn dói nghêo bài háu hét 
nhüng nglr&i cung cap d/ch vy rnói tru'&ng àcác 
vi'ing nhit dó'i là nu'ài nghèo. Tài lieu  nay lain 
rô các khái niém ye PES và lieu ra su khác NO 
giü'a các rnó hInh PES và khóngphài PES. Tài 
liçu cling trinh bay nh1ng k/ia náng ng dyng 
PES vi nguài nghèo & Vit Nain, liét ké các rào 
can doi vài PES và các bzthc tiêp theo can phài 
làni nêu muon PES vi ngu'&i nghèo thành cOng. 

1 Khoa Nghien cu MOi troông, Dai hpc Charles Darwin, Australia 
2 T6 chCc nOng lam the giOi tai Viêt Nam 
3Trung tam Nghiên ciu Lam nghip Qu6c t& Bogor, Indonesia 
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1.PESIàgu? 

Hai nguyen tAc ci bàn cüa Chi trã các dch vu Môi trix1ng (PES) là: 1) tao ra 
các dng lirc tâi chInh hiu qua nhãm thüc day ngithi dan (ca cá nhân và cong 
dông) cung cap các dch vi môi trung (ES), và 2) chi trá các chi phi cung 
cap các djchvucüah9. 
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PES thuc sit 

Co (It nht) 
mt ngitâi cung cp "diqc mua' bOl (It nhâ' 
dich vu mOi triiOn ( môt ngiti mua. 

Hlnh 1: Các tiêu chI chi trà dich vu mOi trJOng 
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N GIONG PES: Nu môt mô hnh clii dáp C(ng môt vài trong 5 t 
là mô hnh"Gn gi6ng PES' 

ly: Chixcing trinh näm triu héc-ta thng (Chucing tririh 661). Trong trithng 
nay ngu&i mua IA nhà rnthc, con nguii ban là các hO và các cong dông. 

r nhién, a day, các djch vi môi trithng chua duçc xác djnh rô. Nha rnthc 
tiên cho các hO dan dê báo ve^ rirng nOi chung chü không ciii the cho ioi 

KHUYEN KHFCH BANG KINHTE: Bâtcttdang"chitrâ nào"cüa"bätcCfai" 
cho bätcCfloai"dich vu môitruclng nao" 

VI dy: Các d%r an 1ng ghép báo tn và phát trin (ICDP). Không nhu PES, 
các dr an ICDPs dâu tu vào cac hInh thiirc san xuât thay the. Do là các dr an 
hay chuang trinh vài mong muon dat duc các miic tiêu da chiêu trong khi 
PES dcin giàn là mua và ban djch vi dé dat  duc phuGng thc sü diing dat 
thu mong muon. ICDPs khOng xác djnh rO các djch vt rnoi trithng và tmnh 
dieu kiçn giva nguai chi tra va nguoi than cung khong ro rang. 

Thug Môi trLfàng KHONG PHAI LÀ PES: Thu môi trithng không do thj 
tni&ng djnh huang và không phãi là giao djch tr ngun. Thuê môi trtthng 
thuang là rath giai giüa PES và các cOng cii tài chInh ye môi tnthng. 
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dish vu môi trLt1ng 

Iingu1rheo 

Ngiiôi nghèo 
không tham gia vào PES 
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k doanhnghi 
sn lông 

chi trà cia ngLfô i1sn lông cung cp 
sdyng PES  ich vu cüa ngIi b' 

~tri 4;~j 

Vâtchât: 
Cht kfçrng và s6 k1c5ng ccY 

s&hatng 
-% s6 hotipcân sCt dung 

cácccisihtâng 4 

Ngi ban các dich vu 
môi trIJ%ng là ngi nghèo 
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t
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/inh quyên / 
diaphuclng Chinhphu 

trungLtdngj -. 

2. PES vi nguâi ngheo là gi? 

PES vi ngi1i nghêo duc djnh 
nghia nhu sau "tat câ các tác 
dng nhärn thüc day và ho trçl 
ngixi nghèo tharn gia vâ 
huàng lçii tü PES". Dói nghêo 
can duac nhmn nhãn tr nhiêu 
khja canh  (Perdant, 2004; 
Dudley et al., 2007). PES vi 
ngithi nghèo co the ducic nhIn 
drni1àng kinh cila khung sinh 
kê ben vfrng von chü tr9ng Va 
can nhãc ti nhiêu nhiêu khIa 
canh: bao gôrn tài san con 
ngin1i, xã hi/chInh trj, vtt 
chat, tu nhiên vâ tài chmnh 
(HInh 3). 

Khung phân tIch nay ging nhu mt cái 
cay vâi dâu ra IA qua. Các kêt qua có the 
duçic dánh giá thông qua các khIa canh 
nguônhrc nhu xã hi, tài chInh, tr nhiên, 
vt chat và con nguô'i. Các rào can có the 
duc d& bO và các co hi cho nguO'i 
nghèo duçrc tto ra nh có các ben trung 
gian, ChInh phil và chinh quyên dja 
phuong. Co nhiêu nhân to ngoi cánh có 
the ánh humg den sir thành cong cüa 
PES nhu "sir sAn sang chi trA cüa ngithi 
sü diing djch vii", "mit Q ngu1i mua" 
v.v ... (XemHInh3). 
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PMn lan s o^ ngithi cung cp djch vi 
môi trithng (ES) a Vit Nam là 
ngtrm ngheo. La mQt quoc gia dang 
phát triên, cong cuc xóa dOi giãm 
ngheo luonA  la mQtA  uu tieAn hang dau 
cüa Vit Nam (ICEM 2003). Do 
do, m91 hrnh thuc khuyen khich 
bão v rnoi trithng, trong do co' 
PES, sê rat khO nhn duçic sr iing 
hO cüa chInh phX nêu khOng lien 
h den hoc dóng gOp cho các mtc 
tiêu xOa dOi giãm nhèo. PES co 
the dem lcii Ich den cho nguai 
nhèo cà cách trirc tiêp hoc gián 
tiêp. Các lçri Ich trirc tip bao gôm 
nhtng chi trã bAng ti&i mt de giitp 
ngthi cung cap ES nghèo nâng cao 
nAng lrc tài chInh cüa hç. Các lçri 
Ich gián tiêp là các lçii Ich phi tiên 
t, vi di nhu ho trçl ngthi nghèo CO  

ting nOi math  me han trong các 
tiên trinh dam phán hcp dông, giám 
các mâu thuân xA hOi  hoc các k5 
tAng tiên tiên (Pagiola et al., 2005; 
Wunder, 2007; Leimona & Lee, 
2008). 

PES gn day ngày càng nhn duçic 
nhiêu S%T chü tr Chinh phil Vit 
Nam. PES vi nguii nghèo cO Ca hot 
thi4n lçii dê phát triên dira trên 
nhüng cam kêt math  me cila chinh 
phU dôi vâi Chuang trInh Nghj sr 
21 toàn câu và sir thüa nhn PES 
(mac dü mài han  ch) trong cac 
chiên luçic và vAn bàn pháp quy ye 
môi trithng (vi dxi, Lut Bão ve^ và 
Phát triên Rrng, Lut Báo ve^ Môi 
tnimg, Chiên luqc Lam nghip 
Quôc gia cñaVitNam). 
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Các han chê'v mãtthché: 

U 

U 
U 

Thiu các quy cljnh ci the^ ve^ PES: các chInh sách ve^ PES du dang & nhitng 
buâc rat sa khai tai  Viêt Nam. Chinh phü m&i chi nhIn nhn PES qua lang kInh 
thuê và phi, và mâi chi quan 1 PES qua thu các loai phi môi trithng. Van thiêu 
các quy djnh lien quan den PES dôi vài bào ve^ nguôn rnthc và ye dçp cánh quan 
&VitNam 
Sir tham gia cüa ngiz&i nghèo chua nhiu va chi trá cho xóa dói giàm ngheo cüa 
PES con thâp: müc chi trá trên héc-ta thâp và din tich rimg giao cho ngithi 
ngheo 9uan 1 nhO không dü dê giárn dói nghèo. Nhiêu ngi.r&i dan nghèo không 
cO quyên sü d%tng dat, quyên nay hâu nhu tp trung trong tay ngu&i giàu. Diêu 
nay can dtrçic xem xét khi tiên hành Quyêt djnh 380 
Tip can  chü yu theo cách thüc mnh 1nh và kim soát 
Các chinh sách v quyn sir ding dt bp bênh 

Nãng kic dch vy cOng 
• Thiu hiu bitt pho^ thông ve^ PES. Cong chirc thiu hiu bitt v PES hi.r&ng 

nghèo, trong do CO vic djnh htràng thj trtthng dê huâng den PES 
• Thiu phucing pháp và k5 nàng d xác djnh, djnh luçrng và giám sat PBS 

• Các chi dn tir chInh phü không rO rang, và thiu sr phân quyn trong quán 

J 

lvâtàichInh 
• Thiêu hiêu biêt ye các yan dê môi tru&ng và PES 
• Can b dja phrnmg thiêu näng lirc dê xây drng, quàn l' và giám sat PES  
• Khôi doanh nghip và cong dông thiêu trách nhim trong vic bâo v môi 

trithng và PES  
U Thiêu các nguôn khuyen khich ye tài chInh dê Co vu cong dông thrc hin 

PES S%r ra d&i cüa Qu5 báo v môi trtthng Vit Nam và Qu9 Phát triên Va 
bào ve rirng là nhirng nguôn tài chInh tiêm näng trong ti.rng lai dê co' the 
ho^ trer cong dông thirc hin PES 

Nguón: Pham et al. 2008 



Khi nào cOc mO hinh PES that sit có 
thê'dp dung 
+ Các mô hinh PES that sr dáp irng 
tat cã các tiêu chi rat khó thirc hin tai 
Vit Nam, nhât là lien quan den các 
tiêu chi "tir nguyen"  và "tInh diêu 
kiin". Các mô hinh gân ging PES dáp 
img dir(ic mt vài tiêu chi Co the së phü 
hçip giai doan nay, cOn PES day dü s 
CO the ap dimg trong tucmg lai. 

Ph6i horp cOc nguón v6n nhà nusc 
khOc dp hat trin PES httng ngheo 
+ Dê mô hinh PES làhuâng nghèo, 
tiêp can nay can lien két chat chê vâi 
cac djnh huàng và miic tiêu xOa dOi 
giám nghèo cüa quôc gia. Sir tham gia 
cüa Bô Lao dng - Thiwng binh và XA 
hOi (LDT% BXH) co the giüp lông ghép 
các nguôn von an sinh xã hi do BO nay 
quan l vi các nguôn von môi trithng, 
tAng mirc dQ^ chi trã cho các djch vi 
môi trtthng lam lçn cho sr nghip bào 
v môi trumg cilng nhu xOadOi iãm 
nghêo. Vic sü d~mg các nguôn von  tir 
B LDTBXH co the bao gôm mOt  diêu 
kiçn la%  mpt phan von se phai duc 
nhfrng ngthi cung cap ES dung dé tao  

cong vic cho nhiing ngithi nghèo 
không CO dat. 

+ Nhiêu khu vic sinh sng cña 
nhfrng ngithi nghèo CO tiêm nAng cung 
cap ES a vu'ng sâu vüng xa, ncii CO tam 
quan trQng ye an ninh quoc gia. Nêu 
thiêu các hra ch9n sinh kê phü hçip, các 
khu vuc nay co' the së bj giám dan s& 
Do 4y, PBS co the giüp on djnh dan so 
dông thai là mOt  phuang thüc hu hiu 
dê nha nithc co the dnh hithng phân bô 
nguôn von dn các vng xa oi. Ket 
hçrp dirçrc các nguôn von an sinh xã hôi, 
an ninh quôc gia và bão v môi trithng 
cO the nâng cao chi trà cho các djch vi 
môi truaiig nhAm xOa dOi giám nghèo. 
Tuy nhiên, trong tiên trIrih nay, diêu 
quan tr9ng là dam bào duqc nguOi mua 
ES không rnua bAng nguôn von bao cap 
tü các nguônkhác. 

Giâm chi phi iao thch 
+ Trong hâu hêt các mô hinh PES 
hithng nghèo tren the giOi, chi phi giao 
djch cao là do so hrçing kin cüa các hO 
gia dInh nghèo tham gia vào PES mOt 
cách nhO 16 (Pagiola et al,. 2005; 
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Wunder, 2005). O Vi@Nam, sr tham gia 
cüa qua nhiêu ben có lien quan dã tang 
them mt kp phi giao djch (Pham et al. 
2008). Nhiêu ca quan tham gia trách 
nhim chn chéo và hçip tác thiêu hiu 
qua. S%r phôi hcrp hiu qua gitia các Ca 
quan quan l nhà nuàc së là diu c& yeu 
quyêt djnh sir thành cong cüaPES. Nba 
nithc can phài co' quyêt sách dê mang các 
ben ngôi lai  hqp tác lam vic vth nhau 
mOt each hiu qua. 

+ Cn phài cn phài lam rô và nâng 
cao nhn thüc càa cong dông ye PBS 

4• Vic nhIn nhan giám chi phi giao 
djchdcin thuân là mt van dé Co the giài 
quyêt qua vic phân bô nguôn von nân 
sách nhà nuâc phân nào chirng tO rng 
PBS van chua duçic coi là mOt  cOng cii 
dira trên thj  tnthng a Vit Nam. Trong 
khôi doanh nghip, chi phi giao djch là 
rat quan trçng và can duçic giãm thiêu do 
chiing là các chi phi lam giárn lçii nhu.n 
ma doanh nghip thu duçic. Dôi vài cong 
dông, các chirng chi nhOm và các hot 
dng hçip tác là các giái pháp CO khã 
nàng giüp giàm chi phi giao djch. 

Ca! thiên &êu k!n cãa he th6ng quyên 
sdyng ddt 
• Vic thiic hin PES sê dê dang han 
khi nhftng nguii cung cap ES nàm giü 
dat. Ngithi mua ththng muon giao djch 
vai các chü dat tii nhân han là thirc hin 
các giao dch dôi v&i dat thuc cong 
dông hay dat không co' chüng nhn pháp 
li'. Dê PBS co' the thành cOng OF nhng  

nai dt thuc cong ctng, cn CO mt t 
chüc dai  din dtrçic dja phuang cong 
nhãn. Các to chirc nay phái co' khá näng 
dam phán và thire hin các diêu khoan 
hçip dông mt each hiu qua (Wunder et 
al., 2005; Pagiola etal., 2005). Vic quàn 
l tâi nguyen thiên nhiên dira trên cong 
dông Se thành cong nêu ngtthi dan dia 
phuang tir thiêt 1p các tO chüc hap tác dê 
tiêp nhn quyen sü diving và các quyên 
lien quan khác dôi vài tài nguyen 
(Campbell & Shackleton, 2001). 

+ Hap dn thuê dt lâu dài cho 
ngithi cung cap ES, trong do co' ngu&i 
nghèo cting là mOt  each thirc giãi quyêt 

+ Bracer et al. (2007) nhin nhn ring 
sir chông chéo trong phân djnh quyên 
h?n dôi v&i dat dai sê dan den mâuthuân 
giüa cong dông vài nhà nuâc. Ci Vit 
Nam, toàn b o^ dat dai thuc s& hiru nhà 
ni.ràc (Wunder et al., 2005). De^ giái 
quyêt tr& ngi nay, chinh phñ can phâi 
phái quy hoch sü ding dat, chuyên giao 
trách nhim quan l cho các cong dOng 
dja phucrng và thüa nhn quyên sr ding 
và quan l tài nguyen cüa ngu&i dan dja 
phucing và nhu 4y, hQ  rnâi co'the tham 
gia vào các thOa thun ye ES (Bracer et 
al., 2007). 

4• Tinh pháp lcüa các cong  dng cn 
duçic nãng cao bang các van ban pháp 
quy ho trçi hQ trong vic tham gia vào các 
hap dOng. 

; 
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6. Co th tim thông tin them và các h6 trçl lien quan tâi PES 
và PES vi ngiRli ngheo a c.âu? 

Trung tam Nghiên ciru Lam nghip Quc t (CIFOR) và To chiirc nông 
lam the gii (ICRAF) là các co quan dã lam vic nhiêu nàm trong linh 
vuc PES, dic bit chü trong den khã näng cüa PES trong xóa dói giárn 
nghèo. Thông tin them có Or các website: 

http://www.cifor.cgiar.org/pes/ref/home/index.htm. 
www.worldagroforestry.org/sea/networks/rupes/index.asp  

Dia chi Mn he: 

Trj s& CIFOR: P.O. Box 0113 BOCBD, Bogor 16000, Indonesia, 
Telephone: +62-251-8622-622 
Tm si ICRAF: P0 Box 161, Bogor 1600i, Indonesia, Tel: +62 251 
625 415 

ICRAF/CIFOR Van phông Vit Nam: Phông 302, Nhâ 17T5, Trung 
Hôa-Nhân ChInh, Ha Nôi, Viêt Nam, Tel/Fax : + 84-4 —62510830 
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KEY POLICY MESSAGES 

The role of in term ediaries in facilitating 
Payment for Environmental Services (PES) was 
widely recognized and highly appreciated by 
diverse stakeholders in Vietnam. Intermediaries 
are important as service and information 
providers, mediators, trainers, arbitrators, 
equalizers, representatives, a watchdog and 
witness, standard development actors and bridge 
builders. They need to give careful attentions to 
the quality ofparticiatory work and ensure 
their work does not undermine local customs and 
traditions. The local organizations (self-formed) 
need to be empowered so they have the 
possibility and capacity to support the poor 

1SchooI for Environmental Research, Charles Darwin University, Australia 
2 Center for International Forestry Research, Bogor, Indonesia 
3WorId Agroforestry Center in Vietnam 



Natural resources management 
never simply uses science to 
solve problems; it also needs the 
participation of numerous 
stakeholders who often have 
different perceptions and 
expectations (Slocombe 1995). 
As Payments for Environmental 
Services (PES) is not often well-
understood amongst 
environmental services buyers, 
sellers, decisions makers and the 
public, it is important and useful 
to have intermediates to 
stimulate and facilitate PES. 
Intermediaries are often seen as 
individuals or organizations that 
connect buyers and sellers. 

Although intermediaries have 
been discussed in PES contexts,  

little data exists on the adequacy of 
the services provided by 
intermediaries and their costs of 
intervention (Bracer et at. 2007). In 
addition, while much attention is 
given toward positive impacts 
results from the participation of 
these groups in PES, possible 
negative impacts of intermediaries 
are often overlooked (Campbell 
and Shackleton 2001). This policy 
brief discusses the role of 
intermediaries in pro-poor PES 
establishment, implementation and 
monitoring in Vietnam. 
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Intermediaries are non-market players who facilitate PES. There are three 
key groups that act as intermediaries in Vietnam (Figure 1). 

'V 

NGOs play an important role in 
developing and monitoring 
environmental and social 
programmes in Vietnam, 
especially those associated with 
conserving natural resources, 
promoting sustainable use of 
natural resources, and improving 
people's living standards 
(European Commission and 
UNDP, 2006). The government 
promotes the work of the NGOs 
for mobilizing community 
participation in natural resource  

management. Having expertise in 
the development area, NGOs can 
provide technical assistance and 
capacity building to all parties 
involved in establishing PES 
schemes. They can also 
administer and manage PES 
schemes. They also assist in 
research, monitoring, and 
evaluation of PES. Their activities 
are important for replicating PES 
mechanisms and for drawing 
lessons that lead to policy 
(Leimona and Lee 2008). 
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b. Government: 
Government agencies can be 
intermediaries. They can support 
PES through facilitating research, 
promoting pilot projects, and by 
working to overcome legal and 
policy barriers (Leimona and Lee 
2008). Examples of governmental 
agencies who are acting as 
intermediaries in Vietnam are the 
Department of Forestry and the 
Legal Department in Ministry of 
Agriculture and Rural 
Development. They often put 
donors and foreign investors 
interested in PES in touch with 
provincial stakeholders where 
there is potential for a PES 
scheme. Consultanci es provided 
by governmental staff and their 
advisors help focus PES schemes 
on national priorities and visions, 
and also assist projects in 
becoming more practical and 
relevant. Corbera et at. (2007) 
point out that political affiliation 
determines PES's legitimacy in 
the eyes of the ruling powers,  

with the downside that PES may 
reinforce existing power 
structures, inequities and 
vulnerabilities. 

c. Local organizations: 
Local community organizations 
are vital to natural resource 
management. Conservation will 
only be sustainable if local 
communities become an integral 
part of conservation efforts and 
benefit from those efforts (ICEM 
2003). Enforcement of 
environmental rules and norms 
will need to come, at least 
partially, from within the 
community (McNeely 1993). The 
many community-based 
organizations, such as farmer 
associations, women's unions, and 
veterans associations who have 
often got the trust of 
communities, provide a good 
platform for communication with 
potential sellers from the rural 
population. 
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3. WHAT ROLE CAN INTERMEDIARIES PLAY? 

1. Information and service 
providers 
Intermediaries can benefit both 
ES buyers and sellers by 
providing information and 
services. They can assist the 
buyers in searching for and 
evaluating potential PES 
schemes. They can assess risks 
related to buying particular ES. 
They can also support the sellers 
by creating and disseminating 
information on ES opportunities. 
In doing so, they can create PES 
scheme awareness, influence ES 
buyer purchases, provide 
customer information, reduce 
exposure to risk, and reduce 
transaction costs (Sarkar 1995). 
Grieg-Gran and Bann (2003) 
pointed out that an increasing  

number of companies, public 
agencies, certifier suppliers and 
NGOs are developing and 
expanding their international 
brokerage services, investment 
funds and consultancy to support 
buyers and sellers in international 
trade. A large number of 
technology consultants and 
advisers are also selling their 
services for proposal writing and 
application, and monitoring and 
evaluation which are often 
difficult for poor people and 
newcomers in a market (Howard 
Partner 2007). In Vietnam, there 
are many agencies that provides 
such PES information and 
services, including international 
NGOs (e.g. WWF, IUCN), private 
companies (e.g. Winrock), multi- 
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lateral and bilateral agencies (e.g. 
IFAD, JICA) and international 
research agencies (e.g. ICRAF, 
CIFOR). 

Trainers 
Many intermediaries are well-
known because of the training or 
funding for training that they have 
provided focused on PES. 
International agencies have put 
significant resources into 
delivering PES trainings to 
different governmental levels and 
partners. At national level, all 
interviewees remarked that since 
PES was a new approach, the 
government does not have the 
finances or expertise to train its 
public servants. They appreciated 
the support from international 
agencies and companies such as 
Winrock International, IUCN and 
ICRAF in providing training on 
PES, inviting experts to work 
with national decision makers to 
formulate PES policy, and 
organizing study tours for policy 
makers. At the local and project 
level, the project-specific training 
was evaluated by local 
stakeholders as a useful source of 
PES information. 

Bridge builders 
One important role for 
intermediaries is as brokers to 
establish contacts between 
potential buyers and sellers 
(Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004). 
Developing trust between buyers 
and sellers is critical for the  

sustainability of transaction 
(Palmer et al. 2000). For new and 
emerging businesses, as is the case 
with PES, intermediaries can 
perform this critical trust-building 
role, providing references and 
making recommendations about 
who to do business with (Howard 
Partners 2007). To perform this 
role, intermediaries must be 
trusted by both parties - trusty 
intermediaries can smoothly 
facilitate contract development. It 
is important to link the knowledge 
of policy makers, local groups and 
scientists. Each of these 
stakeholders has different goals, 
expectations, jargon and 
languages. Intermediaries can be 
the bridge to effective 
communications amongst these 
parties. 

Mediators and Peacekeepers 
The road from understanding 
problems to solving them is often 
long and time consuming. Many 
stakeholders know the problems 
but are unable to deal with them 
or only address the symptoms. 
The support of external parties is 
often important in solving 
problems. At the national level, 
international support from 
agencies such as IUCN, Winrock 
International and ICRAF has 
helped the government to identify 
and foresee opportunities and 
constraints for PES imposed by 
the legal and institutional 
framework. They have also helped 
the government to solve problems 



related to weak collaborations and 
communications amongst 
ministries and governmental 
agencies. 
Interests of buyers and sellers 
may foster conflict and 
intermediaries have a role to play 
as peacekeepers (Sarkar 1995). In 
addition to its regulatory role, 
government can also play a 
critical role as a peacekeeper. The 
appearance of many NGOs 
brought in new skills, 
opportunities and training, but 
competition amongst NGOs (and 
also with other parties) has 
resulted in competition and 
conflict. 

5. Arbitrators 
Like any legal and business 
contract, PES contracts are also 
likely to require the services of 
arbitrators, though in Vietnam the 
infancy of PES has not thrown up 
such cases yet. Arbitration will 
usually be provided by 
government agency as well 
through government regulations 
and the justice system. 

Equalizers 
Two groups needing support in 
negotiations about PES in 
Vietnam can be recognized: (i) the 
poor and marginalized and their 
representative such as farmer 
associations and the women 
unions in their negotiations with 
PES buyers and (ii) the local 
government in its negotiatiations 
with central government and the 
private sector. Intermediaries can 
give such groups voices and 
increase the success of 
negotiations between these groups 
thus militating against 
unsustainable PES or undesirable 
consequences. 

Developer of standards 
Developing standards for PES 
design and responsibility of key 
PES stakeholders is important in 
that it guides actors to achieve 
results at reasonable cost and 
effort. Standards can be designed 
by both governmental and non-
governmental intermediaries. 
Gandhi (2006) argues that 
intermediaries often successftilly 
develop standards which cater for 
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the interests of different groups 
and are thus an important player 
in standard-setting. For the 
voluntary carbon market, 
intermediaries have been useful in 
setting some standards related to 
contracts. Working standard can 
also be established thanks to 
NGO intermediaries. NGO have 
demonstrated effective ways of 
working, serving as a good 
example for public servants. Both 
central and local government 
officials acknowledged the 
systematic and logical approaches 
of NGOs. NGOs have shown the 
ability to conduct in-depth 
analyses of the situation and they 
care about sustainability. 

8. Representatives 
Asian smailholder farmers 
typically tend to be poor and at a 
distinct disadvantage if a capable 
and trustworthy intermediary is 
absent to advocate on their behalf 
(Huang et al. 2007). In Vietnam, 
there are mass organizations that 
reach all communes and villages 
and that engage everyone such as 
farmer associations and women 
unions, youth associations and 
veterans. These groups can act as 
powerful intermediaries 
representing the poor in PES 
trading. However, it is important 
to ensure these groups do a 
good job of representing the poor 
- rather they are an instrument of 
power of centralized governments 
to bring (top-down) messages to 
the poor, with very little flow of  

information (and listening). Local 
organizations (self formed) should 
also be promoted and supported so 
that the poor can have different 
representatives. It is also 
important to note that these 
representative groups are formed 
for other purposes and are 
unfamiliar with the concept of 
potentially producing 
environmental services for sale to 
ES buyers (Swallow et al. 2005). 
They also have limited access to 
information and time or 
opportunity to discuss the issues 
and to reach consensus on how to 
position themselves (Borrini-
Feyerabend et al 2004). A basic 
problem is that there are only a 
few community-based 
organizations or associations that 
provide services, information or 
capacity building (Bracer et al. 
2007). 

9. Watchdog and Witnesses 
A major requirement of PES is 
that there is monitoring of PES 
provision and that payment is 
based on continued service 
provision. Intermediaries could 
play a role in monitoring PES 
provision, though to be credible 
they would have to have the full 
trust of the buyers. Local 
community organizations can 
become a watchdog committee to 
monitor resource in PES schemes 
(e.g. Barzetti 1993). 



There are many roles for intermediaries in supporting the implementation 
of PES strategies and policies. However, the effectiveness of intermediaries 
in providing services needs to be carefully examined. 

• Bendell (2006) shows that 
intermediaries such as NGOs 
are often under pressure from 
donors to have measurable 
outputs, and that the securing of 
outputs may be at the expense 
of important roles and processes 
that limit the sustainability of 
their actions. Discussions 
focused on how to ensure 
sustainability between donors 
and implementers/ 
intermediaries need to be 
conducted early in the PES 
project design. 

• Intermediaries can have 
negative impacts on local 
people through attempting to 
change the nature of customary 
or traditional institutions 
(Borrini-Feyerabend et al 2004). 
There is a fine line between 
intervening constructively and 
interfering in a destructive way 
(Borrini-Feyerabend et al 2004). 
NGOs can be powerful actors 
pushing communities in 
directions that communities are 
not entirely comfortable with 
(Campbell and Shackleton 
2001). Policies and procedures  

within NGOs on respecting 
customary and traditional 
institutions are needed. 

representatives, mediators, 
equalizers and bridge builders. To 
perform this function, 
intermediaries need to be fully 
engaged with communities, using a 
quality participatory process. 
However, as Bendell (2006) asserts, 
many intermediaries carry out 
participatory work to meet project 
milestones rather than to really 
engage deeply with communities. 
In numerous PES case studies, a 
top-down approach is still being 
used. Consultations at commune 
levels often takes place after 
decisions have been made at 
central, provincial and district 
levels. The "consultations" are an 
invitation for local people to listen 
to the decision rather than a forum 
for expressing opinions and 
discussions. Participatory 
initiatives should be carefully 
designed and be a forum for the 
voices of the poor to be heard. 

• As discussed above, poor farmers 
and local communities need 
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• Critics often argue that intermediaries are 
expensive and consume most of the 
payments in transaction costs. 
Competition amongst intermediaries 
should be fostered so that they provide 
cost effective services. 

I The local organizations can be powerful 
intermediaries in representing the poor. 
However, they need means of exchanging 
information with governmental 
organizations, donors and ES buyers. 
Capacity building and training in PES, 
negotiations skills and participatory 
methods needs to be provided for these 
groups. 
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CAC THÔNG DIP CHiNH SACH 

Vai tró cta các ben trung gian trong vic ho trcl 
triên khai Chi trá djch vy môi tru'&ng (PES) & Vit 
Narn ä'ä dttcic các ben tham gia cong nhii vâdánh 
gia' cao. Trung gian cO the là ngw&i cung cap các 
thông tin và djch vy, ngithi hOa giái, ngwài ã'ào tao, 
trQng tài, ngu'&i diéu chinh, ngtthi tgi dién, giám 
sat và nhân chtng, ngwàitharn gia xáy dyng các 
tiéu chuân và xây dy'ng cdu nOi giièa các ben lien 
quan. Các ben trung gian can phái chá trQng den 
chat lu'çrng cüa các hogt ct5ng CO sy' tham gia cia 
nguài dan dOng thai dam báo rang hQ sê khOng 
lain ánh hu'O'ng dênphong tyc và truyén thông cia 
ctjapinrung. Cáctó chtc a'japhiwi'ig (ty' thành lap) 
cânpháidup'chó trçivà trao quyên déhQ cO cci h5i 
và náng ly'c hO trcr ngu'ài nghèo tham gia vào các 
hogt dç5ngPES. 

1 Khoa Nghien cCu MOI tnfOng, Ei hpc Charles Darwin, Australia 
2Trung tam Nghien ciu Lam nghiêp Quöc t& Bogor, Indonesia 

T6 chc nông lam th6 gii tai Vit Nam 
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1.CIOITHIU 

Quàn 1' tài nguyen thiên nhiên 
không dcn thuân chi là vic ing 
diing khoa 119c ma con dOi hOi 
sir tham gia cüa nhiêu ben lien 
quan von luOn cO các quan diem 
Va mong muOn khác nhau 
(Slocombe 1995). Do nhãn thtrc 
ye PES cüa ngithi mua, nguOi 
bàn dich  vii rnôi tnrmg, nhfrng 
nhà hoach dinh chInh sách và 
cOng chñng là rat khác nhau, 
nên các ben trung sian sê Co the 
dóng mt vai trô rat quan trong 
và hUu ich trong vic gi1q các 
ben hiêu và dOng thun ye PES. 
Trung gian thuô'ng là nhUng cá 
nhãn hoac  tO chirc dirng ra lien 
kêt nguôi niva và nguôi bàn. 

Tuy van dê ye ben trung gian 
trong PES cO the dà duc It  

nhiu & cap, có tht it s6 lieu mô tá 
day dü các dich vu ma các ben 
trung gian dOng gop, li the canh 
tranh ma h9 mang lji vâ chi phi cho 
sir tham gia cüa h9 (Bracer et al. 
2007). Hon nüa, hâu nhu rni chi 
các ânh hu'cmg tIch circ ma nhOm 
nay dern l?i  dirçc chü ' den trong 
khi nh&ng ânh hu&ng tiêu circ ma 
h9 côthê gay ra thurng It duçc dê 
cp den (Campbell và Shackleton 
2001). Bàn torn tat chjnh sách nay 
së thào luãn vai trO cüa các ben 
trung gian trong qua trinh thiêp 1p, 
thirc hin và giárn sat PES và PES 
vi ngithi nghèo trong bôi cánh Vit 
Nam. 
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Hinh Lac ben trung gian cho PES ti Vit Nam 

2. Al LA NGI TRUNG ClAN CHO PES TAI VIT NAM? 

Các ben trung gian là nhUng ngJi khOng tham gia và hung loi trl'c tiép 
tü th! tru6ng PES ma chi có vai trO ho trY PES. Co ba nhóm chInh dOng vai 
trOtrung gian ti Viet  Nam (Hinh 1) 

a. Các t6 chUc Phi chInh phü 
(NGOs): 
Các NGO trong nithc vâ quôc té 
dóng vai trô quan trong trong vic 
xây dirng và giám sat các chuang 
trInh môi tmmg và xã hi tai Vit 
Nam, dc bit là các to chüc hoat 
dng trong các linh vrc lien quan 
tói bâo ton và sü dung ben vitng 
tài nguyen thiên nhiên, cái thin 
diêu kin song cüa ngiRi dan (Ui' 
ban EU và UNDP 2006). Chinh 
phil cüng khuyên khIch các NGO 
trong vic huy dng sir tham gia 
cüa cong dông vào cong tác quãn 
l' tài nguyen thiên nhiên. Du?c  

trang bj chuyên mon trên linh vçrc 
phát triên, các tO chüc phi chInh 
phü co' the cung cap ho trçl ki 
thut và dào tao  näng 1irc cho tat 
Ca các ben lien quan den tiên trInh 
xây dijng các chrnng trInh PES. 
Các NGO co the thuc hiên và 
quân l các chiicing trInh PES 
cüng nhix ho trçi nghiên ciru, giám 
sat, và dánh giá chrnmg trInh 
PES. Hoat dng cüa ho cüng dtc 
bit quan trong trong vic nhan 
rng các co chê PES và düc kêt 
các bài h9c cho vic xây dirng 
chInh sách (Leimona vã Lee 
2008). 
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Các Ca quan nhà nuc cling co' 
the là các ben trun$ gian. Các Ca 
quan nay co' th ho tra PES thông 
qua vic tao diêu kin nghien cihi, 
khuyên khich các du an thu 
nghim và giãi quyêt các rào can 
pháp l' và chinh sách (Leimona 
và Lee 2008). VI d%i các Ca quan 
nhà nucc dang dOng vai trô trung 
gian tai Vit Nam hin nay là C%ic 
Lam nghip và Vi Pháp ch cüa 
BO Nông nghip và Phát triên 
Nông thôn. Các ca quan nhà nuâc 
co the là trung gian dé các nhà tài 
trçi và các nhà ctu tr nuOc ngoài 
quan tam tri PES tiêp xiic vài các 
ben lien quan a các dja phuang co 
tiêm nan th%rc hin PES. Các 
huâng dan cüa các ca quan nhà 
nithc giüp nhiêu chuang trinh 
PES barn sat vai các ixu tiên và 
mong muon cua quoc gia, dong 
thai giüp các d%r an PES co' tInh 
thirc té và phü hçp han. Corbera 
et al. (2007) chi ra rAng các yêu to 
thu 1u3t  pháp sê quyêt dnh sr 
thành cOng cila PES bang vic 

phát huy nhing tiêm hrc sAn co' 
dongthai giam nhung rui ro co 
the xay ra. 

Vai trO càa các to chirc tai  dja 
phucmg trong qua trInh quân l' tai 
nguyen thiên nhiên là rat quan 
trong. Bão ton chi CO the ben 
vüng nêu cong dong dja phuang 
là mt b 6^ phn dUçYC gAn kêt chat 
chê trong các no lc bâo ton và 
duqc huang các lçii Ich kinh tê tü 
nhüng no lirc nay (ICBM 2003). 
Viêc thrc thi các 1i4t  rnOi tnthng 
phâi xuât phát, It nhât là mt 
phân, ti'r cong dOng (McNeely 
1993). Co rat nhiêu tO chüc cong 
dông a Vit Nam vi dt thu HOi 
Nông dan, Hi Phii nü, và HOi 
Cuu chiên binh. Nhüng doàn the 
nay thuang duçic các cOng dOng 
tin tixàng và là mOt  diên dan tOt 
cho vic trao dOi vâi thiing nguai 
CO khã nAng ban djch vt môi 
tru?ing a các cOng dOng nông 
thôn. 
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3. VAI TRO CUA CAC BN TRUNG ClAN LA C1? 

1. Cung cap thông tin và dich 
vy 
Ngrni trung gian Co the mang laj 
1ci Ich cho ngrnYi bàn và ngithi 
mua djch vii môi truing thông 
qua cung cap thông tin vâ djch 
viii. Ho có the ho trçY ngithi mua 
tim kiêm vâ dánh giá các chu'ang 
trInh PES. HQ cO the dánh giá các 
i-ui ro lien quan den vic mua 
nhang djch vi1 môi trung (ES) 
ciii the. Ngoài ra, h9 có the ho trç 
nguOi ban trong vic thiêtkê và 
phô biên thông tin san phdm. Dê 
lam duçc vy, h9 có the giüp 
nâng cao nhtn thüc ye các 
chucmg trInh PES, tao ánh huO'ng 
ti nhu câu cüa ngithi mua, cung 
cap thông tin khách hang, giãm 
nguy ccr i-ui ro, và giãm chi phi 
phân phôi thông qua các kênh  

giao djch kinh t (Sarkar 1995). 
Grieg-Gran và Bann (2003) chi ra 
rang mt so krcmg lón các cong ty, 
CG quan djch vi công, các to chüc 
cap chung chi và NGO dang phát 
triên vâ ma rng djch vi1 môi giâi 
quôc tê, dâu tu von và tu van ho 
trV nguOri mua vâ ngiRi ban trên 
thj tmmg mua ban quôc tê. Mt 
so lucmg lrn các nhà tu van và cô 
van cong ngh cüng dang ban djch 
vii cüa h9 thông qua vic tham 
van viêt, giám sat vâ dánh giá các 
dê xuât du an; môt limb vuc khO 
dôi vi nguOri ngheo vã nhüng 
nguài mi tham gia thj tru?mg nay 
(Howard Partner 2007). Tai  Vit 
Nam, có rat nhiêu cQ quan, to 
chüc cung cap càc thông tin vâ 
djch vit PES nliu các NGO quôc tê 
(nhu WV/F, IUCN), các to chuc 
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song phuang và cia phuang (thu 
IFAD, JICA) và các ccr quan nghiên 
cuu quoc te (thu ICRAF, CIFOR). 

2.Dàotao 
Nhiu Ca quan trung gian thuäng 
duçic biêt den 9ua vic hQ trirc tiêp 
dào tao  hoc cap kinh phi cho cac 
dào tao  lien quan dn PES. Nhiêu 
khóa dào tao v PES cho cac cp 
chInh quyên cija phuong va cac ben 
Co lien quan cia duoc các to chüc 
quôc tê tài trçi. 0 cap trungucmg, cac 
ca quan duçic phOng van dêu dê cp 
den viêc PES là môt each tiêp can 

A mm, tha nucic khong Co flUOfl von 
cüng thu chuyen mOn trong 11th vrc 
nay dê dào tao các can b trong khu 
vrc cljch vi cong. HQ rat coi trong ho 
trq vOn tir các tO chüc quOc té thu 
Winrock International, IUCN và 
ICRAF trong vic cung cap dào tao 
ye PES, m&i các chuyên gia lam vic 
viii cac nhà hoach djrih chInh sách 
trong nuâc nh&m thit 1p chIth sách 
ye PES và to chüc các chuyên tham 
quan hc tp cho các thà lath dao.  Ci 
cap dja phuang và dr an, dào tao 
trong khuôn kho các dir an dUçYC cac 
ben lien quan danh gia la mQt nguon 
thông tin quan trQng ye PES. 

3. Xây dung du n6i 
Môt trong nhirng vai trô quan trong 
cüa trung gian là câu nOi lien he^ trirc 
tiêp hoc gián tiêp giüa ngtrii mua 
và nguii ban tiêm nàng (Borrini-
Feyerabend et al. 2004). Vic gay 
dimg lông tin gifra nguii mua và 
ngithi bàn là rat quan trQng dOi vài 
sir ben vfing cña cac giao djch  

(Palmer et al. 2000). D65  vài nhttng 
giao djch rnâi kiêu thu PES, trung 
gian co' the dOng vai trô quan trong 
trong vic gay dirng lông tin qua ViC 
giâi thiu, dua ra các kiên tham 
khão và dê xuât nguii co' the hcip tác 
trong giao djch do (Howard Partners 
2007). Dê thirc hin duçrc vai trô nay, 
bàn than ben trung gian phái co' duçrc 
sir tinh cy cüa Ca hai ben - ben trung 
gian dáng tin cy CO the gii'ip qua 
trInh phát trien hqp dOng diên ra 
thuân lçci. Can ket nOi nhn thüc cüa 
cac thà hoach djnh chInh sách, các 
thOrn dja phucmg và cac rihà khoa 
hçc. Môi thOrn trong so nay dêu co' 
cac mic tieu, mong muon, cach dien 
dat và ngOn ng khác nhau. Trung 
gian co the la cau noi giup cac ben 
trao dôi v,i thau môt cách thiic hin. 

4. Ngi.ti diu dmnh và hoà giâi 
Con dung tir hieu den giái 9uyet 
duqc van dê thu&ng dài và ton nhiéu 
thi gian. Nhiêu ben lien quan chi cO 
the nhn thc duc v&i dê ma không 
cO khã näng giài quyet hoc chi thin AI nhn dtrçrc be nOi cüa van dê. Do do, 
hoA trçi cüa mt tO chüc tü ben ngoài 
thithng là là rat quan trong trong vic 
giai quyet van de. Ci cap quoc gia, cac 
to chüc quOc tê thu IUCN, Winrock 
International và ICRAF CO the giüp 
chith phü xác djth và tiên luçin 
duyc eác ca hOi và thách thirc dOi vci 
PES trong khuonA  kho luat pha,p va the 
che hiçn tai.  Cac ca quan na7 cung co 
the giiip chInh phñ giái quyet duçic 
cac van dc lien quan den vice thieu 
lien he^ và hcip tác ghia càc b o^ và 
ngàth. 
Mâu thuân ye quyên lai ciXa ngu&i 



mua vâ nguiii ban nhiêu khi 
cling tao  ra xung dt nên các 
ben trung gian có the gili vai trô 
là ngithi hoà giâi (Sarkar 1995). 
Ben canh vai trô diêu tiêt, nhà 
nu'âc con dóng vai trô rat quan 
trong trong vic boa giái các 
ben. Six CO mat cüa các NGO 
quôc tê mt mt mane den các 
k9 nãng, co hôi và kiên thirc 
mGi, nhirng mt khác cnh tranh 
gi€ta các NGO vci nhau (va vi 
các ca quan, tO chirc khãc) cüng 
dan den dôi dâu vã mâu thuân. 

Trong tài 
Giông nhu các hçip dông pháp 
1' và kinh doanh khác, các hçp 
dông PES cüng së can co ngiRii 
dam n1in trách nhim trong tài 
mltc dli & Vit Nam, do PES van 
dang trong thii kI so khai, chixa 
có tmn hop PES nâo xáy ra 
tranh chap den mlic can trong 
tài. Vic trong tài thithng do các 
co quan nhà nuâc thrc hin 
hoc thông qua các quy djnh và 
h thông lut pháp cüa Nha 
nuâc. 

Nguai diêu chinh tao süc 

i"ila l"I t"i LL) llhuiy 11110111 IL  Ljuyeil 
de ho có th dam phán hièu qua 
hcinvâicácbên 
Hai nhóm dang can sir h6 trcr dê 
dam phán ye PES hiu qua hon tai 
Vit Narn là: (i) ngui nghèo, 
nhfrng ngithi bj thit thOi vâ các dai 
din cüa h9 nhu Hi Nông dan và 
Hii Phii nU trong các dam phán vri 
nguOri mua dch vii rnôi trung; và 
(ii) chInh quyên dja phuong trong 
các dam phán vâi chInh quyên 
trung trung và các doanh nghip. 
Ben trung gian co the gilip nhirng 
nhóm nay có tiêng nói và giüp h9 
thành cong trong vic dam phán 
vi các nhóm qua do hn chê khã 
nàng tao ra CáC co chê PES không 
ben vüng hay các hu qua không 
mong dçi khác. 

Xây dung c6c tiêu chun 
Xây dirng tiêu chuân trong thiêt kê 
PES và phân cOng trách nhim cüa 
các ben lien quan chinE trong tiên 
trmnh PES là rat quan trong do diêu 
nay sê giüp CaC ben djnh huâng và 
dat kêt qua vi chi phi và nguOn lirc 
hop li'. Các tiêu chuân cO the do cà 
cac ben trung gian thuc chjnh phü 
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d%rng. Gandhi (2006) cho rAng 
các ben trung gian thithng thành 
cong trong vic xây dirngcac 
tiêu chuân trong dO hOa dông 
duqc quyen lçn cua cac thorn 
khác nhau và là do 4y các ben 
trung gian dOng vai trO quan 
tr9ng trong vic xây d%rng tiêu 
chuân. Tiêu chuân lam vic 
ciing co' the^ dirçyc dua ra bài các 
ben trung gian là NGO. Các 
NGO co' the trInh diên các cách 
thirc lam vic hiu qua lam vi 
dii tot cho linh virc dch vii 
COng. Các can bO nhà nuic OF 
trung ucing và dja phucrng dêu 
thüa then cách thirc tiêp cn co' 

A A P hç thong va co lo-gic cua cac 
NGO. Các NGO cüng dA the 
hin khá näng phân tiCh thirc 
trngmt CáCh SâU SAC vàchirng 
tO môi quan tam CIXa h9 dôi vâi 
sir ben vüng. 

8.Ngitii dai dièn 
CáC hO tiu nOng Châu A 
thuing là nhng ngui nghèo 
va rat bat li neu khong co mQt 
ben trung gian co' nAng hrc và 
dáng tin cy dung ra dai  diên 
cho h9 (Huang et al. 2007). Ti 
Vit Narn, co'nhng to chüc 
quanchung co mng lucn den 
cap lang xa thu cac hQi nong 
dan, phV nir, cru chiên bith và 
doãn thath men. Các to chüc 
nay là nhttn ben trung gian 
math, co' the dai  din cho ngii.ii 
ngheo trong mua ban PES. Tuy 
thiên, dieu quan trong la các tO 
chuc nay phai lam tot viçc dai 
din cho ngithi ngheo - chü  

không phãi là mOt  cong cquyên 
lirc Cüa NM nuâc dê chuyên tái cac 
mnh lnh den ngithi ngheo (ap dt 
tr tren xuOng) vài rat It CO hOi vic 
trao dOi thông tin (lang nghe kiên 
tü ngu?ii nghèo). CáC to chirc tu 1p 
khác a dja phuorng cüng can duoc 
khuyn khich và ho trci dê ngu&i 
nghèo CO nhiêu ben dai  din cho 
rninh. Cing can chi ' là CaC thOrn 
dai din nay duac thành 1p vi 
nhüng rniic dich khác, và vi 4y, 
không quen thuôc vài khái nirn ye 
san xuât djch vi mOi trithng dê bàn 
cho ngithi mua dch vu rnôi trtthng 
(Swallow et al. 2005). HQ cüng It 
duçiC tiêp Cn vài thông tin cüng 
thu không CO thii gian Va co hOi 
de thao luan cac van de va di den 
dng thun v vj trl ciXa càa CáC ben 
(Borrini- Feyerabend et al. 2004). 
Môt van dê co bàn nüa là CO it to 
chüc cong dOng tham gia vao vic 
cung cap d1Ch vii, thông tin hoAc 
xay drng nAng lirc (Bracer et al. 
2007). 

9. NgU?ii giám sat và Nhân ch(tng 
Môt yêu cu chinh PES là phãi Co 
m9t co che giam sat viçc cung cap 
djch vu mOi tnthng và vic chi trà 
phái da trên vic cung cap djch vii 
thuang xuyen. Các ben trung gian 
co the dOng vai trO trong giám sat 
vic cung cap djch vii  mOi tnthng 
vâi dieu kin hç phái hoàn toàn 
duqc ngui mua tin tithng. Các tO 
chüc cong dOng cO the tra thàth co 
quan giám sat dê theo dôi vic sü 
dmg các tài nguyen trong các co 
che PES (vi d, Barzetti 1993). 



4. LAM TH NAO D SLITHAM GA CUA CAC BN TRUNG GIAN 
TRONG PES vi NGUOI NGHEO CO HIU QUA? 

Co nhiéu val trà ma các ben trung gian có th dam nhiem trong viec hO 
trc thc thi các chién Iliac và chInh sách PES.Tuy nhiên, hieu qua cüa các 
ben trung gian trong viec cung cp dlch  vy can phài ducc xem xét ki 
ILrOng. 

• Bendell (2006) chi ra rtng các 
ben trung gian nhu các NGO 
thithng bi áp hrc tr phIa nba tài 
trçi phâi cho ra các san phâm co 
the duc do dêm duqc, và vic 
phái dam bào có các san phâm 
cüa duán. Chinh diêu nay dã 
hmn chê tinh ben vüng cüa các 
ho?t dng. Do do, các nhà tài 
trg Va ccr quan thrc hin dr ánl 
ben trung gian can phái có các 
thâo Juan  tp trung ye tinh ben 
vftng ngay tü nhüng bithc dau 
tiên trong qua trInh thiêt kê các 
diiánPES. 

• Các ben trung gian dôi khi có 
the gay ra nhüng ãnh huàng tiêu 
c1rc ti ngithi dan da phirnng 
khi cô thay dôi ye bàn chat 
các the ché theo phong tic hay 
tp quán tii dja phuong 
(Borrini- Feyerabend et al. 
2004). Ranh gii giüa các can 
thip mang tinh chat xây dirng 
Va tiêu cijc rat rnOng rnanh 
(Borrini- Feyerabend et aT. 
2004). Cac NGO cO the së dua 
cong dông theo nHrn& thring 
huóng ma các cong dông không 
hoàn toàn thây thoãi mái 
(Campbell và Shackleton 2001).  

Ctn dua ra các chInh sách và yêu 
câu lien quan den vic ton trong 
phong tiic và truyên thông cüa các 
cong dông dja phuang. 

• Nhu dâ thào Juan & trên,nhUng 
ngui nông dan nghèo can có 
nguOi dai  din, ngithi trung gian 
ngrnYi diêu chinh và ngixi bàc câu. 
Dê th?c hin duçic chüc nàng nay, 
các ben trung giàn can cO duçrc sir 
tharn gia day dü cüa các cong dOng 
thông qua các tiên trInh có sti tham 
gia. Tuy nhiên, Bendell (2006) chi 
ra rang co rat nhiêu ben trung gian 
thirc hin các cong vic có sir tham 
gia cüa ngrnii dan chi là dê dáp 1rng 
yêu câu cüa dir an chd không phãi 
là thuc su tham van và lam viêc vâi 
cong dông. Tai  nhiêunghiên ciru 
diem ye PES, each tiep can  theo 
kiêu tü ap dat  trên xuông van duçic 
áp ding. Tham vânâ cap xã thrnmg 
diên ra sau khi quyêt djnh dâ ducc 
ban hành tai cap trung trong, tinh 
và huyn. Vic "lay ' kiên" dôi khi 
thijc chat là mi ngthi dan dja 
phuong den nghe quyêt djnh chir 
khOng phâi là tio ra rnt diên dan 
cho hp bay tO quan diem và thao 
luan. Các hoit dng co sir tham gia 
can phái duçc thiêt kê can trong 
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nh&m dam báo tiéng nOi cia nguOri nghèo 
duçic lAng nghe. 

• Ngithi ta thu?mg cho r&ng sr Co mt cüa các 
ben trung gian la lang phi va co the lam ton 
phãn iOn chi phi giao djck Can khuyên khich 
si cinh tranh giüa các ben trunggian, qua 
dO, hç Se cung cap các djch vi.t tiet kim và 
hiu qua. 

• Các nhOm dja phuang cO the^ dai din cho 
ngu?xi nghêo. Tuy nhiên, hQ can co' các 
phuang tin dé trao dôi thông tin vói các ca 
quan chinh phi, các nha tài trçi và ngu&i rnua 
djch vi môi trithng. Các to chirc doàn the 
nay can &rçrc xây dmg nAng lrc và duqc dào 
to ye PES, k5 nAng dam phán và các 
phucmg pháp co' sr tham gia. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL REDD DIALOGUE 
• Land use, land use chartge, and forestry (LULUCF) especially tropical deforestation, contributes approximately 1 ?-2Oc of the 
total greenhouse gas emissions. A practical solution is to compensate land users who change their land use from high carbon 
stock to lower ones, eg., not to clear forests for agriculture. This, in principle, is the reason behind the so-called Reducing 
Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD) mechanisms, Another solution is to obairi 5u5ta1nab1e land use 
through cross-sectoral planning and managed land use changes. This explains the importance of land administration in reducing 
greenhouse gas emission. 
• The current 'policy domains for forestry and agriculture do not match with the reality of other parts of the developing world, 
including Vietnam. It refers to a partial accounting of land use change, without clarity on 
cross-cectoral linkages and rights other than those of forestry authorities 
As debate on the reduction of emissions from forest change has progressed from RED u 

to REDD-+-+ it has highlighted the complexity involved in managing multilunction.il  
mosaic landscapes. Below is a summary of what each of REDD options implies: 

RED = Reducing emissions from (gross) deforestation: only changes from 'forest' to non 
forest' land cover types are included, and details very much depend on the operation 
definition of'forest 

REDD = RED and (forest) degradation, or the shifts to lower Carbonstock densities wit hi r - 

the forest; details very much depend on the operational definition of'forest 
REDO-f = REDD and restocking within and towards'forest'as specified in the Bali Action PlnL in sonie versions REDl) wiil also 

include peat land, regardless of their forest status; details still depend on the operational definition of'forest, 
REDO-i--i- - HEALU = REDD and all transitions in land cover that affect carbon storage, whether peat land or mineral soil, trees- 

outside-forest, agro-forests, plantations or natural forest. It does not depend on the operational definition of forest' 
• National Appropriate Mitigation Actions, or'NAMA' (Bali 2006), include provisions for approaches to reducing emission levels 
that are adapted to diverse local conditions and national development pathways. 
• The question is what approach will be 'NAMA' for Vietnam, REDD, HEDD+. or REDD'i-+? 

REDD PERSPECTIVE AND DEFINING FORESTS IN VIETNAM 

• Oepite the fact that Vietnam seems to include REDD in an overall framework for the forest sector, the World Bank highlighted that Vietnam 
is only one of a few with Read iness- Project: Idea Notes (B PINs) in their application for Forest Carbon Partnership Facility ;FCPF) that also paid 

attention to industrial agriculture, plantations, cattle ranching and urban development as drivers of forest Iss. The government views that 
REDD would support Sustainable Forest Management iSEM) including biodiversity conservation and enhancement of forest C stock, and 
address current environment and socio-ecorxnmc development strategies. 

• According to Forest Protection and Development Law 2004), 'forest' i 'an ecosystem with trees, animals and biota, soil and other 
environmental factors, in that timber species, bamboo or other species provide with a coverage from and more than 10%. Plantation forest 

and natural forest are grouped into production forest, protection forest and special forest 
• In 2009, the Ministry of Agdculture and Rural Development (MARDI introduced a new definition, where forest is 'an ecosystem, in that the 
main components are perennial timber species, coconut and other species, with trees higher than 5m and a canopy cover of more than 10%.  
(except newly established forest plantations and some mangrove forest), that can provide timber, NTFPs and other direct and in direct 
environmental services such as biodiversity conservation, environmental protection and landscape beauty' Thus, the term 'Forest as defined 
for Vietnam now is very close to Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC111". This definition can cover many types of land cover and use, varying in the presence of trees (including zero 
tree cover lands), C-storage and C-emission potential. 
• Reflecting UNFCCC definition on forest and deforestation on forests, the MARD classification appears to be suitable for REDD and REDO-I-, 
However, the Inconsistency between the two land use classification systems existing in the country shows the high risk for unclear land tenure 
.ir'iri rhp in --,'v. ,",,. 'r,i r,• Iir.t ii'to ncri fct l.iiid 



The forest cover change since 1943-2008 and the predictions up until 2020 show a positive Increase (Figure U, mainly due to the 
increase in forest However, at the end of 2009, forest coverage is only around 30% and forest quality degradation and 
conversion of natural forest into other land uses is an alarming issue. Despite the fact that emissions per person in Vietnam is only 
one third of the global average emission per person (Li ton/year/person in Vietnam while global average level is 45 
tons/year/person I. CO;  emission of Vietnam increases sharply compared with the world (from 6.71,r., between 1995- 2000 to 06% 
between 2000- 2005, World Bank, 2009). Nevertheless, there remains a complex challenge in improving forest conservation and 
management 

1* 
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The main 'human madedrivers of deforestation and degradation in Vietnam before 2005 were shifting cultivation, Since 2005 this 
has included: 
Land use conversion for rubber planting; 
Forest planting; and 
Estabhshing hydropower plants. 
Carbon stock of the rubber plantation as well as the planted forests is only about half of that in degraded forest-, and about one 
forth of natural forest. Thus, carbon degradation due to land use uhaiiqe and 4oiet d'uradaton is an obvious auar in V.etnum 
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATiONS 
• REDD+ and REDD seem to be the most relevant schemes for 
Vietnam 
• Potential negative impacts of REDD should analysed and taken 
into account when designing appropriate poIices and 
safeguard mechanisms 
• Given the possibly high transaction costs for REDD+ and 
REDD++, criteria needs to be established for deciding what 
land-use categories will be included in REDD++. 
• Development of landscape and cross-sectoral approaches are 
recommended which would contribute to and extend current 
UN REDD and FCPF activities in Vietnam. 
• It is recommended that these approaches emphasize the 
development of methods and tools for landscape approaches 
for emissions reductions. Including: 

Setting up a national land use classification that could clearly 
define REDD+ and map its geographical boundaries using high 
resolution remote sensing; 

Analysing land use changes for drivers'of deforestation and 
degradation that provide a basis for formulation of scenarios for 
REDD+ options; and 

Conducting opportunity cost analyses for various existing 
land use changes and scenarios. Results could be used to 
identify key thresholds where carbon off-sets can or cannot be 
feasible. Thresholds could then be used as a negotiation tool in 
strategic national land use planning, where emission reduction, 
rights and livelihoods of indigenous people would be 
integrated. 
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REDD ANALYSIS FRAMEWORKMATRIX 
An assessment of key aspects of applying REDD, REDD+ and REDD++ approaches in Vietnam was conducted. The findings (Table i 
shows increasing values from REDD, to REDD-t and REDO. s in most of the assessed parameters, including areas and range carbon 
stocks, permanence, roles of smaIlholdes and types and levels of co-benefits Furthermore, estimated levels for transaction costs, 
including costs of involving a wider range of stakeholders and the risk of method inconsistency, are also less for REDD and increase 
with each level of movement toward REDD- 4. Clear differences have not yet been found in the levels of difficulty associated with 
policyfgovr'rnnce. while expected levels of leakaae seem to depend primarily on the scale at which each scheme is conducted. 
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• Temporarily unstocked areas (without ' nporarily being defined) remain forest as long as a state forest entity thinks they will, can or should return to tree cover 
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In Hanoi, 2009. Additional data on area and carbon stock originated from land use analysis by the WodriAqroforestry Centre In Vietnam 
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34 Moving REDD+ from global to national level 

issues. The countries' processes are also very similar: The main policy tools 
are the FCPF R-PIN, to qualify for the process, and the R-PP, to detail how 
finance will be used. Such approaches have had varying levels of success: 
there are still few R-PPs and some countries, such as Panama and Papua New 
Guinea, have suffered major setbacks because processes moved ahead too 
quickly. These strong international drivers and the standardisation of processes 
raise questions about the degree to which country ownership is being achieved 
within evolving REDD+ processes. 

Box 3.3. REDD+ realities in Vietnam 
Minh Ha Hoang Thi and Pham Thu Thuy 

The Vietnamese government emphasises that REDD and REDD+ should 
enhance sustainable forest management, biodiversity conservation and 

forest carbon stocks, all within current environment and socio-economic 
development strategies. Since being selected in 2008 as a participant in 
FCPF, Vietnam has built a REDD road map, which proposes the country's 
central highlands and the northern central provinces for REDD pilot projects, 
because of their high rates of deforestation and high density of minority 
groups. In September 2009, the UN-REDD Programme, supported sharing 

early lessons learned among ASEAN members to build capacity, especially 
in countries in the Lower Mekong Basin. It will also establish the central 
highlands province of Lam Dong as a REDD pilot site. 

The road map starts with strengthening coordination among ministries; 
one of the main constraints identified to implementing payments for 
environmental services (PES) and REDD in Vietnam were overlaps between 
the mandates of different ministries and weak cross-sectoral coordination. 
The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment is the national focal 
agency for climate change activities in Vietnam, whereas governmental 
capacities for REDD are seated in the Department of Forestry at the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD). Although mandate division 

between the two ministries is clear and could potentially ease coordination, 
it may create difficulties in making any cross-sectoral action happen. 

REDD in Vietnam is managed by a Climate Change Mitigation and 

Adaptation steering committee under MARD. A REDD National Network 
and working group have been established to enable the wider participation 
of stakeholders. The ongoing consultation process to plan REDD has only 

included central government bodies, with few consultations in the pilot 
areas or other sections of the public. Indigenous people, including ethnic 
minorities, however, are often at the centre of the discussions because it is 

recognised that the success of REDD projects depends on the application of 
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lessons from earlier upland programmes on how to empower indigenous 
people. International organisations support this interest, especially those 
that have been actively involved in REDD consultation, networking and 

method development processes, such as JICA, World Agroforestry Centre, 
CIFOR, Winrock International, GTZ, RECOFTC and SNV. Yet the government 
seems to perceive these activities, especially those driven by international 
and national NGOs, to be opposing government-led REDD activities. 

The REDD strategy proposes that payments be channelled to three groups: 
forest-dependent rural corn mu nities, natural resource management boards 
and local forest protection and enforcement agencies. Disbursement of 
payments to communities will be linked to inventoryworkand REDD success. 

The plan is for payments to be directed toward officially recognised groups 
(so far only government bodies) even at the community level. Nevertheless, 
it is unclear whether the benefit-sharing mechanism developed by the 
government will be based on performance or fixed payments. Vietnam 
lacks supportive policies, mechanisms and tested guidelines to achieve an 
effective, transparent and practical payment system to individual households. 
Several actions are planned to tackle these challenges with support from 
donors such as Norad, GTZ, USDA and the EU. 

Other challenges, as noted in Vietnam's R-PlN, include the lack of tenure 

clarity, lack of money for tenure allocation programmes, high opportunity 
costs for land conversion and limited data on deforestation trends because 

of the lack of coordination and technology within the governmental 
departments. Data on deforestation trends in Vietnam are lacking and 
inaccurate for many reasons, including fragmentation of existing monitoring 
systems across government departments; application of low-resolution 
remote-sensing data in forest cover mapping; weaknesses in forest cover 
reporting systems from the local to the national level; and inconsistent use 
of forest classification systems between forest inventory cycles. Discussions 
underway include plans for local community groups to conduct monitoring 
to feed into national statistics (to be audited by the national REDD group) 
once tenure allocation to minorities has taken place. 

Harmonisation of REDD+ with other environment and development 
strategies has emerged as a theme both in the snapshots presented here and 
in other REDD+ countries. Options for ensuring harmonisation are raised 
formally in many REDD+ planning documents. Existing laws, regulations 
and policy instruments are being proposed for implementing REDD+. The 
countries discussed in this chapter are at very different stages with respect 
to how such harmonisation could work; compare, for example, Bolivia and 
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Preface 
The concept behind payments (or other rewards) for envi-

ronmental services' is to provide incentives and benefits to 

the people who utilise environmentally valuable ecosys-

tems2, and in return they agree to utilise these ecosystems 

in ways that protect or enhance environmental services for 

the benefit of the wider population. For the provision of 

such services, individuals or communities can be directly 

rewarded. Another way to express the concept behind 

Payment for Environmental Service (PES) is that those 

who provide ecosystem services should be compensated 

or rewarded for doing so, and those who use the services 

should pay for their provision. 

The term ecosystem services rather than environmental 

services is used in the Vietnam context because environ-

mental services were being used for'brown' issues such 

as pollution. The term ecosystem services is utilized in the 

Biodiversity Law and the new policy framework by the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD). 

Over the last 10 years, the PES concept and its application 

have gained increasing attention, not only amongst envi-

ronmentalists and scientists, but also policy makers across 

Southeast Asia. Significant achievements have recently 

been witnessed in Payment for Environmental Services 

(PES) and Rewarding the Upland Poor for the Environmen-

tal Services they provide (RUPES) programs in Vietnam. 

This is a direct result of the interest of the Vietnamese 

Government (particularly the Forest Science Institute of 

Vietnam - FSIV) as well as the Ministry of Natural Resources 

and Environment (MONRE) and a considerable contribu-

tion from international RUPES partnerships over the last  

five years, including: Winrock International; World Agro-

forestry Centre (ICRAF); Centre for International Forestry 

Research (CIFOR); World Wildlife Fund for nature (WWF); 

and The World Conservation Union (IUCN). 

Some examples of these successes are: 

• PES integration into the Biodiversity Law prepared by the 

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE), 

see Section 3.1; 

• Similar and supportive policies to PES have tested a 

mechanism in an attempt to answer the question 'What 

percentage of the payments from electricity users should 

flow back to upstream people? This has been done by the 

Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPl) with support 

from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the pilot case 

study is presented in Section 3.2. 

There is still a lack of legislation relating to PES for water-
shed protection and landscape beauty in Vietnam. Recent-

ly, the government office of Vietnam required the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) to prepare 

policies related to PES for the forestry sector. To implement 

such policies nationwide, MARD is piloting a payment for 

ecosystem services mechanism in Son La and Lam Dong 

provinces from 2008 to 2009. The focus of these pilot 

studies is to develop sustainable financing mechanisms 

for ecosystem services. Case studies on this direction are 

presented in Sections 3.3-3.5. 

To date, there is no common platform for understanding 

PES in Vietnam. To meet the increasing need to coordinate 

I. Both terms 'environmental servi ces'and ecosystem services are used globally. Both are commonly defined in four services; (i) Watershed function; (ii) Biodiversity protection; (iii) Land-
scape beauty; and (iv) Carbon sequestration. 

2. Ecosystem services are the benefits people obtain from ecosystems, as described by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment in 2003, and include provision functions (supply of goods) and 
regulating + cultural + supportive functions (or environmental services). 
Ecosystem Services - the provision of natural resources and healthy functioning ecological systems that produce environmentally and economically valuable goods and services (Conser-
vation Finance Guide, 2002). 
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and disseminate our PES work, ICRAF Vietnam led a part-

nership of international and national partners, including 

WWF, IUCN, CIFOR and FSIV in preparing this PES booklet. 

It has been published in both English and Vietnamese to 

reach Out to Vietnam's policy makers as well as a wider 

group of stakeholders. This is the second PES booklet 

published in Vietnamese within the scope of the regional 

project, Rewarding Upland Poor for Environmental Services 

that they Provide (RUPES) . 

In 
'i-rn- 

This PES booklet is designed as a basic guide to under-

standing the concept of PES in the Vietnamese context. 

Five case studies from ongoing PES projects in Vietnam, as 

well as lessons from the RUPES project in Southeast Asia, 

are presented to highlight the concepts. The booklet is 

aimed at a general audience, including people who have 

not previously encountered PES and/or who are unclear on 

how PES operates. 

Photo t; lerraced fields. Picture provided by ICRAF Vietnam. 

The co-authors 
Hanoi, Vietnam 

31st January2008 

3. The first booklet titled RUPES: An innovative strategy to reward Asia's upland poor for preserving and improving our environment was published in Vietnamese in 2005 byICRAF Vietnam. 
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1. PES terminology 

The commonly used definition of PES : The key concepts for the how are: 

A voluntary agreement to enter into a legally binding A defined ecosystem service; and 

contract under which one or more buyers purchase a A contract/agreement for maintaining or changing the 
well-defined ecosystem service6  by providing a financial or specified land use. 

other incentive to one or more sellers who undertakes to 

carry out a particular land use on a continuous basis, which 

will generate the agreed upon ecosystem service. 

This definition combines what a payment is with what the 

payment is for, and alludes to mechanisms. A better ap- 

proach would be to first say what it is, who is involved, and 

then to provide explanation of the how. 

The key concepts for the what are: 

• Payments for ecosystem services are compensation for 

providing ecosystem services; and 

• This compensation and/or incentive can take many forms 

(e.g. cash, in-kind assistance, exemption from taxes, tenure 

security). 

The key concepts for the who are: 

• Sellers who are willing (or obliged) to produce the ecosys- 

tem goods and services by managing the ecosystem; and 

• Buyers who are willing (or obliged) to pay for the benefit 

of receiving the ecosystem goods and services. 

S. Wunder (2005, p. 9) provided a narrow definition of payment for environmental services as 'a voluntary transaction where a well-deñned environmental service (or a land use likely to 

secure that service) is being bought by a (minimum one) buyer from a (minimum one) seller, if and Only if the environmental service provider secures the environmental service provision 

6. 'Ecosystem ser vices' as commonly understood include both goods (provisioning services) and environmental services (see footnote 2 in preface). 
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2. Lessons learnt from the RUPES project 
Since 2002, the International Fund for Agricultural Devel-

opment (IFAD) has provided support to the RUPES project 

that developed mechanisms for Rewarding Upland Poor 

for Environmental Services that they provide through 

six action research sites: Sumberjaya, Bungo and Sing-

karak in Indonesia; Bakun and Kalahan in the Philippines; 

Kulekhani in Nepal; and 12 learning sites across Asia. 

The goal of RUPES was to develop new mechanisms for 

enhanced livelihood and resource security of poor upland 

communities in Asia, to be achieved through creating 

the basis for systems to reward the poor for the environ-

mental services they provide for the global and national 
communities. 

.................
. •4f 
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Photo 3. V,etnani countryside Picture provided by ICRAF V,etnrn 

Lessons learnt from RUPES can be categorized 
into five components: 

1 Understanding rewards for environmental services 

to reduce poverty; 

Creating policy and institutional options for 

enabled ES reward schemes at local, national and 

international levels; 

Connecting ES providers and buyers in testing RES 
schemes; 

Providing criteria and indicators of efficient and fair 

RES schemes; and 

Building partnerships and networking. 
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Understanding rewards for environmental ser-
vices to reduce poverty 

Reward mechanisms can address several dimensions of 

rural poverty. This finding is significant given that rural 

poverty in Asia is linked to neglect and misunderstanding 

of environmental services. Enhancing security of land ten-

ure, reducing the fear of eviction or takeover by outsiders, 

allowing investment in land resources, and increasing asset 

value (Box 1) is one of the identified pathways to reducing 

poverty through environmental services. 

Box 1. Conditional tenure as rewards for watershed func-
tions to reduce poverty 

RUPES found that the most substantive and significant 

poverty reduction occurred where the project used 'con-

ditional tenure' solutions in watershed protection areas. 

Past enforcement of government rules, including evicting 

migrant/settlers, was based on erroneous interpretations 

of hydrology, where only forests could provide regular 

water flows. Research that demonstrated mosaics of 

upland agroforestry and rice fields in the valleys could in 

fact provide for lowland water needs, cleared the way for 

'negotiation support systems' that helped local govern-

ment officials and upland communities reach agreements. 

These agreements, with an initial five-year time frame for 

'conditionality'and a 25-year contract possible in the event 

of a positive evaluation, are a form of reward for environ-

mental services, in as far as they specify the environmental 

standards to be used in the evaluation (complementing 

compliance with institutional and administrative stan-

dards). 

In the Sumberjaya action research site, RUPES helped to 

scale up from the first five community forest agreements 

(Hutan Kemasyarakatan or HKM), to the current setting 

where 70 per cent of the forest edge is covered by agree-

ments. To date, all signs indicate the agreements are a suc-

cess for all parties involved. The RUPES project significantly 

reduced the transaction costs for further agreements, 

through simplified administrative procedures and build-

ing capacity in the local forest service. The criteria used 

to evaluate the HKM agreements after the first five years  

are the basis for new national standards of good practice, 

providing substantial impact potential. 

While the conditional tenure instruments are appropriate 

in settings with a recent history of migration, the situa-

tion of indigenous upland people requires recognition of 

ancestral domain rights and authority. In the Philippines, 

this recognition has provided a basis for self respect and 

economic independence. However, the agreements refer 

to maintaining forests and/or water flows, and the bargain-

ing power to obtain payments for watershed services may 

be less than initially expected. Respect for maintaining 

environmental quality (often in contrast to government-

managed areas) is however, an important, if less tangible, 

dimension for indigenous mountain people. 

Source: http://www.worldagroforestry.org/sea/Networks/  

RUPES/download/SiteProfiles/RUPES-Sumberjaya_F!NAL.pdf 

Creating policy and institutional options for 
enabled ES reward schemes at local, national 
and international levels 

For systematic transfers of rewards to upland communi-

ties to occur, constraints inhibiting such transfers must 

be identified and addressed. These constraints include a 

lack of political will or institutional capacity, lack of a sup-

portive legal framework and financial resources, and even 

limited community interest and commitment. RUPES is 

also examining institutional constraints, such as conflicting 

and competing government agency jurisdiction over the 

regulation of upland environmental services provided by 

the people living there. 

In Indonesia and the Philippines, RUPES has facilitated the 

establishment of two independent national networks that 

contribute to official decisions on ES issues. The impact 

of this national and provincial policy dialogue at the site 

level has been noticeable. For example, the RUPES con-

ceptual scheme has helped local stakeholders to evolve 

from a 'command and control' and 'top down' approach to 

environmental management, moving instead towards a 

situation where environmental justice, rights and equitable 

upstream-downstream relations are being discussed. 
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Connecting ES providers and buyers in testing 
RES schemes 

RUPES worked to provide clarity on what environmental 

services (ES) are, to whom they are beneficial, where they 

originate, and how. RUPES gained many learning experi-

ences through its action research activities. In the case of 

watershed functions, reward schemes have the highest 

current potential in the absence of active climate change 

related funding at the global level. 

A further lesson from RUPES is that rather than starting 

from scratch with completely new arrangements, incre-

mental improvements, in the degree to which royalty shar-

ing and reward systems are realistic, conditional, voluntary 

and pro-poor, will improve the chances of success. In 

Nepal7, the Philippines8  and Indonesia9, the rules evolved 

over time for allocating royalties paid to the local govern-

ment by hydropower enterprises in programs that started 

with large foreign assistance and loan investment. With a 

lack of clarity on how the funds should be spent, RUPES 

sought to ensure their use was more realistic, more condi-

tional and more pro-poor (see Providing criteria and indi-

cators of efficient and fair RES schemes below). Evidence of 

effectiveness may, in the long-term, contribute to a sense 

that such payments can be made voluntarily on the basis 

of a real business case for the hydropower company.  

gaining power. Therefore, schemes involving rewards for 

environmental services can be used to formalise a more 

constructive form of shared responsibility for livelihoods 

and sustainable economic gain. 

The implementation of a reward for environmental ser-

vices scheme involves conservation contracts between ES 

providers and ES beneficiaries. ES providers agree to man-

age an ecosystem according to a set of agreements, and 

receive rewards (in-kind or cash) conditional on compli-

ance with the contract. Box 2 shows the process of endors-

ing a conservation contract with a community and its 

contractual elements. In developing a contractual agree-

ment, the community should become the main actors and 

actively provide input into the contract. In addition, similar 

perceptions in understanding the contract should be built 

between stakeholders. This can be followed up by training 

to ensure farmers have sufficient capacity to carry out the 

requirements of the contract. 

The experience of RUPES has shown that long-term rela-

tionships are needed with appropriate levels of condition-

ality. The existence of voluntary buyers willing to engage in 

long-term, conditional relationships with rural communi-

ties is still limited. The least mobile enterprises and sectors, 

such as hydropower generators and urban water supply 

facilities, are the most inclined to engage in long-term 

relationships with their upland neighbours because there 

is limited choice of business partners in these situations. 

Moreover, relationships between these enterprises and 

communities often evolve out of a period of conflict, 

showing that upland communities also have good bar- 

httpi/www.worldagroforestry.org/sea/Networks/RUPES/downloadlSiteProffles/RuPEs-Kulekhani-FINAL.pdf  

http2/Iwww.worldagroforestryorg/seaiNetworks/RUPES/download/5fteProfiles/RUPES-Bakhun-FiNALpdf 

http://www.wor!dagroforesrry.org/sea/Network5/RUPES/download/SiteProfiles/RUPES-singkarak-F/NALpdf 
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Box 2. Conservation contract 

The R(JPES team facilitated an endorsement of land and 

water conservation contracts among private coffee farmers 

in Sumberjaya watershed, Lampung in Indonesia. Contract 

components were designed based on focus group discus-

sions with coffee farmers in the target villages. The discus-

sions gathered information on farmer preferences for soil 

conservation techniques and estimates of required labour 

investments. 

The contracts specified the following 

Soil conservation activities 

• Sediment pits: 300 per hectare, standard dimensions: 

100x150x40cm evenly distributed; 

• Ridging: 50 percent of plot; 

• Vegetation strips: surrounding pits and ridging; 

• Maintaining all land conservation structures above for a 

year. 

Payment schedule 

Fifty percent at inception; 50 percent after one year, con- 

tingent on performance. 

Duration and monitoring 

• One year with monitoring every three months; termina-

tion if 50% of contracted activities not completed by the 

mid-term monitoring date. 

Cancellation or non-compliance results in: 

• Ineligibility for second payment installation; 

• Friction and conflict among community members; and 

Indication of possible corruption. 

In the event of a natural disaster that cannot be foreseen, 

the contract will be terminated. 

discussions. The second instalment of the payment would 

be withheld if they farmers broke the contract and per-

formed poorly. 

In addition, a series of cross Visits and field training ses-

sions were conducted as capacity building efforts to 

ensure uniform understanding of the techniques. 

Source: Leimona eta! (2007). 10 

Providing criteria and indicators of efficient 

and fair RES schemes 

RUPES has a list of criteria and indicators for realistic, 

conditional, voluntary and pro-poor rewards'1 . Follow-up 

activities should include further testing of these criteria, 

development of site-specific indicators, and expanding 

national capacity to act as intermediaries and brokers in 

cost-effective ways. 

• Realistic: the RES schemes should relate to real impacts on 

tangible environmental services of importance to at least 

some stakeholders; 

• Conditional: agreements between ES buyers and sell-

ers include conditions for the rewards which relate to the 

actual achievement of goals and standards; 

• Voluntary: the RES agreements are not fully imposed, 

but leave space for innovations and investigation into 

increased efficiency through voluntary agreements in the 

space between willingness to pay' and 'willingness to ac-

cept'; 

• Pro-poor: the RES schemes involve all stakeholders in the 

landscape, avoid increased inequity or actively enhance 

equity on a gender and/or wealth basis. 

Building partnerships and networking 

The success of RUPES is in a large part due to the involve- 

ment of its international networks. There are interesting 

The period of the contract is one year. The activity would new options for multi-scale solutions where local govern- 

be monitored and evaluated every three months by local ments derive income from international markets, such as 

forestry service extension workers accompanied by ICRAF involvement in newly designed carbon markets that secure 

staff. The contract would be paid in two instalments; local environmental benefits and reduce poverty. 

50% after signing the contract and 50% at the end of the 

contract, after one year as suggested in the focus group 

10. Leimona A, Jack BK, Pasha R, Suyanto S. 2007. Actual experiment of direct incentive scheme through auction for environmental service provision in waters hed management. FEPSEA 3rd 

Report. 

II. Van Noordwijk M, Leimono A, Emerton L, Tomich TP, Velarde Si, Kallesoe M, Sekher M and Swallow AM. 2007. Criteria and indicators for environmental service compensation and reward 

mechanisms: realistic, voluntary, conditional and pro-poor. ICRAF Working Paper no 37:61 p. 
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3. Payment for environmental services and 
its potential and examples in vietnam 

Five PES case studies are presented in this section, introducing the approach and first findings 

of ongoing projects led byWWF, ILJNC and RCFEE in Vietnam. 
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3.1. Chapter 1. Integrating payments 
for ecosystem services into Vietnam's 
policies and programmes 

As noted earlier, payments for ecosystem services (PES) is a 

relatively new concept globally, and in Vietnam. Although 

there are differences in interpretation and understand-

ing among experts in Vietnam about the definition of the 

terms 'payments' and 'ecosystem services it is possible to 

implement PES in Vietnam provided the concept is clearly 

understood by policy makers and implementers and 

clearly explained to the general public in a language they 

can understand. 

If payments for ecosystem services are understood as 

paying for the services that the environment provides, this 

is consistent with Article 130 of the Law on Environment 

Protection 2005 which that implements the polluter/user 

pays principle. That is, those who benefit from ecosys-

tem services must pay for those services and those who 

damage the environment must pay compensation for the 

damage. 

What does the current legal framework allow? 

For PES approaches to be successfully designed and 

implemented, they need to be supported by institutions, 

legal frameworks, and policies that define the ecosystem 

services, sellers or providers (who have the right to utilize 

and benefit), buyers or fee payers, and financial mecha-

nisms (including the fees and taxes that generate funds 

for payments). In Vietnam, while there are significant gaps, 

much of what is needed is already in place. 

Ecosystem services are defined. National law, including the 

Law on Water Resources 1998, the Land Law 2003, the Law 

on Forest Protection and Development 2004, and the Law 

on Environmental Protection 2005, recognizes certain ele-

ments of the services provided by ecosystems: biodiversity 

protection; landscape beauty; watershed protection; and 

carbon sequestration. 

Photo 4 Modogui, Do Hoai district, Lam Dong province. Picture provided by Tran Minh 

Phuong, IUCN Vietnam. 

Potential parties to enter into agreements are defined. It is 

important that all parties to agreements for payments for 

ecosystem services have the legal capacity (right) to enter 

into contracts and to own, manage, and receive benefits 

from the use of natural resources. 

Under Vietnam's Civil Code 2005, individuals and orga-

nizations can legally enter into contracts. Communities, 

however, have limited rights to enter into contracts and 

other civil legal relationships. As commonly understood in 

Vietnam, a community is an entity smaller than a com-

mune, which is the smallest administrative unit of govern-

ment. The Law on Forest Protection and Development 

2004 defines a 'village population community'as all house-

holds and individuals living in the same village, hamlet or 

equivalent unit. The Civil Code provides for community 

ownership of common assets (Article 220), stipulates the 

categories of legal entities recognised under Vietnam 

law, and specifies four conditions which must be met for 

a legal entity to enter into civil legal relationships (Article 

84). These conditions are: being legally established; having 

an organizational structure; having assets independent of 

those of other organizations and individuals, and being 

responsible for those assets; and being able to participate 

in legal relations independently and in their own name. 

72. This chapter is based on Review of Lows, Policies and Economic Instruments Related to Payment for Ecosystem Services in Viet Nom by Nguyen The Chinh, Vu Thu Honh, Patricia 

Moore and Lucy Emerton which wos produced under the Asia Regional 6iodiversity Conservation Programme, being corned out by IUCN in collaboration with Winrock International, with 

funding from the United Stotes Agency for International Development (USAID). 
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Because communities do not meet all of these conditions, 

they cannot be parties to a civil legal relationship. 

Rights in the resources, services and benefits are defined. 

While a number of laws recognize the rights of land users 

to resources and the benefits from these resources, the 

Land Law 2003 and the Law on Forest Protection and 

Development 2004 are of special importance. In these 

laws, there is recognition of the rights of all land users to 

manage the lands assigned or leased to them and the laws 

specify their responsibilities, including: community land 

use right certificates; assigning natural production forest 

land and plantation forest land to individuals and house-

holds; lease of land by individuals and households for 

agricultural production, forestry etc.; and the assigning or 

leasing of production, plantation and plantation forests to 

commercial enterprises. 

The Law on Forest Protection and Development 2004 

also guarantees communities' rights to manage the forest 

land assigned to them and to use the forest products for 

domestic and public purposes. These rights to benefit from 

the management and use of resources are allowed under 

Land Law 2003, which guarantees that land use rights 

holders may enjoy the yields of their labour and their other 

investments in land. 

The current legal framework allows for a range of price and 

market-based mechanisms. Three key documents (Decision 

No. 256/2003.QD.TTg, Politburo Resolution No.41/NQ-TW; 

Decree 175-CP, 1994) directly encourage and endorse the 

use of economic instruments to support environmental 

conservation. These documents emphasize that applica-

tion of economic instruments in environmental protection 

is a good solution which corresponds to the development 

of a market economy. However, the instruments need to  

ensure polluters as well as beneficiaries from the environ-

ment pay for ecosystem services, and that environmental 

agencies are able to use fees and charges as a mechanism 

for generating revenue for environmental management. 

In relation to PES, of special relevance are taxes such as 

the Natural Resource Tax13  and the Water Resource Tax14, 

the supply and quality of which depend on good environ-

mental quality or ecosystem services. Although the Law on 

Forest Protection and Development 2004 allows for prices 

to be set for forest goods and services, it currently only re-

fers to forest products. In principle, this provision could be 

taken to include the pricing of, and fees and charges from, 

payments for ecosystem services. 

Under these current provisions, it is only the State that 

can set rates, fees and charges, and all income is treated as 

budgetary revenue belonging to the State; at the central, 

provincial or local level. Therefore, there is a degree of am-

biguity as to whether communities, individuals or compa-

nies can retain ecosystem payment charges. Households, 

individuals and other users may benefit however, from the 

sale of specified ecosystem products derived from land the 

State has allocated to them. 

Critical gaps. One of the most critical gaps to be resolved is 

the question of whether payments for ecosystem services 

are to be considered as based on direct taxes, fees or 

charges, or whether they can be based on market prices 

for a product or services. 

If payments for ecosystem services are treated as eco-

system products that have a market value and that rights 

holders may sell, based on their market value, then they 

can be implemented under existing law; 

• If payments for ecosystem services are treated as charges, 

fees or taxes, then additional provisions must be added to 

This tax speci lies tax rates to be paid by users of ecosystem services (for example, water and natural forest produ cts). 

This specifies tax rates to be paid by users of water. 
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existing laws, decisions and circulars to allow providers, 

other than government agencies, to retain revenues from 

them. 

A second critical gap is the legal Status of communities 

since an agreement for ecosystem services may require 

that individuals and households enter into joint agree-

ments, or that entire communities participate in agree-

ments on PES in order to create a land or forest area that is 

large enough to provide the particular ecosystem services 

required. 

In addition, legal and economic instruments are lacking for 

PES in the regulatory framework for the protection of bio-

diversity, watershed protection and carbon sequestration. 

Summary: In Vietnam, a number of the economic and 

financial instruments that are needed to implement pay-

ments for ecosystems services are already in place. While 

the additional measures which need to be implemented 

to fully enable PES are relatively few, each is important and 

necessary. 
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3.2. Chapter 2. Creating incentives forTri An watershed protection 

Background and issues 

The Dong Nai River originates in Lang Biang Plateau of 

Lam Dong province (southern Truong Son). After the Da 

Nhim and Da Dang rivers converge, the Dong Nai River 

runs into Dong Nai province where it merges with La Nga 

River into the Tri An reservoir of the Tri An hydropower 

plant. The Dong Nai river basin covers eleven provinces 

and includes the cities of Ho Chi Minh City and Bien Hoa, 

with a total basin area of 38,600km2  and a river length of 

437km. The quality of the water in the river is deteriorat-

ing, particularly in the lower Dong Nai, due to a myriad of 

factors, including: runoff from agriculture, industrial and 

domestic wastewater; contamination from fish farms; and 

a build-up of sedimentation as a result of the removal of 

forests. The area and sources of pollution in the Lower 

Dong Nai River and TO An reservoir are shown in the map 

below. 

Under a two year project funded by the Danish Interna-

tional Development Agency (DANIDA), WWF and partners 

aim to address water pollution in the Tri An reservoir 

and the lower Dong Nai River. WWF will partner with the 

Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD) 

and work closely with other government agencies, in 

particular the Department of Natural Resources and the 

Environment (DONRE) as well as the private sector. The 

lower Dong Nai is a major source of water for the three 

provinces of Ho Chi Minh City, Dong Nai and Binh Duong 

(see map showing location of water supply companies). 

With pollution deteriorating the lower Dong Nai, the cost 

of water treatment has been increasing. It is in the interests 

of the water supply companies to keep the water clean. 

Figure l Map of the area and sources of pollution ,n the Lower Dong Na, River and TriAn 

reservoir. 
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How will the fund be used? 

Depending on the findings of the study, the funds will 

be used to support and encourage local communities to 

change their land use practices (for example, in agriculture, 

forestry and aquaculture) to more sustainable practices 

that will improve water quality. A proportion of the funds 

may also go to Vinh Cuu Nature Reserve and the Tan Phu 

protection forest management board to maintain and sup-

port forest protection and restoration activities surround-

ing Tri An reservoir. 

How will the scheme be monitored? 

A management board will be established to oversee po-

tential payments. Board members would include represen-

tatives from the provincial Department of Agriculture and 

Rural Development, Vinh Cuu Nature Reserve, local com-

munities, and the water supply companies. Water quality 

will be monitored regularly in different places along the 

lower Dong Nai by a third party, for example a research 

institution. The board will be responsible for setting up a 

technical team to monitor the maintenance of watershed 

services. 

Recommendations and further study 

The pollution and hydrology study which will identify link-

ages between upstream land use and downstream water 

quality, and the costs for maintaining high water quality, 

will be finalized in the first half of 2008. This study will also 

include a general assessment of upstream communities' 

different land use practices and make recommendations 

for improvements to these. Sustainable land use prac-

tices will be introduced to local communities and forest 

management units in 2009. In the interim, contracts will 

be drawn-up and legal support obtained from the local 

government to ensure the enforcement of payments. 

How will the fund be secured? 

The project will attempt to establish payment schemes be-

tween the water supply companies and those groups pol-

luting the river upstream, above intake points. A payment 

scheme is expected to be established in 2008 -2009. The 

first step is to carry out a general pollution and hydrology 

analysis to identify where the pollution is coming from and 

the costs to the water supply companies. Once these links 

have been identified, the project will work with polluters 

to improve their practices and set up a payment scheme, 

funded by the beneficiaries. 

__ •k\*• i.. 
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PhotoS. 8/en I/na Water Sapply Ciaropany. Pcturr prooded by WWF. 
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Figure 2: Proposed scheme for PES in Dong Nai river. 

Messages from the case study 

• Showing the costs and benefits of watershed protection is 

a key requirement to persuade buyers to become involved. 

• Government enforcement is needed in addition to the 

voluntary involvement of buyers and sellers. 

• Seed funding may be needed for initial changes in land use 

practices. 

• PES schemes are more likely to be successful when the 

benefits to buyers are clear. 

• Contracts are necessary for any payment between buyers 

and sellers. 
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3.2. Chapter 3. Sustainable financing for landscape beauty in Bach Ma National Park 

Location: Thua Thien Hue province 

Background and issues 

Bach Ma National Park is situated in Central Vietnam, 40km 

southeast of the old imperial city of Hue. In 2007, the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) 

approved extension of the park area from 22,031 ha to 

37,499ha, of which 32,157.8ha is upland forested area in 

the watershed of the Perfume River. It is estimated this 

increased park area will require at least 135 staff and that 

the park will have a financial shortfall of almost VND 4.9 

billion per year. 

A study was carried out in 2007 to identify opportunities 

for a sustainable financing model that would assist the 

park in protecting its forest resources. 

Improving entrance fee collection 

According to Decision 149/1999/QD-BTC issued by the 

Ministry of Finance on 30th November 1999, current en-

trance fees for Bach Ma National Park are VND 10,000 and 

5,000/person/visit for adults and children respectively, and 

VND 2,000 for entry to the buffer zone. 

An assessment of the willingness to pay (WTP) among 

tourists visiting Bach Ma National Park was undertaken 

in May 2007 by Hue FPD and WWF Vietnam. It found that 

entrance fees should be differentiated among visitors: 

about VND 39,000 for international visitors and about VND 

34,000 for domestic visitors. This would generate revenue 

of an estimated VND 293.33 million, nearly three times the 

current annual revenue from entrance fees. 

Payments for water extraction and watershed protection 

A regionally recognised brand of drinking water uses Bach 

Ma to extract its water resource and has been operating 

in the core zone since 2005. There is potential to capture 

economic rent from this company to contribute to park 

y 

%i\ j v. 
Figure 3 Map of Bach Ma National Park. 
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Photo 6 Ovenoev of Bach Ma National Park. Pictare provided by WWF 

management. In each cubic metre of clean water, there 

could be an amount taxed, called an environmental fee, 

which is used to protect the watershed area. If the firm is 

allocated a fair profit margin of 35% then the economic 

rent that the BMNP could claim is valued atVND 183.6 

million or 15% of the sales value. The water company could 

collect this fee and transfer it directly to land owners who 

conserve the watershed upstream. Such a fee should be 

exempt from tax. 

The study also found that a number of other companies 

and individuals downstream benefited from the watershed 

protection services provided by the national park, and that 

they would be willing to pay for these services. Further 

study is required to establish such payment mechanisms. 

Conservation trust fund 

The establishment of a conservation trust fund is one sug-

gested mechanism for capitalising on the willingness to 

pay for biodiversity protection among tourists visiting Hue 

city. The survey showed that although tourists visit Hue 

and not the surrounding area, they are willing to contrib-

ute towards the conservation of Bach Ma National Park, 

with 80% of interviewed tourists agreeing to the concept. 

A conservation awareness program in cooperation with 

the tourist industry could be linked to conservation of the 

Perfume River which is an integral feature of Hue, and has 

itself been nominated for UNESCO World Heritage status 

by Vietnamese authorities. 

How will the money be used? 

Compensation will go directly to, and be managed by, 

Bach Ma National Park. Establishment and testing of the 

scheme will be undertaken in phase II of the project. Initial 

suggestions for managing the money are:  

• Funds raised from increased entrance fees will be re-

ceived and managed directly by the park for activities to 

improve tourism services, including proposed new activi-

ties for tourists; and 

• Funds generated from a conservation trust fund and 

compensation from beneficiaries of watershed services will 

be used for biodiversity protection as well as reinvested in 

sustainable agriculture and better management practices 

in the buffer zone of the park (Supporting sustainable de-

velopment in the buffer zone is one of the park's duties). 

How will the scheme be monitored? 

Similar to the previous case study, a management board 

needs to be established to manage payments. Board mem-

bers should include representatives from BMNP, the pro-

vincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Development, 

and local communities. Board members will keep track of 

payments from buyers and to sellers. The quality of tourism 

services and management practices in the buffer zone of 

the park will be monitored regularly by a third party. 

Recommendations and further study 

• A tax and water price reform is necessary for the enforce-

ment of payments; 

• A further study needs to be undertaken on the costs of 

unsustainable watershed management to water quality; 

• Local community involvement is needed to enter into 

contractual agreements with beneficiaries; 

• Support from local government needs to be secured on 

the various payment schemes. 

Messages from the case study 

• The national park needs to devolve greater responsibil-

ity in order to raise revenue for nature conservation. This 

revenue must be linked to conservation needs; 

• Improving tourist services is necessary to increase the 

number of visitors; 

• The entrance fee system should be diversified for differ-

ent groups of tourists. 
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3.4. Chapter 4. Building payment mechanisms for carbon sequestration in 
forestry: a pilot project in Cao Phong district of Hoa Binh province, Vietnam 

Background and issues 

To reverse climate change15  ,the United Nations Frame-

work Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was estab-

lished to provide a framework for reducing greenhouse 

gases (GHG), stabilizing GHG in the atmosphere and pre-

venting their dangerous impacts on the climate. The Kyoto 

Protocol was developed by the UNFCCC and approved in 

Kyoto, Japan in December 1997. 

Joining the efforts to reduce GHG in the atmosphere, 

particularly carbon dioxide, a small scale reforestation 

project for carbon sequestration is being undertaken 

by the Department of Forestry (DoF), Vietnam Forestry 

University (VFU), Research Centre for Forest Ecology and 

Environment (RCFEE) and Japan International Cooperation 

Agency (JICA). The project covers an area of about 350ha 

and is located in Xuan Phong and Bac Phong communes 

of Cao Phong district, Hoa Binh province. The project is 

aiming at environmental protection and poverty reduction 

by improving local income through forest products and 

carbon benefits. 

How will the fund be secured? 

The project benefits will not only concentrate on forest 

products such as timber and firewood, but also on carbon 

benefits. This is a new environmental goods which can be 

traded in the world market through the Clean Develop-

ment Mechanism (CDM)16. 

The identified buyers are the domestic paper company for 

timber and the international market for carbon credits. The 

total amount of carbon credits that can be obtained dur-

ing the life of the project is estimated at 60,000 - 80,000 

CERs'7  in 20 years. During the preparation phase, project 

developers consulted with industrial companies in Hanoi 

interested in funding projects for environmental protec-

tion and poverty alleviation. The project has finally been 

agreed to and all project activities will be funded by Honda 

Vietnam. The funds are considered to be initial funding for 

project operation. The continuation and maintenance of 
the project will be partially funded from the sale of timber 

and carbon credits. 

The project participants are local farmers, represent-

ing about 300 households. The farmers will benefit from 

timber and the sale of carbon credits. In addition, the local 

government authorities will play an important role in 

implementing the project. 

Photo 7: Cultivation. Picture provided by ICRAF Vietnam. 

 

IS. The cause of climate change is recognized as the vast increase in the concentration of greenhouse gases (GHG), particularly CO2 gas in the atmosphere. During the last IOU years, the 

earth's temperature has increased by 0.740C and it is predicted to increase by 30C during the 21st century if adequate measures are not taken by countries to reduce GHG. The most serious 
impact of climate change is global worming which causes melting of ice in the North Pole andsubsequent rises in sea water level as well as negative changes in the climate such as the 

increased appearance of typhoons and cyclones Source UNFCCC, 2007. Fact sheet Climate change science. www.unfccc.int/press/2794.php. 

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) is one of three mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol that is of practical signiEcance to developing countries, including Vietnam. There are two 

CDM schemes one is CDM for GHG reduction and the other is CDM for GHG absorption by sequestration through afforestation/re forestation. Source: United Nations Framework Conven-
tion on Climate Change (UNFCCC). 1997. Nttpi/unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/kpeng.dpf. 

CERs = Certified Emission Reductions, quantified by tone of carbon dioxide (002). 



How will the money be used? 

The funds provided by Honda Vietnam will be given di-

rectly to project participants for planting 350ha of Acacia 

forests, promoting the effective use of crop residues, estab-

lishing 30 ha of fodder crops for improved cattle grazing, 

developing biogas, and for technical assistance through 

extension activities. 

To ensure continuation of the project in a sustainable way, 

the funding needs to be maintained. Future funds will 

be derived from the sale of timber and carbon credits. To 

manage this fund, a mass-organization called the Farmer 

Association is taking the lead. Benefit sharing mechanisms 

between project participants and the Farmer Association 

will be set up. Twenty percent of project benefits from the 

sale of timber and carbon credits will go directly to the 

fund. The Farmer Association will re-invest these funds in 

forest establishment through rotation, technical assistance, 

monitoring, and carbon trading procedures. 

How will the scheme be monitored? 

A project design document, which has been developed for 

20 years of operation, will form the basis for monitoring. 

This document will be submitted to designated national 

authorities and the United Nations for approval in terms 

of CDM procedures for issuing carbon credits. The Farmer 

Association will be the main agency managing and moni-

toring the project. In addition, the technical team, which 

includes VFU and RCFEE as well as JICA, is committed to 

providing technical assistance for forest management, 

carbon accounting and reporting to the United Nations on 

the issuance of carbon credits as well as CER trading on the 

world market. 

Recommendations and further study 

Although forestry development is one measure to reduce 

carbon dioxide and thereby contributes to the mitiga-

tion of global climate change, the requirements and 

procedures for CDM forestry project development and 

approval are complicated. Therefore, the use of alterna-

tive mechanisms for carbon trading in forestry projects 

is recommended to attract funding. In this way, forestry 

development projects can be integrated with environmen-

tal protection through carbon trading benefits. Voluntary 

payment mechanisms is another option to obtain funding 

from the industry sector. However, to make carbon ben-

efits tradable requires government support through policy, 

capacity building, and particularly through raising aware-

ness of climate change. 

Messages from the case study 

• The development of carbon forestry projects using the 

CDM mechanism is a complicated and costly process; 

• Integrating forestry development projects with carbon 

benefits using voluntary payment mechanisms will be 

more successful; 

• Support from the government is important with regards 

to project development, capacity building and technical 

assistance; 

• Clear benefit sharing systems and the involvement of lo-

cal communities and farmers are key to successful project 

implementation. 
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A model process for how the flow of funds could reach six 

local communities within Nha Trang Bay was developed, 

based on the use ofa Village Development Fund (VDF). It 

was anticipated that through this mechanism, a percent-

age (10-15%) of the income generated could be returned 

to local communities. 

From the Hon Mun MPA Pilot Project, the VDF was allo-

cated an amount of USD 2,000 for each of the six villages; a 

total of USD 12,000. These funds were used by each village 

to undertake specific development activities, while also 

contributing to environmental improvement. Villages were 

fully involved in the planning, development and imple-

mentation of each activity. Some examples of the activities 

funded include: restoration of a market; development of 

a waste management system; construction of a road and 

walking path for school children; and the development of 

a village learning centre. 

How will the fund be secured? 

In 2002 charges were introduced towards the sustainable 

financing of Nha Trang Bay MPA. These were: 

Nha Trang Bay sightseeing fee: VND 5,000 / person (USD 

0.30) for all tourists on boats in Nha Trang Bay; and 

• Hon Mun service charge: VND 30,000/diver (USD 2.00) for 

divers within Nha Trang Bay MPA and VND 10,000 / person 

(USD 0.60) for all tourists visiting the strictly protected 

areas of Nha Trang Bay. 

3.5. Chapter 5: Local revenue sharing: Nha Trang Bay Marine Protected Area, Vietnam 

Background and issues 

This chapter will review implementation of a revenue 

generation scheme for the Nha Trang Bay, including the 

sources of funds and amounts generated, and models 

established for future operation of the fund. 

Nha Trang Bay Marine Protected Area (MPA) was estab-

lished in 2001. It has a total area of around 13,000 hectares 

and contains coral reef, sea grass and mangrove habitats. 

The area is recognized as one of the most important places 

in Vietnam for its diversity of corals: over 350 species occur 

in the bay. 

Nha Trang Bay MPA was established with the objectives: 

(i) to protect and manage marine biodiversity; and (ii) to 

provide incentives and benefits to local communities and 

demonstrate co-management regimes. 

Nha Trang Bay is also very important for tourism, both 

nationally and internationally. In 2001, around 240,000 

tourists visited Nha Trang Bay, taking part in activities 

ranging from sightseeing on boats through to snorkelling 

and diving. The number of tourists has grown on an annual 

basis and in 2006 reached around 400,000 (see Figure 4). 

Protected area financing is an important component of 

protected area operation. Sustainable financing can pro-

vide additional support for managing protected areas. An 

area such as Nha Trang Bay, with high tourist numbers and 

a range of features, has the ability to generate substantial 

revenue. Thus, in 2002-2005 discussions were held with a 

range of private and public sector agencies to develop a 

payment system for users of Nha Trang Bay. 

It is anticipated that a proportion of the funds generated 

by a user fee system in Nha Trang Bay could be allocated to 

support local community development. This would ensure 

local people obtain benefits from the protection and man-

agement of NhaTrang Bay. 
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In 2006 a total of USD 150,000 was collected. Of this 

amount, USD 115,000 was allocated to the Nha Trang Bay 

MPA Authority. The remaining funds were retained by the 

provincial treasury. The Department of Finance within the 

province has indicated that in principle' they have no ob-

jection to providing funds back to the local communities, 

however a number of issues remain to be clarified. 

If an amount of 10% were allocated to the Village Develop-

ment Fund, this would have amounted to USD 15,000. If 

15% was allocated, then this would have amounted to USD 

22,500. 

How will the money be used? 

The funds are to be remitted to Khanh Hoa province to 

support the operation of Nha Trang Bay MPA. They are also 

being used to support the province to undertake other 

environmental management activities that will make a 

positive contribution to Nha Trang Bay. 

In addition, it was proposed that a proportion of these 

funds be allocated to support local communities to a level 

of 10-15% of the total income. However, the mechanism 

for this allocation of funds by the province is yet to be final-

ized. It is anticipated that this system will be implemented 

from early 2008. 

How will the scheme be monitored? 

The revenue generated by the various user fees in Nha 

Trang Bay is being managed by the Khanh Hoa People's 

Committee. Effective regimes are in place for monitoring 

the collection of these funds. Substantial income is being 

recorded and monitored. 

Allocations are yet to be made to support Village Develop-

ment Funds of local communities within Nha Trang Bay. It 

is therefore important to continue to work together with 

Khanh Hoa People's Committee to establish a formal mech-

anism for the allocation of funds. Additionally, if funds can 

be allocated to support local village initiatives for commu-

nities within Nha Trang Bay, it is important that these funds 

are seen as additional allocation to the villages and do not 

result In a reduction of basic funding for the villages. 

Nha Trang Bay MPA is able to generate income, this does 

not mean that all marine protected areas will be able to 

generate the same level of revenue. The establishment of 

an MPA system for Vietnam will require funding from the 

national government as well as revenue generation at each 

particular site. 

Recommendations and further study 

Issues in allocating funds to local communities 

• There isa need to identify the key elements required to 

promote Village Development Funds. This requires linkag-

es between the Nha Trang Bay MPA Authority, the relevant 

commune authorities, and the Khanh Hoa PPC; 

• Duplication of the existing budget needs to be avoided; 

• Additionally of revenue must be assured; 

• Clear mechanisms are required to provide community-

wide benefits in resource allocation. 

Other issues 

• The income from user fees is high for this particular 

protected area, however funds only contribute to one site 

within the national system; 

• Funding for the entire system needs to be ensured, other-

wise only pearls'18  are funded; 

• It is important to balance the need for local benefits with 

those of the national system. 

Messages from the case study 

• Substantial funds can be generated through tourism by 

introducing user fees for the provision of services; 

• The funds generated are being provided to management 

authorities to maintain the environment; 

• Challenges exist in identifying clear mechanisms for the 

allocation of funds to local communities. 

Finally, one important consideration is that although 

18. Nha Trang tay and its island are considered the 'pearls' of Vietnam. 
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4. Synthesis and Recommendations 
Vietnam is already using some of the economic and finan-

cial instruments that are needed to implement payments 

for ecosystem services. In all of the presented PES cases, 

the issue is not one of a lack offinancial resources, but the 

lack of a supportive legal framework, including (Section 

3.1): 

• The lack of legal status of communities entering into 

agreements; 

• If payments for ecosystems services are treated as charg-

es, fees or taxes, then additional provisions must be added 

to existing laws, decisions and circulars to allow providers, 

other than government agencies, to retain revenues from 

them; and 

• The lack of legal and economic instruments for PES in the 

regulatory framework for the protection of biodiversity, 

watershed protection, and carbon sequestration. 

The environmental services (ES) and ES buyers and sellers 

are well defined in all Vietnam PES cases. However, the 

following PES dimensions are still at the planning stage in 

all cases: 

How the ES buyer and seller enter into agreements 

voluntarily within the existing framework of rules and 

regulations; 

Conditionality of payments and service delivery, 

with conditionality expressed in the level of the ser-

vice, the condition of the land cover, the activities of 

the seller and/or the community-scale management of 

the resources; 

The duration and contractual form of the relation-

ship; 

The degree to which agreements refer to specific 

cause-effect relationships linked to the continuation of 

the service(s) (such as avoided degradation) and/or 

restoration; 

The form of payment, such as freely usable financial 

capital, investment in public services, or trust funds for 

specified activities; and 

(6)The level of payment in relation to the opportunity 

costs for the seller and the costs of alternative provi-

sion of the service to the buyer. 

There are however, many lessons that have 
been learnt from the case studies: 

For watershed function 

• Demonstrating the costs and benefits from watershed 

protection is a key requirement to persuade buyers to 

become involved; 

• Enforcement from government is needed in addition to 

voluntary contracts between buyers and sellers; 

• Initial funding is needed to enable changes in land use 
practices. 

For landscape beauty 

• Substantial funds can be generated through tourism by 

introducing user fees for the provision of services (Nha 

Trang case). The entrance fee system should be diversified 

for different groups of tourists (Bach Ma case); 

• Funds generated are being provided to management 

authorities to maintain the environment. Challenges still 

exist in identifying a clear mechanism for the allocation of 

funds to local communities (NhaTrang case); 

• National parks characterised by considerable landscape 

beauty can reach sustainable financing through having 

reasonable expenditure and increasing their income from 

tourism, including community-based tourism (Bach Ma 

case). 

For carbon sequestration 

• Forestry development projects can be integrated with 

carbon benefits using voluntary payment mechanisms; 

• Support from the government is important in regards 

to project development, capacity building, and technical 

assistance; 

• Clear benefit sharing arrangements and the involvement 

of local communities and local farmers are key to success-

ful project implementation. 
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Unfortunately there is no case study relating to biodi-

versity protection presented in this booklet. In addition, 

there is no available case in Vietnam to show the degree 

to which underprivileged (by wealth or gender) stakehold-

ers are affected and included by PES; that is, the degree to 

which the mechanism can be considered to be pro-poor. 

Lessons learnt from RUPES projects show the importance 

of: (i) conditional tenure as rewards for watershed func-

tions to reduce poverty; and (ii) creating policy and insti-

tutional options for enabled ES reward schemes at local, 

national and international levels. 

It is expected that in three years time, there will be more 

lessons learnt on the planned PES dimensions (1)-(6) out-

lined above. The following concrete activities are recom-

mended. 

Supporting the Vietnamese Government in the 

further development of a supportive legal framework 

for PES; 

Undertaking studies to identify linkages between 

upstream land use and water quality downstream, and 

the costs for maintaining high quality water; 

Creating mechanisms to enforce payments through 

taxes and water price reforms; 

Soliciting the involvement of local communities to 

sign contracts with beneficiaries; 

Securing support from local government for pay-

ment schemes, especially in obtaining clear mecha-

nisms to provide community-wide benefits from 

resource allocation; 

Balancing the need for local benefits with the needs  

of the national system; 

Using alternative mechanisms for carbon trading in 

forestry projects is recommended to attract funding. 

In this way, forestry development projects can be inte-

grated with environmental protection through carbon 

trading benefits. Voluntary payment mechanisms 

may be another option for securing funding from the 

industry sector; 

Making carbon benefits tradable, which requires 

government support through policy, capacity building, 

and in particular, raising awareness regarding climate 

change; 

Developing a case study on RUPES, where reward 

mechanisms can address rural poverty dimensions. 

Such a model could include: (i) enhancing security of 

land tenure; (ii) promoting a stronger local voice in 

development decisions; (iii) payments for labour to 

protect environmental services at a rate at least equal 

to the opportunity cost of that labour being employed 

in other potentially degrading activities such as log-

ging; (iv) increasing access to investment funds such as 

microcredit for potentially profitable activities; and (v) 

promoting entrepreneurship in selling environmental 

services as a commodity, such as eco-labelling. 
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Liii m&dau 
Bàn chat ctia hoat dong chi trà dich vu môi tru0ng1  là tao 
cci ché khuyén khIch và mang lai li Ich cho nhng ngJài 

hiên dang sü dung các he sinh thai cO nghia 
môi tnlcing 2  d6 d6I ly viêc ho sC dung các he sinh thai 

nay theo cách bào ye hoãc tang cIJng cac dich vu môi 
trisdng d-6 phuc vu li Ich cüa phân d6ng dan sö.Vói cách 
lam nay thl ttng ngui dan cCia cong d6ng cO th6 d1ic 

hiRing Icsi tnic tiêp tis dich vu ho mang lai. Nói cách khác, 
nhCtng ngiRli cung cp dich vu môi triiOng nén diiçic chi 
trà hoãc b6i hoàn cho nhüng gl ho lam d6 duy tri chtc 
nang cOa he sinh thai, và nhang ngiâi si dyng dich v 
môi tniàng nOn chi trà cho nhüng dich vu nay. 

OVièt Nam, thuât ngCl dich vu he sinh thai thlc sCY dyng 
ph6 bién hcin thuât ngü dich vu mOi trlfàng bâi vi dich 

vu mOi tnRing dang &fcic hiu là theo nghia bào ye mOi 
triràng nhti cac An dé o nhiém. Thuât ngc dich vu he sinh 
thai thioc südung trong diithào LuMDa dang sinh hoc và 
khung chinh sách thi diem cOa Bô Nong nghiep và phát 
trién Nông thôn. 

Hn 10 nàm qua, khai nièm chi trà dich vu môi truèng Va 
các tng dung cOa no dà và dang nhân dnicic slfquantàm 
d6ng ké ccia các nhà nghiOn ctu mOi tniàng, các nhà khoa 
hoc va nhà hoach dinh chinh sàch trong toàn khu viic 
Dông Nam A. Gân dày siJ thành cong cOa Chiiong trinh 'Chi 
trà dich vu mOi triRrng cho ngiläi dan vüng cao ye dich vu 
môi trliông ma ho cung cap - RUPES'tai Viêt Nam. Dày là 
két qua cOa sii quan tam cOa chInh phO Viêt nam, cy the 
là cOa Trung tam nghiOn cLru sinh thai và mOi trueing rilng 
(RCFEE)Viên Khoa hoc lam nghiépViêt Nam(FSIV), BôTài 
nguyen và Môi triRrng (MON RE), và là d6ng gop d6ng ké  

cOa ddi tác RUPES, trong do có T6 chik Winrock Qu6c té, 

Trung tam Nông Lam nghiep the giOi (ICRAF), Trung tam 
NghiOn cltu lam nghiep qu6c té (CIFOR), Qu9 Qu6c Té Bào 
ye ThiOn NhiOn (WWF), Té chik Bào t6n Thiên nhiOn The 
gidi (lUCN) trong S nàm qua. 

Nhüg n !yc d6ng gop nay gôm: 

• L6ng ghep PES vào Luät da dang sinh hoc do Bô Tài 
nguyen và Môi triiäng dii thào, tham khào Phàn 3.1; 
• Các chInh sách hó trçi cho PES dà thCi nghiem co ché 
trong n6 Iiic trá Idi câu hal 'bao nhiêu phãn tram mik chi 
trà tC( ngildi südung diên nOn diioc chi trà cho nhClng 
ngiiài bào ye ving dâu ngu6n? Co ché nay dUc thiic hiên 

bâi Bô Ké hoach và Dâu tu (MPI) vOl sL(h6 tro cOa Ngân 
hang Phát trién Chàu a (ADB). Môt s6 nghién cu diem 
diic trinh bay trong Phân 3.2. 

Hiên nay van can thiéu ccf sO pháp I' liOn quan den chi trà 
dich vu mOi tnlOng (PES) d61 vOi hoat d6ng bào ye ho dâu 
nguón và cành quan tai Viêt Nam. Gân dày, Chlnh phO dà 
yêu câu Bô NOng nghiêp và Phát trién nông thôn (MARD) 
xây thing chInh sách liOn quan den PES cho nganh Lam 
nghiêp. Dé thiic hiên các chmnh sách nay trén pham vi toàn 
qudc, Bô Nong nghiepva PTNT dang diithào môt chInh 
sách mOi ye chi trà dich vu mOi trLiOng dé tién hành thu 
nghiem cd ché nay tai tinh Son La và Lam DOng trong nam 
2008 và 2009. Càc nghiOn cLru thO nghiêm sO xác dinh các 
d61 tliong hiRing li cOa hoat d6ng chi trà cho càc dich vu 

nay d6ng thOi xác dinh 56 tién trà cho dich vu mOi trliOng 
dé dam bào có diicic các dich vu nay trong thOi gian dài. 
Ngoài ra, càc nghiOn cOu diem diicic tién hành theo dinh 

Dich vu môi truàng hiên dicicchio thdnh 4 loaidich vu là (i) chüt ndng phOng ho ddu ngudn, (h) bdo ye da dang sinh hoc, (iii) bdo ye cdnh quan, (iv) hdp thu cOc-bon. 

Dich vu he sinh thOl là cdc 101 ich ma con ngiaihuàng thy tcicOc he sinh thdi thiocmd td trong tdi lieu DOnh gid he sinh thdi thiên niên l9 ndm 2003 và boo gdm cdc 

chYc ndng cung cap (cung cop hang hod) và chYcndng thOu tiOt + van hod + hO tro (hay dich vu mdi tnhdng). 
Cácdjch vu he sinh thai - viéc cung cOp tdi nguyen thiOn nhiên vd c6ccht2c ndng coo hsinh thdinhOm tqo ro cdc hang hod và dich vu co gid tn ye kinh tOvd mdi 

trtidng (Htiang dOn tài chinh cho hoot d6ng bdo tOn, 2002). 
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hiking nay dilcic trnh bay trong Phn 3.3-3.5. 

Tuy nhiên, hiên chiia cO môt din dan cüng nhi sii thông 
nhàt chung ye cách hleu PES tai Vièt Nam. Do dáp iThg 
nhu càu ngày càng tang trong vièc diOu phOi và phO cap 
càc hoat dông PES, tO chic ICRAF tai Vièt Nam dã chô tn 
môt ban dOi tác gôm các dOi tàc trong nuOc va quOc tO 
nhu WWF, IUCN, CIFOR va RCFEE dO chun bi cuOn sách 
PES nay. CuOn sách nay difcic xuât bàn bng cà tiOng Anh 

và tiOng Vièt dO dé dàng dOn duic vOl các nhà hoach dinh 
chinh sách cüa Viêt Nam và dông dào ban doc. Dày là an 
pham PES thO hal dic xuat bàn bang tiOng Viet trong 
khuôn khO du an vüng "chi trà dich vu môi triking cho 
ngilOi dan nghèo vông cao vO nhcfng dich vu ho mang lai 
-RUPES' . 

Anh 1: RuOng bác thong. Anh do ICRAF ViEt Nam cung cap. 

41 

CuOn sách PES nay ducic thiOt kO theo dang tài lieu cam 
nang dO ngikii doc cO thO hiOu diicic khái niêm PES trong 
bOi cành Viêt Nam. Nàm (5) nghien cOu diem côa càc du 
an PES dang triOn khai tai Viêt Nam cOng nhu bài hoc kinh 
nghiem tiJ dti an RUPES tai khu vic Dông Nam A dtioc 
trinh bay dO lam rô hon khái nièm mOi nay. Muc tiêu chinh 

cOa cuOn sàch nay là dOn dticic vOl dông dào ban doc, 
gOm cà nhüng ngi(Oi trtiOc dày chifa tlng tham gia PES Va 

nhüng ngikii chta hiOu rô ye càc hoat dông cOa PES. 

Dông tác giá 
Ha Nôi, Viêt Nam 

31/01/2008 

3.Cu6n sOch dáu tién cd ten RUPES: Chién hioc mdi nhàm dan ddp ngidi don nghèo vüng cao khu vIc ChOuA trong viêc bOo ye và cOi thiên mdi trddng. Cuón sOch &iac ICRAF Viêt Nam 

xudt bàn bOng tiang Viêt nOm 2005. 
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L1icàmdn 
Ban biên tap chân thành cam an Trung tam Nông Lam the 
giói tai khu vJc £ông Nam A (ICRAF SEA) Va Trung tam 
nghiên cttu lam nghièp quöc té (CIFOR) ye nhcng dóng 
gOp cho viêc xuât bàn cuön sãch nay. Chung tôi cüng xin 
cam on ôngVüThn Phiicing -Trung tam nghiên cüu sinh 
thai và mOi trliông n'ing (RCFEE) thuôc Viên khoa hoc Lam 
nghiêp Viêt Nam (FSIV) dâ tham gia viét bài va hiêu dInh 
bàn tiêng Viêt. Cam on các tàc già thuôc T6 chik WWF 
Great Mekong - Chifc%ng trinh Vit Nam và Van phOng dal 
diên tai Viêt Nam cOa t6 chth: IUCN, nhüng ngtläi dà tham 
gia chun bi cuön sách nay. Chüng tôi cam on Trung tam 
thông tin cOa ICRAF SEA da h6 trc chOng tôi thiét ké tài 
lieu nay và cu 6i cung chtng tÔi xin cam on tién siTerry 
Sunderland, dang lam viêc cho CIFOR, ye nhctng kién 
dOng gop dé hoàn thiên cu6n sach nay. 

ChUng tOi xin cam on bà Kate Langford dã hiêu dInh bàn 
tieng Anh, thac si Nguyen Chien Cilàng và bà Nguyen Thi 
Thu Hilcing bièn dich titieng Anh sang tiengViet. 

1 

b ( 

Anh 2: Trê em trén cdnh dông. Anh do ICRAF Viêt Nam cung cop. 

Phân 1 cüa cuön sách nói ye thuát ngC chi trà dich vy 
môi tniàng tai Viêt Nam cia tién si Katherine Warner den 
tC( t6 chifc IUCN Vièt Nam. 

Phân 2 là phan t6ng hp bài hoc kinh nghiem tü dii an 
RUPES tai khu viJc ông nam Châu Ado tien si Meine van 
Noordwijk và Beria Leimona den tü t6 chic ICRAF SEA thiic 
hiên. 

Phân 3 trinh bay cách tiép can và ket qua tci các nghien 
clu diem PES tai Viêt Nam. Các chifcing do các tác già dudi 
dày thJc hiên: 

3.1. Chu'ong 1. Diia hoat dong chi trà dich vy he 
sinh thai vào các chmnh sách va chiJong trinh cOa 
Viêt Nam do tien si Katherine Warner den tCi t6 chitc 
IUCN Viêt Nam thiic hiên. 
3.2. ChuOng 2. NghiOn cüu diem "Tao ngu6n 
h6 trci cho hoat dang bão ye vüng phông ha dâu 
nguOn hO Tri An" do bà fáng Thug Nga và ông Rich-
ard McNally den tüWWF Great Mekong - Chiicing 
trinhVièt Nam thiic hiên. 
3.3. Chu'ong 3. Nghien cllu diem "H6 trO tài 
chinh ben vclng bào ye cành quan tai Viiân quöc gia 
Bach Ma cOa bà ãng Thu Nga den ti'IWWF Great 
Mekong - Chilong trinh Viêt Nam thc hièn. 
3.4. Chu'ong 4. Xây dJng co che chi trà hap thy 
càc bon trong Lam nghiêp: Diián thI diem tai huyn 
Cao Phong tinh Hoà BInh, Viêt Nam do ông Vu Thn 
Philong thuOc Trung tam nghiên cüu sinh thai và 
môi triiâng nl'lng thiic hien(RCFEE). 

Phn 4. T6ng hp càc nghiOn cru diem và khuyen nghi 
do tien si Hoàng Minh Ha và Pham Thu Thu' den tiT6 
chic ICRAF Viêt Nam thiic hiên. 
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1. Thuât ngCt chi trà dich vu môi tru(ng 
Khái niêm chi trâ dich vu môi trtthng duOc sIt 
dung pM biê'n: 

Là cam két tham gia hcp cióng trên cc so tii nguyen cO 
giàng buôc ye mat pháp l và vOl hcp 06ng nay thl môt 
hay nhleu ngiOi mua chi trà cho dich vu he sinh thai xác 
dinh  6  bang cách trã tiên mat hoäc cäc ho tra cho môt hoäc 
nhiêu ngliOi bàn và ngtlOi bàn nay có trách nhiêm dam 
bào môt loal hlnh sCrdung dt nht dinh cho môt gial doan 
xác dinh d6 tao ra các dich vu he sinh thai thoà thuân. 

Dinh nghia bao g6m chi trâ là gi Va chi trà cho cái gi Va nO 
lien quan dencciche.Cach dièn dattöt nhât làtritOc Mt 
nói den chi trà là gi, 061 tiiclng tham gia va sau dO giài 
thIch lam the nào. 

Các khái niêm quan trçng lien quan din "chi trâ 
Iàgl": 

• Chi trâ dich  vu he sinh thai là sti bOi thiiông cho viêc cung 
cap các dich vu he sinh thai nay; và 
• Sç bOi thJOng và/ hoäc cãc hO trcl nay có the bieu hiên 
dijOi nhi6u hlnh thOc (tién mat, hO tra hiên vat, min thu& 
dam bào quyên hiOng dung ...) 

Các khái niêm quan tr9ng lien quan din "ddi 
tuong tham gia": 

• NgJOi bàn là ngiiOi san lông (hoãc bi bat buôc) tao ra 
hang hoá và dich vu he sinh thai thông qua viêc quàn l he 
sinh thai; 

• Ngic1i mua là ngiiôi san lông (hoäc bi bat buôc) phài trà 
cho các loi Ich tü vièc nhân diac hang hoá và dich vu he 
sinh thai. 

Các khái niém quan tr9ng lien quan On "lam 
thinào": 

• Dich vu he sinh thai &i5c xàc dinh rã rang; 
• Hap dOng/cam két ye duy tn hoäc lam thay 06i phng 
thik sü dyng dat cu the. 

Wunder (2005, p.  9) thla ía môt dinh nghia hep ye chi trO dch vu mOi tnlOng là môtgiao dich trên casàwnguyen ma ado dich vu mài tru'ang dLlccxOc dinh cu the (hoâchoat dOng sf1 

dung dót d dOm bOo cO &Icc dich vu nay) dang dLlpcngtlàimua (tói thiéu môt ng&lài mua) mua a)a ngLlai bàn (t6i thieu môt ngLlài bàn) khi va chi khi ngIài cung cdp dich vu mOi tnlàng 
dOm bOo duoc viêc cung cdp dich vu mOi trdàng này' 

"Dich vu he sinh thOi"thLlàng th1Pc hieu là bao gOm "hang hod" (dich vu d&Icic cung cdp) và "dich vu mOi trJàng" (xem phOn chá thich s62 àtrên). 
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2. Bài hoc kinh nghiêm tf df an RUPES 
îü nãm 2002, Qu9 phát trin NOng nghiêp qu6c t (IFAD) 

dã h6 trc% di an fên dap cho ngiiôi nghèo vüng cao cho 
các dich vu môi trtlông ma ho cung cp (RUPES) tai 6 dim 
nghiên ci3u hành dông góm: Sumberjaya, Bungo và Sing-
karak 6 Indonesia; Bakun và Kalahan thuOc Philippines; 
Kulekhani 6 Nepal và 12 dim hc tap tai khu vJc Châu A. 
Muc dich cCia RUPES là"xây thing Cd cM mói d6 cai thiên 
sinh k6 và an ninh tài nguyen cho cOng d6ng nghèo vCing 
cao 6 Châu A"thông qua xây dung các co sà ye các co cM 
nhàm den dáp ngitcli ngheo vUng cao ye các dich vu môi 
truidng ho cung cap cho các cong dông trong nuióc và trên 
pham vi toàn câu. 

'i: .,• 

Anh 3. Nong rhôn VietNam. Anh do ICRA Viet Nam cung cop. 

Bài hoc kinh nghiêm ttdyán RUPES có th 
du'ctc chia ra thành 5 ho phân nhusau: 

Hiu duicic rang chi tra dich vy môi truidng nham xoa 
dOi giam nghêo; 

Xây dung các chinh sách và the ché d4 thic day 
hoat dOng chi trâ dich vu môi tn18ng 6 cap dia 
phuing, qu6c gia Va qu6c te; 

Lien ket nguJ6i cung cap dich vu môi tru16ng vol 
nguiài mua dich vu môi truàng trong các co ché chi tra 
dich vu môi truiOng thu nghiêm; 

Xây dung tiêu chi và chi sö d6 thuic hiên các k 
hoach chi tra dich vu môi tn16ng duic cong bang và 
hièu qua; 

Thành lap döi tác và mang liiOi. 

IflI Ii  - 

DCH VU MOI TRUDING: 

KINH NGHIEM VA 

J1Ni  I[I TA I V I ET 
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HM'u ducic chi trâ dich vu môi tru&ng dêxoá dói 
giâm nghèo 

Các co ché chi trà có th6 giài quyh dic môt vài khia canh 

cüa On dé nghèo dOi tai khu vuc nOng thôn. Kt qua nay 

là rat co ' nghia vi dOi nghèo 6 nông thOn Châu A có hen 
quan den vièc không quan tam và hieu sal v6 dch vu môi 
truàng. Tang cJàng sii an toàn ye quyén dung dat, giàm 

n61 lo sçi do bi ttióc dat hay bi ngiiôi khác chiêm dat, cho 
phép du ti vao dat va tang giá tri tài san (Bang 1) là môt 
trong nhCxng biên pháp nhàm xoa dOi giàm nghèo thông 
qua dich vu môi tnIdng. 

Bang 1. SiIdung dat có diu kién du'cic xem là môt hInh 
thó'c ththng cho viëc thitc hiên phàng ho dâu nguôn 
nhcm xoá dói giám nghèo 

D.i an RUPES cho thây hiêu qua xoá dOi giàm nghèo the 

hièn rô ret nhât tai diem ma di an sc dung giái pháp 
"hiàng dung có diêu kiên"tai vüng "phàng ho dâu ngu6n"  

Viêc thi hành CáC quy dinh cüa ChInh phô, bao góm viec 
di d61 bat buôc d61 vol ngJài di cWdinh of 015c dVa trén 
hieu biet chua day dü ye thüy van nol nguôi ta cho rang 
chi rung mdi co the cung cap ngu6n midc 6n dinh. Nghiên 
CLIu cho thây càc kieu su dung dat dan xen nhif nông lam 
ket hcip 6 vüng d61 nói và canh tác hüa 6 các thung lOng 
trén thiic t6 van dam báo nhu câu ntlOc 6 vOng ha huu. 
Diêu do dã tao nên tiép cn mdi ye 'càc h6 thông h6 trc 
dam phan'giOp can bô chinh quyén dia phiicrng và cac 
cOng d6ng mn nOi dat ddc các cam ket. Các cam kôt 
nay dicdc k9 5 nàm dau có diôu kiên và k' hp d6ng 25 

nàm néu kôt qua dánh giá tOt. Dày chinh là môt hinh thuc 
cOa "chi trà dich vu môi tnidng"vl no xác dinh rO càc tiéu 
chuan môi tnidng sé didc sü dung trong dánh giá (phO 
hcp vOl các tiêu chuan the ché va quàn l' hành chInh). 

Tai diOm nghiên ctu 6 Sumberjaya, dii an RUPES giOp nhân 
rông tu 5 cam két lam nghiêp cong d6ng dâu tiên (Huttan 
Kemasyarakatan hay HKM) len den khoâng 70% diên tIch 

rIJng dã dtkic k>  cam ket. Den nay, các ket qua cho thày 

các cam két nay là sif thành cong dOi vOl tat cà càc ben 
hen quan. Du an RUPES dã giâm dang k6 chi phi giao dich 

cOa các cam két thông qua vic dcn giàn hoá thO tyc hành 
chinh và nàng cao chat lucing dich vu ham nghiêp tai dia 

phJcing. Tiéu chi stY dyng dé dánh già các cam ket HKM 

sau 5 nám dâu là 

co sO cho tiêu chuan quOc gia mdi ye các phi.rcing thdc 
canh tác tot tao ducc tiOm nàng ânh huOng quan trong. 

Trong khi các cong cu "hifOng dung có diêu kiin" tO ra cO 
hiu qua vOl các hoat d6ng thiét lap nhti hoat d6ng di cu 

On day thi ngiidi dan bàn dia vOng cao can cO quyOn duc 
sO hüu dat dai do Ong cha 6 lai. Tai Phihipines, chinh An 

dé nay li là of sO cCia sLf tuf ton trong và dôc lap ye kinh té. 

Các cam két lien quan den bào ye rung hay bâo ye ngu6n 
nuidc và vic dOi quyên dtic chi trà cho dich vu phông ho 
dau ngu6n có the it hn duf kién ban dau. Tuy nhiên, viêc 
duy tn chat kIdng môi trudng (thurdng xây ra 0 các khu vu(c 
do chinh phO quàn 9) là rat quan trong nhting can xem xét 

thoà dáng cac nhu cau cOa nguài dan bàn dia. 

NguOn: http://www.worldagroforestry.org/sea/Networks/  
RUPES/download/SiteProfiles/RUPES-Sumberjaya_FINAL.pdf 

Xãy dung chinh sách và the chê'dêthác diiy 
kêhoach chi trâ dich vu môi trung àcdp dja 
phucing, qu'cgiavàqu6cti 

De viêc chi trà cho cOng d6ng vOng cao môt cách cO he 
thông thi phài xác dinh va giài quyet dioc các han ché, 
khO khàn phàt sinh trong qua trinh thuc hiên. Các han che 
yà khO khàn nay g6m thleu nàng ftc the che, chinh tn, 
khung pháp I9 va tài chinh và thâm chi quyén bi va cam 

két cOa cOng d6ng bi han che. Di1 an RUPES cOng da kiém 
nghiêm các han ché ye mat the chO nhLl xung dOt va tranh 

giành quyOn hic cCia các co quan chinh phO trong viêc 
quàn I các dich vu môi trufang do nguldi dan dia phufc5ng 

mang hal. 

Tal Indonesia va Philippines, du an RUPES dà thUc day viêc 
thiét lap hal mang huOi dOc hap tren pham vi toàn quOc dO 
he trO viêc ra quyét dinh hen quan den van dé dich vu mOi 
tniIdng. Tác d6ng cOa hoat d6ng dOi thoal chinh sách cOa 
cap tinh và trung uong nay tai các khu vtic nghiên c(u là 

rat rô rang. Vi dy, càc khài nièm ma dtl an RUPES duia ra dà 
giOp càc ben hen quan tai dia phifong thay dOi tu"menh 

lènh và kiOm soàt" và theo cách tiep can "tci trén xuOng" 
trong quàn I9 mOi trufdng sang thào huân các mOl quan 

he binh dang ye hen he giva thufong ngu6n va ha ngu6n, 

quyOn và cong bang môi truidng. 
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Lien kêt ngut/i cung cap thch vu môi tru%ng vt/i 
ngLi st't dung dich vy môi tru'ô'ng trong tlu't 
nghiêm w chi chi trá 

DiJ an RUPES hoat dong giUp lam rô khái niêm dich vu môi 
trLiäng là gl và ai là d6i thong hiiàng loi tü các dich vu nay, 

dich vu nay dicc lâ'ytü dâu và tao ra bang cách nào. Du an 
RUPES CO thicc nhiéu bài hoc kinh nghiêm thông qua các 

hoat dOng nghiOn cru hành dQng. Lien quan dn các chik 
nàng phOng ho dâu ngu6n, các k6 hoach chi trà dâ thu 
diioc nhüng két qua to Ion mac dO thiéu h tro tài chInh 
lien quan den van dé bién d6i hâu trén quy mô toàn câu. 

Môt bài hoc khác tü dii an RUPES là thay vi bt du bang 
con s6 không vOl nhüng sap xép hoàn toàn mOi, thi viéc 
tang cllàng chia sé li ich gica các thành viên và phitong 
thc chi trà mang tInh thiic t, cO diêu kiên, có sic tic 
nguyen và vi ngiIài ngheo, sé tang cikrng cc hôi thành 
cong. Tai Nepal7, Philippines8  và Indonesia9, các quy dinh 
ye viêc phân b6 s6 tién thu diioc tCc càc nhà may thus' 
then nâm trong chicong trinh 06 trà cho chInh quyén dia 
phuong diioc cal t16n theo thOi gian. Các nhà may nay 
phân IOn diicc nuOc ngoài viên tro và tién vay dâu tic. Do 
chica cO phiiong an rô rang trong vièc sct dung ti6n nhii 
the nào nên du an RUPES dà giOp An 04 nay trO nên thçc 
té hon, có diéu kiên và tap trung vào vi nguOi nghèo (tham 
khàoTiéu chi và chi sö cOa ké hoach RES cong bang và 
hiêu qua diiOi dày). Minh chOng cOa sic hiêu qua có th4, 
ye phicccng diên lAu dài, gop phân lam cho viêc chi trà nay 
diioc ti4n hành môt càch tic nguyen trên co s&"tl'lng hoat 
dông kinh doanh cu thé"cOa nhà may thus' diên.  

lila chon. Hon nCXa, m61 quan he gicca các doanh nghiep 
nay vOl cong 06ng thicOng xày ra xung dot và diéu do 

chOng tO rang cOng dOng vOng cao cOng nhän ra diioc 
tam quan trong và vai trO cOa ho. Do dO, các ké hoach chi 
trà dich vu niOi tricOng cO th6 duoc sCf dung 06 hop thtrc 

hoà cc ché chia sé trách nhiêm ye sinh ké và dat disoc muc 
tiéu kinh t6 ben vCxng. 

Viêc thuc hiên chi trà dich vu môi truOng bao g6m các hop 
dông bâo t6n gicca ngicOi cung cap dich vy mOl truOng va 
ben hicOng li tü dich vu nay. NgicOi cung cap dich vy môi 
tricOng d6ng quàn l' he sinh thai theo dUng cac diéu 
khoàn cam k4t và dicoc chi trà (bang hiên vat hoác tién 
mat) theo các diéu kiên cUa hop 06ng dã k'. Bang 2 duOi 
dày dua ra qua trinh thông qua mt hop 06ng bào t6n vOl 
cong dOng và cac yéu t6 cOa hop dông. Trong qua trinh di 
den cam k4t hop 06ng, cOng 06ng sO dóng vai trà là nhân 
vat chInh cung cap dau vào cho hop 06ng. Ngoài ra, càc 
ben tham gia xây thing hop 06ng cOng can cO cach h14u 
chung ye nôi dung hop 06ng. 06 dat duoc muc tiOu nay 
cO the phài t6 chOc các khoa dào tao 06 nâng cao náng kcc 
thicong thào và k' két hop 06ng cho nOng dan. 

Kinh nghièm tüduàn RUPES chi ra rang m61 quan hêlâu 
dài là can thiét vOl mCrc do diéu kiên phU hop. 56 hiong 
nguOi mua dich vu tu nguyen cam k4t chi trà phi dài han 
va có diéu kièn vOl cong 06ng dia phicong An con rat it. 
Cãc doanh nghièp nhu nhà may thus' then, cong ty cung 
cap nuOc thành ph6 là nhCsng 061 tung thicOng không 
dua ra cam két dài han vOl cOng 06ng dia phicong vi ho 

cho rang dày là mat hang khong có nhiéu ngicOi mua 06 

http://www. worldagroforestry.org/sea/Networks/RUPES/download/SiteProhles/RUPES-Kulekhani-FINALpdc  

http://www.woridagroforestry.org/sea/Networks/RUPES/downIoad/SiteProñIes/RUPES-Bakhun-FINAL.pd  

http://www.wor!dagroforestry.org/sea/Networks/RUPES/downIoad/SiteProfiJes/RUPES-Singkarak-FINAL.pdf 
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Bang 2. Harp d6ng bào t6n 

Nhóm can bO cüa dv an RUPES dã tham gia thüc dy qua 

trinh thông qua các hcp d6ng bào t6n giCra nhC(ng ngikii 
nông dan tróng cà phê tal khu vvc phông ho dâu ngu6n 
ó Sumberjaya tinh Lampung, Indonesia. Càc nôi dung hcp 
d6ng dic xây thing dip trên cac cuôc thào luân nhóm vói 
nông dan tróng cà phê tai các thôn thuôc muc tiêu côa dv 
an. Các cuOc thào lun thu thâp thông tin ye kinh nghiêm 
cüa ngiläi dan ye các k9 thuât bào t6n dat và iidc tInh chi 
phi ye lao d6ng cho viec bâo t6n dat. 

Hgp d6ng dã quy dinh các nôi dung sau 

Càc hoat d6ng bào ye dat 

• Ho hiThg dat trôi do xói môn: 300 hO cho 1 ha, kIch thiióc 
hó tiêu chuan: 100x150x40 cm, phãn bO dêu; 

• Lam luOng: 50% diên tich; 
• Dài cay xanh: trOng xung quanh h6  hiThg dat xOi mon và 
luáng; 

• Duy tn toàn bô he thOng bâo t6n dat nhii trên trong 
vOng 1 nãm. 

KO hoach thanh toán 

Trâ 50% ngay Iüc dâu và trà nOt 50% con Iai sau môt nàm 
dva vào két qua thvc hiên bào ye dat. 

Thai gian thiJc hièn và giám sat 
ThOl gian thvc hiên là 1 näm và tien hành giam sat 3 

thang/lan; cham düt hap d6ng nOu 50% kh6i liJng cong 
viêc dã hap d6ng không hoàn thành vao thai diOm dánh 

giá giOa ks'. 

Chäm dat hoäc không tuân thCj hcp d6ng sé dan dOn: 
• Không dO thOu kiên dO nhân tiOn thanh toán lan 2; 

• CO xIch mIch va mâu thuàn vOl càc thành viOn trong cong 

d6ng; và 

• Phàt hiên thâycO tham nhOng. 

EiOu khoàn bat khâ kháng cCia hc:lp d6ng trong triiäng hçp 

gap thiên tal 

Thdi gian hçip d6ng là 1 nàm. Hoat d6ng sO diidc can bO 

khuyOn lam dia phiicrng cOng vOi can bO cOa ICRAF giám 

sat va dánh giá 3 tháng/ Ian. Hcip d6ng diicic thanh toán 
theo 2 dat: 50% giá tri hap d6ng ngay sau khi k9 hap d6ng  

va 50% già tri hap d6ng khi kOt thOc hap d6ng trong vOng 
1 nàm nhdã duc các nhóm thâo luân thOng nhat. Viêc 

thanh toán dat 2 sO không thiac tiOn hành nOu nông dan 

phi hap d6ng hoãc kOt qua thvc hiên khong dat yOu cau; 

Ngoài ra, sO tiên hành môt sO chuyOn thàm quan và dào 
tao tal hiên trtiOng dO xây thing nang lvc va hiOu biOt cOa 

ngui dan ye các k9 thuât báo ye dat. 

NguOn: Leimona vô cOng sti, 200710, 

Xây dLtng tiêu chIvà chisô'cho các kê'hoach chi 
trô dich vu môi tru'tng hiêu qua và cong bang 

Dq an RUPES da dLia ra danh sách càc tiOu chi va chi sO 

cho viêc chi trà cho các dich vu môi truOng môt cách thiic 

tiOn, cO diOu kiên, ta nguyen và vi nglidi ngh6o11. Các hoat 
d6ng tiOp theo là phài tiOp tuc tiOn hành kiOm nghiem cac 
tiOu chi nay, xây thing càc chi sO phU hap vOl diOu kiên cu 
thO va tang cilOng nàng lu'c quOc gia nhâm giC vai trO là 
ngliai mOi giOl va ngiiOi trung gian dO giàm các chi phi 
giao dich. 
• TInh thvc té: Chiiong trinh RES can tao ra càc tác d6ng 
thuc sa d6i vol càc dich vu môi tniOng cho It nhat môt vài 

ben lien quan; 
• Co diOu kién: Cam kOt giiia ngiiOi mua và ngliOi bàn dich 

vu môi truOng Ca nOu thOu kien chi trà nham dat thrac myc 
tiOu và càc tiOu chuan dO ra; 
• Tinh tu'nguyên: Càc thoà thuân ye RES khOng thiac mang 
tinh àp dat hoàn toàn, ma phài CO ca hôi cho Mi sang tao, 
va tim kiOm giài phàp tang môt cách cO hiêu qua tInh Mi 

nguyen giüa viec'san lông chi trà"và'sn sang chap nhân"; 
• Vi ngilâi nghèo: Chirong trinh RES cO Mi tham gia cOa tat 

cà cac ben, trành tinh trang bat công, tang alOng binh 
dàng gidi và süc khoO. 

Thành lap dtIi tác và mang Ittiii 

Thành cOng cOa dLián RUPES phan IOn là do có siitham 

gia cOa cac mang lirOl quOc tO cOa dv an nay. CO môt sO 
nhOng lila chon l' thO vO càc giài phàp da quy mO ma 0 

do chinh quyOn dia philcrng cO dirac thu nhâp tO cac thi 
tnl.rang quOc tO nhii viec tham gia vào càc thi tnilOng kinh 
doanh khi cac bon mdi diiac thiOt lap nhm dam bào Ioi 
Ich mOi tnllang cOa dia philang yà xoà dói giàm nghOo. 

Leimona B, Jack BK, Posha R, Suyanto S. 2007. Kiem nghiem that tévl ké hooch chi frd tn/c fiêp thông qua dáu gid viêc cung cop dich vu môi tru'ang trong quthn l>phông ho dOu nguOn. 

BOo cáo EEPSEA IOn thL3. 

Van Noordwijk M, Leimona B, Emerton L, Tomich TP Velarde Si, Kallesoe M, SekherM and Swallow SM. 2007. lieu chivO chi s6 vlccchOchi trO vO bOi thtlang dich vu mOi tnldng: cô tinh 

that tO t/nguyên, cO diêu kién và hvang vao nguai nghèo. TOi lieu ala ICRAF. 
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3. Chi trà dich vu môi trifxng, tiém 
näng và mot vai vi dii tai Viêt Nam 

Nám (5) nghiên ctYu dim trinh bay trong phân nay giâi thiêu ye cách tiép can và các ket 
qua biióc du cüa cac dir an dang trien khai ti Vit Nam do WWF, IUNC và RCFEE thiic hin. 

In 
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3.1. Chtwng 1. Diia van dé chi trà dich 
vu he sinh thai vao các chinh sách và 
chttc%ng trinh cüa Viêt Nam' 

Nhii dã dé cap ó các phân tnióc, viêc chi trâ dich vu he 
sinh thai (PES) là môt khài niêm con khá mói me trOn pham 

vi toàn càu cOng nhix óVièt Nam. Mac dO cO nhcffig cách 
hiéu khác nhau giCla càc chuyên gia tai Vièt Nam ye khài 
niêm "chi trà" va"dich vu he sinh thai" nhifng hoàn toàn 

cO the thic hiên viêc chi trà dich vu môi trLklng tai Viêt 
Nam vOi diêu kièn khái niêm nay phài du5c càc nhà hoach 
dinh chinh sách và ngiiOi trtic tiép thiic hièn hieu can kO 
va duoc giài thich rO rang qua phuong tiên thông tin dai 
chUng bang tht1 ngôn ngCf ma moi nguoi ciéu có the hieu 
diioc. 

Néu "viëc chi trà dich vy he sinh thài"duoc hieu là viec chi 
trà phi dich vu ma môi tniOng mang lai thi no hoàn toàn 
phO hcip vOl Diéu 130 cOa Luât bào ye môi trthng nàm 

2005. Hoat d6ng nay thuc hiên trén nguyen tàc "ngLlOi SO 
dung/rigudi gay ô nhiém trà tién phi dich vu mOi truOng' 
NguOi sO dung Odâylà nhOng nguOi huOng lai tOdich vu 
he sinh thai va h9 phài trà phi cho cac dich vu nay va bat 
ki ai phá hoai môi truong déu phài bói thudng cho nhCrng 

thièt hai ho gay ra. 

Khung pháp I hiên nay cho phép lam gl? 

Các phuong phàp tiêp can chi trà dich vii mOi trudng duc%c 
xây dung và thuc hiên thành cOng can ducic ho trcl bOi cãc 
the che, khung phàp ly va chinh sàch d6 xac dinh dich vu 
he sinh thai, ngiloi bàn hoác ngudi cung cap (ho có quyOn 
sO dung và thu loi), nguOi mua hay nguOi trà phi và co che 

tài chinh (g6m cà phi và các loai thué nhàm tao qu9 cho 
viêc chi trà). dVièt Nam, tuy van cOn nhOng khoàng tr6ng 
d6ng k6 cho thLic hiên PES, nhung ye co bàn các diéu kièn 
cho trien khai dã cOca sO. 

Dich vu he sinh thOi dutic xOc dinh. Càc Luât cOa Viêt Nam 
g6m Luätlài nguyen nOOc nàm 1998, LuâtDâtdai nàm 
2003, Luât Bâo ye và Phàt trién rOng nàm 2004 và Luât Bào 
ye môi truang nàm 2005, dèu thOa nhân các nhân t6 cOa 
dich vu ma he sinh thai rnang lai do là: bào tOn da dang 

sinh hoc, bào ye cành quan, phOng hO dàu nguOn và hap 

thy càc-bon. 

Anh 4: Anh chup tai Madagui, thuOc huyn Do Hoai tinh Lam Dóng Anh do Tran Minh 

Phuong, IUCN Viêt Nam thlc h,én. 

COc ben lien quan có khd nOng tham gia cam ké't duac xOc 

dfnh. DiOu quan trong là tat cà các ben lien quan tham gia 
cam két chi trà dich vu he sinh thai dOu phài có tu càch 
phàp nhàn (cO quyOn) dé tham gia k kOt hop d6ng va 
quàn l, lam chO va nhân loi Ich tO viec sO dung tài nguyen 

thiOn nhiOn. 

Theo Luât Dan stiVièt Nam nàm 2005, càc cá nhân va tO 
chOc cO tu càch phàp nhân dO ky ké hap d6ng. Tuy nhiên, 
quyên dO tham gia k' kOt hap d6ng và các quan he hap 
pháp dan su khác cOa cong d6ng thl cOn bi han chO. 6 Viet 
Nam, nguOi ta thuOng hiOu rang cong d6ng là môt thuc 
the CO quy mô nhO hon cap xã là môt don vi hành chinh 
nhO nhàt trong he thOng quán l' hành chinh nhà nuOc cOa 
Chinh phO. Luât Bào ye và Phàt triOn ROng nàm 2004 xàc 
dinh "cOng d6ng dan cu thOn bàn" là toàn bô càc ho và cá 
nhân sOng trong cOng môt lang, bàn hay môt don bi hành 
chinh tuong ducing. BO luât Dan su dua ra nôi dung sO 

hOu cOng d6ng các tài san chung (Dieu 220) quy di nh các 
nhóm tci càch pháp nhàn duac LuâtVièt Nam cong nhn, 
và nOu rO 4 dieu kin ma môt thiic the cO tu càch phàp 
nhàn phài dàp Ong dilac dé có the tham gia vào quan he 

phàp l' dan su (oieu 84). B6n diéu kiên dO là: duc thành 
lap môt càch hp phàp, cO co càu tO chOc, cá tai san dôc 
lap vOi càc tO chOc và cà nhân khác và chiu trách nhiêm ye 
các tai san nay, CO the tham gia vào càc quan he phàp l' 
môt cách dOc lap và vOi ten riéng cOa mlnh. Do cong d6ng 
khOng dáp Ong dcicic day dO các diOu kien nay nOn cOng 

12. Chu'dng nay duac xây thing duo trén kM quth dOnh gid cOc Iudt, chinh sOch va cOng cu kinh ké lien quan dn chi trth dich vu he sinh thOi a ViM Nam cta Nguyen ThChinh, Vu Thu Hanh, 

Patricia Moore vO Lucy Emerton. NOi dung nay dijoc thu'c hiên tai Chu'cng trinh bOo t6n do dang sinh hoc khu vuc ChOu A do IUCN tiên hdnh vOi su'cOng tOc cuo t6 chCIc Winrock qu6c te do 

Co quan phdt trien quOc tO cua My (USAID) tOi tro. 
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dông không th6 là dOi tàc cOa mói quan he phàp Iuât dan 
sir. 

Quyén tie tOi nguyen, dich vu và Idi Ich dlcYc xdc dinh. Trong 
khi môt sd Iuât xác dinh quyén cOa ngLlôi sü dung dt dói 
vOl tài nguyen và Ii ich tCr các nguón tài nguyen nay thi 
Luât dat dal nàm 2003 và Lut Bào ye và Phát trien rung 
nám 2004 là co tam quan trong dãc bit. Luât dat dai nàm 
2003 và Tai càc Iuât nay, quyén cOa nguài sü dung dat d6I 

vOl viêc quàn l' dt dal hç dirqc giao hay cho thuê diroc 
cong nhân, và cac luât nay quy dinh trách nhièm cOa ho, 
bao g6m gy chirng nhân quyên sO dung Oat cong 06ng, 
giao dat rOng san xuat là rOng tir nhiên và rcsng tróng cho 
cac cà nhân va hO gia dinh; giao và cho thuê dat cho càc 
ho và cà nhân dé san xuât nông nghiep, lam nghiêp, v.v.; 
và giao hoãc cho thuê rOng tr6ng, rOng san xuat cho cac 
doanh nghiep thuong mai. 

Luât Bào ye và Phát tri6n Rcrng nàm 2004 cüng dam bâo 
quyên cOa cOng 06ng trong viec quàn ly  dièn tich dat lam 
nghiep duac giao và sO dung lam san phuc vu muc dIch 
cOa cong 06ng và toàn dan. NhC$ng quyén duc hiking loi 
tO vièc quàn 19 và sO dung tài nguyen do ducic quy dinh 
trong Luât ft dal nàm 2003, dam bào ngirci cO quyén sO 
dyng dat cO the hiking li tO nhOng thành qua lao dông 
ho bO ra và cäc hoat dông däu tu khäc trén diên tIch clSt 
difoc giao. 

Khung phdp I hién hành cho phép dinh giá vO cOc ca ché thi 
tnlang. Ba On kiên quan trong (Quy6t dinh sd 256/2003. 
QD.TTg, Nghi quyét cOa Bô Chinh tri 56 41/NQ-TW; Nghi 
dinh 175-CP, 1994) trifc tiép khuyén khich và thông qua 
viêc sO dung các cong cy kinh té d6 hô tro hoat dOng bâo 
ye môi truang. NhOng van kiên nay nhân manh viéc áp 
dung cOng cu kinh té trong bào ye mOi trirdng là môt giài 
pháp t6t dáp Ong nhu cau phát trien cOa nén kinh té thi 
trircrng. Tuy nhiên, nhCrng cOng cu 00 can dam bào rang 
ngircii gay ra ô nhiOm cüng nhir các dói tucing hiking Idi tO 
môi trirOng déu phài chi trà cho các dich vu môi triräng và 
rang các dan vi quàn I' môi tniOng cá the sO dung khoàn 
phi và 16 phi nay nhir môt cci ché tao ngu6n thu phuc vu  

cong tác quàn ly  môi truOng. 

Càc thué dãc blét cO lien quan den chi trà dich vu mOi 
triking bao g6m ThuéTài nguyen Thiên nh1ên13  và Thué 
Tài nguyen NirOc14, viéc cung cap và chat luong dich vu 
phu thuOc vào chat luong mOi truOng hay dich vu he sinh 
thai. Mac dO Luât Bao ye và Phát trién ROng nàm 2004 cho 
phép xac dinh gia 061 vOl các hang hoá va dich vu tO rung 
nhung hiên nay viêc dinh giá mdi chi dé cp den lam san. 

ye nguyen tac thl diéu nay có the g6m câ vic dinh già, phi 
va lé phi tO viêc chi trà dich vu he sinh thai. 

Theo quy dinh hiên nay, Nha nuOc là cci quan duy nhât 

quy dinh mdc phi và ie phi và toàn bô so tiên thu là ngu6n 
thu ngân sách 6 các cap Trung u'cing, tinh, huyên va da 
phu'cing. Do do, van cOn ma h6 ye viêc lieu cong dOng, ca 
nhân hay cOng ty cO the giCr lal sO tiOn thu tO dich vu he 
sinh thai. Tuy nhiOn, các hO gia dinh, cá nhàn và nhOng 
061 tirdng sO dung khàc có the thu Ii tO viêc bàn các san 
pham he sinh thai có duc tO manh dat ma Nhà nuOc giao 
cho ho. 

Nhfrng /6 hOng On. Môt trong nhOng 16 hOng IOn nhat can 
&toc giâi quyét là càu hôi lieu chi trã dich vu he sinh thai 
cO the ducc tInh theo thuO, phi hay le phi truc tiép khOng 
hay phài ducic tInh trên cci sO già thi truOng cOa san pham 
hay dich vu do. 

Néu viêc chi trà dich vu he sinh thai ducic xem là san 
pham cOa he sinh thai có giá tri tren thi truOng và ngudi 
có quyén cO the ban dira trên già thi tn.rdng cOa san pham 
dich vu he sinh thai thi viec chi trà nay cO the dtldc tién 
hành thea Iuât hien hành; 
• Tuy nhiên, néu viêc chi trà dich  vu môi trudng duc xem 
là phi, le phi hay thuO thi can phai b6 sung thOm diOu 
khoan quy dinh van dO nay trong các An bàn luât, quyOt 
dinh và thông UI hin hành 00 cho phép nguOi cung cap 
dich vu khOng phài làcàccaquan Nhà nuOcthu lcitOcác 
dich vu ho mang lal. 

L6 hOng thO hal là dia vi pháp l' cOa cãc cong 06ng dla 

Thue nay guy dinh cOc mdc thumà ngtlaisiYdung dich vu he sinh thai phói trá (vidu: nL(dc, cdc san phdm rdng tinhiên). 

Thundy quy dinh cac mdc thuê ma ngLiài sildung nlidc phâi tvâ. 
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phicorig. Do cam két dich vii he sinh thai yéu câu cac cá 
nhán và ho gia dlnh kq cam két chung hoác toàn bO cong 

dóng phâi tham gia vào cam kOt chi trà dich vti môi trtiOng 
dé tao ra môt diên tIch dat hay rung dO IOn dé cung cap 
môt dich vy he sinh thai cu the nào dO. 

Ben canh dO, cOn thiéu các cOng cu pháp I' và kinh té cho 
viêc chi trà dich vy mOi trllcrng trong khurlg quy dinh ye 

bào tón da dang sinh hoc, bâo ye nguOn niiOc và hap thy 
cac-bon. 

Tom Ioi: O Viêt Nam môt sd cong cu tài chInh và kinh té 

can thiét dé thuc hien viêc chi trà dich yy  he sinh thai hien 
da có. Trong khi dO van cOn khá it các biên phap bö sung 
can thiét va quan trong dé có the àp dung thành cOng chi 
trà dich vu mOi tnlOng, là van dé cOn khá mOi me. 
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3.2. Chtwng 2. Tao nguôn hó trd cho hoat dng bào ye vüng du nguôn hó Tri An 

B6i cbnh và v6n dê 

Song Dông Nai bt nguôn tü Cao nguyen Lang Biang cCia 
tinh Lam £6ng (thuôc phia nam dày TriiOng Son). Sau khi 
song £a Nhim và song Dà Dng hop Iai, song 06ng Nai 
chày vào tinh E6ng Nai ncfi sat nhâp vOl song La Nga d6 d6 
vào h6 chCIa TO An cüa nhà may thu' diên Tri An. Lifu vlic 
song £6ng Nai chày qua 11 tinh g6m ca thành phO H6 Chi 
Minh, thành phö Bién Hoà vOl diên tich luu viic là 38.600 
km2  và chiêu dài sOng là 437 km. Chat llldng ntjOc 0 dày 
dang bi o nhiém, dãc biêt là ha Iisu sOng do nhiêu nguyen 

nhân, nhiing nguyen nhân chO yéu là nguOn ndOc thai tf 
hoat dOng san xuat nOng nghiêp, cOng nghiep và d01 song 
sinh hoat cOa nhân dan. Tmnh trang 0 nhiOm nay cOng do 
nguyen nhàn W càc trang trai nuôi cà và là hâu qua cOa 
tinh trang phá rung gay nên hiên tlic5ng lang dong, tram 
tIch. Diên tich va các tài nguyen bi 0 nhiOm cCia ha kiu 
sOng D6ng Nai và hO cha Tri An duc tnlnh bay trong Bàn 
dO ddOi dày. 

Trong khuôn khO dii an 2 nàm do Co quan phát triOn quOc 
tO cOa Ean Mach (DANIDA), tO chtc WWF và các d61 tác tài 
tro nhm giài quyOt van dO o nhiém nlfOc tal hO chia Tr 
An và ha Iiiu sOng D6ng Nai. TO chuc WWF sO phOi hop vOl 
SO Nông nghiêp và Phát triOn nOng thôn tinh và các don 
vi khác, dãc bièt là SOTài nguyen và MOi trtlOng và khOi tii 
nhân. Ha km sOng SOng Nai chinh là nguOn cung cap nilOc 
sach cho 3 tinh: thành ph6 HO Chi Minh, SOng Nai và Blnh 
Dixong (xem bàn dO ye dia dim ccia càc nhà may cung 
cap nifOc sach). VOl vièc ha liiu sOng SOng Nai bi 0 nhiOm 
thi chi phi d6 xü l' niiOc 0 dày sê tang. Chi phi nay do các 

cOng tycung cap ntiOc sach phài gánh chiu dO cO diicic 
nilOc sach cung cap cho ngudi dan noi dày. 

Bku 1: Bàn dó diên tich và có.c tàinguyên bio nhiérn cia hçi h/u song DOng Nai và hO 

cha niâc Tri An. 
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Lam the nào dê dam bâo ducngu6n tài chInh 
h trcs? 

Du an sè n6 kic xày dung co chO chi trâ giCa các cong 

ty cung cap niiOc sach và nhOm döi tueng gay ô nhiOm 
thueng ngu6n. Co chO chi trà du kién sé difec xây dung 
trong nàm 2008 và 2009. BuOc dâu tiên là tiOn hành phàn 

tIch thu On va finh trang O nhiOm chung. BiJdc nay nham 
xác dinh nguyen nhàn gay O nhiOm và chi phi cüa các nhà 
may cung cap nijOc sach. Khi dâ xác dinh duec các m6i lien 
két nay di an sO ph6i hep vOl các dói tudng gay ó nhiOm 
dé cal thiên heat dOng san xuât tai càc den vi nay dOng 
thOl xày di.tng co ché chi trâ va qu? dOng gop t1f ngliOi 
hiOno Ic 

4 

I . 

Anh 5: COng ty cOp thoat nuOc sach tai Bién Hod. Anh do WWF cung cOp. 

Sftdung qu9 nhuthénào? 

Tu' thuôc vào két qua nghiên uYu, qu9 sè duc si dung 

dé hö tro và khuyén khich cong dóng dia phueng thay 061 
phiicing thOc canh tác (vi du phuang thi(c canh tác trong 

nOng nghièp, lam nghiêp và thus' san) môt càch ben vCrng 
hen dé cal thiên chat lung n1Oc. Mt phan cOa qu9 cüng 

cO the disec chuyén cho khu bâo t6n thiOn nhiOn Vinh COu 
và ban quàn lrüng phông hôTãn Phüdéduytrlvà h6tra 
cac hoat dông phuc h61, bào ye rung quanh khu vJc hO 

chtaTri An. 

Giám sat kê hoach chi trá nhttthênào? 

Thành lap Ban quàn l' 06 quàn I tién phi thu duec. Các 
thành viOn cüa Ban g6m dal diên cOa SO NOng nghiêp và 
PTNT, khu bâo t6n thiOn nhiOn Vinh COu, cong 06ng dia 

phileng và cac cOng ty cung cap nifoc sach. Chat hleng 
nuOc sO dudc ben thu 3 giám sat thuong xuyOn tai nhiéu 
diem khác nhau doc theo khu vJc ha liiu sOng DOng Nai, 
vi du nhu môt viOn nghiOn cuu nào do. Ban quân l sè chu 
trách nhièm thành lap môt nhóm k' thuât chuyOn giám sat 
hoat dông duy trl dich vu phOng ho dâu ngu6n. 

Các khuyn nghj và nghiên ct'tu bô sung 

Nghién cOu thus' van và 0 nhiOm liOn quan m61 lien he 
va chi phi giüa viêc sü dung dat thifeng ngu6n và chat 
luec nuOc ha ngu6n sO duc hoàn tat trong vông 6 thang 
dâu nãm 2008. NghiOn cOu nay cOng sO dua ra nhân dinh 
chung ye các phueng pháp canh tác khàc nhau cOa cong 

dOng khu vuc thucing ngu6n và dua ra khuyén nghi nhäm 
cal thièn hoat dông canh tác nay. Phueng thOc canh tác 
ben vCffig sO duec áp dung cho cong d6ng dia phueng 
va các ban quàn l' rtJng trong nàm 2009. DOng thOl, tiOn 
hành k két hop 06ng và nhân hO tre ye mat pháp l tü 
chinh quyOn dia phueng dé vièc chi trâ phi duec thuc thi 
tOt hen. 
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Thc hi ttuçc ho ti-c b&i các vn 
bi chi nh swh 

thuc, lien met, 
kc1t1iL'iUi1 traug tliici bi.. 

1flI 4fj-, cii iücn chl$  luqng 
+ iitthc 

(harii bói ln 
• Thiiy dôi pbuøng thuc 

re! casih tee non nhp vi 
thu ii 

- Báo vç runs 
Thay di uq quán 

casih tác 

Thyc thi ttuqc 
hO tr9 boi các 
An bàn. clunh 

sAch 

- T,n m1 
- HAn_R hoá 
- Cay ?zi6n 
-Huôndánkythui 

PPC: UNO tinh. ENV: Oiên It/c Viêt Nam 

PHPs: NM moy thuj then Ma tinh HHs: Ho 910 thnh 

NHPs: NM mOy thu, then qu(ic gb GOV: Chinh pM 

MO!: Bô Cong nghip 

Bkcu 2: Sodó dé xudf kêhoach PES tai song COng Nai. 

Thông diêp t(Inghiên cot, diém nay: 

• Nghiên cüu din hlnh nay cho thây càc chi phi và Ii Ich 
ctia vièc bào ye dâu nguOn nifâc là nhüng yêu câu chinh d 
thuyh phuc ngti mua tham gia; 
• Vièc thuc hin cüa chinh phü là can thit cüng dóng thOi 
vOl sJ tham gia t'.J nguyen ccia ngJäi mua và ngiài bàn; 
• Nguon tài chInh h6 tro là can thiét cho nhCng thay 061 ban 
dâu trong các philcrng th1c sCf dung Oat; 
• Kê hoach chi trá dich vu môi triiông (PES) co nhiéu khà 
nâng thành cong n6u các lcfi ich cCia ngiJOi mua là rO rang; 
• Càc hcip 06ng thoâ thun giüa ngtJii mua và nguOi bàn là 
co sO quan trong cho viêc chi trâ. 



3.3. Chtwng 3. Tao nguôn tài chInh ben vüng d bào ye cinh quan 
V,.Wn qu6c ala Bach Ma 

Môt dánh giá v6 "bang lông chi tra" (WTP) cOa khách du 
lich khi den thàm Visdn qu6c gia Bch Ma dã dirc Chi cyc 
Kiem lam lhC(a lhiOn Hue và T6 chOc WWF Viêt Nam tiên 

hành vào tháng 5/2007. Két qua cho thây mOc phi nén áp 
dung cho hal 06i tucng khách khác nhau là 39.0000 061 
vOl khách qu6c te va 34.0000 061 vOi ngiri Vit Nam. Oiéu 
nay sé tao ra ngu6n thu dir kien là 293.33 triêu VND gp 3 
Ian s6 thu hang nàm khi ap dung müc phi hiên hành. 

Chi trà cho viêc khai thác nithc và bâo ye vCng ddu ngu6n 

Môt nhà may nirOc u6ng nöi ti6ng dang sü dung nuOc 
khai thàc tü ngu6n Bach W. Cong ty nixOc Bach Ma bat 
dau khai thác nirOc ti nàm 2005. lien thu dticc tL( cong ty 
nay là tiém nãng dóng gop cho ViJOn Qu6c Gia. M6i met 
kh61 nirOc sach nên dirøc dánh môt khoân thue gol là phi 
mOi trliOng dlidc südung 06 bâo ye vUng du ngu6n. N6u 
COng ty n16c trlch 35% giá tri thu dkic W vièc bàn nirOc 
sach thi Ban quân l Viràn sO có 183.600.0000 hay 15% 
doanh thu. COng ty nijOc cá the thu phi và chuy6n khoàn 
tién nay trtic t16p cho nhO'ng ngisOi sü dung dat vOng dau 
ngu6n. Khoàn phi nay phài dirc mien thuê. 

£ia diem: Tinh ThCra ThiOn Hue 

B6i cânh và các vdn dê 

Virän qu6c gia Bach Ma thuôc khu virc mien trung Viêt 
Nam, cách thành ph6 Hue 40km ye phIa dOng nam. Nàm 
2007, Bô Nông nghiêp và PTNT dã phé duyêt viêc mO rông 
VirOn tI22.031 ha len 37.499 ha, trong dO 32.157,8 ha là 
diên tich rclng nâm trOn nOl cao thuôc khu vJc phông hO 
dâu ngu6n cOa song Hircng. Diitinh vOl diên tIch mO rông 
nhir hin nay thl ViJàn qu6c gia Bach Ma se cn có it nhät 
135 can bô va can them khoâng 4,9 t' dóng/nam. 

Môt nghiên cOu dirc5c thiic hièn trong nàm 2007 nham xác 
dinh w hôi cho mO hinh hó trci tài chinh ben vQng oe hó 
trcVtiOn bào ye tài nguyen rL'lng. 

Chi tiIn vièc thu phi vào cã'a Vu'ón 

Theo Quyét dnh 149/1999/QD-BTC cOa Bô Tài chinh ban 
hành ngày 30 thang 11 nàm 1999 thl müc phi thàm quan 
các khu vuc chInh cOa VisOn là 10.000 d/ng tiOi/krot 061 vOl 
ngiIOi IOn và 5.000 d/ngirOi/lut 061 vdi tré em và 2.000 0/ 
ngirOi/ltJct khi thàm quan vunig Oem. 
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Biéu 3: Scldô Vt/an Quóc Gio Bach MB. 



Anh 6: Anh toOn cdnh Bach Ma. Anh do WWF cung cap. 

Nghién ci1u chi ra rang càc cá nhân va cOng ty 0 khu vilc 

ha ngu6ri dijcic hilOng lcfi tl'i các dich vu bào ye phOng hO 

clâu nguôn do VJOn cung cap và ho san sang chi trà cho 
các dich vu nay. Can tiOn hành nghiên cüu them dO thiOt 
lap càc co ché chi trà hmnh thüc nay. 

Qu9u$thácbâot6n 

Viêc thiOt lap Qu9 uy thác bào tOn diioc xem nhii là co ché 

thu hut chi trà cho bào tOn da dang sinh hoc cCia khách 
du lich thàm quan thành phO Hue. Cuôc khào sat cho thay 
mac dO khách du lich chi thãm quan thành ph6 Hue (chti 

khOng thàm quan các khu vuc Ian can khác) nhung ho 
van san sang dong gop cho Qu9 u' thác bào tOn cOa ViiOn 

quOc gia Bch Ma và có dOn 80% sO khách dticic phOng van 
d6ng vOl 9 tiiOng nay. Môt chiieng trinh nâng cao nhân 
thik bào tOn lien quan dOn hoat dông du lich cO thO diicc 

gàn kOt vOl hoat dông báo tOn song Huong, môt thng 
cành nOi tiOng nhat cOa Hue. Hièri nay chinh phci Vièt Nam 
clang trinh UNESCO dO tO chic nay cOng nhân là di san the 

giOi. 

St'tdung tiên nhuthê'nào? 

SO tiOn thu dtjc W các hoat dông dich vu sé dilcc Ban 

quàn l ViionquOcgia Bach MatrilctiOpquàn l'.ViècthiOt 
lap cOng nhu thO nghiém các hoat dông nay sé diiec tiOn 

hành trong giai doan 2 cOa dii an. Môt sO gi ' khi quân l 

sO tiOn nay nhii sau: 
• SOtiOnthu diioctüviectãng mik phI thàm quanVuôn 
sé diioc Ban quàn l Vuôn tniic tiép quàn l' dO phuc vu các 
hoat dông nhm cal thièn dich vu du lich, ké cà viêc diia ra 
môt sO hoat dông mOi cho du khách; va 
• SO tiOn thu diioc tü Quç' u' thác baa tOn và phàn bOi 
hoàn cOa các dOi tltcing hiking li ti'i dich vu phOng ho dau 
nguOn sé diioc sCi dung dO cài thiên ha tang co sO nhii tái 

dâu tti cho nOng nghiêp ben vclng và quàn l' tOt hen khu  

vijc vOng dèm (HO tro phàt triOn bOn vüng vOng Oem là 

môt trong các nhiêm vu trong tam cOa ViiOn). 

Giám sat nhuthênào? 

COng giOng nhii tniidng hp cOa phOng ho dàu nguOn Tn 
An (xem Chiicng 3.2), thành lap Ban quàn l' 00 quàn l 
khoàn phi thu diioc. Các thành vién cOa Ban quàn l gOm 
dal then Ban quàn l'ViiOn, SO Nông nghiêp và PTNTtinh 
và cong dOng dia phthcng. Các thành vién nay sé giàm sat 
sO tiOn phitil khâu bàn dOn mua. Chat lirnng dich vu du 
lich va cOng tác quàn l' vOng dêm VtiOn sé do ben thO 3 
giám sat thiIâng xuyên. 

Các khuyên nghj và nghiên cthi bosung 

• Vièc cal càch thuO và già nuOc là can thiOt cho vièc thiic 
hièn chi trà; 
• Can có nghiên cfu b6 sung ye giá cà do quàn l chat 
cong niiOc khu viic phOng ho dâu nguOn khOng 
ben vüng; 
• Can có sii tham gia cOa dia phucng khi k' kOt thoâ thuän 

vOl các ben hiking loi; 
• Can có sii hO tro tü phIa chinh quyOn dia phucing ye các 
phileng an chi trà phi khác nhau. 

Thông diêp tiYnghiên cóu dim nay: 

• ViiOn quOc gia can näng cao trách nhim các ben lien 
quan 00 tang ciläng ngu6n thu cho bào tOn thien nhien. 
NguOn vOn nay phâi gan kOt vOl các nhu câu ye bào tOn; 
• Cal thiên dich vu du lich là rat can thiOt dO tang hang 
khách thãm quan; 
• Can áp dung he thOng thu phi vào cCia da dang 001 vOl 

các nhóm khach du lich khác nhau. 
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3.4. Chuwng 4. Xây dang cd chê chi trà hap thu các-bon trong lam nghip: 
DU an thI diem tai huyên Cao Phong tinh Hoà Blnh, Vit Nam 

Bôi cánh và các van dê 

Nham ngàn chãn biên d61 khi hu15  Cong iOc khung cüa 
Lien Hiêp Qu6c v6  thay d6i khi hâu (UNFCCC) dà dicoc phê 
chun tao ra khung phàp I' cho các hoat dông giàm thiu 

khi nhà kinh nhãm 6n dinh n6ng dO khi nhà kinh trong 
Of quyn va ngãn chán tàc dông tiêu cut den khI hâu. 

Nghi dinh tha Kyoto do UNFCCC xây thing và da dtioc phé 
chun tai Kyoto, Nhât Bàn thàng 12 nàrn 1997. 

Dong gop vào nO Iuic chung nhâm giãm phát thai khI nhà 
kInh, dàc bièt khI các-bon-di-ô-xIt (CO2) trong bàu khi 
quy6n, môt du,f an tróng rung quy mô nhó d hap thy khi 
các-bon-di-ô-xIt duioc Cyc Lam nghiep, trtiông Dai hoc 
Lam nghiêp Vièt Nam và Trung tam nghien cfu sinh thai 
Va môi trufông rung và Co quan hop tàc quóc t6 Nhât Bàn 
cung ph6i hop xày dung. DuJ an duic tién hành tai Xuàn 
Phong Va Bàc Phong thuc huyn Cao Phong tinh Hoà 
Blnh. Dii an dii kién trOng khoàng 350 ha rCrng. Myc tiêu 
cOa dit an là bào ye môi trlklng Va XOà d6i giàm nghOo 
thông qua nàng cao thu nhap cho nguiài dan dia phuiong 
tü san pham rl'ing và các li Ich thu diic tu$ viêc bàn tin chi 
các-bon. 

Lam thnào dédám bâo nguôn tài chInh? 

WI ich cOa dii an không chi gôm lam san nhii gO và cOl dOt 
nhii các di an trOng rC(ng thilong mai thông thiking ma 
con g6n1 các lol ich tu viêc bàn tin chi càc-bon. Dày là môt 
san phm mOi tni?ing mdi va có th6 diroc kinh doanh tren 
thi triläng th6 gidi thông qua Co ché phàt tri6n 
sach (CDM)16. 

Ngiidi mua ditoc xác dinh là các cong ty san xuát giây 
trong nuiOc d6i vOl các san pham gO va thi tnuOng qu6c 
té cho càc tin chi càc-bon. 56 luiong tin chi càc-bon tiOc 
tinh thu diioc trong thdi gian 20 nàm cOa dii an là khoàng 
60.000 - 80.000 CERs17. VOl myc tiêu 06 ra nhui vây, trong 
qua trnh chuan bi, nhóm xây dung dii an oa tiên hành 
tham van vOl càc cong ty cOng nghiêp tai Ha NOi 06 tài tro 
cho dii an vOi myc tiêu bào ye môi tniiOng và xoà d6i giàm 
nghOo. Cu6i cüng diiàn dà diroc hang Honda Viêt Nam 
dOng và tài try. 56 tién tài tro nay chi là khoàn tiOn dàu til 
ban dàu dO On hành dii an. Chi phi cho càc hoat dông tiOp 
theo dO duy trl dii an sO lay môt phàn tCs viêc bàn lam san 
và loi Ich tC viêc bàn tin chi càc-bon. 

Thành phân tham gia dii an là ngiidi dan dia phuiclng, vOi 
khoàng 300 ho gia dinh tham gia. Các hO tham gia dii an 
sé cO thu nhãp tüviêc bàn go và vic thuong mi tin chi 
các-bon. Ngoài ra, chInh quyén dia phiiong sO dOng val trô 
quan trong trong viêc thiic hiên dii an. 

Anh 7: GOt hOi. Anh do lcR4F ViOt Nam cung cOp. 

 

Nguyen nhOn cOa hiên ttlang biên d& khihôu dLI icxdcdnh là do tang quo nhonh lticlng khinhà kinh, dâc biétlà khICO2 trong khiquyn. Trong 100 ndm tthlai dày, nhiêt dO trdiddt 

dã tOng 0,74OCvà dLlken tang len 30C trong the k 21 neu cdc qu6c gb không Mn hanh cOc biên phdp along quytnhàm giOm thiéu khinhà kinh. Tdc dong nguyhim nhdt cáo thay 

061 khi háu là h,ên Wang trdl dOt nOng len và nO sé lam ton bang tab Hoc cic vO sou 06 lam tang mic ni/ac b16n cQng nhil gay tàc dOng xdu dên khlhàtj nhtixudthiên bào nhiét 061 vO ldc 

xoOy(NguOn: UNFCCC, 2007. TO, lieu: Khoa hoc thayd6ikhihâu.www.unfcccintlpress/2794.php). 

Co chê phdt triên sach (CDM) là mÔt trong 3 ccchicáo Nghi dinh thilKyoto. Nd dOng vab trO quan trong 06! vOl cOcnudc dangphdt trién, trong dO cO VietNam. Cd ha! loai cDM: môt 
loailà CDM de'g,dm khinhà kinh va loaiCDM thiYhai là hOp thu khinhà kinh thông qua hoot dOng tr6ng rclng/tdi trOng rf/ng. Ngudn: Cong ,JOc khung cáa Lien hiêp qu6c vOSiffn dO! khi 
Mu (UNFCCC). 1997. http://unfccc.intJresource/docs/convkp/kpeng.dpf  

CERs là giàm phdt thai duac ching nhan tinh bOng tOn khICO2. 
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Südung ngu6n tài chInh nhuthênào? 

Khoàn tién do hang Honda Viêt Nam tài trO difc chi trifc 
tiôp cho các hO gia dlnh tham gia dir an do tr6ng khoàng 
350 ha rung keo, thuc dy viec su dung có hièu qua càc san 
phm phu và thiêt lap 30 ha cay thuc an gia süc phuc vu 
chãn nuoi gia süc, phát triOn viec sü dung khi sinh hoc và 
ho tr k' thuãt thông qua hoat dông ph6 cap. 

fiO bào dam dir an môt cách bOn vcrng can phài duy tn 
nguOn tài chlnh. Nguôn tài chInh nay dirirc lay ti'i nguón 
thu bàn gO và thiicing mai tin chi các-bon. fO duy trl va 
sü dung nguOn tiOn nay, môt tO chuc phi lci nhuân là HOi 
nong dan se dirc thành lap. D6ng thul co chO chia sé lci 
ich gicra nhüng ngtiôi tham gia dic an và Hôi nông dan sé 
diroc xây thing. Hal mtidi (20) phan tram nguOn thu tCr viêc 
bàn gO và tin chi các-bon cüa dçran sé &c dim vào qu9. 
Qu nay do Hôi nông dan quàn l' và dicc sü dung dO tài 
dãu tir trOng rung theo phucng pháp xoay vông, hO trcr k9 
thuât, qiám sat va các thu tuc cho viêc thiicng mai hOa tin 
chi càc-bon. 

Giám sat du'án nhuthinào? 

Tài lieu thiOt kO di( an diroc xày dung cho 20 nàm là co so 
dé tiên hành các hoat dOng giám sat. Tài lieu nay sé thicic 
trinh len Cc quan tham quyOn Qu 6c gia và Lien hiêp qu 6c 
dO phé chuan theo thu tuc CDM dO cO dircc chung nhân ye 
tin chi các-bon. HOi nông dan se là tO chüc quàn l và giám 
sat dir an. Mn canh do, môt nhóm k' thuât gOm truOng 
Dai hoc Lam nghiêp Viét Nam và RCFEE, JICA cam kOt hO 
tro k thuât cho quàn l rCrng, tinh toàn lirong càc-bon và 
lap bào cào cho Lien hièp quOc dO chung nhän tin chi 
càc-bon cüng nhu vièc bàn CERs tren thi truing the gidi. 

Các khuyên nghi và nghiên cl/u bô sung 

Mac do phát triOn lam nghiêp là môt trong các biên phàp 
lam giàm khi càc-bon-di-ô-xit và gop phan giàm thiOu bién 
d61 khi hâu toàn câu nhuing yêu câu và thu tuc và càc birOc 
xày thing và phê duyét dii an lam nghiêp theo co chO CDM 
rat phuc tap. Do vây, càc dir an lam nghiêp nén sü dung 
co chO linh dông cho kinh doanh tin chi càc-bon nhàm 
thu hUt vOn thông qua lông ghép các du an phát triOn 
lam nghiêp vdi bào ye môi tnuOng dO tao thu nhâp tci vic 
kinh doanh tin chi các-bon. Ngoài ra, dO kinh doanh diroc 
tin chi các-bon rat can có hO tru tü phIa Chinh phU thông 
qua chlnh sàch, xây dung nàng luic và dàc biêt là nâng cao 
nhân th(ic ye bién dOi khi hâu. 

Thông diêp tànghiên cl/u diem nay: 

• Xây dung càc dir an hap thu càc-bon trong lam nghiêp sü 
dyng co chO CDM là môt qua trinh phuc tp va tOn kern; 
• Can lông ghép càc di,rán phát triOn lam nghiêp vOi càc li 
ich tCi viêc kinh doanh tin chi các-bon thông qua co chO chi 
trà tiI nguyen; 
• HO trci tu phIa ChInh phU là rat quan trong dO xày thing 
dir an, xày dung nãng lçrc và hO tro k9 thut; 
• Chia sO Icri Ich rô rang và sir tham gia cOa cong dông 
dia phuicng và nông dan là chla khoá dO triOn khai dii an 
thành cong. 
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3.5. Chtwng 5: Chia sé ngu6n thu dia phtwng: Khu Bào t'n bien vinh Nha Trang, 
Viêt Nam 

Bôi cânh và các vdn dê 

Chiicing nay sé torn tat viec chiccing trinh tao nguôn thu 
cho vinh Nha Trang bao g6m cac nguôn thu, Ricing tièn 
thu ciucic va các mô hlnh ciiicic thi& lap d6 quàn ly  và sCf  
dung qu9 trong tiicing lal. 

Khu Bâo t6n binVinh Nha Trang (MPA) duicic hinh thành 
vào nãm 2001. T6ng dièn tIch cOa khu vUc nay là khoâng 
13.000 ha va nO bao gôm các sinh cãnh nhci san ho, cO 
bin và rung ngâp man. Khu viic nay &idc xem là môt 
trong cac khu vtic quan trong nht cOa Viêt Nam ye sic cia 
dang cUa san ho vol hcin 350 Ioài. 

Khu Bào ton bién Vinh Nha Trang thicic hlnh thành vOi muc 
tiOu (i) quàn I va bào ye cia dang sinh hoc bin và (ii) cung 
cp cac hó trci va nguOn loi cho cong 06ng da phucing va 
ap dung cci chê d6ng quàn I. 

Vinh Nha Trang cCing ciOng vai trà quan trong trong hoat 
dông du lich, cà trong nicOc và qu6c t. Nàm 2001, Vinh 
don tiêp khoâng 240.000 khách vOl nhiOu hoat dông du 
lich din ra tai dày nhij thàm tháng cânh trén thuyén, bcii, 
Ian. So Ricing khách du lich m61 nàrn môt tang va trong 
nàrn 2006 con sO nay là 400.000 ngicOi (xem BiOu 06 4). 

HO trQ tài chmnh cho khu Bào tOn b16n là môt hop phn 
quan trong d bão ye khu vUc nay. HO tro tài chInh ben 
vi2ng cO th cung cp các hO trci bO sung cho quân l các 
khu vtic diccic bâo ye. Khu vJc nhiiVinh Nha Trang vOi kiu 
kiong khách du lich cao va có nhiéu net dc dáo là t16m 
náng 06 tao ra ngu6n thu On dnh. Do vay,  các cuôc thào 
Iuân duicic tO chtrc tci 2002 - 2005 cia thu hOt nhiOu thành 
phân tham gia tu khu vcic tic nhân dOn các co quan nhà 
nicOc 06 xây thing môt co chO chi trá cho nhOng ngicOi sO 
dung Vinh Nha Trang. 

Iumg hti.ich du lich 

still 

so; —cov-40-it 

Bieu 4. Ltlang khOch du lich qua cdc ndm 

Dic kiOn môt phn qu' cá diccic tO he thOng thu phi ngicOi 
sCs dung Vinh Nha Trang cOth6ducicsCs dung dé hOtro 
phát tr16n cong 06ng cia phiccing nhàm dam bâo cOng 
dOng có duic nguón thu tCiviêc bâo ye và quàn IyVinh. 

Môt mô hlnh ye phiicing thth: phân bO qu' cho 6 cong 
dOng cia phiicing tai Vinh Nha Trang cia dicic xay thing 
dia trén viêc sO dung "Qu' phát triOn thôn - VDF Di kiOn 
thông qua cci chO nay môt phân (10-15%) thu nhâp có 
diccic sO dicoc chuy6n lai cho cong ciOng. 

TO DiJ an thi diOm khu bâo tOn biOn Hon Mun, Qu9 phát 
tri6n thOn cia phân bO môt khoàn tiOn là US$ 2.000 cho 

m6i thOn va tOng sO tién hO trcf cho 6 thOn là US$ 12.000. 
Các qu9 nay clicoc càc thôn sO dung dO tiOn hành các hoat 
dông phat triOn, dOng thdi gop phân cal thiên môi trliOng. 
NgicOi dan trong thôn dOu tharn gia vao qua trinh lap kê 
hoach, xày thing và thic thi hoat dOng. Môt sO hoat dông 
duIoc tài tro nhic xây dicng cho, he thOng quán 19 ràc thai, 
thiOng giao thông và dulOng di bo cho trO em, xày dicng 
trung tam hoc tap cOa thôn. 

Lam thé'nào dé dam bâo nguon tài chInh? 
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0 
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Ii 
* 

C 
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SO tiOn thu dtioc trong nàm 2002 &loc sO dung 06 hO tr 
tài chlnh ben vCing cho Khu bào tOn b16n vinh Nha Trang. 
SO tiOn nay g6m: 
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• Phi thàm quan tháng cành Vinh NhaTrang: 50.000W 
nglfdi (tJdng dlidng US$ 3/ nguôi) và müc phi nay áp 
dung cho tat cà du khách di thàm quan bng thuyén tai 

Vinh Nha Trang, và 
• PhI dich vu Hon Mun: 30.000d/liiat Ian (tJcng diicrng 
US$ 2/ Iit) và mc phi nay áp dung cho tat cà du khách 
südung dich vu này tai Khu vifc b16n diicic bàovê tai Vinh 
Nha Trang. PhI 10.000d/nguôi (t1ng difong US$ 0,6) ap 
dung cho tt cà du khách den thàm quan khu vtic b16n 
dijcic bào ye tai Vinh Nha Trang. 

Trong nàm 2006, t6ng so tiOn thu duc là US$ 150.000, 
trong do US$ 115.000 diicic giao cho Ban quàn l Khu bào 

t6n blOn vinh Nha Trang. S6  tièn cOn lai dJcc gi21 tai kho 

bac tinh. SO tài chinh nOi râ ng nguyen tac", ho ung hO 

viêc chuy6n lai so tién nay cho cong d6ng dia phixong. Tuy 
nhiOn, dO lam diicic diéu nay can phài lam rô môt sO An 
dO. 

NOu chuyOn 10% ngu6n thu vào Quq phát triOn thôn thl 
Qu9 nay sé cO sO tiOn là US$ 15.000. NOu chuyOn 15 % 
nguOn thu thi Qug phàt triOn thOn sO có sO tiOn là US$ 

22.500. 

Sft dung tiên nhu'thênào? 

56 tiOn nay sO dijac chuyOn cho tinh Khánh Hoà dO hO trci 
van hành Khu bào t6n biOn vinh Nha Trang. Ngoài ra, sO 

tiOn nay cüng diac sO dung dO hO trO tinh tiOn hành cãc 
hoat dông quàn l' môi trllong khác trên dia bàn tinh dO 
tao ra các dong gOp tich cifc tOl Vinh Nha Trang. 

Ngoài ra, dL1 kiOn môt phân cOa nguOn thu khoàng 
10-15%sOdiiac giao dO hOtro cho caccOngdOngdia 
phiiang. Tuy nhiOn, co chO phân bO sO tiOn nay cOa tinh 

chi(a duc th6ng nhat và hoàn thiên. Dii kiOn co chO phân 

b6 vOn nay nay sO có SIf thOng nhat vào clâu nàm 2008. 

Giám sat Kihoach chi trô nhu'thê'nào? 

SO tiOn thu duac tO các dich vu tai Vinh Nha Trang hièn 

dang diic U' ban nhân dan tinh Khành Hoà quàn l. linh 
dã cO co chO giam sat hièu qua qua trinh thu phi và hiên 
cac khoàn phi dich vu dang diicic cap nhât và giám sat 
thifcing xuyên. 

Tuy nhiOn, viêc phàn bO so tiOn nay lai chiia diicic quyOt 

dinh dO hO tra Qu9 phãt triOn thôn cOa các cong dOng dia 
phuong tai Vinh Nha Trang. Do vây, van dO quan trong bay 
glO là phài tiOp tyc lam viêc vOl UBND tinh Khánh Hoà dO  

xay dung cc ché phàn bO phi có tinh pháp l. Ngoài ra, nOu 
viêc phán b6 nguOn thu cho cäc Qu9 diiac thiic hiên 00 hO 
trO càc hoat dong cOa thôn thi no nên diicc xem là khoán 
tién b6 sung cho càc thôn va khong cO nghia là các nguOn 

qul khác cOa thOn bi ct giàm. 

Cu6i cüng, môt An 06 quan trong là mac di Khu Bâo t6n 
biOn vinh Nha Trang là môt khu viic biOn can dI!c bào v 
dO có the tao thu nhâp nhung diéu dO khOng cO nghia là 
tat cà các Khu bào t6n blOn sO có thO tao ra thu nhâp nhu 
vây. Viêc thiOt lap he thOng các Khu bào t6n biOn OVièt 
Nam 001 hôi phâi có hO tro tài chInh tO Chlnh phCi cüng 
nhij phâi cO thu nhâp dich vu tO chinh khu vlic 00. 

Các khuyê'n nghi va nghiên c(tu bosung 

Các vuIn dé ye phân bô phIcho cong dông dia phu'1ng 

• Can xác dinh cãc dOi tác quan trong dO thOc dOy Qu' 
phàt triOn thOn. DiOu nay can có sii liOn két chat chO giOa 
Dan vi quàn l' Khu bào t6n biOn vinh Nha Trang và các dia 
phifcing cOng nhii UBND tinh Khánh Hoà; 
• Can tränh chOng chéo quàn I' tài chinh nhii hiên nay; 
• Can dam bâo tao diioc nguOn thu bO sung; 
• Co cache rô rang 00 cong dOng diiac hiiOng li tO nguOn 
thu nay. 

Các vdn dê khác 

• Thu nhãp tO phi nguOi sO dung là khà IOn 0 khu viic nay, 
nhiing sO tiOn nay mdi chi diioc phàn bO cho môt diOm cOa 
toàn he thOng càc Khu bào t6n biOn QuOc gia; 
• Can dam bào cO 80 tai chinh cho toàn bO he thOng chO 
khOng chi cho môt vài diem nhat dinh; 
• Can bang nhu càu giOa lol ich dia phuong va Ii ich quOc 
g Ia. 

Thông diêp t(tnghiên c((u dim nay: 

• Môt khoàn tiOn IOn có the diicc tao ra tO hot dOng du 
lich thông qua thu phi ngiIOi sO dung tO càc dich vu cung 

cap; 
• SO tiên thu &c diic giao cho các co quan quàn l' 80 
bâo ye mOi trilOng; 
• Khó khàn trong viêc tim ra cache phàn bO tài chInh cho 
cOng dOng dia phuong. 
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4. Tong hdp và khuyen nghu 
Viêt Nam dã sn sang sü dung môt sö cong ci tài chInh va 
kinh t6 can thi& d6 thtic thi hoat d6ng chi trâ phi dch vu 
he sinh thai. Trong tat câ càc nghiên ctu dim ye PES dâ 
trthh bay, van dé không phài 0 chó thiéu ngu6n tài chinh 
ma chinh là thiéu môt khung pháp 19, g6m (Phân 3.1): 

• Thieu cc sO pháp 19 cho cong d6ng do tham gia ky kOt các 
hop d6ng; 

• NOu chi trâ dich vy he sinh thai diic%c xem nhi là thuO, 
phi và lé phi thl can phâi b6 sung them diOu khoàn vào 
các luât, quyêt dinh và thông Vi lien quan hiên hành dO 
cho phép ngilOi cung cap dich vy (chcf không phài các 
cc quan cOa ChInh phCi) gilf Iai cac khoân thu nhâp tü cac 
dich vy nay; 
• ThiOu cOng cu kinh tO và cong cu phàp 19 cho PES trong 
các van bàn pháp 19 quy dinh ye bào ye da dang sinh hoc, 
bào ye dau ngu6n va hap thu các-bon. 

Dich vy môi trliOng (ES) va "ngliOi mua" và "ngtiOi bàn" dich 
vy mOi tniOng diioc xàc dinh rat rô trong các nghién ctu 
PES. Tuy nhiên, môt sO khia canh cCia PES neu difdi dày 
van cOn nam trong giai doan ké hoach cOa càc nghiên cu 
diOm chi chiia diicc thu nghiêm thitc tO: 

Lam the nào dO"ngJdi mua"và"ngilOi bàn"dich 
vy mOl trilclng k9 kOt thoà thuân môt cách wnguyén 
trong khuôn khO pháp lut cho phép; 

DiOu kiên chi trà va viêc cung cap dich vy trong diOu 
kiên cho phép, diOu kiên vO philcng thUc sCt dung dt, 
các hoat d6ng cOa 'ngJOi bàn" và/hoác quàn 19 ngu6n 
tài nguyen qui mO cong d6ng; 

ThOihan và hlnh thüc k9 kOt hcp d6ng; 
M1(c do cCia các cam kOt lien quan dOn tüng mOi 

quan hnhonqudcuthê'dOduytrltInh liOntuccOa 
dich vy (trành lam giàm, suy thoái hay mat khà nàng 
cung cap dich vy cOa tài nguyen); 

Hmnh thüc chi trà, vi du nhu'thanh toán bang tiOn 
mat dO tu9 9 sü dung, dàu tii vào càc dich vy cOng hay 
qu9 u9 thác phuc vy các hoat d6ng cu thO nào do; 

Mtjc chi trd trong mOi liOn he vOi chi phi cc hQi cOa 
ngiOi bàn và chi phi lila chon dich vy cOa ngliOi mua. 

Tuy nhiên, Co môt sôbài hçc kinh nghiêm tu'các 
nghiên c(tu diê'm nhusau: 

Dôi vt/i chó'c näng phàng ho dâu ngu6n 

• Chi ra chi phi và lcfi ich tü viêc bào ye phOng hO dâu 
ngu6n là môt yOu cau quan trong dO thuyOt phuc ngiOi 
mua tham gia; 
• Viêc thtic thi phàp lut cOa ChInh phO là can thiOt chu 
không phài chi diia vào càc hop d6ng mang tinh W 
nguyen giva ngOi mua và ngil0i bàn; 
• HO tro ban dàu là can thiOt 00 tao Vi chuyOn biOn ye các 
phticng thk sü dung dat. 

Do'i vt/i ch& ndng báo ye cánh quan 

• Môt khoàn tiOn khá IOn có thO diioc tao ra W hoat d6ng 
du lich thông qua thu phi ngiidi sO dung tO các dich vy 
cung cap (trllOng hop cOa tinh Nha Trang). He thông thu 
ye vào cOng thàm thâng cânh nen da dng han 00 phO 
hop vOl các 061 tl.rong khách du 11th khác nhau (trtlang 
hop cOa Vi0n quOc gia Bach Ma); 
• 56 tiOn thu diroc hiên diloc chuyOn cho các Co quan quàn 
9 dO bào ye mOi truong. Tuy nhien, thách thOc hién nay là 
chiia xác dinh cc chO rO rang dO phân bO so tiOn nay cho 
cOng d6ng dia philcng (trtldng hop tal NhaTrang); 
• CácvilOnquOc gia cOthángcànhdepcóthO xãydiing 
môt cc chO hO tro tài chinh ben vOng thông qua chi tiéu 
hop 19 yà tang thu nhâp tO hoat d6ng du lich, g6m câ du 
lich dija vào cong d6ng (trixOng hop cOa VJOn qu6c gia 
Bach Ma). 

Dô'i vt/i vá'n dê hdp thu cãc-bon 

• Lông ghép các dV an phát triOn lam nghip vOl các Ii ich 
tO hap thy càc-bon thông qua sO dyng cc chO chi trâ phi 
mang tinh Vi nguyen; 
• HO trcf tO phia Chinh phO là rat quan trong dOi vOi yiêc 

xày dung dtl an, nâng cao näng luc  yà hO trc k9 thut; 
• Chia se lol Ich và suitham gia cOa cOng d6ng yà ngilOi dan 
chia khoá dO dil an thành cOng. 
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Rat tic là chtia c6 môt nghiên cu diôn hinh vô bào ye da 
dang sinh hoc diioc trmnh bay trong tài lieu nay. Ngoài ra, 

choa có trLiäng hop riào óVièt Nam thô hiên môi quan tam 
den mLc do tác dông cüa PES tói càc d61 tJong bi thiêt 
thai (do On dé s(Ic khoè hay giói) cüng nhii vièc ho tham 
gia vào PES. NOi môt cách khàc, càc hoat dong hJdng tOi 
giàm nghèo và ngtiài ngheo. Bài hoc kinh nghièm tii càc 
du an RUPES cho thay tam quan trong cüa (i) Hiiông dung 
cO diéu kiên nhu chi trà cho duy tri chc nàng phOng hO 
dâu nguóri nhãm xoà dói giàm nghèo và (ii) thiét lap cac 

chinh sách và th6 ché nhâm thüc day càc thung cho các 
dich vu môi trtiang ó cp dia phifong, quöc gia và quöc té. 

Hy vong trong 3 nàm tOi sê có nhiéu bài hoc kinh nghiêm 

hon tii các mô hrih chi trà dich vu môi trifamg PES (1)- (6) 

nhu dà dé cap ô trén. Môt só hoat dOng quan trong can 

thic hièn là: 

H6 tro Chinh phü Viêt Nam tiép tuc xãy dung khung 
pháp 19 cho thuic hièn PES; 

Nghiên ctu dé xác dinh mói lien he giüa viéc sil 
dung dat vüng thulong nguón và chat luong nuóc ô ha 
nguón; và càc chi phi nham duy trl chat luiong nuiöc; 

Thlet lap các co ché nham thuc thi càc chi trà thông 
qua thué và cài càch già nulOc; 

Thu hu.'.ut các cong dông dia phuong tham gia k' két 

hop ddng vdi các ben hufông loi; 
S. fâm bâo cãc he tro cCia chinh quyén dia phuiong dôi 
vol các co ché chi trà, dãc biêt xày dung diicic co ché rô 
rang cho cong d6ng dia phuiong trong viec hulOng loi 
tü viêc quân 19 tài nguyen duc giao; 
6. Hal hôa gica càc nhu câu ye loi ich cüa dia phufong  

0các nhu câu cüa quöc gia; 
SO dung co ché linh hoat trong thuicng mai hOa càc-

bon cOa các du an lam nghiép c 5n diioc quan tam dé 

thu hOt vôn. Bang cách nay, lông ghép các d an phát 
triôn lam nghiêp vOl bào ye mOi truiOng dé cO nguón 
thu tO bàn tin chi càc-bon. Co ché chi trà phi mang 
tinh tu nguyen cO the 1a môt giài pháp dé thu hUt 

nguón v6n tO ngành cong nghièp; 
Dé có the thuiong mai hOa tin chi càc-bon can có 

su h6 tro tO phia ChInh phCi nhu chinh sách, xäy dung 
nàng uk va dãc bièt là nâng cao nhân thOc ye bién 061 
khi hâu; 

Tién hành nghiên cOu diôm ye RUPES, tap trung vào 
CC co ché chi trâ nham giài quyét các van dé nghèo 
dOi. Các mô hnh nay có the gôm: (i) tang culcrng suf an 

toàn ye hulOng dung dat, (ii) tao co hOi dé nguiOI dan 
dia phLlong duioc tham gia vào viêc ra quyét dinh, (iii) 
trâ cong lao dông cho viec bào ye dich vu mOl trtlOng 
vOl mOc tói thiôu tuiong dulong vOi chi phi co hOi ma 
ngucii dan bO ra dé thuc hiên các hoat dOng tuiong tu, 
nhu chat gé, cUi; (iv) tang cuiOng khà nãng tiép can các 
qu9 dau tui nhui qu9 tin dung nhO cho cãc hot dng 
có tiém nàng sinh lol; và (v) tang alOng nàng luc kinh 
doanh dé bàn các dich vu môi trulOng nhti môt san 
phm hang hoá, vi du nhul tao thulong hiêu sinh thai. 
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111.8. The Operation of the Voluntary Carbon 
Market (VCM) and its Potential for Vietnam 

Stephen Garnett and Pham Thu Thuy 
School for Environmental Research, Charles Da,win University, Australia 

Background 

Markets for products and services that offset greenhouse gas emissions fall into two types 
- regulated schemes that help countries comply with the provisions of the Kyoto protocol 
under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), such as the 
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), and the voluntary market. The latter market includes 
a growing range of products that cover the activities of companies and individuals wishing to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from sources not covered by the Kyoto protocol. In fact 
when the voluntary carbon market began eight years before the CDM in 1989, an American 
electricity company paid for 50 million trees to be planted by farmers in Guatemala to offset its 
greenhouse gas production (Hamilton et al. 2007). Initially this and other activities were used 
by conservation organizations as a new means to generate capital but increasingly trade in 
voluntary schemes are now seen as profitable in their own right. 

What is the Voluntary Market and how does it differ from the Formal Car-
bon Market? 

In voluntary carbon markets: 
• The seller undertakes actions that will result in less greenhouse gas being emitted into the 

atmosphere (Ca2, methane, nitrous oxide etc.); 
• The vendor quantifies and verifies the amount of CO2  equivalents to be saved. Verification 

is often done by a third party; 
• The buyer purchases the CO2  equivalents, usually to offset emissions and become carbon 

neutral; 
• All players act voluntarily, but the final contract is usually binding. 

The major difference between voluntary carbon markets and regulated carbon markets is the 
strictness of offset standards that the scheme has to meet. In the regulated carbon market, 
offsets must employ specific standards to ensure credibility and confidence that they are fully 
compatible with emission reduction requirements under a regulated greenhouse gas trading 
(GHG) system. In contrast, VCM do not have "a unique overseeing authority, a common set 
of rules, procedures and standards, or a centralized registry" (Estrada et al. 2008). The price 
of offsets in regulated carbon markets is often higher since its accountability is higher than in 
the free market. 

In addition, compared to the formal carbon market, the voluntary market has been innovative 
and diverse, offering a wide range of products at different levels of risk and security. It has 
also been able to gain a premium for products that provide social and environmental benefit 
in addition to the greenhouse gas reductions. For the best valued products the greenhouse 
gas reductions are long-lasting, readily verified, pro-poor and pro-biodiversity. At the other end 
of the range the products are more risky, the science is not proven, the projects less verified 
and monitored and the greenhouse gas reductions are less secure. In fact some schemes 
do not appear to have been entirely honest about the carbon they said they would sequester 
(Bachram 2004). 



The products offered in the voluntary market are of four main types: 

• Renewable energy (wind farms, hydropower, solar); 
• Methane capture from landfills; 
• Forestry and other environmental storage; 
• Energy efficiency/fuel switching. 

Each type has a different level of security, transaction cost and pricing and hence behaves 
differently in the marketplace. Thus renewable energy products are tangible, readily verified, 
easy to negotiate and have easily quantified reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. Forestry, 
however, requires far greater investment in community consultation and subsequent verification 
and monitoring and even then the forest may be burnt or blown down, removing greenhouse 
gas benefits. 

Standards and Validation 

Although VCM do not have strict rules that need to be followed like in the regulated carbon 
market, a number of independent protocols, standards, verification procedures and registries 
have emerged trying to guarantee the quality of the offsets traded in the market. 

Standards and validations specify the rules that program/projects must follow to ensure that 
emission reductions/sequestration are recognised. 

• Validation is forward looking - an independent organization will carry out assessments to 
decide whether the project is able to produce the number of offsets that it claims; 

• Verification is backward looking - an independent organization will assess and confirm 
the number of carbon credits that a project produced during its timeframe. 

There are different standards and validations worldwide but this paper only discusses two 
potential standards and validations that are relevant for Vietnam including Voluntary Gold 
Standard (VGS) and Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS). Each standard has its own advantages 
and disadvantages (Table 111.8.1) and project designers need to be careful when selecting the 
standard they wish to apply for. 
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Table 1118.1 Comparisons between Voluntary Gold Standard and Voluntary Carbon 
Standard 

Accepts accreditation from the 
United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change 
and California Climate Change 
registry 
Choice of offsets makes them 
easy to validate 
May provide greater social and 
environmental benefits than 
those expected from CDM 
projects 
Easier to apply to the smaller 
project types 
Relatively low financial and 
administrative burdens 
compared with CDM projects 
Developed by The Climate 
Group and the International 
Emissions Trading Association 
Offer optional standards for 
projects 
Provides consumers with 
comfort and greater social and 
environmental benefits than 
those expected from CDM 
projects 

Prices high but hard to track 
down 
Only energy efficiency and 
renewable energy projects 
are eligible under the Gold 
Standard. 
May take place only in 
countries that do not have 
a reduction target under the 
Kyoto Protocol 

Does not provide 
any specific project 
methodologies, so there is 
no overarching standard 
which consumers can rely 
on to address the variation 
in the nature and reliability of 
the offsets provided across 
the whole voluntary market 

Voluntary 
Gold 
Standard 

Vendor prices in 
Feb 2009 were: 
planetair.ca  - 
$42/tonne 
myci imate .org 
- $31/tonne 
climatefriendly. 
corn - $29/tonne 

Voluntary 
Carbon 
Standard 
(VCS) 

Prices in 
February 2009 
were about 
$6.20/tonne CO2  
equivalents 

Source: Estrada et aL2008; Davidson (2008) 

Opportunities and constraints for VCM in Vietnam 

Opportunities 
There is a great potential for VCM to develop in Vietnam. 

Firstly, the fact that VCM offers relaxed regulations makes governments and stakeholders 
more interested in the carbon market. It is expected that the government can develop support 
and encourage policies to support VCM function. For example, the establishment of Vietnam 
Environmental Protection Fund allows individuals and organizations to borrow the money to 
invest in environmental management activities such as carbon sequestration and it creates the 
funding source for potential buyers. It needs to be emphasized that the Fund has only been 
successful in lending money for use in energy efficiency and reduction of waste and water 
pollution etc. So far there have been no applications for this funding to be used to implement 
carbon sequestration projects from the forestry sector. The Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Environment has welcomed the forestry carbon sequestration project and is looking forward to 
receiving applications to use the fund for forestry improvement. 

Secondly, climate change and its potential impacts have been widely discussed in the media 
leading to an increase in greenhouse gas reduction behaviour by both individuals and industry. 
Also the private sector, as part of their Corporate Social Responsibility, has recently invested 



in environmental management with the hope of creating a green image within the general 
public. Such companies are actively searching Vietnam for long-term environmental projects 
to sponsor. They are potential buyers for VCM market and their potential as investors needs 
to be explored. 

Thirdly, as with the environmental services market, buyers and sellers often do not have the 
same understanding of the carbon market or share the same motivations for involvement. 
However there are many intermediaries (government agencies, international NGOs and 
organizations, local organizations) that can be used to bridge the gap by providing information 
and services. 

Constraints 
Despite all of the opportunities, there are several challenges that need to be overcome so that 
VCM can be adopted in Vietnam. 

Firstly public servants, the public, researchers and project designers all have a limited 
understanding of VCM, its requirements, standards and contract arrangements because it is a 
new concept and due to language barriers. Most of the information on VCM is only available in 
English which prevents policy makers and individuals from accessing it. In addition, buyers and 
investors with little confidence and knowledge in VCM would search for governmental guidance 
(Davidson 2008) but the government has so far been unable to meet their expectations. Lack 
of experience and capacity working with carbon sequestration is likely to increase transaction 
costs. Davidson (2008) foresees that annual transactions in the VCM could be US$4 billion in 
the next five years. 

Secondly, because VCM is unregulated, sellers are often uncertain what exactly projects need 
to achieve before credits can be sold to consumers. It is expected that, although VCM does 
not have strict requirements compared with regulated carbon markets, some standards and 
validation by a third party still need to be done. The value of voluntary carbon offsets increases 
with the reliability of validation. However, the cost of this validation is often quite high and it 
is unclear whether buyers or sellers should cover this cost. Commonly the buyers expect the 
sellers give them the assurance, the sellers - especially the poor - will often find it difficult to 
prove these standards. 

Thirdly, problems are found with the project themselves. Many carbon sequestration projects are 
mismanaged and have an inappropriate tree planting design (Davidson 2008). In addition, due 
to the complexity in land-use planning and land-use rights, the scale of carbon sequestration 
is often small and hence imposes a high transaction cost while the price for offsets may not be 
as high as the regulated market. 

Finally, the effectiveness and contributions of VCD to greenhouse gas reduction are still 
questionable. There is public concern that factories would buy offsets and claim that they are 
reducing emissions while continuing to carry out business as usual to produce emissions and 
other pollution (Davidson 2008). At the end of the day, neither their business practices nor 
pollution levels would change. 

The formal carbon market, as well as VCM, is in temporary decline because allowances have 
been used as a source of quick credit, plus some European countries recently released free 
allowances. However, top end products like Gold Standard remain at 2007 prices. Despite the 
slight decline, VCM is still seen as a promising environmental services market for the future. 
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111.8. Hoat dông cüa thi tru'äng carbon tu nguyen 
(VCM) và tiêm nàng tai Viêt Nam 

TS. Stephen Garnett va Pham Thu ThUy 
Tru'&ng Nghien cU-'u MOi tru'&ng, D?i  hQc Charles Darwin, C/c 

B6i cãnh 

Thi tru'Ong lien quan tO'i san phm và dch vu giüp giãm khi thai nhà kinh du'o'c chia thänh 2 loa Thi  
tru'o'ng du'c diu tit nhm giüp cac quóc gia tuân theo cac diu khoàn cia Nghi dnh thu' Kyoto 
trong Cong u'O'c khung cüa Lien Hip Quóc veL  Bin di khi hu (UNFCCC), vi dy nhu' Cc' chê phát 
tri4n s?ch  (CDM), và Thi trung ty' nguyen. Lo?i thi trung thi' hal baa góm mOttp  hp ngày càng 
ma rng cac san phm liOn quan tO'i hot dng cüa các cOng ty và cá nhân mong muon duvc gOp 
phn giàm khi thai nhà kinh tü' cac ngu6n khOng d cp trong ngh dnh thu' Kyoto. TrOn thy'c to, thi  
tru'ng carbon ty' nguyen da bt du tam nOm tru'c khi cO CDM. Vào nàm 1989, mQt cOng ty din 
Iy'c ciia M9 dã thuO ngu'i dan trng 50 triu cay tai Guatemala dO bü dàp cho kng phát thai khi 
nhà kinh ma ho thai ra (Hamilton et al. 2007). Ban dOu, vic lam nay cOng nhu' các hoat dng khác 
du'qc các to chü'c baa tOn ü'ng dung nhu mQt cong cy mâi nhm to thOrn nguOn vOn, nhu'ng sau 
dO xu thO thu'o'ng mi carbon ngày Gang phát triOn dã giüp ho nhân ra thy'c chOt dày là mt nguOn 
lçi hqp pháp cCia hç. 

Th6 nào là thi tru'o'ng carbon tiv nguyen và no khác gI vol thi tru'&ng car-
bon chinh thông? 

Trong thi tru'âng carbon ty' nguyen: 
• NgLyeyi bàn thy'c hin các hot dOng giUp giam phátthài khi nhà kinh vào bOu khi quyOn (CO2, 

metan, nitrous oxide vv.); 
• Ngu'O thm dnh sO dnh lu'çng và thm dnh sO lu'cng CO2  tu'ang ü'ng vO khOi lu'çing du'çyc 

tich trO'. Qua trInh thm djnh thu'ang do Mn thtr ba thy'c hin; 
• Ngu'i mua mua lu'ç ng CO2  tu'ang C'ng, thu'Yng dü dO bO l?i  lu'Q'ng phàt thai Va tr nên can 

bng vO lu'cng carbon; 
• Tt cà nhO'ng ngu'âi tham gia dOu ty' nguyen, nhu'ng cO hçp dOng cuOi cOng mang tinh rang 

buOc. 

Su' khác bit chO yOu giCi'a thi tru'O'ng carbon ty' nguyen và thi tru'O'ng carbon du'c diOu tiOt theo 
Nghi dinh thu' Kyoto nOm & tinh kht khe cCia các tiOu chun bO dp ma co,  chO phài dáp O'ng. Trên 
thi tru'âng carbon cO diOu tiOt, tin chi carbon phai tuân theo các tiêu chuOn cy thO nhrn dam bào 
su' chinh xác và dO tin cy rng chOng dã dáp O'ng dOy dO yêu cu cOa M thOng thu'ang mi khi 
thi nhà kinh. Ngu'p'c li, VCM khOng cO "mOt cOp thOrn quyOn dOc  nhOt giám sat, mOt bO qui tOc, 
thO tyc và tiêu chuOn áp dung  chung, hoc mOttO chU'c dang k' tp trung" (Estrada et al. 2008). Giá 
cOa tin chi carbon tren thi tru'&ng caron chinh thOng thu'O'ng cao han thi tru'&ng carbon ty' nguyen 
do trách nhim gial trinh yOu cu cOa thi trung nay dOl hOi cao han thi trung ty' nguyen. 

So sánh v&i thi tru'O'ng carbon chinh thOng, thi tru'Ong carbon ty,  nguyen CO nhiOu su linh dng 
va san phOm du'o'c da dang hOa nhiOu han dO a các mO'c d6 baa dam hay rOi ro khác nhau. Thi 
tru'O'ng nay cOng thu du'c sy' dOn dàp cho nhO'ng san phOm mang ca li Ich mOi tru'O'ng và xã hQi 
cOng vâi viec giàm phát thai. Trong sO nhO'ng san phOm cO giá trj cao nhOt, giarn phatthai khi nhà 
kinh cO the tOn tai lâu dài, dóng gop tich cy'c vào xOa dOi giàrn nghèo và bao tOn da dng sinh hpc. 
Tuy nhiên, lo?t san phO u' m nay l?i  cO tinh rOl ro cao - tinh khaa hçc cOa nO it dc kiOm chU'ng, càc 
dy' an it duc thOrn dnh và giàm sat, và lu'ng giàrn phát thai khi nhà kinh it du'p'c darn baa han. 
Thy'c tO, cO mQt sO dci' an du'ang nhu khOng hoàn toàn trung thy'c vO lu'p'ng carbon sO duvc hOp 
thy (Bachram 2004). 



Co bón loi san phm trên thi tru'ng carbon ty' nguyen: 
• Nàng Iu'ng tái tao (cói xay giO, thus' din vá näng Iu'çng mt tri); 
• Metan tO bãi thai; 
• Lam nghip và các trO' luvng môi tru'O'ng khác; 
• SO' dyng näng lu'çng hiu qua/it dOng xäng. 

M6i loai cO mt mU'c do an toàn, chi phi giao dch va giá cá khác nhau và do do ho?t dng khác 
nhau trên thl tru'&ng. Do vy, các san phm nàng lu'ng tái to là hO'u hInh, sn sang du'c thcva 
nhân, delt  dam phán va d6 dnh lu'p'ng mU'c giám phát thai khi nhà kInh. Tuy nhiên, lam nghip 
thu'&ng doi hôi du tu' nhiu han cho vic tham vn cong dóng, thm dnh và giám sat thu'&ng 
xuyen, và thâm chi rU'ng cOng An cO theA  bi dót hoc chat phá, lam trit tiêu lçvi Ich giám phát thai 
khi nhà kinh. 

Các tiêu chun và qua trInh kim chü'ng 

Mc du VCM không CO CC quy dnh kht khe gióng nhu trong thi tru'âng carbon chInh thong, dã 
cO mOt  sO các quy trInh, tiêu chun, thO tyc cOng nhn và dàng k' dc 1p ra d6i nhm dam bào 
cht lu'Q'ng cOa các tin chi carbon du'c,c mua bàn trên thi tru'ô'ng nay. 

Các tiêu chun và qua trinh thm dnh cci thex  hoá các nguyen tc ma chu'ang trinh/dy' an phái tuân 
thO nhm dam bào lu'ng giãm thiu/hp thy phát thai du'c thCi'a nhn. 

• Thm dinh là qua trmnh nhIn v phia tru'àc - mt tO chO'c dOc  Ip sé tin hành dánh giá 
del  quyt djnh lieu du an cO th san xut môt sO lu'cng bO dp theo dUng nhu dê trInh hay 
khong; 

• Kim chU'ng là qua trInh nhIn l?i  sau - mt to chU'c dc 1p sé dánh giá va kim chU'ng sO 
lu'çrng tin chi carbon ma dy' an t?o  ra trong thO'i gian An hành. 

CO nhiu tiêu chun và qua trmnh thm dnh khác nhau trên th giâi, nhu'ng báo cáo nay sê chi thào 
luân hai tiêu chun và qua trinh thm dnh CO tim nàng phO hp vài Vit Nam, bao gOm Tiêu chun 
ty' nguyen yang (VGS) và Tiêu chun carbon ty' nguyen (VCS). TU'ng tiêu chun cO dim mnh va 
dim y4u khác nhau (Biu 111.8.1) và nhu'ng ngueyi thit k4 dy' an cn cn trong trong vic ly'a chçn 
tiêu chun ma hQ muOn áp dung. 
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Biu 111.8.1: So sánh giü'a Tiëu chun Ty' nguyen Vàng và Tiêu chun Carbon Ty' nguyen 

Tiêu chun TU'  Giá bàn vào thai dim 
nguyen Vang tháng 2 nàm 2009 là: 

planetair.ca  - 42 USD1 
tn 
myclimate.org  - 31 
USDIthn 
climatefriendly.com  
-29USDItn 

Nguön: Estrada et al.2008; Davidson (2008) 

Chap nhn tiêu chun tin 
chi tO' COng u'á'c khung 
cua LHQ ye Bien doi khi 
hu và dàng k' Bi4n dói 
khI hu California 
LU'a chçn sy' bO dp d 
dangdu'crccOngnhn 
CO the cung cp các lcii 
Ich xã hQi và mOi tru'&ng 
nhièu han tO' các dy' an 
CDM 
De áp dyng cho các loai 
hInh dy' an qui mô nhO 
Gánh nng tài chinh và 
hành chInh tu'o'ng dói thp 
han so v&i các dv' an CDM 
Do NhOm KhI hu (Climate 
Group)vàLiendoàn 
thu'ang mi phát qu6c t4 
(International Emissions 
Trading Association) phat 
trien 
Cung cep các tiêu chuen 
cO th4 lv'a  chçn cho các dv' 
an 
Cung cep ngu'âi mua de 
dàng han và các lçi Ich xã 
hi và mOi tru'ng nhièu 
han so v&i nhu'ng gi du'çic 
kivçngtCrcácdy'ánCDM  

Giá cao nhu'ng khO tim 
ngu'&i mua 
ChicOcácdy'ânsO' 
dyng nàng lu'o'ng hieu 
qua và nàng lu'çng tái 
t?o mO'i dáp Ci'ng dicc 
lieu chuen Vàng 
ChicOthéapdyngo'cac 
quóc gia khOng cO myc 
tiêu giàm khI thai theo 
Nghi dnh thu Kyoto 

Khong cung cep bet k9 
mOt phu'ang pháp dv' an 
cv the nào, do dO khong 
có tiêu chuen tong the 
giOp ngu'&i mua cO th4 
dy'a vào dO de giài quy4t 
Sy' bi4n thiên trong ty' 
nhiên va do tin cy cOa 
Sy' dn bCi dep duvc bàn 
trên thi tru'o'ng ty' nguyen 

lieu chun 
Carbon TV 
nguyen (VCS) 

• .1 Gia vào th&i diem 
tháng2nàm2009vào 
khoàng 6,20 USD/tn 
CO2  tiang Ci'ng 

Cop hôi và thách thü'c cüa VCM ti Viët Nam 

Co'hôi 
VCM CO nhieu tiem nàng phát trien 6' Vit Nam. 

Tru'c hét, v&i thy'c t4 cO nhO'ng qui dnh linh hot han, VCM lam cho các chinh phO và các bàn lien 
quan tO ra quan tam han tO'i thi tru'6'ng carbon. Ngu'Oi ta k9 vpng reng các chinh phO cO the phát 
trien, hO tr và khuyen khich sy' phát trien cOa thi tru'&ng carbon ty' nguyen thông qua các chinh 
sách. Vi dy, vic thành 1p Qu9 Bâo ye Môi tru'6'ng 6' Vit Nam cho phép các cá nhân vâ to chO'c 
vay tien dO dOu tu vào các hot dng quân l' mOi tru'6'ng nhu hep thy carbon và to nguOn vOn cho 
nhG'ng ngu'O'i mua tiOm nãng. COn phài nhOn m?nh  rOng Qu9 chi m&i thành cong trong vic cho 
vay tiOn dO sO' dung nãng lu'ç'ng hiu qua và giàm rác thai và ô nhiOm mOi tru'âng, v.v.. Cho den 
nay, chu'a cO dan dO nghi sO' dyng nguOn vOn nay vào vic thçi'c hin các dv' an hOp thy carbon tO' 
ngành lam nghip. B Tài nguyen và Môi tru'âng dã hoan nghOnh dy' an hOp thy carbon và mong 
muOn nhn du'çc các dan xin sO' dyng vOn nay vào viec câi thin ho?t dQng lam nghip. 

ThO hai, biOn dOi khi hu va càc tác dng tiOm tang cOa nO dã du'Q'c thào lun rng rãi trên CáC 
phu'ang tin thông tin di chOng den tO'i vic các cá nhàn và càc ngành cong nghip dang hu'6'ng 
tO'i mt chuOn my'c sOng cO quan tam nhiOu han t6'i giam phát thai khI nhà kInh. Nhu 16 mt phOn 



trong trách nhim xã hi cüa doanh nghip, khu vv'c  tu nhân cOng dã du tu vao quàn l' môi 
tru'O'ng v&i hy vgng th to ra mt hinh ành 'xanh" trong lông cong chOng. VO'i kS'  vgng nhu' vy, 
các cong ty nay dang tich cv'c  tim kim các dy' an mOi tru'O'ng dài h?n t?i Vit Nam dé tài trcy. HQ 
là nhO'ng ngu'&i mua tim nàng trên thi tru'âng carbon ty' nguyen và tim nang du tu cüa hç cn 
phài du'qc khám phá. 

ThU' ba, cOng gi6ng nhu dói vâi thi tru'ng các djch vv mOi tru'Yng, ngi mua Va ngu&i bàn 
thu'&ng khOng cO cOng sv' hiu bit v thi tru'o'ng carbon, hoc khong cO các dng ly'c gióng nhau 
khi tham gia. Tuy nhiên, dä CO rt nhiu các ben trung gian (cac to ch0'c chinh phO Va to chU'c quOc 
t& các tO chCi'c trong nu'O'c) CO the du'7c sO dung lam cu nOi giO'a ngu'âi mua và ngu'ô'i bàn thông 
qua vic cung cp thông tin và djch vy. 

Thách th(rc 
Ngoài các cc' hôi, con cO mt sO thách thCvc cn phài vu'ç't qua del  VCM CO th áp dyng 0' Vit 
Nam. 

Tru'âc h4t, các cong chO'c chinh phO, Cong chOng, các nhà nghiên cO'u, nhO'ng ngu'âi thiét ke dy' 
an cO rt it h14u bit v VCM cOng nhu nhO'ng yêu cu, tiêu chun và các thu x4p hçip dOng ma 
thitru'ô'ng yêu cu do day là mOt  khái nim mài và do các rào can v ngôn ngO'. Hu hét thông 
tin ve VCM chi cO bang tiéng Anh, lam cho các nhà hoch dnh chinh sách và ngu'&i dan khO tiép 
can. Ngoài ra, vO'i ret It kién thO'c và sy' ty' tin ve VCM, ngu'&i mua và nhà du tu' luOn tim kiém các 
hu'âng dn cOa Nhà nu'O'c (Davidson 2008), nhu'ng chinh bàn than Nhà nu'âc cho den nay cung 
chu'a cO khà nàng dáp U'ng các kI vçng cOa h9. Chi phi giao d!ch  trên thi tru'âng carbon thu'&ng ret 
cao là do các Mn them gia thu'ng thiéu kinh nghim và nãng ly'c. Davidson (2008) dv' doán giao 
djch hang nàm cOa VCM cO the là 4 t' USD, trong nàm nãm tâi. 

Thu' hai là do VCM không du'cyc diu chinh, ngu'o'i bàn thu'&ng khOng chc chn ye càc két qua 
ma dv' an can phài d?t  du'cyc tru'O'c khi tin chi cO the ban cho ngu'O'i tiêu dOng. Mc dO VCM không 
cO càc qul dnh nghiem ngt so vài thi tru'âng carbon chinh thOng, vn cO mt sO tiêu chuén và 
yêu ceu them dinh do ben thO' ba tién hành cen phài du'cc bO sung. Già tri cOa càc tin chi carbon 
trén thi tru'O'ng carbon tu' nguyen sé tang cao, néu qua trinh them dnh dàng tin cay. Tuy nhiên, chi 
phi cho vic them dnh nay thu'0'ng ret tOn kém và không rö lieu ngu'âi mua hoc ngu&i bàn cO 
the trang trài chi phi nay. Trong khi ngu'&i mua hy v9ng ngu(yi bàn cO the cung cep cho hç mt sy 
dam bào, ngu'0'i bàn - dc blét là ngu&i ngheo - thu'ô'ng they khO cO the chOng minh du'cyc các tiêu 
chuén nay. 

ThO ba là các yen de thu'O'ng tOn ti trong bàn than cãc dv' an. Ret nhieu dv' an hep thy carbon 
khOng du'c quàn l' tOt và cO thiét ké trOng rU'ng không phO hcp (Davidson 2008). Them vào dO, do 
tinh phU'c t?p  trong quy hooch sO dung det và quyen sO' dung dét, qui mO hép thy carbon thu'ng 
nhô và do dO lam cho chi phi giao dch cao trong khi già cOa tin chi carbon l?i  không cao nhu trên 
thi tru'ong chinh thOng. 

CuOi cOng, tinh hièu qua và dOng gOp cOa VCM trong vic giàm phát thai khi nhà kinh yen con 
nhieu déu hOi. CO càc lo léng tO phia cOng chOng cho reng cac nhà may Se mua lu'ç'ng bU dep va 
tuyên bO dã giàm phát thai, trong khi yen tiép tyc kinh doanh nhu' thu'O'ng và gay phat thai và 0 
nhiem (Davidson 2008). Két qua là cà hoot dng kinh doanh cOa các nhà may, len mO'c ô nhiem 
ma các nhà may nay gay ra hoàn toàn khOng thay dOi. 

Thi tru'ô'ng carbon chinh thOng, cOng nhu' VCM, dang t?m  thO'i suy thoài b&i các khoàn chi trà da 
du'ç'c sO' dyng nhu mt nguOn tin dung nhanh, cong them vic các quOc gia Châu Au vO'a mO'i tung 
ra các khoàn trç' cep khOng hoàn li. Tuy nhiên, cac san phem cO chét lu'çng cao nhu Tiêu chuén 
Vàng yen giG' giá cOa nam 2007. Mc deu cO sy' suy giàm nh9, VCM yen du'çc cci là m6t thi tru'&ng 
dch vy môi tru'&ng hO'a hn cho tu'ang lai. 
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SUMMARY 
Governments and administrative agencies are likely to play critical roles in determining the success or failure of payments for 
environmental services (PES) that are directed at the poor. Using Vietnam as a case study, this article explores the roles, progress 
and likely impact of the government and the administration in the design and implementation of pro-poor PES. The article 
focuses on the extent to which it is possible to address the high transaction costs involved and the issue of insecure land tenure, as 
two major constraints to pro-poor PES. The discussion is based on a literature review, open-ended interviews, and a stakeholder 
workshop. Although pro-poor PES are welcomed by the government, their implementation is difficult because of overlapping 
structures and functions, critical gaps in PES policies and a limited understanding of them by decision makers, the private sector 
and communities. Multi-sectoral approaches and further studies to support policy development and capacity building at the local 
level are necessary to develop pro-poor PES. Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 

KEY WORDS—payments for environmental services; pro-poor; Vietnam; government; administrative agencies 

INTRODUCTION 

A payment for environmental services (PES) is defined by Wunder (2005) as 'a voluntary arrangement where a 
well-defined environmental service (ES) is .....bought" by a (minimum of one) service buyer who compensates a 
(minimum of one) service provider—and does so if, and only if, the service provider continuously secures the 
provision of that service (conditionality)'. The ES that are usually covered by PES include watershed protection, 
carbon sequestration, landscape beauty and biodiversity conservation. Although not originally designed to address 
poverty reduction, PES is expected to have a positive impact on poverty as many ES providers in the tropics are 
poor. The pro-poor focus is important given the global quest for poverty reduction, as enshrined in the Millennium 
Development Goals (UNDP 2008). There has been much discussion about pro-poor PES, though its 
implementation is still in its infancy (Pagiola et al., 2005; Swallow et al., 2005; Wunder, 2008). Pro-poor PESs are 
defined here as 'all interventions that empower and support the poor to participate in and benefit from PES'. 

Pro-poor PES need to be considered within a broader institutional context that will shape their design and 
implementation. Bracer et al. (2007) emphasise that the potential of pro-poor PES can be enhanced by supportive 
institutions.1  However, they claim that there is a lack of case examples showing how institutions have helped the 
poor in entering and implementing PES. Swallow et al. (2007) assert that PES is early in the process of institutional 

*Correspondence to: Pham Thu Thuy, School for Environmental Research, Charles Darwin University, Darwin, NT 0909, Australia. 
E-mails: pham.thu.thuy@cdu.edu.au; brissiesugar@gmail.com  
* *Correspondence to: 1-bang Minh Ha, World Agroforestry Center, Vietnam, Room 302, 1 7T5, Trung Hoa Nhan Chinh, Hanoi, Vietnam. 
E-mail: Minh-Ha.Fagerstrom@mv.slu.se  
***Conespondence to: Bruce M. Campbell, Center for International Forestry Research, P0 Box 0113 BOBCD, Bogor 16000, Indonesia. 
E-mail: b.campbell@cgiar.org  
1North (1990) defines 'institutions' as the rules of the game—policies, legislation and norms. 
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development, but significant developments can be expected in the next decade. They suggest that these new types of 
exchange and market arrangements will require the involvement of new organisations that link actors along the 
market chains and provide specialised services. 

Poverty should be seen as multi-dimensional (Perdant, 2004; Dudley et al., 2007). Here, pro-poor PES are 
examined from the perspective of the sustainable livelihoods approach, which gives emphasis to various capital 
assets: human, sociallpolitical, physical, natural and financial. To enhance these assets in Vietnam, public 
administration and policy should be improved (UNDP, 2008) in terms of the following broad dimensions: 
organisations (the administrative machinery), institutions (laws, regulations) and human resources (the 
qualifications, knowledge and skills of public servants) (Dao, 1997). There is a lack of examples analysing the 
linkages between these dimensions and pro-poor PES in developing countries. 

This article examines these linkages, using Vietnam as a case study. Vietnam has made strides in getting the PES 
concept accepted. It is now developing national policies, and has pilot schemes in place (Warner, 2008; Wertz-
Kanounnikoff and Rankine, 2008). The article discusses opportunities, challenges and constraints for the 
government in designing and implementing pro-poor PES. The underlying questions are: 

• Can government organisations be an efficient and effective basis for building pro-poor PES? 
• What kinds of institutions are needed for pro-poor PES? 
• Can public servants work effectively with pro-poor PES? 

MAJOR CONSTRAINTS 

PES can benefit the poor, directly and indirectly. Direct benefits are cash payments or rewards which help poor PES 
providers increase their financial capital. Indirect benefits are non-monetary, such as greater political voice in 
contract negotiation processes, reduced social conflict and enhanced skills (Pagiola et al., 2005; Wunder, 2007; 
Leimona and Lee, 2008). Proponents of pro-poor PES have to confront two major constraints: insecure land tenure 
and high transaction costs (Wunder, 2005; Swallow et al., 2007). 

Insecure land tenure 
PES is easier to implement when land is securely held by the ES providers. Thus, ES buyers like to deal with 
privately owned land rather than land held communally or without a legal title. For PES to be successful in 
communal lands, there must be an effective, locally recognised organisation to negotiate and implement contractual 
arrangements (Wunder et al., 2005; Pagiola et al., 2005). Community-based natural resource management is 
successful where local residents organise themselves into corporate organisations that receive user rights and other 
proprietary rights over resources (Campbell and Shackleton, 2001). Long-term leases of land from local 
governments can also help clarify tenure. 

Bracer et al. (2007) find that there is often overlapping jurisdiction over land, leading to conflict between 
communities and the government. In Vietnam, all land belongs to the state, thus leaving ES providers, including the 
poor, with few options for rights to trade in ES (Wunder et al., 2005). To overcome this challenge, the government 
undertakes land-use zoning, transfers administrative responsibilities to local communities and recognises the 
resource tenure and use-rights of local people so that they can enter into ES agreements (Bracer et al., 2007). 

High transaction costs 
Transaction costs for establishing and maintaining a PES scheme include: search and information costs, contracting 
costs and monitoring costs. Information on how ES are delivered under different land management regimes is often 
lacking, with an understanding of environmental flows in the context of multiple service providers being especially 
challenging. Negotiation and contracting costs are particularly high when ES buyers have to deal with multiple ES 
providers, often involving multiple steps and meetings with stakeholders. ES monitoring is crucial given that 
payments are conditional on actual service delivery, but it is usually difficult in fragmented landscapes with large 
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numbers of smaliholders. High transaction costs limit the poor in participating in PES contracts, since buyers will 
prefer to deal with single providers representing large bundles of resources rather than many poor people each 
delivering a small service (Pagiola et al., 2005; Wunder, 2006; Lee and Mahanty, 2007; Ravnborg et al., 2007). This 
is a major problem in Vietnam due to the large number of poor households, each dealing with a small land area (Bui 
et al., 2004; Wunder et al., 2005; Huang and Upadhyaya, 2007). Ravnborg et al. (2007) and Wunder (2008) argue 
that appropriate institutional options for supporting the participation of community-level organisations, including 
their legal recognition, can enhance the participation of the poor. Group certification and collective action are 
proposed as solutions for transaction cost problems. Such mechanisms may allow farmers to coordinate their action 
in providing ES over large areas, thus reducing the cost of monitoring which is usually a major cost in PES 
(Swallow et al., 2007). 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The research supporting this discussion of PES with reference to land tenure, transaction costs and other significant 
issues comprised three steps. First, lessons learnt from public administration and pro-poor PES were reviewed to 
develop an understanding of the linkages between pro-poor PES and public administration. Second, open-ended 
interviews were conducted with seven central officials from five key ministries which are involved with PES and 
poverty reduction, namely the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD; two interviewees), the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE; two interviewees), the Ministry of Planning and 
Investment (MPI; one interviewee), the Ministry of Finance (MoFI; one interviewee) and the Ministry of Labour, 
Invalids and Social Affairs (one interviewee). The aim was to understand their perceptions on opportunities and 
constraints for pro-poor PES. The selected interviewees were those who directly prepare, develop and approve PES 
and poverty reduction policies in Vietnam. Third, findings from the first and second steps were discussed at a 
national workshop held in Hanoi. The workshop acted as a means of triangulating the findings with those of others 
involved in the PES sector (Denzin, 1978; Patton, 1999). There were 24 participants from the central government, 
local governments, research institutes, farmer associations and local NGOs. 

STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF GOVERNMENT ORGAMSATIONS 

Governments can have a role at central, intermediate and local levels and a failure at any level can be problematic 
for the implementation of policies, including PES policies (Mahmood, 2005). This is applicable to Vietnam. The 
roles of the government range from setting the policies, to implementing PES schemes and to acting as the ES 
buyer. For successful PES, effective and efficient organisations are needed. 

Expansive and overlapping structures and functions 
At the macro level, there are currently four ministries which are working with PES policy development and 
implementation. The MARD develops PES policies for forestry ES. The MONRE addresses PES dimensions 
concerning biodiversity conservation. The MPI coordinates and allocates the budget, as well as prepares sectoral 
plans, for the nation in general and PES in particular. The MoFI establishes financial norms related to PES 
payments. Within MARD, the Department of Forestry, the Department of Forest Protection and the Legal 
Department are working on and influencing PES policies. In MONRE, the Department of Environment and the 
Vietnamese Environment Protection Agency are working on PES. In MPI, the Department of Finance, the Legal 
Department and the Department of Agriculture Economics are involved in the development of PES policies. 

On the one hand, the involvement of numerous agencies has promoted much internal debate and a dynamic 
exchange of views on pro-poor PES, with ideas on pro-poor PES having been widely disseminated. On the other 
hand, administrative processes are cumbersome: see Figure 1. Both MARD and MONRE interviewees confirmed 
that PES mandates in a plethora of authorities are likely to delay the implementation of PES schemes. Numerous 
consultations are necessary across different agencies, adding to transaction costs. Also, it is unclear which agencies 
have responsibility for various functions. For example, four biodiversity monitoring systems belong to different 
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Figure 1. Current government planning for environmental activities in Vietnam. Source: Adapted from Institute for Economic Research, Ho Chi 
Minh City (2008). 

departments in MARD and MONRE. Each of these agencies uses its own approaches, indicators and standards, 
with no shared systems or agreements. It is unclear how PES monitoring will be implemented. 

The main government body working with poverty reduction issues in Vietnam—the Ministry of Labor, Invalids 
and Social Affairs (MOLISA)—is absent in the environmental and PES policy-making and implementation 
process. It is questionable whether poverty reduction can be mainstreamed into PES systems if this Ministry is 
absent. Interviewees from the other ministries, however, believe that there is no need to include MOLISA to make 
PES pro-poor. They argue that MARD and MONRE are technically capable of handling pro-poor PES with support 
from MPI. Moreover, most stakeholders recognise the environmental role of PES, but not the poverty reduction 
side, and thus argue for no role for MOLISA. Interviewee from MOLISA also showed no interest in PES. As one of 
them put it: 'This is not our territory. We have many other poverty reduction priorities to work with and 
environmental protection is certainly not our focus work'. 

All interviewees claimed that there are too many programmes under a multitude of different ministries and 
agencies, leading to overlapping objectives and project components, as well as cost ineffectiveness, including 
increased transactions costs. Because projects fall under different ministries with different powers, it is difficult for 
local authorities to coordinate them. 

Top-down planning and control 
The complexity of the horizontal and vertical connections in the administrative system poses another obstacle for 
PES. MONRE and MARD only have technical functions, while MoFI and MPI set the strategic directions through 
budget allocations. The technical ministries claim that top-down planning is inappropriate as it usually means that 
programmes are selected on how much funding is available rather than on technical priorities. The system reduces 
the independence and commitment of implementing agencies in planning for their own work. Moreover, because 
the priorities of MPI change from year to year, it is difficult for agencies as possible ES buyers to get long-term 
commitments to finance PES. 

A proposed option for countering the effects of top-down planning and control, as well as addressing the issue of 
insecure land tenure, is to transfer administrative responsibilities for PES to local communities. Jutting et al. (2005) 
emphasise the role of decentralisation in embedding PES within local organisations. Fritzen (2006), however, finds 
that there have only been marginal improvements in local empowerment in Vietnam, and suggests that effective 
local institutions have not yet emerged. The government encourages local governments to do their own planning, 
including establishing PES to sustain their finances. 

Workshop participants argued that local officials are not interested in this initiative because they are afraid to 
lose government subsidies and regular funding. Also, while financial decentralisation is important, a mechanism for 
sharing local income does not exist. How much the national parks and communities can retain in their budget is 
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unclear. It depends partly on how well the provincial or national park leaders lobby and negotiate with the central 
government. For PES to be pro-poor, at least a portion of the money resulting from PES contracts needs to be 
distributed among communities. 

Under the current institutions, the government is the only entity able to set rates, fees and charges, and all income 
is treated as budgetary revenue belonging to the government at the central, provincial or local level (Warner, 2008). 
It is unclear whether communities, individuals or companies can retain PES contract payments (O'Callaghan, 
2008). 

Lack of coordination 
Pro-poor PES requires multi-sectoral involvement and strong collaboration among stakeholders. However, 
Vietnam faces weak inter-agency communication (Schiavo-Campo and Sundaram, 2000; McCarty, 2001). 
Currently, there are weak linkages and collaboration, with no formal meetings among ministries. Ministries should 
share experiences and provide comments to other ministries on plans to develop new laws and decrees related to 
PES, but the relevant consultations are often overlooked or take place too late to be useful. For instance, when 
MONRE organised consultative workshops to integrate PES into the laws on biodiversity, MARD decision makers 
were often absent or only represented by junior staff. 

To make PES pro-poor, MOLISA should participate in the process, but this ministry has never been invited to 
any consultation workshops. Interviewees claimed that the relationships among ministries mainly depend on 
relationships between people working in the ministries. According to one interviewee: 'If you know someone 
in another ministry and have a close relationship with that person, then ministries can work well together. If not, 
when you send documents to read and ask for comments, this work will never be a priority'. Interviewees also 
argued that the current approach that ministries use to collaborate is not effective. Documents are exchanged but 
ministries complain that they have too much to read. As one interviewee remarked: 'What we need is interaction, 
explanations and persuasion from the proponents'. 

INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

PES has recently received increased attention from the Vietnamese government. Pro-poor PES have a good 
possibility of uptake given the strong commitment of the government to the global Agenda 21 and the inclusion of 
PES (albeit in a limited way) in diverse environmental legislation and strategies (e.g. Forest Protection 
Development Law, Law on Environmental Protection and Vietnam National Forestry Strategies). The current 
institutions, however, still limit PES implementation. 

Lack of specific regulations for PES 
PES polices are at a very initial stage in Vietnam. The government only sees PES through a tax and fee lens, and 
only manages PES by collecting fees and environmental charges. Current regulations, however, do not contain PES. 
Decree No. 57/2002/ND-CP and Decree No. 24/2006/ND-CP, as key documents in the Ordinance on Charges and 
Fees, only specify collectable environmental fees for waste water, solid waste, mining waste and emissions. The 
interviewees found no basis for incorporating PES into these decrees. 

To identify financial sources for forest development, the government has issued Decision No.380/QD-TTg to 
pilot a PES scheme in Son La and Lam Dong province during 2008-2009. At the end of 2009, lessons will be drawn 
and, if the outcomes are positive, the government will include PES as an additional collectable environmental fee in 
Decree 24, or will develop a new PES decree. 

Nevertheless, the interviewees identified a number of problems. First, there is skepticism that pilots of such a 
small scale can be used as the basis of national level policies that seek large-scale impact. Second, under Decision 
380, the Prime Minister only issues general guidance for provincial administrations to collect fees from 
hydropower companies, water companies and tourism businesses. The details on who will collect this money, how 
they will collect it and how the income will be distributed are not addressed. This leaves the decisions with the 
provincial authorities. While many of the details of PES schemes should be dictated by the local context, the risk is 
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that poor performing local authorities will mean that the pilots are not successful, leading to no PES decree being 
issued in the future. Third, although water and hydropower companies are targeted as ES buyers, the government is 
reluctant to apply the regulations to these groups. The companies contribute major amounts of funds to the 
government budget through tax, and increased charges and fees would create problems. Moreover, increased prices 
of water and electricity might lead to increased prices of many products which will affect the national economy. 

Low involvement of the poor and levels of payment for poverty alleviation 
Forest protection management boards, businesses, communities, households and individuals are all ES providers 
that can receive payments according to Decision 380. Households and communities living in areas that provide ES 
are often poor; accordingly, interviewees believed that PES will have a positive impact on poverty. 

Interviewees identified two major challenges which might affect the impact on the poor. One is that the list of 
forest owners is prepared and proposed by the District People's Committee, appraised by the Department of 
Agricultural and Rural Development, and approved by the Provincial People's Committee. One category of forest 
owners are local people, with the list of households and communities in this category being proposed by the District 
Forest Protection Unit and approved by the District People's Committee. Transaction costs for getting appropriate 
lists are high, and there are questions about the transparency of the process. Whether the real poor will be included 
is still a question. 

The other challenge is that, according to Decision 380, a forest owner will receive a payment based on the 
following calculation: 

Total amount of Average fee per Forest area 
payment (VND) hectare of forest that is managed x Coefficient K paid to forest - 

x (VND/ha) for services (ha) 
owner 

where 

The average fee per hectare of forest (VNDIha) is the total received from ES users, less the management costs 
of provincial authorities; divided by the total area of forest in the catchments as approved by the responsible 
agency for the PES agreement. 
The forest area that is managed for services includes allocated forest areas, rented areas and contracted areas. 
Coefficient K depends on the forest categories managed (protection forests, special use forests, production 
forests), the forest status (rich, medium, poor, restoration forest) and the forest history (natural forest, 
plantation)—as based on the justification of the Provincial People's Committee. 

All interviewees and workshop participants asserted that per hectare payment levels and the areas of forest that 
people manage are too small to significantly mitigate poverty. They also stressed that many of the poor do not have 
land-use rights; that it is largely only the rich who have such rights. As a result, payments under Decision 380 are 
likely to benefit only the rich, with some trickle down to the poor who provide labour for the richer households. 

Pervasive command and control approach 
Most of the highly valued ES in Vietnam are located in remote areas where it is difficult to find buyers and ensure 
ES monitoring. Moreover, a command and control approach is predominant. The government, therefore, will 
remain as a key actor in PES: issuing laws and regulations, acting as an ES buyer and ensuring compliance through 
monitoring. Although local governments are responsible for implementing PES on the ground, they lack full 
powers, and many relevant functions remain with the central government. The top-down, command and control 
approach gives limited room for the emergence of market-based PES transactions. For example, it is expected that 
hydropower companies will have to pay for the water they use, but these companies have as yet not been involved in 
discussions about PES. 
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Interviewees and workshop participants claimed that a strict market-based approach is difficult to work in 
Vietnam, so the government seeks to address PES via set fees which are easier to manage and control. This 
necessitates quantification and formulae to calculate the appropriate payment levels. By contrast, PES requires 
flexibility in design, and many social and cultural values associated with environmental flows cannot easily be 
quantified in terms of cash. Market mechanisms for setting the prices, essentially involving negotiations between 
buyers and sellers, have not featured prominently in PES so far. 

Insecure land tenure 
The constitution, laws and legal instruments recognise the state's right to own all land. Communities and 
households only have land use rights. Therefore, decisions over any piece of land—who owns, who manages and 
who can issue permission to use—are not the prerogative of households. Warner (2008) argues that local people 
need to have the legal right and capacity to participate in PES contracts and to own, manage and receive benefits 
from the use of natural resources. According to the Civil Code (2005), individuals and organisations are given the 
legal right to enter into contracts, but communities are only entitled to enter into contracts if they fulfil four criteria, 
namely being legally established, having an organisational structure, having independent assets and being able to 
participate in legal relationships independently in their own name (Warner, 2008). Poor communities with limited 
capacity find it difficult to meet all four criteria to enter PES contracts. 

PUBLIC SERVICE CAPACITY 

Given the centrality of government in PES schemes, it is pertinent to reflect on the capacity of the public service to 
meet the challenges and opportunities involved. The service's capacity is affected by various factors, as identified in 
the literature and by interviewees and workshop participants. 

Lack of common PES understanding 
Hoang et al. (2008) claim that there is no common platform for understanding PES in Vietnam. For instance, the 
three departments in MARD working directly with PES do not have the same perspective on PES. A MARD 
interviewee said that: 'It is extremely difficult for us to work together. Each department interprets PES in its own 
way and the leaders are not interested in PES because they do not understand PES very well'. 

MoFI and MPI interviewees indicated an interest in pro-poor PES, but they admitted that it would be too risky 
for them to support PES because of their limited understanding. They noted that most publications on PES are in 
English and that the language barriers are high. Also, most of the interviewees considered ES as relating only to 
forestry ES, thus overlooking marine ES and biodiversity conservation. 

The pro-poor component of PES is not well understood by decision makers. While poverty-environment 
linkages were acknowledged, interviewees did not see how they could be combined in PES. One interviewee 
doubted that pro-poor PES could be implemented, arguing that 'poverty reduction and environmental protection is 
a nice slogan but cannot be put into practice'. 

Limited understanding about pro-poor PES means that the key PES constraints of high transaction costs and 
insecure land tenure are unlikely to get sufficient attention. All interviewees perceived land tenure as a major 
problem and recognised that having a multitude of government agencies involved did not make it easy to deal with 
land tenure problems. Even more interesting was the view that land tenure was spelt out in the constitution and thus 
was impossible to change. No interviewees recognised transaction costs as a major problem. They believed that the 
transaction costs were unavoidable and could be dealt with by a government budget so that no stakeholders would 
have to bear the cost. In addition, they pointed to Decision 380 under which only 10% of collected money will be 
spent on managing and operating PES. They thus implied that transaction costs were quite small. 

Decision-makers' understanding of PES results from a situation of centralised government with numerous 
command and control elements. This means that PES is not readily seen as a business transaction involving buyers 
and sellers. 
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Workshop participants argued that challenges for PES come not only from limited understanding by government 
officials, but also from poor understanding and low social responsibility by the general public and the private sector. 
Public awareness on environmental issues and the management of common resources is limited. Many businesses 
ignore their responsibilities to society and their negative impacts on the environment. For example, the largest state-
owned hydropower company uses considerable water to generate its 300 billion VND per annum in revenue, but 
spends very little (only 3-4 billion VND) on environmental protection to secure the water catchments. 

ES have traditionally come free and there is limited understanding of how their future delivery is conditional on 
certain forms of land management. Interviewees asserted that ministries and decisions on PES were heavily driven 
by international donors, and not so much by the supply and demand for ES. This has led to relatively passive PES 
interventions, rather than their being driven by market considerations. Moreover, natural resources are seen as 
national assets which ought not to be subject to market forces. 

Lack of technical methods and skills 
Workshop participants and interviewees claimed that PES decision-makers, implementers and researchers in 
Vietnam have limited understanding and experience regarding methods to identify, quantify, value and monitor ES. 
There is limited research on the opportunity costs of households, which will dictate the levels of payments in PES. 
There has been very little thought given to how PES payments should be shared among the central government, 
local governments and local communities. In Decision 380, the coefficient K in the ES payment formula (set out 
above) requires local specifications, but no methods or studies have been developed or undertaken to establish the 
norms for its level. Identifying and monitoring ES flows are not simple. Considerable thought and analyses will be 
needed if PES is to be firmly grounded on payments for actual services delivered. 

All interviewees pointed to the weak skills and capacity of government staff, particularly at local levels. These 
issues are compounded by a lack of funding and limited numbers of staff to deal with PES. Skill issues relate not 
only to PES concepts, but also to time and budget management. Decision 380 requires provinces to have 
management and financial plans to test different PES mechanisms, but their capacity to do this is severely 
constrained. All interviewees claimed that there is a serious lack of skills in policy analysis and negotiation in 
Vietnam. Most of the support received for PES relies on international expertise, with a resultant lack of ownership 
within government. 

DISCUSSION 

PES and its linkages with poverty alleviation should be a major interest of governments. There are a number of pilot 
schemes in Vietnam (Hoang et al., 2008) and an impressive PES agenda. But there are various constraints to pro-
poor PES, including the nature of the current government structure, the institutional arrangements and the human 
resources in government. 

Workshop participants perceived pro-poor PES as a connection between poverty reduction and environmental 
protection. Although pro-poor PES feature in many discussions, workshop participants were sceptical that pro-poor 
PES would ever reach the poor. Many felt that poverty alleviation needed to be addressed directly rather than 
through an environmental mechanism. A fundamental issue was whether PES would be sufficient to alleviate the 
poverty of participating ES providers. There was also the problem that likely ES providers would be rural dwellers 
who have access to land, whereas the poorest of the poor are landless and have no basis to enter into PES 
agreements. 

For PES to be pro-poor, the approach should be closely interlinked with national poverty reduction targets and 
goals. In this regard, it is problematic that MOLISA expresses no interest in PES and has not been actively 
incorporated by other ministries into PES planning. Getting MOLISA involved could merge its social security 
funds with environmental funds to raise the payment levels for ES to the benefit of the environment and poverty 
alleviation alike. The use of funds from MOLISA could include a condition whereby a portion of funds would have 
to be earmarked by ES providers to employ landless individuals. 
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MPI sees pro-poor PES as a strategy contributing to national security. Many areas inhabited by potential poor ES 
providers are remote, with high national security importance. Without livelihood options, such areas will be 
depopulated. Thus, PES could stabilise populations and may be a way for the government to channel funds to such 
areas. By bundling social security funds, national security funds and environmental funds together, there could by a 
greater chance of having payment levels that could make a difference to poverty. But, in the process, it would be 
essential to ensure that ES buyers are not subsidised by funds from other sources. 

A major problem for PES relates to the nature of the Vietnamese economy and public administration. The 
economy is still dominated by the state, and government tends to be centrally controlled and top-down (Dao, 1997; 
Fritzen, 2006). Such a system is in stark contrast to the requirements of PES. PES needs to be introduced into the 
environmental field as a means of establishing market-based ways of achieving environmental outcomes (Wunder 
et al., 2005). Thus, the challenges in Vietnam concern the pervasiveness of government in PES policy-making, ES 
buying and ES monitoring. 

Decision 380 mentions the possibility of direct negotiations between ES buyers and sellers, but interviewees 
asserted that direct payments on the basis of such negotiations would not be feasible in the next decade. The major 
ES buyers in the short term will be state corporations and government itself. The current PES schemes are 
government-led.2  The possibility of having user-led PES schemes3  should be investigated. The emergence of a 
Clean Development Mechanism project supported by Honda Vietnam (Vu, 2008) might promote user-led PES 
schemes in the future. 

The MPI interviewee argued that future PES in Vietnam should be more focussed on direct transactions, with the 
government only controlling PES in the initial stages. As discussed by Swallow et al. (2007), an institutional 
improvement for pro-poor PES often takes time and requires facilitators. International experience emphasises the 
role of intermediaries, particularly where PES is a new concept for many buyers and sellers (Pagiola et al. 2005; 
Wunder, 2007). There is, however, a lack of analysis of the specific conditions under which intermediary 
participation may be positive or negative in Vietnam. Workshops participants appreciated that studies on the role of 
intermediaries are essential, and pointed to farmer associations, women's unions and heads of communes as 
potential intermediaries. Research needs to be conducted on the role of these actors and of various public—private 
partnership models. 

The shift from the government's traditional command-and-control regulatory approach to a more market-
oriented solution can only work if it is based on scientific evidence and people's preferences and choices (Leisinger, 
1998). The public's choices, however, are limited because of limited PES understanding. Perhaps most problematic 
for those involved is how a market-based mechanism can be grafted onto the current reality in Vietnam. For 
example, it seems that while forestry ES are well recognised for their potential in PES, marine ES are not 
considered at all. ES provision from other ecosystems such as wetlands, peatlands and agricultural areas need to be 
explored (Wertz-Kanounnikoff and Rankine, 2008). 

Workshop participants noted that there is a lack of case studies demonstrating PES application. PES policies and 
other PES-required institutions are still in their infancy in Vietnam. There is a single decree in place to cater for PES 
and that only applies to a pilot scheme. Other PES pilots in Vietnam funded by international organisations (Hoang 
et al., 2008) are good PES examples and their lessons should be consolidated and analysed to inform future PES 
policies. 

In most pro-poor PES schemes around the world, the high transaction costs relate to the numerous poor 
smallholders that need to be involved (Pagiola et al. 2005; Wunder, 2005). In Vietnam, there is an additional layer 
of complexity which adds to the transaction costs. Thus, there are numerous agencies to be dealt with, and they have 
overlapping mandates and a poor record of collaboration. Effective collaboration among government ministries 
will be key to the success of PES. The government needs to bring the various actors together. Much work is needed 

21n government-led schemes, the government acts as an intermediary between ES buyers and sellers by buying ES on behalf of the ES users 
(Wertz-Kanounnikoff and Rankine, 2008). 
31n user-led schemes, ES providers and users arrange contracts, with or without the presence of a third-party (Wertz-Kanounnikoff and Rankine, 
2008) 
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to clarify PES concepts and to get a shared understanding on PES. The discounting of transaction costs as simply a 
problem to be solved by a budgetary allocation from government indicates the degree to which PES is still not seen 
as a market-based instrument. In a private sector setting, transaction costs are important and need to be reduced as 
they are costs which cut into profits. For communities, group certifications and collective action are possible 
solutions for reducing high transaction costs. Although interviewees and workshop participants were reluctant to 
accept such solutions because of their limited knowledge and experiences in these areas, they believed that farmer 
associations should be able to facilitate the process, as they have considerable community respect and trust. This 
possibility should be explored in future studies. Meanwhile, the legal status of communities should be enhanced by 
legislation designed to support them in their entering into contracts. 

Land tenure insecurity is recognised as a major issue, making it difficult for households and communities to get 
involved in PES. The view that land tenure is spelt out in the constitution and thus is impossible to change again 
reflects a command-and-control leaning. If individuals are to willingly enter into PES contracts as ES providers, and 
if ES buyers are going to enter into contracts with some security that their investments will result in the provision of 
ES, then clarity of tenure is crucial. This does not necessary mean land ownership by ES providers, but such 
providers have to have the legal recognition that their work on a certain piece of land can be rewarded. But, how 
contracts with ES providers can be organised and how tenure can be clarified are unclear (Warner, 2008). Studies 
are needed on land-use conditions and the format, duration and monitoring criteria of contracts (Hoang et al., 
2008). 

Workshop participants questioned the definition of PES provided at the outset of this discussion. Core PES 
schemes with all of the specified criteria are difficult to implement in Vietnam, particularly in relation to the 
'voluntary' and 'conditionality' criteria. PES-like schemes where only some criteria are met are probably suitable 
at this stage, with core PES only being possible at some time later. Tailoring PES for Vietnam conditions is certainly 
in the government's interest, but this requires further research. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present government and administrative system poses some significant challenges for pro-poor PES in Vietnam. 
The major challenges that need to be addressed include: the overlapping functions of government agencies, adding 
to transaction costs, the critical gaps in pro-poor PES legislation and policies and the limited understanding by 
public officials of pro-poor PES, including the lack of a market orientation towards PES. Contributions from 
multiple sectors will be required to address these challenges, including from the ministry responsible for poverty 
alleviation. Further studies are needed on how monitoring can be done cost effectively, how payments can be shared 
among multiple participants in PES contracts, and how contracting can be done given the land tenure insecurity 
issue. The limited understanding of PES as a market-based mechanism will need to be overcome and supported by 
relevant capacity enhancement. 
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Lessons for Pro-Poor Payments for 
Environmental Services: 

An Analysis of Projects in Vietnam 

Pham Thu Thuy, Bruce M Campbell and Stephen Carnelt 

Pmpnents for enoironniental services (PES) are seen as a useful economic tool to ensure 
both environmental health and human welfare. Doubts have been expressed, however, as 
to whether PES can be pro-poor. Using four PES case studies in Vietnam (one project on 
carbon sequestration, two projects on landscape beau4l and biodiversity conservation, and 
one project on watershed protection), the article highlights the pitfalls of PES projects and 
discusses lessons learnt for PES and pro-poor PES approaches. Major pitfalls and lessons 
for PES and pro-poor PES are: high transaction costs due to complex project administration 
and conflicts among actors; limited number of ES buyers due to political interfrrence; the 
need for continuous follow-up activities among potential ES buyers; the need to adopt an 
approach to PES that is more bottom-up than the current rather top-down approach; and 
transparent and well monitored mechanisms for the distribution of benefits. The studied 
projects, although still incipient, have had both positive and negative impacts on the poor. 
The impacts have been niainly financial. 

Introduction 

The concept of payments for environmental services (PES) was developed 
as an economic tool to improve the delivery of environmental services (ES). 
Although PES has attracted the interest of government, the development 
of PES schemes has been limited (Pham, et al 2008; Wertz-Kanounnlkoff & 
Kongphan-Apirak 2008). In developing countries, there are only a few PES 
case studies and only a few PES policy frameworks (fomich, et al 2004). 
There are many unanswered questions regarding conditions, duration, 
enforcement and transaction costs for successful PES implementation 
(Garnett, et a! 2007; Lande1l.-Mills & Porras 2002). The extent to which PES 
has Integrated conservation and development has also been questioned 
(Barton, et al 2009). 

Recent debates concern the extent to which PES can be pro-poor. 
Although PES was not originally designed for poverty reduction, It was 
expected to have positive impacts on the poor (Pagiola, et al 2005; Lee & 
Mahanty 2007), Research in Latin America analysing the linkages between 
PES and poverty suggests there can be benefits for some (Locatelli, et al 
2008; Wunder 2008), but the benefits have generally been limited or remain 
unproven (Fishera, et al 2009). 
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Using four PES case studies from Vietnam, this article explores the 
Implications of PES projects for the poor, and discusses how lessons can 
lead to improved outcomes.1  

Methods 

We established criteria for selecting the PES case studies. These were: high 
poverty rates; availabifity of project reports; willingness of project leaders, 
staff, local authorities and communities to be Involved in the study; and 
access to the project areas. Four sites were selected, Induding two projects 
on landscape beauty, one on carbon sequestration, and one on watershed 
protection. Among the four projects, the carbon sequestration and 
landscape beauty cases were being implemented and monitored; the other 
two cases were at the negotiation stage. 

We reviewed the project documentation on each of the four sites to 
understand how the PES schemes were established. Subsequently, we 
visited each site twice to interview representatives of the local authorities 
(eight interviewees), ES sellers (seven interviewees), intermediaries 
(fifteen interviewees), and the ES buyers (nine interviewees). The selected 
interviewees were key actors in the PES schemes investigated, and were 
recognised experts because of their organisational roles and experience. The 
number of interviewees in each category differed due to the availability 
of different stakeholders. The interviews aimed to get an in-depth 
understanding of the projects, their achievements and pitfalls, and the 
degree to which poverty reduction objectives were being pursued.2  

Findings 

ES Buyers and Sellers 

In most PES cases globally, ES sellers are individuals or organisatlons 
who manage and own land and, therefore, can influence the delivery of 
ES; white ES buyers are from the private sector or are government or non-
governmental organlsations (Koellner, et al 2008). In the PES cases studied, 
the governments were the buyers for landscape beauty, blodiversity 
conservation and watershed protection, while private companies were 
the buyers for watershed protection and carbon sequestration. For the 
landscape beauty cases, tourists were also buyers. From the supply side, 
government agencies (including the National Park Management Board and 
Marine Protected Area Management Board) were ES sellers for landscape 
beauty, biodiversity conservation and watershed protection. For carbon 
sequestration, the NGOs, local organisatlons and individual households 
were the main sellers. 

Globally, ES buyers pay for ES because of regulations, fi:nancial or 
political benefits, or ethical philanthropy (Villamor, et a! 2007). In the 
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landscape beauty and watershed protection cases, the buyers paid for 
these ES because of government regulations. In the carbon sequestration 
case, the private company was motivated by its public relations campaigns 
to pay for ES. For the landscape beauty and watershed protection cases, 
the sellers entered into PES partly because of regulations as they were 
government agencies, and partly because they believed PES would provide 
them with additional income. Only in the carbon sequestration case 
was there voluntary entrance in the market by both sellers and buyers. 

Conditionality 

When the buyers pay for ES, It is expected that the quantity and quality of 
ES must be measurable and monitored in order to ensure conditionality: 
that is, payments if and only if the services are delivered (Wertz-
Kanounnikoff & Kongphan-Apirak 2008). Buyers are more willing to 
pay if ES are monitored based on contracts with clear conditionality and 
timeframes for product delivery and payment (Garnett, et al 2007). Such 
conditionality was limited in the cases studied. 

For the landscape beauty and biodiversity conservation cases, the 
payment was kept at the provincial department without being passed on 
to the actual ES sellers In the field. For the watershed protection case, there 
were no specific requirements on what sellers had to do to ensure ES were 
delivered. In the carbon sequestration case, the interviewed sellers did not 
understand the contract and its requirements and hence found it difficult 
to implement. In all of the cases investigated, monitoring was based mainly 
on field visits and personal justifications by technical staff. According to the 
interviewees, however, few site visits were made. 

Monitoring is often difficult due to a poor record of evaluation against 
agreed targets (Bishop, et al 2008). The interviewees argued that data on 
different types of ES were often unavailable and inconsistent in the cases 
studied. They pointed out that most of the data were out of date and 
mainly depended on previous studies by international NGOs which had 
usually been collected over a short period of time through small-scale 
surveys or sample measurements. In the watershed protection case, the 
interviewees claimed that the lack of available data for hydrology and 
climate were major constraints on monitoring the PES contract. In the 
carbon sequestration case, data on land use over time were not available. In 
the landscape beauty and biodiversity conservation cases, the interviewees 
asserted that proper monitoring for the large area involved required at least 
20 monitoring stations, but currently there was only one station per site due 
to financial constraints. 

Pay,neu I Desig i 

Cash payments and land accessibility are usually the main incentives to 
motivate people to enter PES contracts (Wertz-Kanounnlkoff & Kongphan- 
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Aplrak 2008), although successful examples of payments to improve ES 
are few (Klimeka, et al 2008). Payment levels should be determined by 
the actual opportunity costs. Instead, they tend to be set administratively 
(Wert.z-Kanounnikoff & Kongphan-Apirak 2008) and are often influenced 
by existing rules and cultural values (Corbera, et a! 2009). 

In all of the cases studied, the payment levels were decided by the 
Central government and Provincial People's Committees (in the landscape 
beauty and biodiversity conservation cases) or by the budget available to 
the buyers (carbon sequestration case). Payments were made to the national 
park and marine protected areas boards (landscape beauty, watershed 
protection and biodiversity conservation cases), to a provincial treasury 
(landscape beauty case), and to a trust fund managed by a local non-profit 
organisaUon as well as in cash directly to households (carbon sequestration 
case). 

Although all interviewed sellers claimed that the payments they 
received were too small compared to what they should receive, they still 
accepted the deal because "small things are better than nothing". In addition 
to cash payments, the buyers also provided technical support in all cases 
studied. 

Institutional Arrangements 

Institutional design at specific times influences how PES operate 
(Corbera, et al 2009; Archer, et al 2008). The four case studies were donor-
driven and only designed as pilot schemes, Intermediaries - Including 
government agencies, NGOs, international agencies, local organisations, 
and professional consulting firms .- initiated PES schemes based on locally-
observed problems. Intermediaries can be Important as service and 
information providers, mediators, arbitrators, equallsers, representatives, 
watchdogs, developers of standards, and bridge builders (Pham, et al 
forthcoming). Commonly, intermediaries also put significant effort into 
monitoring and setting up legal, finandal and institutional frameworks to 
guide the project implementation (Corbera & Brown 2008). 

The case studies showed that the Intermediaries were critically 
important in Vietnam. But that there are challenges in keeping them 
accountable, in line with contracts defining actors' rights, responsibilities 
and power relationships. 

In the cases studied, there was no available information on transactions 
costs at either the household level or the scheme level. Most of the 
transaction costs for establishing and implementing PES were covered 
by the intermediaries and donors. These organisations hired consultants 
and researchers to assess possible ES in the studied areas and to design 
appropriate PES schemes, as well as covering the costs of organising 
meetings, workshops and seminars that brought policy makers, ES 
buyers and sellers together. They also provided training and facilitated 
negotiations among stakeholders. The government covered the cost of their 
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staff time to participate and consult with the PES project designers, but 
often they were also paid by the project. Individual households spent their 
time attending meetings, but only in the carbon sequestration case was this 
cost covered by the project. 

Individual decisions as to whether to participate in PES often depend 
on institutional arrangements and whether these provide sufficient 
incentives (Kosoy, et al 2008; Corbera, et al 2009 2008). All interviewees 
argued that the current Institutions were weak and hence posed challenges 
for PES implementation on the ground. Pham et al (2008) refer to the 
overlapping functions of government agencies that impose high transaction 
costs; the critical gaps in PES legislation and policies; and the limited 
understanding by public officials of PES, including the lack of a market 
orientation towards PES. 

Pro-Poor Approaches 

Discussions of poverty and PES often highlight the uncertainties and 
complexities in defining the linkages between poverty and PES. PES can 
bring potential benefits to the poor both directly (payments) and indirectly 
(non-monetary benefits such as increasing political voice of marginalised 
groups) (Leimona & Lee 2008; Pagiola, et al 2005). The four case studies 
included poverty reduction as one of the projects objectives, but the 
interviewees daimed that the projects did not give the same importance to 
poverty goals as they did to environmental goals. While poverty reduction 
was seen as a means to achieve conservation outcomes in the cases of 
landscape beauty, biodiversity conservation and carbon sequestration, 
environmental protection was considered as a means to reduce poverty in 
the case of watershed protection. 

An analysis of the impact of projects on the poor using a sustainable 
livelihood framework showed that only the carbon sequestration case 
and watershed protection case attempted to increase all capital assets of 
the poor through their PES projects. These projects supported the poor 
financially for their labour, enhanced the involvement of ethnic groups in 
benefit sharing, equipped the poor with knowledge and understanding of 
environmental management, improved land use systems, and provided 
infrastructure such as buildings. Among these assets, increasing financial 
assets (either credit or income) for the local people was given the most 
attention by the project designers. 

Lessons for PES and Pro-Poor PES 

High Transaction Costs due to Complex Administration and conflicts of interests 
among S takeliolders 

Transaction costs come from the time spent searching for Information, 
negotiation, approval, monitoring, enforcement and resolving conflicts 
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(Dudek & Wiener 1996; Milne 2002; Meshack, et al 2006; Veitheim & Kijazi 
2002; Antunesa, et a! 2009). Transaction costs reduce the economic gain 
of participants and hence reduce their willingness to participate (Dudek 
& Wiener 1996; Milne 2002). Information acquisition, negotiation and 
implementation transaction costs may be incurred at two stages: in the 
establishment of the project, and again In the setting up and implementation 
of Individual contracts under the project (Milne 2002). In Vietnam, high 
transaction costs for PES are incurred because of overlapping functions 
among governmental agencies, lack of guidance for policy implementation, 
a poor understanding of PES by stakeholders, and the limited capacity of 
those Implementing PES (Pham, et a! 2008). 

In the landscape beauty cases, it took ES sellers two years before 
they collected any payments for ES because of complex regulations and 
requirements from both central and local government. In the watershed 
protection case, it took one year for the intermediaries to conduct rapid 
hydrological assessments to identify potential buyers and sellers and 
to devise a possible mechanism for payments, and a second year for 
the project management board to start to implement project activities. 
In the carbon sequestration case, the interviewees claimed that the 
decision makers involved did not have a good understanding of carbon 
sequestration to the point that decision makers delayed the project and 
imposed impractical requirements such as an environmental Impact 
assessment. The interviewees also claimed that, while the project team spent 
two months negotiating with the buyers and four months to complete the 
project proposal, it took them a whole year to fulfill all of the requirements 
of different government agencies and two years to deliver the contract to 
the local people. Similarly, it took the board of the non-profit- organisation 
one month to establish the fund, but one year to get final approval from 
the province on its operational guidelines. The interviewed buyers claimed 
that the complexity and lack of transparency of the government procedures 
for approving project documents would make them hesitate to enter into 
similar contracts In the future. 

Conflicts among stakeholders increased the transaction costs. In 
the landscape beauty cases, the interviewees argued that provincial 
departments and the Marine Protection Area Management Board did not 
work well together because of competing roles and functions. As a result, 
PES proposals from the board were often rejected by the relevant provincial 
department. In the watershed protection cases, the interviewees expressed 
concern about the poor record of collaboration between the ES buyers and 
sellers. There was no formal meeting between the two parties, and most of 
their discussions over the use of ES ended up in conflict and disagreements. 
In the carbon sequestration case, the interviewees claimed that there was 
tension between the buyers and intermediaries related to the focus of media 
coverage about the project, and that this led to delayed implementation. 
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Political Interference can Reduce the Number of ES Buyers 

Political influence refers to "goal achievement through one's own and 
intentional Intervention in a political process" (Arts & Mack 2003) 
and often affects decision making on natural resources management 
(Boedhihartono, et at 2007). In all cases studied, while the ES sellers were 
obvious, It was difficult to identify ES buyers that were able to comply 
with contracts. In the four cases studied, all interviewees argued that the 
provincial authorities wanted to attract private investment into the area; 
hence they supported private companies by any means, sometimes to the 
detriment of districts and communes. To avoid upsetting buyers, local 
authorities often Ignored contract violations. In the landscape beauty 
cases, although the private sector was required to pay for ES according to 
provincial regulations, they did not comply. Instead, they sent a document 
to the Provincial Peoples' Committee to exert pressure by threatening to 
withdraw their investment. The Committee agreed that no fee should be 
collected from this buyer, leading to inequity among users of the resources. 
In the watershed protection case, the interviewees claimed that the buyer 
had a family relationship with the provincial leaders so their ES payment 
was reduced. 

Targeting ES Buijers Requires Continuous Follow- up Activilk's 

All interviewees in the four cases asserted that ES sellers felt reluctant to 
approach private companies even though these companies were promising 
potential ES buyers. ES sellers rarely looked at their general organisational 
management and marketing of ES, although this reflected their ability to 
satisfy clients' requests (Koellner, et al 2008). To establish a partnership 
requires continuous physical presence, regular contact with the people, 
efforts to fit the needs of different interest groups, and flexibility in resource 
allocation and schedules (Wollenberg, et at 2007; Kosoy, et al 2008). These 
principles were applied in the landscape beauty, biodiversity conservation 
and carbon sequestration cases. The sellers in these cases considered the 
concerns, interests and requests of buyers and donors carefully so that they 
allocated appropriate time, human resources and budgets, and selected 
appropriate project activities to meet the buyers' expectations. 

In the carbon sequestration case, the intermediaries devoted a full-
time staff member to work directly with the ES buyers for three months. 
This person was responsible for preparing and sending reports to address 
buyers concerns, questions and requests related to ES buyers and ES. The 
Interviewed buyers claimed that this created a high level of trust and made 
them willing to enter into the contract. In the landscape beauty, carbon 
sequestration and biodiversity conservation cases, sellers successfully 
approached the buyers by sending a letter to potential buyers and making 
subsequent contact with them. The Interviewed buyers and sellers asserted 
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that the buyers were willing to participate in PES because of the length 
and content of the letter and because the follow-up activities (eg, telephone 
calls and information meetings) were tailored to match the buyers interests 
and investment priorities. The Interviewed buyers emphasised that, in the 
context of Vietnam, the ES sellers could not approach ES buyers concerning 
regulations or financial benefits as there were no effective regulations so 
far and it was too difficult to show the financial benefits that the buyers 
could gain from ES. Therefore, instead of using the word payment" which 
has connotations of responsibility in Vietnamese, the ES sellers used the 
word sponsorship which implies a voluntary contribution by the buyers. 
However, to get a sponsorship, the interviewed buyers asserted that 
continuous follow up activities were essential. 

Bottom-up or Top-down Approaches 

Participation Is an essential component in a democratic and equitable 
society (Desposato, et al 2008), and Is essential for effective project 
implementation (Lynam, et al 2007). However, PES projects rarely 
emphasise participation, most being driven by top-down, managerial 
policies (Kosoy, et al 2008). In all of the cases, the involvement of poor 
households was limited. Most interviewees argued that poor households 
were not consulted during the PES design phase or during implementation. 
They described how project activities were all decided by the central 
government, local authorities and project designers. Although community-
based governance and local knowledge can significantly affect the success 
of a policy or project (Tomich, et al 2004; Dietz, et al 2003), the local 
authorities claimed that the projects could not involve the poor because of 
the latters limited understanding and capacities. 

Benefits Sharing Mechanism Must be Transparent and Well-Monitored 

To ensure the sustalnability and continuity of ES provision, payments 
must be properly directed towards those providing the services (Tomich, 
et al 2004). How best to pay for ES sellers is also important (Garnett, et al 
2007). In developing countries, most ES providers are poor and supporting 
mechanisms are required to ensure that they are not marginalised and/ 
or excluded from the use of the services themselves (Duraiappah 2007). 
Benefit sharing institutions need to be locally accountable with adequate 
funds and powers to offer reliable services (Johnson & Start 2001). Such 
appropriate mechanisms were lacking for the case studies. 

In the landscape beauty cases, the ES sellers did not receive payment 
because the money was kept by the province without any monitoring that 
the money went to the actual sellers. In the carbon sequestration case, the 
payment was pitt into a trust fund which was managed by a local non-
profit organisation. The operation of this organisation was not transparent, 
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with the fund management board lacking representatives from households. 
Most of the board members came from the university, the head of the 
village and local government. The salaries of six full-time staff and eight 
part-time staff employed by the management board were deducted from 
the ES payment. Management board members were the same as the 
supervision and inspection teams, leading to a conflict of interest with 
respect to monitoring. 

A lack of appropriate economic incentives usually discourages people 
to provide ES (Klimeka, et al 2008). All interviewed ES sellers in the cases 
studied, however, claimed that It was not low payment but the lack of a 
transparent benefit-sharing mechanism that reduced their commitment 
to participate in and comply with PES. In the landscape beauty and 
conservation cases, the fact that payments were kept at the provincial level 
without being given to the sellers disappointed local people and reduced 
their willingness to continue providing ES. In the carbon sequestration 
case, the contract between the buyers and sellers had been prepared, but 
after two years had still not been signed. The local authorities and the 
project management board claimed that, although the project proposal 
was approved by the central government and the donors, the province 
and district still asked the project management board to prepare a more 
detailed version before they would approve Implementation on the ground. 
The complexity of administration delayed the contract delivery for more 
than a year. Both seller and buyer interviewees indicated that the ES sellers' 
willingness to participate in the contract voluntarily was reduced and that 
they mistrusted the local government, the project management board and 
the projects. 

Discussion and Recommendations 

PES schemes in Southeast Asia are small, donor-driven pilots. Most are 
still in the planning stage, with only a few contracts already in place 
(Huang & Upadhyaya 2007; Wertz-Kanounnikoff & Kongphan-Apirak 
2008). Therefore, it is hard to assess whether they are making a significant 
contribution to improved land use and enhanced ES (Tomich, et al 2004). 

Diversified Monitoring Approaches Can Help PES Compliance and Reduce 
Transaction Costs 

PES requires methods for assessing ES quantity and quality as well as 
compliance monitoring (Klimeka, et al 2008). The choice of monitoring 
technique influences transaction costs (Dudek & Wiener 1996). 

Occasional field visits were the most common monitoring method 
in all four cases. This method allows for the inclusion of communities In 
monitoring activities to ensure longevity of the project (Vine, et al 1999). 
However, field inventories with community Involvement are likely to 
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have higher transaction costs. Accordingly, different monitoring options, 
including modeling, remote sensing, field visits and inventories, may need 
to be combined (Vine, et al 1999). Given the fact that the technical capacity 
of stakeholders in Vietnam is limited, it is a challenge to conduct systematic 
monitoring for different criteria of PES Implementation. Therefore, It is 
suggested that a combination of monitoring tools not only increases the 
accuracy of the results but can also help to reduce transaction costs. 

Conflict and Political Influence Must be Reduced 

Effective communication among government officials, academics, NGOs 
and multilateral agencies can influence people's willingness to participate 
in PES (Kosoy, et al 2008). However, the interests and views of these 
stakeholders do not necessarily correspond (Corbera & Brown 2008). 

Conflict and political influence have been the major barriers for PES 
in Vietnam. To address these problems, differences in goals and interests 
of stakeholders must be considered (Suzuki & Iwasa 2009). Intermediaries 
and inter-group projects are needed to negotiate solutions to these conflicts 
within and among appropriate governance units (Wollenberg, et al 2001; 
Suzuki & Iwasa 2009). 

Challenges related to political influence are not easy to solve, but 
awareness raising and promotion of social responsibility and environmental 
protection are expected to mitigate the risks. ES sellers need to be aware of 
both the overt and the hidden criteria of decision-makers, so they can target 
their offers towards specific buyers (Koellner, et al 2008). 

Understanding Willingness to Pay and Willingness to Provide on the Part of ES 
Participants 

Numerous studies have investigated buyers' willingness to pay for ES, 
but an understanding of people's willingness to participate in PES is 
currently lacking in the literature (Kosoy, et al 2008; Spasha, et al 2009). 
Peoples' motives to participate in P115 are assumed to include the payments 
themselves (Wunder 2008); personal values and attitudes which are 
themselves influenced by soclo-economic, ethical and cultural factors 
(de Vries & Petersen 2009; Spasha, et al 2009); as well as Information and 
persuasive arguments provided by intermediaries. Further study needs 
to be conducted on ES participants' willingness to pay and willingness to 
participate to ensure the contracts are realistic. 

Tue Need to Have Innovative Payment Meclianis,ns 

Payment is often attractive for people to participate in PES because 
this contributes to their daily income. However, PES usually supports 
income generation activities rather than creating new sources of wealth or 
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significantly improving the current Income of people (Kosoy, et al 2008). 
A fixed payment can also be above or below opportunity costs, especially 
as ES are never spatially equal In their distribution. To address this Issue, 
auctions have been recommended for developing countries, and were 
recently used in some Southeast Asia countries (Klimeka, et al 2008; Jack, et 
al 2008). Further research on testing this mechanism in Vietnam might be 
relevant. 

In addition to economic Incentives, participation in PES can also be 
influenced by powerful cultural and ethical drivers. If an individual is 
provided information about the environmental problems and the cost and 
impacts of conservation activities they may refuse all monetary trade-offs 
with activities which degrade the environment (Spasha, et al 2009) and 
participate in environmental activism (Suzuki & Iwasa 2009; Matt, et al 
2009). 

As discussed above, and also found by De Vries and Petersen (2009), 
PES face obstacles because of deficiencies in peoples knowledge and 
understanding of environmental problems. Government regulations, NGO 
advocacy campaigns, training and information sharing will be required If 
these attitudes are to be altered (Bishop, et al 2008). The environment Is still 
perceived as a part of custom and culture and the wish to maintain and 
ensure a good environment for future generations can motivate people to 
partidpate in natural resources management (Kosoy, et al 2008; Hyams, et 
al 2008). In such cases, supporting those who advocate the maintenance of 
local traditions may be more effective than providing payments (Garnelt, 
et al 2007). Further studies should be conducted to understand factors that 
influence the willingness and commitment of ES buyers. 

Core PES: Regu!atonj vs. Dijnnmic Approaches 

With the exception of the carbon sequestration case, the other three cases 
were PES-like rather than pure-PES because either the buyers or the sellers 
did not sign the PES contracts voluntarily. All governmental interviewees 
believed that voluntary participation In PES was impossible in Vietnam 
and that it needed to be associated with rules and regulations to ensure 
compliance with payment conditions. Supportive regulations can help the 
ES market develop (Landell-Mills & Porras 2002), but they are not enough 
to protect ES. At times, these regulations can also overlook other possible 
development opportunities for both local people and ES ([)uraiappah 2007; 
Tomich, et al 2004; de Vries & Petersen 2009). The choice between rewards 
and regulations depends on the specific technical, institutional and local 
context (Tomich, et al 2004). On the technical side, regulation may be the 
better option when there are important threshold levels for damage or 
benefits, and changes to the system are Irreversible (Tomich, et al 2004). In 
contrast, countries where management has taken on less of a command-
and-control approach have a greater chance of setting enabling conditions 
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for establishing true PES schemes (Huang & Upadhyaya 2007). 
In all of the cases the current regulatory approach has been Ineffective 

because of high transactions costs. The costs have distorted and affected 
local resource management Incentives. There is a high risk from poor 
enforcement of laws and policies and from a lack of transparency for ES 
payments (Villamor, et al 2007; Tomich, et al 2004). 

Susfainabi1iti Should be Considered 

For provision of ES to be sustained over time a transparent financing 
framework is required whereby ES users flexibly compensate ES providers 
over a long period of time (Corbera, et al 2009). However, a major concern 
is that PES persists only as long as there is a market for the ES provided. 
When projects finish after five years or less, PES either will stop or will be 
transformed into another management regime (Garnett, et al 2007). 

All interviewees claimed they were uncertain if the payment for ES 
would continue if the project stopped. They also expressed their concern 
that insufficient thought had been put into the sustainability of payments. 

New Approaches and Policies for Pro-Poor PES 

The government can choose from a wide range of policy instruments 
and institutional frameworks to promote pro-poor PES. This choice 
is influenced by, among other things, the capacity of public agencies, 
the beliefs of policy-makers, and the nature of property rights over the 
resource (Bishop, et al 2008). Approaches linking poverty reduction and 
environmental protection in Vietnam are probably best developed in 
accordance with national policies and programmes/projects, stratified by 
agro-ecological zone and framed in the light of local concerns and concerns 
of the poor (Thomas, et al 2007). Pro-poor PES needs to complement rather 
than replace existing conservation or poverty approaches in Vietnam. 

Decentralisation is also considered to be pro-poor, but there are many 
questions about the appropriate scope of powers vested in different 
levels of the governance hierarchy and about the nature of Incentives, 
accountability and fiscal arrangements needed for effective management 
of natural resources (Tomich, et al 2004). Local interests are not always 
pro-poor or in line with national interests. There is a need for a holistic 
approach that accounts for procedural rules, actors interactions, 
institutions and values, and individuaW characteristics so that PES schemes 
are relevant and applicable to all stakeholders (Kosoy, et al 2008). This 
multi-level approach requires close relationships among researchers, policy 
makers, civil society and business interests (Tomich, et al 2004). 

Monetary compensation through PES provides an incentive for 
conservation, but may not necessarily Improve the overall economic 
efficiency of the resource management system (Kosoy, et al 2008). PES 
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should be viewed as an opportunity, allowing for a co-existence of 
value systems rather than imposing a language of valuation. Needs and 
expectations of ES sellers should be carefully examined and compensation 
adjusted accordingly, with the aim of improving the robustness of the 
incentive system (Kosoy, et al 2008). 

Another problem related to payments is how to create a payment 
and benefit sharing mechanism that ensures improvements to the 
environment and local livelihoods, ethics and culture (Tomich, et al 2004). 
Future research needs to compare collective motivations and individual 
preferences, especially regarding the acceptance of PES and the distribution 
of PES income. While in some cases income from PES must be distributed 
fairly among stakeholders as individuals emphasise their own interests 
over those of their communities, in the other cases people prefer that this 
money is invested in collective goods that can be divided equally among 
households (Kosoy, et al 2008). This was most evident in the carbon 
sequestration case. Given that only a small amount of money was paid 
to each individual household, the households agreed to pool the funding 
and use it to cover the cost of operating the fund. Further studies need to 
examine other possible mechanisms that will benefit the poor. 

Conclusions 

There are both opportunities and challenges for PES, particularly pro-
poor PES, in Vietnam. The experience to-date shows promise that theory 
can be translated successfully to on-ground benefits. Major lessons and 
pitfalls of PES and pro-poor PES are high transaction costs due to complex 
project administration and conflicts among actors; political interference that 
can reduce the number of ES buyers; the need for continuous follow-up 
activities among potential ES buyers; the need to adopt an approach to PES 
that is more bottom-up rather top-down; and the need for transparent and 
well monitored mechanisms for the distribution of benefits. 

The four case studies, although not yet mature, had both positive 
and negative impacts on the poor. The positive lessons are that PES can 
support the poor financially for their labour, enhance the involvement 
of ethnic groups in benefit Sharing, equip the poor with knowledge and 
understanding on environmental management, improve land use systems, 
and provide infrastructure such as buildings. But government, NGOs and 
researchers need to determine how the limitations of current PES projects 
can be remedied. The most important of these is the need for genuine 
discussion among the poor and their representatives early in the life of a 
project to ensure an understanding of benefits, coupled with the design and 
implementation of a transparent and equitable benefit distribution scheme. 
Also, while general lessons can be drawn for both PES and pro-poor PES, 
the operation of PES is slightly different for each type of PES case study. 

Although the potential size of the International market for PES should 
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be enormous, the four case studies demonstrate that the market for ES Is 
underdeveloped in Vietnam. The very immaturity of PES in Vietnam and 
timely analyses of its pitfalls present a great opportuiiity for future schemes 
that can capture long-term benefits from market-based ES provision for the 
poor while enhancing environmental quality. 
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SUMMARY 

Intermediaries are seen as important actors in 
facilitating payments for environmental services 
(PES). However, few data exist on the adequacy 
of the services provided by intermediaries and the 
impacts of their interventions. Using four PES case 
studies in Vietnam, this paper analyses the roles of 
government agencies, non-government organizations, 
international agencies, local organizations and 
professional consulting firms as PES intermediaries. 
The findings indicate that these intermediaries are 
essential in supporting PES establishment. Their roles 
are as service and information providers, mediators, 
arbitrators, equalizers, representatives, watchdogs, 
developers of standards and bridge builders. Concerns 
have been raised about the quality of intermediaries' 
participatory work, political influence on intermediar-
ies' activities and the neutral status of intermediaries. 
Although local organizations are strongly driven by 
the government, they are important channels for the 
poor to express their opinions. However, to act as 
environmental services (ES) sellers, local organizations 
need to overcome numerous challenges, particularly 
related to capacity for monitoring ES and enforcement 
of contracts. Relationships amongst intermediaries 
are complex and should be carefully examined by 
PES stakeholders to avoid negative impact on the 
poor. Each of the intermediaries may operate at a 
different level and can have different functions but a 
multi-sector approach is required for an effective PES 
implementation. 

Keywords: environmental services, intermediaries, local 
organizations, payment for environmental services, pro-poor, 
Vietnam 
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INTRODUCTION 

Payment for environmental services (PES) is a specific 
approach to enhance provision of environmental services (ES) 
and rural livelihoods through performance-based contracts 
(Pham ci al. 2008). PES is not usually explicity designed as 
a poverty reduction tool but it is expected to have positive 
impacts on the rural poor, both as beneficiaries of PES schemes 
and through conservation of the natural ecosystems upon 
which they rely for their livelihood (Leimona & Lee 2008). 
Therefore, environmental protection incentives, including 
PES, often are in line with national poverty alleviation 
policies. In many developing countries, PES is usually poorly 
understood amongst ES buyers, sellers, decision makers and 
the public. Each of these actors has different interests in 
what they can gain from PES, some of which are competing. 
The conflicting interests of stakeholders who nevertheless 
have to work together (Moss 2009) have created a role for 
'honest brokers' who can stimulate and facilitate PES (Wertz-
Kanounnikoff & Kongphan-Apirak 2008). 

Such intermediaries can be individuals, organizations or a 
network that connect different stakeholders together (Medd & 
Marvin 2007; Mike & Simon 2008). They carry out different 
tasks depending on their abilities, mandates and the local 
context (van Noordwijk et al. 2007; Mike & Simon 2008; 
Moss et al. 2009). They also transfer knowledge and resources 
between groups, increase market competition and exert 
political influence (Khurana 2002). This provides both ES 
sellers and buyers with filtered and interpreted information, 
reduces their exposure to risks and transaction costs, and helps 
local institutions develop (Lee & Mahanty 2007; Leimona & 
Lee 2008; Locatelli ci al. 2008). 

Although intermediaries have been discussed in the context 
of PES, few data exist on the adequacy of the services they 
provide and the costs of their intervention (Bracer ci al. 
2007; Moss ci cii. 2009). Most literature on intermediaries 
is theoretical and lacks empirical evidence (van der Meulen 
et al. 2005). While much attention is given to the positive 
impact of intermediaries in PES, their possible negative 
impacts (for example destruction of local culture and customs) 
are often overlooked (Campbell & Shackleton 2001; Pollard & 
Court 2005; Mike & Simon 2008). The few existing studies 
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nevertheless illustrate the complexity of the involvement of 
intermediaries, as their participation can have both positive 
and negative impacts on local people. 

PES conditionality, namely that payments are only made 
if services are delivered, requires transparent information 
and equal power in negotiation amongst stakeholders to 
ensure fairness and effectiveness (Ferraro 2008). However, 
the poor often have limited influence on decision making 
(Hovland 2003) and limited knowledge about PES (Huang 
& Upadhyaya 2007). There is a high risk that other actors 
with more information can exploit the poor. For PES to be 
pro-poor, intermediaries (such as local farmers' organizations) 
might address this asymmetrical information access and 
ensure benefits reach the poor in PES (Arifin 2005; Zhang et al. 
2008). 

This paper examines the importance of intermediaries as 
PES facilitators in Vietnam. Using four PES case studies, it 
considers three research questions: 

Are there intermediaries and if so, what are their key 
functions in getting PES established? 
To what extent can local organizations (such as farmers' 
associations) act as ES sellers? 
What are the main differences in the capacities, power and 
relationships of the different intermediaries in negotiating 
PES? 

METHODS 

To investigate the importance and impacts of intermediaries, 
we followed five steps. Firstly, we established criteria for 
selecting the PES case studies. These were: high poverty 
rate, availability of PES projects and their reports from which 
lessons could be learnt, willingness of key stakeholders to 
be involved in the study, high levels of reduction of natural 
resources or ES and access to the project areas. Four sites were 
selected: two projects on landscape beauty, one project on car-
bon sequestration and one project on watershed protection. All 
four projects included poverty reduction as one of the object-
ives. Only the carbon sequestration case and one of the land-
scape beauty cases had reached the state of PES implement-
ation and monitoring; the other two were being negotiated. 

Secondly, we applied the framework of van Noordwijk et al. 
(2007) to analyse functions of intermediaries at each PES stage 
(scoping, stakeholder analysis, negotiation, implementation 
and monitoring of agreements). van Noordwijk et al. 
(2007) argued that PES is workable if it is realistic (based 
on recognizable cause-effects pathways involved in the 
production of ES, and with benefits gained by both sellers and 
buyers being tangible and sustainable), voluntary (engagement 
of ES providers and sellers is based on free choice rather than 
obligatory through regulation), conditional (ES provision only 
being rewarded if provided) and pro-poor (equitable impacts 
on all actors and PES design is positively biased towards poor 
stakeholders). We assumed that the intermediaries were likely  

to play a significant role in translating these four criteria into 
the PES schemes studied. 

Thirdly, we reviewed the project documentation on each 
of the four sites to understand how the intermediaries were 
involved and their functions. We also reviewed literature on 
the role of intermediaries in general and local organizations 
(such as farmers' associations) in particular, in facilitating 
the implementation of environmental protection and poverty 
reduction adapted to Vietnamese conditions. Following 
this, we visited each site twice, where we undertook 39 
interviews including nine representative local authorities, 
14 representative intermediaries, seven representative ES 
sellers and nine representative ES buyers. The selected 
interviewees were key actors in the PES schemes investigated 
and recognized as experts because of their organizational 
roles and experience in PES. The number of interviewees 
in each category differed owing to the variable availability of 
different stakeholders. These interviews aimed to capture the 
stakeholder's perceptions regarding the role of intermediaries, 
the positive and negative impacts of the intermediaries, the 
possibility of local organizations acting as ES sellers, and the 
relationships amongst different intermediaries. 

Fourthly, a questionnaire was sent to all thirty-nine 
interviewees to explore their opinions on the possibility of 
local organizations being ES providers. The respondents were 
also asked to rank the effectiveness of the local organizations in 
comparision with the other three intermediaries in the fields of 
poverty reduction and environmental management. Twenty-
three of the 39 interviewees responded to the questionnaire. 

Finally, the initial findings of the above were presented at 
a National Workshop in March 2009 in Vietnam, with more 
than one hundred participants from international agencies, 
international and national non-goverment organizations 
(NGOs), local organizations and private companies (World 
Agroforestry Center 2009). Open discussions on the findings 
between the authors and PES stakeholders in Vietnam 
were scheduled throughout the workshop. The draft of this 
paper was also reviewed by numerous global PES experts 
who attended a 'Writeshop' in May 2009 in China with 
26 researchers from 11 countries (Providoli 2009). These 
workshops acted as a means of triangulating the findings with 
those involved in PES in Vietnam and internationally. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Intermediaries and their key functions in getting PES 
established 

The key groups that acted as intermediaries in the PES 
projects investigated were (1) international and local NGOs 
and international agencies, (2) government agencies, (3) 
local organizations (for example farmers' associations) and 

professional consulting firms. These four groups of 
intermediaries have helped the PES cases investigated to be 
realistic, voluntary, conditional and pro-poor. 
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Realistic 
In the scoping stage, the international NGOs, private 
consulting firms and government agencies were information 
and service providers. They assisted the buyers in searching 
for and evaluating the potential and the risks related to 
buying particular ES, whilst supporting the sellers by creating 
and disseminating information on ES opportunities. With 
financial support from the donors, the international NGOs 
and professional firms in the PES cases studied (1) invited 
overseas experts to train government and local staff (all four 
cases), (2) organized study tours (in the landscape beauty 
cases), (3) provided technical assistance (all four cases), (4) 
conducted inventory surveys (all four cases) and willingness 
to pay studies (in the landscape beauty cases), (5) sold their 
services for proposal writing and applications (in the landscape 
and biodiversity case) and (6) monitored and evaluated ES 
(in the carbon sequestration case). The government agencies 
provided information on the possible PES sites as well as legal 
advice for ES buyers and international organizations. They 
also supported PES through facilitating research, promoting 
pilot projects and by working to overcome legal and policy 
barriers. All interviewees claimed that this helped PES 
stakeholders in Vietnam to identify causes and effects involved 
in providing ES, and to understand principles for ensuring 
tangible and sustainable benefits for both sellers and buyers. 

Voluntary 
Capacity building for PES implementation and good 
understanding of PES requirements are important for PES 
provision to be voluntary. In all cases, training and workshops 
on different aspects of PES (for example environmental 
economics, sustainable financing options and tools for rapid 
assessment of ES), were delivered by the international NGOs, 
international agencies and government agencies at both the 
central and provincial level during different stages of PES. 
All interviewees asserted that this created awareness of 
PES schemes for all stakeholders and increased the buyers' 
willingness to pay and the sellers' willingness to participate in 
PES contracts. They claimed that without a clear assessment 
of ES values and status, both buyers and sellers were reluctant 
to participate in the PES schemes because they found no basis 
and justification for their payments and involvement. 

Although the buyers might pay for ES for other reasons, 
such as public relations campaigns in the carbon sequestration 
case and government regulations in the two landscape beauty 
and biodiversity conservation cases, the support of intermedi-
aries was believed by all interviewees to be critically important, 
as this helped them feel that payment was voluntary. 

Conditionality and pro-poor 
To make PES conditional and pro-poor, the intermediaries 
acted as bridge builders, mediators, arbitrators, equalizers, 
developers of standards, representatives and watchdogs in all 
four PES cases. 

PES intermediaries can connect buyers and sellers by build-
ing trust, providing references, making recommendations,  

and influencing the partnership formulation and development 
(l3orrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004). In all four PES cases 
investigated, the government agencies, international NGOs 
and professional firms put donors and foreign investors 
interested in PES in touch with provincial stakeholders 
where there was potential for a PES scheme. They also 
bridged the knowledge gap between the policy makers, the 
local organizations and the scientists who had different 
goals, expectations, jargon and languages. All interviewed 
argued that international NGOs and professional consulting 
firms were able to present PES in ways which made 
it of greater interest to the buyers and the stakeholders 
involved. All intermediaries interviewed claimed that before 
sending documents to the buyers to call for their interest, 
intermediaries needed to tailor the language and presentations 
to match with buyers' interests and investment priorities. 

Like any legal and business contract, PES contracts can 
require the services of arbitrators and mediators because 
of different stakeholder interests (Bakker 2008; Kosoy 
et al. 2008). In the cases studied, conflicts were found 
amongst stakeholders (for example disagreement on co-
funding principles and project outcomes in the watershed 
protection and landscape beauty cases; competition over the 
studied area in the watershed protection case), and between 
the buyers and the sellers (for example disagreement on benefit 
sharing ratio in the landscape beauty cases; disagreement on 
the focus of information on the project published in the 
media in the carbon sequestration case). The government 
agencies mediated the relationship amongst the stakeholders 
by requiring different actors to work at different sites and 
organizing regular meetings to bring stakeholders together. In 
all cases, the private consulting firms and international NGOs 
also collected information on expected benefit-sharing ratios 
from both parties and proposed the most reasonable options. 
I Lowever, all intermediaries claimed that their suggestions 
stayed as proposals because the donors/buyers decided 
benefit-sharing ratios based on their available fundings and 
procedures. All ES sellers claimed that they often agreed with 
the benefit-sharing ratios because they did not have a good 
understanding of ES and PES. Therefore, they were willing 
to accept any offer from the buyers. 

Two groups needing support in negotiations about PES 
were (1) the sellers (in the landscape beauty cases) and their 
representatives (in the carbon sequestration case), in their 
negotiations with ES buyers, and (2) local governments in their 
negotiations with central government and the private sector (in 
the carbon sequestration case). The international agencies and 
NGOs (1) enhanced the voice of these groups by providing 
training on negotiation tools (in the landscape beauty and 
watershed protection cases), (2) conducted research into 
pro-poor policies (in the landscape beauty and watershed 
protection cases) and (3) supported provincial authorities in 
preparing documents to submit to the central government for 
project approval (in the carbon sequestration case). 

Developing standards for PES design and for the 
responsibilities of key PES stakeholders can guide 
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actors to achieve results at reasonable cost and effort 
(Wertz-Kanounnikoff & Kongphan-Apirak 2008). In the 
cases investigated, PES standards were designed by 
both government and non-government intermediaries. 
The government established requirements and monitored 
performance standards in the carbon sequestration case. In 
the watershed protection and landscape beauty cases, the 
international NGOs and research organizations developed 
different tools and methods (for example rapid hydrology 
assessment toolkits), to quantify and evaluate ES rapidly. 

Smallholder farmers are poor and are disadvantaged if 
a capable and trustworthy intermediary is not present to 
advocate on their behalf (Huang & Upadhyaya 2007). All 
interviewees claimed that the government agencies were 
effective representatives when the ES and the scale of 
negotiation related to international buyers (in the carbon 
sequestration case), while local organizations (farmers' 
associations and women's unions) were key players in 
establishing small PES contracts (landscape beauty cases). 

Intermediaries can play a role in monitoring PES provision, 
although to be credible they need to have the trust of 
the buyers. Their participation enhances the potential for 
the project to be sustainable and accountable (Blagescu & 
Young 2006), and keeps the policy 'honest' (Pollard & 
Court 2005). In all cases studied, international NGOs 
monitored watershed protection by different rapid assessment 
tools, while a professional consulting firm and government 
agencies monitored the carbon sequestration using a standard 
verification process. 

In all cases, transaction costs were not considered by the ES 
sellers, ES providers and the intermediaries, as their primary 
goal was to pilot PES in Vietnam. Most transactions costs were 
covered by the intermediaries themselves because they were 
allocated funding from different donors and buyers to cover 
such costs. However, all interviewees from the international 
NGOs and professional consulting firms argued that they tried 
to reduce transaction costs by hiring other intermediaries 
(for example government agencies) who had rich working 
experiences and wide networking in Vietnam, to provide 
information and conduct scoping studies. 

To what extent can local organizations act as ES 
sellers? 

Even when potential ES buyers are interested in purchasing 
ES, they often find it difficult to choose the appropriate ES 
sellers (Koellner et al. 2008). The participation of the poor as 
ES providers can be enhanced if there are options for moving 
the unavoidable transaction costs of dealing with many small 
landholders, such as group certifications and collective actions 
(Arifin 2005; Ravnborg et al. 2007). This allows communities, 
rather than just individuals, to register as ES sellers, especially 
if combined with support for strengthening community-level 
organizations, including their legal recognition (Ravnborg 
et al. 2007; Leimona & Lee 2008). 

There are many existing examples of farmers' organizations 
that were established by an intermediary to coordinate pro-
duction procedures amongst numerous dispersed smallhold-
ers (Baumann 2000; Arifin 2005; Zhang et al. 2008). All inter-
viewees agreed that local organizations (for example farmers' 
associations) in Vietnam potentially have a major role in or-
ganizing ES provision on behalf of poor individual members. 

Gathering and forming a group of poor households 
is complex. Group formation is facilitated by having a 
common interest, culture, ethnic background and economic 
status, and having clear incentives. Building on existing 
local groups with capacities to reach all sectors of the 
rural population is critical in natural resource management 
(Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004; Arifin 2005; Bonnal 
2005). These local groups are often trusted by the local 
communities (Mclver et al. 2007), interact effectively with 
all key stakeholders and have community representatives. 
This reduces PES transaction costs significantly (Borrini-
Feyerabend et al. 2004; Bracer et al. 2007). In Vietnam, 
local organizations have operated for more than 20 years (for 
example the Youth Union was established in 1930, women's 
unions were established in 1986 and farmers' associations 
established in 1988). These organizations also have units 
working at all levels of the government (central, province, 
district and communes, and village) and regularly engage in 
activities and meetings with the heads of households. All 
interviewees claimed that they wanted these organizations 
to act as their representative in working with ES buyers 
since the networks and regulations (for example registration, 
rules of working, fees, rights and responsibilities) of these 
groups functioned well and have long been respected by 
communities. All interviewees also highlighted that since these 
organizations belonged to communist party structure, they 
received updated information on government directions and 
had close connections with other government agencies, which 
made negotiations easier. 

Even when groups are formed, a trusted mediator is 
essential to harmonize all needs (Baumann 2000; Blagescu 
& Young 2006). In Vietnam, local organizations are the 
mediators when conflicts occur in local communities. All 
interviewees asserted that local households always sought 
advice and mediation of local organizations to resolve conflicts. 
Local authorities interviewed also emphasized that the issues 
must be analysed and mediated by local organizations before 
cases could be brought to court. All interviewees agreed 
that these local organizations could develop the criteria and 
indicators required for equitable and fair payment systems 
since they understood ES sellers' concerns and interests. 

All interviewees claimed that local organizations were 
favoured by the donors and the buyers to disseminate 
information and policies. They can also maintain and provide 
trust-based loans for the poor since they have managed 
numerous poverty reduction and environmental management 
programmes sponsored by international agencies for 
community members. Their existing dissemination methods, 
financial management and benefit sharing mechanisms were 
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useful for PES awareness raising and PES cash flow 
management. Also, since these organizations are funded by 
government, the transaction costs to run these organizations 
can be reduced or can even be shared between the government 
and ES sellers. Local interviewees asserted that many staff 
at the village level worked voluntarily and were enthusiastic 
about reducing management costs. 

The extent to which PES is voluntary has been questioned 
(van Noordwijk et al. 2007). However, all interviewees 
claimed that local organizations successfully encouraged their 
members to join group activities voluntarily. The farmers' 
associations and women's unions in all projects investigated 
successfully encouraged and cordinated their members to 
provide free labour to plant trees to sell and save money to 
help poor members. In-depth understanding of local people's 
interests, culture and perceptions, and the experience of these 
organizations in communication, suggests that these groups 
can facilitate equitable, effective and efficient payments and 
voluntarily participation of households. 

Despite the potential for local organizations to become 
ES providers, major challenges were discussed by the 
interviewees. 

Firstly, all interviewees claimed that local organizations 
had the least power amongst intermediaries because of their 
political status. Although they had close relationships with 
government and a detailed understanding of government 
policies, they were also strongly influenced by government. 
Because Vietnam has a 'command and control' political 
culture, local organizations were established to enhance 
political control and cannot be seen in the same way as in 
Western civil society (Norlund et al. 2003; Bonnal 2005). 
All interviewees argued that even when local organizations 
entered the PES contract as ES sellers, they were still under 
the management and direction of local authorities and the 
party at the central, provincial, district and commune level. 

Secondly, adopting and monitoring PES-related practices 
requires substantial technical capacity, knowledge and skills 
(Lee & Mahanty 2007). however, all interviewees from 
local authorities and organizations attending the consultation 
workshop were uncertain whether the local organizations 
could understand and implement PES contracts because many 
staff and leaders working in the associations (particularly at 
village level) could not write a report and had only completed 
primary school. All local organizations interviewees claimed 
that their members were scattered and dispersed, and that 
their limited staff numbers and operational budgets would 
make ES monitoring difficult. Their limited operational 
budget from government also made local organizations 
reluctant to be ES providers, as they were uncertain how 
they could provide compensation if the contract was not 
well-implemented. If local organizations notified contract 
violations, they would not have legal rights to punish those 
who did not comply with the contract, as this is the role of local 
authorities. Furthermore, leaders of these organizations were 
elected by community members and local authorities. These 
leaders claimed that it would be difficult for them to resolve  

contract violations because those who violated contracts might 
be people whom they knew and had good relationships with. 
Moreover, all interviewees claimed that the current structure 
of local organizations was inequitable. The grassroots village 
staff members did most of the work and were closest to the 
farmers and the poor, but got the least, or even no, payment. 

Although local organizations have potential to become ES 
sellers, not all of them are equally powerful and effective. 
Forty per cent of respondents claimed that, amongst local 
organizations, only the farmers' associations or women's uni-
ons were eligible to become ES sellers as they had the largest 
number of members, good networks and extensive experience 
in both poverty reduction and environmental protection. The 
other organizations (youth unions) were seen by seventy per 
cent of respondents as either too young or too old (veterans), 
and unable to make significant changes to implement PES. 

Capacities, power and relationship of different 
intermediaries in negotiating PES 

Natural resource management can only be effective if the 
state, international organizations, business enterprises and 
grassroots actors work together (Mapedza & Mandondo 
2002). however, our Vietnam case studies showed complex 
relationships amongst the four intermediaries, of which we 
identified four. 

Competitors 
Competition was found amongst international NGOs, private 
companies and governmental agencies and between interna-
tional NGOs and private companies. This had a disruptive 
effect and created other problems that the communities had 
to deal with and reduced benefits to people (for example a 
slow payment process reduced the commitment of ES sellers 
in the carbon sequestration and landscape beauty cases, and 
resulted in high transaction costs in the carbon sequestration 
case because of a complex administrative system). 

Employees and employers 
All interviewees claimed that the establishment of PES in 
Vietnam was politically and financially driven by the donors. 
In all cases, the donors employed international agencies and 
NGOs to become intermediaries. International NGOs and 
international agencies then hired local organizations and local 
NGOs to disseminate PES information in the watershed 
protection case, or professional consultants hired government 
agencies and staff to collect data for their scoping study in the 
carbon sequestration case. One representative intermediary 
stated that 'Some intermediaries had direct control over 
others, which affected the dynamics of those with less power 
to contribute to PES design and implementation'. 

Command and control 
All interviewees agreed that, amongst the four intermediaries, 
the government was seen as the most powerful actor and had 
the strongest influence on PES in Vietnam because of its highly 
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centralized institutions. Government influenced how other 
intermediaries worked, particularly how local government 
and local organizations implemented PES on the ground. 
A representative of an international NGO stated, 'Although 
the donors required us to implement specific activities at 
the grassroot level, it is critically important for us to ensure 
that our activities and project designs are within government 
guidelines and instructions'. All intermediaries interviewees 
also asserted that private consulting firms were not only 
financially driven by the donors and buyers, but were also 
strongly influenced by government policies. 

Collaboration 
All interviewees argued that local organizations enjoyed 
working together and that their relationships were supportive 
and collaborative. Many local NGOs formed themselves into 
networks (Nørlund et al. 2003). All interviewees claimed that 
this was useful not only for collaboration and information 
exchange, but also for cross checking on the accountability of 
the intermediaries. 

It should be noted that the political culture in Vietnam was 
unfavourable to non-government organizations until around 
the mid-1990 s because NGOs were translated as 'Phi chink 
phu'. This 'has the connotation of something unorganised and 
therefore did not ring positive to Vietnamese who feel most 
things should be organised' (Norlund et al. 2003). Despite 
these traditional perceptions, all interviewees believed that 
NGOs have proven themselves to be the most organized and 
effective intermediaries in Vietnam. 

Although NGOs and international agencies dominated 
and the government were the most powerful actor, all 
interviewees asserted that other intermediaries still had 
influence. Private companies and international agencies had 
advantages in negotiating with international buyers (in the 
carbon sequestration case, landscape beauty and biodiversity 
conservation cases), because of their understanding of the 
ES market, while local organizations had the advantage in 
negotiating with ES sellers, who were poor farmers (in the 
watershed protection case). 

General discussion 

Critics often argue that intermediaries are expensive and 
consume most of the payments in transaction costs (Wunder 
2008). However, since PES is still new in Vietnam, 
intermediaries have played a critical role in developing PES 
proposals, changing attitudes, building trust, networking 
with stakeholders, influencing policy priorities, promoting 
learning, sharing knowledge and bringing stakeholders 
together. It is hard to imagine a PES scheme without 
the involvement of intermediaries (Ravnborg et al. 2007). 
However, the increasing numbers of buyers and sellers, 
and their knowledge of ES markets, are expected to reduce 
transaction costs (Landell-Mills & Porras 2002) and may 
actually reduce the number of intermediaries required for 
successful PES schemes, or at least limit their roles. 

Intermediaries are important for facilitating PES, but the 
strengths and positive impacts of intermediaries lie in their 
international and local identities, relationships, capacity and 
adaptation to local situations (Locatelli et al. 2008; Moss 
et al. 2009). Intermediaries are expected to be neutral, but 
if they have relationships or derive benefits from the buyers 
or sellers, their advice is no longer neutral and may not ensure 
benefits for buyers or sellers (Mike & Simon 2008). They 
can influence and define certain relationships because of their 
commercial and political mission. Some intermediaries are 
highly selective in the issues they support and the activities 
they perform, and may not be able or willing to consider 
aspects deemed peripheral to their interests (Moss et al. 2009). 
In the PES cases investigated, the local authorities asserted 
that the intermediaries, particularly the private consulting 
firms, only worked for the benefits of the ES buyers and 
did not consult the ES sellers. In this sense, they could be 
considered as agents of the buyers rather than intermediaries. 

As discussed earlier, international agencies and NGOs are 
the dominant intermediaries in Vietnam and are believed to 
be more efficient and cost-effective than other stakeholders. 
These intermediaries, however, are always under pressure 
from the donors to produce measurable outputs within a 
short timeframe (van der Meulen et al. 2005; Bendell 2006; 
Moss et al. 2009), as well as reflect the preferences of the 
donors or investors (Koellner et al. 2008). The securing 
of outputs may limit the sustainability of their actions 
and accountability (Pollard & Court 2005; Nørlund et al. 
2003). They can be powerful actors pushing communities 
into certain decisions so that they provide material benefits 
and employment (Campbell & Shackleton 2001), change the 
nature of a customary or traditional institutions (Borrini-
Feyerabend et al. 2004) and harm the poor because of 
corruption and disempowerment (Mapedza & Mandondo 
2002). Since most intermediaries in all four cases studied were 
employed by donors, their motivations and accountability 
should be carefully examined by PES stakeholders to avoid 
negative impact on the poor. 

The intermediaries can misunderstand as well as 
disempower the poor by conducting weak participatory 
work (Bendell 2006; Fraser et al. 2008). All interviewees 
claimed that many intermediaries carried out participatory 
work to meet project milestones rather than to engage 
deeply with communities. Their programmes may overlook 
or misunderstand the needs and aspirations of their intended 
beneficiaries (Johnson 2001). All intermediaries interviewees, 
notwithstanding, claimed that they had to hurry their work to 
meet the deadline imposed by donor's projects, so were less 
thorough than they wished. 

All interviewees also argued that a 'top-down' approach 
was prevelant. Consultations at commune level often took 
place after decisions had been made at central, provincial 
and district levels. The 'consultations' were an invitation for 
local people to listen to the decision rather than a forum for 
expressing opinions and discussion. The interviewees also 
claimed that the design of the consultations (for example 
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long presentations, powerful government officers juxtaposed 
with the poorest of the poor, together with limited time 
for discussion), did not provide a comfortable environment 
for community representatives to talk. The interviewees 
also noted that the large number of intermediaries in PES 
establishment and implementation, as well as their complex 
relationships, confused local stakeholders, particularly when 
many and different messages were given during local 
workshops and meetings. Ideally, such participatory initiatives 
need to be carefully designed and have a forum for the voices 
of the poor to be heard, including providing input into the 
agenda (Fraser et al. 2008). 

As discussed earlier, local organizations are potential 
representatives of the poor. However, these local groups 
need a means to exchange information with government 
organizations, donors and ES buyers. All interviewees 
claimed that these groups needed training in communication 
skills, team work, monitoring, reporting, participatory rural 
appraisal tools, negotiation skills and business planning. 

Nevertherless, all intermediary interviewees highlighted 
the financial constraints in supporting these activities and 
biased priorities of donors, which was to build up capacity 
for the government agencies only. 

All interviewees of local authorities and sellers felt that 
a combination of local organizations and local authorities 
to represent ES providers would be sustainable. Local 
organizations can gather individual households together, 
disseminate information and encourage households to 
participate, implement the contracts as trainers, information 
and service providers, representatives, mediators and 
equalizers, and ensure participation is voluntary. Local 
government can be the watchdog and arbitrator if there are 
contract violations and conflicts. At each level of these local 
organizations (central, province, district and commune), there 
can be monitoring teams that report regularly to higher levels. 

Informal systems always coexist with formal systems (North 
1990). Campbell and Shackleton (2001) highlighted the need 
to consider and respect traditional leadership, as well as the 
formal structures of government. The same could apply in 
Vietnam, as in some areas traditional leaders are regarded as 
more important than government. however, many traditional 
leaders avoid such adminstrative roles because of insufficient 
remuneration to cover the costs of transport and meetings, 
and because their families dissuade them, although some feel 
that the opportunity to have influence over village decisions is 
attractive. The potential role of traditional leaders as PES 
intermediaries in Vietnam and elsewhere requires greater 
consideration. 

Decentralization is often seen as a means to create 
transparent and accountable mechanisms for the poor. 
However, this does not necessarily improve the performance 
and accountability of local government, and indeed may only 
empower local elites to capture a larger share of public 
resources (Johnson et al. 2003). Given the complexity of 
resource management at the community level and the strong 
political hierarchy in Vietnam, further research is needed  

to explore how community can have an equal voice to 
government in PES implementation. The process of defining 
and registering competent community-based organizations 
that are representative of the different interests of local actors, 
and sensitive to the dynamics and power relations in the 
community, is an arduous task, usually needing considerable 
time (Campbell & Shackleton 2001). Until this is done, PES 
in Vietnam is likely to be dominated by the powerful, even if 
delivered by the poor. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Intermediaries, including NGOs, government agencies, 
professional consulting firms and local organizations, are 
important actors in PES development. The four groups 
of intermediaries in the PES cases investigated had 
different roles determined by their place within the current 
government system and funding. However, concerns have 
been raised about (1) commitment to true participation being 
compromised by pressure to achieve specific within tight 
deadlines affecting the sustainability of intermediary's actions, 

the political influences of donors and government and 
their neutrality, since they might have relationships or 

derive benefits from either the buyers or sellers. Although local 
organizations are strongly driven by the government, they are 
important channels for the poor to express their opinions and 
concerns, because they are trusted and have well-established 
systems and effective networks. However, to act as ES 
sellers, these local organizations need to overcome numerous 
challenges, particularly related to capacity for monitoring 
ES and enforcement of contracts. Because intermediaries 
operate at many different levels and have different functions, a 
multi-disciplinary and multi-sector approach is required that 
includes effective participation and capacity building for the 
poorest and least powerful. 
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